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FOREWORD 

The demand for and the growth of governmental services have 
added to the duties and responsibilities of the district attorney. 
Yet one of his most important duties is still the successful prose
cution of persons acc~sed of crime. At the same time the district 
attorney also has the responsibility, which in its social implica
tions is of equal if not of greater importance in criminal matters, 
of securing the exoneration of innocent persons suspected of, 
criminal acts. ' 

The Wisconsin district attorney no longer needs to rely entirely 
upon the resUlts of the conventional investigation methods of his 

,own local agencies and upon his own limited resources in prosecuting 
persons believed guilty of criminal acts. Chemical analysis, the 
microscope, and the camera--to mention only three important modern 
tools--can provide him with objective, accurate, and unbiased in
formation that will often be of prime importance in reconstructing 
the facts in a particular case and in demonstrating those facts in a 
conclusive way to the judge and jury in court. By their very nature 
these modern methods are almost invariably subject to critical 
review and for this reason probably should be given greater weight 
as evidence than the spoken word of a forgetful, biased, or per
juring witness. 

Law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and judges have not 
always clearly realized or unde~stood the full possibilities of 
laboratory and other scientific methods in promoting the ends of 
justice. In some cases, on the other hand, these officials have 
failed to appreciate fully the lim~tations of these methods and have 
expected too much from them. Although university and otherlabora
tories for years had rendered valuable assistance to law enforce
ment agencies, it was not until 1947, when the Wisconsin legislatUre 
provided for the establishment of the State Crime Laboratory, that 
a special governmental agency on a state level was established to 
provide the technical assistance in criminal matters to the courts 
and the various enforcement agencies charged with the conduct of 
criminal investigation. 

This was'accomplished in a large measure as the result of the 
active support this new idea received from the Wisconsin District 
Attorney's Association. This new state denartment was and is not 
intended ever to replace any of the very necessary and excellently 
executed conventional police functions but rather to provide sup
plementa:.:-y technical assistance to all officia"l agencies within the 
enforcement structure who are charged with the responsibility of 
conducting criminal investigations. 
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According to the Superintendent of the Wisconsin State Crime 
Laboratory, this Institute represents the realization of an objective 
of the late dean emeritus Colonel John Henry Wigmore, 1/I1ho m~ny years 

f~go expressed to Superintendent Wilson the belief that the clLosest 
possible working arrangement sllouldexist between a crime laboratory, 
the law school, and members of the judiciary, if the full potential 
values and contributions of the crime ~'aboratory technicians were 
to be realized and utilized • . 

It is hoped that out of this Institute will come other in
stitutes and courses so that by this method the objectives of Colonel 
Wigmore and all serions thinking jurists may be achieved. 

This Institute is designed as a short course to: 

--demonstrate and explain some of the proper uses of'-. 
laboratory aids to law enforcement in criminal mau~ers, 
and how these techniques may be used by prosecuting 
attorneys and judges in this state 

--explain how this new technical service can be used to 
best advantage by the courts and the district attorneys 
in the proper pr~paration and presentation of criminal 
cases which involv'e the application of these technical 
methods to selected representative practical problems 
of judicial proof. 

As the title page indicates, a number of interested state and 
university agencies are cooperatin.g in providing the instruction 
for this Institute. Through this cooperation it has been possible 
to focus the best available information and considered judgment on 
the problems that daily confront district attorneys and judges in 
the course of their criminal law enforcement activities and interests. 

This Institute is the twelfth in a series of institutes for 
COurlty officials presented by the Bureau of Government. The BU1~au, 
on behalf of all the agenci es cooperating in thi s Insti tut e, wi shes 
to express appreciation to those who prepared materials for this 
manual and who participated in the program. Without them this 
Institute would not have been possible. In particular we wish to 
thank Charles M. Wilson, Superintendent of the Wisconsin State Crime 
Laboratory, who undertook the task of editor of this manual. 

Address all communications regard.ingthis institute to the -
Bureau of Government, University of Wiscorrsial Extension Division, 
Madison. 
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University of Wisconsin Extension Division 
Bureau of Goverrunent 
Institute on Laboratory Methods of Judicial Proof 

HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL 

This publication which we have elected to refer to as a manual, 
has been prepared for' your use while at this Institut e and after 
you have returned to your official duties in your county. 

1. This m!.ill].al is your "textbook" for this Institute. It contains 
relevant materials on the problems that Hill be considered. 

Look at the TABLE OF CONT1NTS a.nd see how the Manua.l is arranged. 
Then, before the sessions of the Institute start, read the ap
plicable pages. 

2. 

3. 

Jhi~ ma~'lUal is a notebook, It is put toget;;her so that you will 
have ample room for notes you want to write. Jot d01rm questions 
that you want to ask. Jot down summa.ries of important points. 
These notes will be very valuable later on when you want to re
fresh your memory on some point that w~as brought out at tl1e 
Institut e. 

This manual is a referenC.e book. You can use it to refer to in
i.~orma tion you may need w~~n you have returned to your office. 
You may want to hold an I?linstitute" for your own office staff 
when you go home in order to pass on to them some of the informa
tion you obtained at the Institute. 

This manual is a useful source of material. It will serve as a 
SOUrce if local level conferences or in-service training programs 
are set up for the guidance and assistance of your local en
forcement officers. 

This manual conta.ins a bibliography and helpful ca~ citation§,a 
At the back of the manual there is included, in addition to the 
material pertaining to the actual program, case citations and a 
bibliography which will be helpful to you if questions come to 
the attention of yo~r office that involve the subject matter 
covered in this Institute. It is hoped that this bibliography 
will be a constant SOurce of topical information to you in this 
connection. 

This Insti tut e is being conducted with your assistance, and in 
many of the sessions audience participation is provided for and ex
p'ected. Since in the preparation of this manual the substance of 
these discussions cannot be incorporated, you are urged to supple
ment the published material in this manual by taking notes which will 
serve as a ready reference to you. 
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The preparation of this manual has been a joint undertaking •.... 

Some sections contain articles, papers and other materials previously 

published and are reproduced here with the kind permission of the 

authors and the copyright holders. 

All other materials in the manual are original materials~ 

preparation o:E which could not have been undertaken ",i thout the 

active support, helpful suggestions and criticisms of all the members 

of the Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory, particularly the following: 

L. J. Goin, microanalyst; J. C. Wilimovsky, polygraph operator; 

Don M. Harding, examiner of questioned docume~~s; Elmer Hohnberger, 

photographer; Albert D. Hamann, field unit operator, and the clerical 

and stenographic staff. 

II 

Charles M. tilson, Superintendent 
Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 
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,INSTITUTE ON LABORATORY AND 
SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF JUDICIAL PROOF 

All sessions of the Instit~te, except where otherwise indicated, will be held 
in the Mel/lDriaZ Union, Park and Langdon Streets, Madison 

'ednesd~, October 31 9:30-IO::MJ Chemical Methods of Testing for Alcohol ic Intoxi
cation. A suggested program to meet this problem. 
Panel discussion. 9:~-9: 10 

9:10-9:30 

9:30-10:00 

10: 10-11: lJO 

'Welcome: Oliver S. Rundell, Dean, Law 
School, University of Wisconsin 

Uses of Field Unit and Technical Laboratory 
Facilities as"Aids in the Investigation of 
Major Offenses 
Charles M. Wilson,·.Superintellient, Wisconsin 
state Crime Laboratory 

The Pathologist's Findings in Death Investi
gations 
Dr. Alan R. Moritz, Professor and ChairlllUl, 
Department of Pathology, western Reserve 
University, Cleveland 

Medical and TOXicological Examinations 
Panel: Dr. Alan R. Moritz, Professor and 
Chairman, Department of Pathology, Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland 

Dr. D. Murray Angevine, Professor of Pathol
ogy, University of Wisconsin tedical School 

Dr. Frank L. Ko:relka, Associate Professor of 
,:',Toxicology, University of Wisconsin Medical 

School 

Dr. E. L. Tharinger, Clinical Pathologist, 
Milwaukee 

Dr. L. J. Van Heeke, Medical Examiner, 
Milwaukee 

Mr. William A. Platz, Assistant Attorney 
General, state of Wisconsin 

Mr. Charles M. Wilson, Superintendent, 
Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

12:00 Noon Luncheon 
Talk by the Honorable Gerald J. Boileau 
Circuit court Jooge ':' 16th Circuit - Wausau 

1: 30-2: 20 Use of Photography in Crime SCenes 

2:30-3:20 

3:30-4:20 

4:30-6:00 

EI mer Hohnberger, Photographer, Wisconsin 
state crime Laboratory 

Albert Hamann, ,Field Unit Operator, Wiscon
sin State Cl'ime Laboratory 

The ':"i!techanics of the Proper Uses and Admis
sion of Pootographs in Evideooe 
Eklwin Conrad, Attorney, Madison 

QUestioned Documents 
J. H. Mathews, Professor and Chairman of 
the Department of ChemiStry, University of 
Wisconsin 

Wisconsin state Crime Lanoratory facilities 
will be open for the inspectim of those 
attending the Institute at 917 University 
Avenue (2 blocks from the Memorial Union 
Building). 

Ttaursda,y, Novelllber ]'" 

9:00-9:30 The WIt! of tests for alcoholic intOXication. 
Dr. R. N. Harger, Professor of Biochemistry 
and PharmaQoloiY, Indiana University Medi
cal Center, Indianapolis 

Discussion Leader: Dr. R. N. Harger, Professor 
of Biochemistry am Toxicology, Iooiana Univer
sity Medical Center, Indianapolis 

Dr. Frank L. Kozelka, Associate Professor of 
Toxicology, UniverSity of Wisconsin 

Dr. E. L. Tharinger, Cl inical Pathologist, 
Milwaukee 

Dr. L. J. Van Hecke, Medical Examiner, Milwaukse 

11: 00-12: 00 Use of the Resul ts of Tests for Alcoholic Intoxi
cation in Court. 
Dr. R. N. Harger, Dr. Frank L. Kozelka, Dr. E. L. 
Tharinge!', Dr. L. J. Van Hecke, Mr. William A. 
Platz, Mr. Charles CrO!l'nhart, Executive Secretary, 
state Medical SOCiety of Wisconsin, Mr. Bruce 
Weatherly, Chief of Police, Madison, Wisconsin 

12:00 Noon Lunchem 
Talk by the Honorable Arthur W. Kopp, Circuit 
Court Judge - 5th Circuit - Lancaster 

1:30-2:40 Microanalytical Techniques Applied in Selected 
Criminal Cases--blood, fabrics,; stains, hair, 
clothin~ and debris 
Jack Goin, MicroanalySt, Wisconsin State Crime 
IJaboratory 

2:50·3:20 Use of Psychiatrist's Findings in Court 
Dr. Han.s H. Reese, Professor of Neuropsychiatry 
University of Wisconsin Medical SChool 

3: 30-4:20 Bcgus Check Cases and the Examiner of Questioned 
Documents, R1chard Bardwell, District Attorney, 
Dane county, Donald Harding, st~f Member, Wis
consin State Crime ,Laboratory .' 

4:30-6:00 Wis. State Crime Laboratory facilities will be 
open for inspection of those attending the Institute 

Frida.y, November 2 

9: ()()-9:50 Comparative Micrography, Physical, Mechanid-iu, 
and Special Laboratory Techniques in Criminal 
Cases, Mr. Wilson 
Tool marks, firearllB evidence, mechanical, 
electrical and phySical testing methods in 
criminal matters 

10:00-11: 15 Law and Practical Procedures:in InterViewing 
Witnesses and Sr'1pects 
Mr. Platz, Mr. Wilson 

12:00 Noon Luncheon 

I: 30--4: 30 

6:00 

The AdmL~sion of Confessions in Evidence 
The Honorable Herbert J. Steffes, Judge Muni-
cipal Court,Milwaukee, Wisconsin . 

Practical Applications of Modern Technical Aids 
to ActUal SitUations 
Panel: Mr. Wilson, Mr. Platz, Mr. Remington, 
Mr. Young, Mr. Conrad, Dr. Tharinger, Dr. Van 
Hecke, Dr. Kozelka, Dr . ." AngeVine, Dr. Reese and 
others, including crime Laboratory Staff 

Dinner 
"What wisconsin can Expect From Chicago Organ-
ized Cr imlt 'G 
Virgil Peterson, Opel'ating Director, Chicago 
Crim Colllllission 
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THE WISCONSIN, STm CRIME LABORATORY 

Because the vIisconsin State Crime Laboratory (hereafter "the 
Laboratory) is a unique, nev·, state department, the first section 
of this manual presents an over-all description of its operation. 

Its Pu.rpose and Services 

Purpose. The purpose of the Laboratory is to ~rovide technical 
assistance to local la'\oT enforcement officials charged 'l}li th the 
l'asponsibility for the conduct of investigations. 

To fulfill its purpose the laboratory may use research and testing 
methods especially designed for ecch separate case. Insofar as the 
Laboratory is concerned, it makes little difference '.Thether or not 
a particular technique has previously been given judicial recogni
tion by an appellate court. The essential questlons are: Will the 
technique stand the test of critical review? Are the findings con
sistent i'lith the facts and with the present state of particular 
technical field concerned? Were proper and adequate materials and 
controls available for the technicians' study and consideration? 

Under proper controlled conditions circumstantial evidence is capable 
of producing the strongest kind of evidence or proof of facts that 
can be adduced(t The Laboratory can help provide the "proper con
trolled conditions." When modern laboratory methods are prvuerly 
used, the conclusions are scientific in the sense that they can 
withstand any critical review "'hich is properly undertaken inde
pendently by another skilled technician. The confirming conclusions 
stand as the strongest kind of evidence that can be producedo For in 
contrast ,,!ith the testimony of an interested "Titness the conclusions 
of the technician have been rendered by a disinterested party ivithout 
fear or prejudice. The findings of the Laboratory, therefore? are -
in effect much stronger than the testimony of an interested witnesso 

Services ~ The technical serv; ces of the Laboratm."Y are available 
to the follm'Ting state, county? or city lai.Ar enforcement officials 
in matters of official interest and '\olhich are a part of criminal 
investigationsg the Governor; judges sitting in courts having 
jurisdiction "':here cri.minal matters before the court require the 
application of technical methods; the Attorney General's office; 
district attorneys of the state; police chiefs; sheriffs; and the 
adminstrative head of any state department charged with the respon
sibility of criminal invE·stigation. 

In general, the Laboratory's services include the follm'ling~ (1) 
consultation "lith the referral agency administrative officer or his 
delegated representative, relative to application of laboratory 
technical aids applicable and likely to yield information of value 

'"-
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either as an investigative aid or of probative value in subsequent 
judicial proceedings; and (2) actual laboratory examinations, iden
tifications, comparisons~ study, and evaluation of physical evidence, 
materials, suspects, or witnesses or situations encountered in the 
couree of criminal investigations or an investigation which involves 
the possibility of a criminal offense. 

There has been established ~ program of res8Slrch and develonmen~ 
designed to extend and broaden existing lcnowlege and information, 
to provide for the modification of existing techniques, and to 
develop special or ne1-' techniques for solving specific problems 
confronting the Laboratory and the prosecuting attorney. This pro
gram has been arranged so that in the investigation of specific 
pr'"'blems? practically the entire laboratory staff takes an active 
pa~'t. At the completion of each specific problem undertaken, the 
results of the entire investigation are formally recorded. Each 
report is bound and copies are placed in the UniverSity of Wisconsin 
Library, State Law Library and the Laboratory's own extensive refer
ence Ij_brary. 

The Laboratorv's mo,Q.;ile field unit, when requested by the Governor, 
the Attorney General, or the district attorney of any cmmty, '\rlill 
be made available to assist local enforcement agencies in processing 
the crime scene and in recovering all types of physical evidence. 
Such requests usually should concern the fqllm·.ring major offenses: 
murder, kidnapping, rape, and arson. A detailed description of 
the field unit has been included in this manual. When such requests 
are received from a district attorney or his representative, the 
Laboratory insists that a local enforcement officer (either deputy 
sheriff or police officer) be detailed and instructed to remain 
continuously I,lith the field unit operator as long as the field unit 
operator is engaged in recovery of evidence and processing of the 
crime scene. 

The field unit upon the request of either the Governor or the 
Attorney General and the district attorney "Till also be made avail
able to aid in the processl~ng of the scene of disaste.!..§. result.ing 
in a death(s). lIDisasters include explosions~ falling buildings, 
fires, crashed aircraft, etc. It has been foUnd from experience 
that the extensive facilities .of the field unit are invaluable in 
disaster situations, because such disasters which resu~G in deaths 
present the question of the cause of such disasters, which is in 
turn related to the determination of possible criminal responsibility 
for the disaster in question. 

The processing of the scene of disasters includes the identification 
by all modern means of the dead victims' bodies as well as the 
processing of the physical evidence available af the scene of the 
disaster in relation to the probable or possible cause of the 
disaster. 
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The vJisconsin Law Enforcement Bulletin is edited and published tnonthly 
by the Laboratory.- This provides a·media of exchange for confidential 
information among local state, and federal law enforcement agencies 
throughout the United States. La,', enforcement officials are invited 
to submit materials to the Laboratory for inclusion in the bulletin 
whenever it is felt that the circulation may benefit the various 
enforcement agencies. Approximately 710 copies of each issue are 
distributed. 

l~s Location, Hours and Facilities 

10cation. The Laboratory occupies temporary quarters aggregating 
approximately 7,000 square feet of floor space ina University-owned 
building at 917 University Avenue, Madison 5, Wisconsin. It is the 
plan of the Crime Laboratory Board and the University Board of Regents 
that the permanent Laboratory quarters will ultimately be located 
on the University campus in close proximity to both the law and 
medical schools. 

liQurs. The Laboratory's hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m~ Monday through 
Friday; on Saturdays a skeleton clerical and technical force is avail
able from 8 a.m. to noon. In emergency situations, by prior appoint
ment arranged through district attorneys, extensions of the above 
hours may be arranged ",ith the Laboratory superintendent. 

~acilities: Telephone. Twenty-four hour telephone service is provided 
by telephone tie lines through the manual capitol S'1.,ritchboard, 6-1..~11-11? 
extensions 693 and 694. If emergency calls are received from district 
attorneys, police chiefs~ or sheriffs by capitol operators during 
hours when the Laboratory is closed, the capitol operators will refer 
such emergency calls to the home telepJlOne of the Lab07iatory , 
superintendent. 

Facil.iti~: £ladio Teletype. Radio mes~ages directed t.o the Laboratory 
via the :-State Motor Vehicle Department s . traffic r~dio networl( 
are received at the key radio station, 'KSA535 at Barabt",\o7 Wisconsin, 
thence via teletype to the State Office Building, Madis,?n)' and by 
telephone to the Laboratory or, during hours "'hen the -L!lboratory is 
closed, to the superj.ntendent' s home 0 

,Eacilities: Plant and Equipment. The Laboratory includes several 
integrated, smaller laboratories. Each laboratory is under the super
vision of a laboratory tec!u1ic1an who possesses the requisite technical 
skills and training to perform the necessary examinations and compari
sons intended to be undertaken in these laboratories. There is pro
vjded in each the most modern facilities and eqUipment capable of 
performing, as c~mpletely as possible, each specific technical function 
intended for these smaller laboratories. 

,-
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The Laboratory provides la-\A}' enforcement officers and court officers 
in Wisconsin "Tith one of the nation's most modern and complete 
services of this type. This is due to several factors: (1) the 
excellent equipment possessed by the Laboratory; (2) the background 
and training of the Laboratory1s personnel; and (3) the availability 
of University personnel, technical services and equipment. 

University of Wisconsin As provided in Section 165.04, Hisconsin 
statutes, ~~he president of the University a~points five members. 
of the faculty who serve as a technical advi~ory board to th~ CrJ.IIle 
Laboratory Board and the superintendent. Th~s technical adv~so~y 
committee serves to coordinate the research ~terests of the Un~
versity and the Laboratory. 

The Laboratory superintendent can obtain ass:l,:;;tance from the Uni
versi ty ,,'rhenever he believes that the sp,scialized kno1>Jledge ~ facj 1-
ities and skills available from the University faculty "Till 
contribute to the processing of case materials. In many ~nstances 
contributions to investigations have been made by the Med~cal School 
faculty, Chemistry Department, Department of Zoology and Department 
of Mining and Metallurgy. 

Its Administrative Procedures a.nd Policies Because no two criminal 
investig::l.tions ever vlere identical in all details, the techniques 
of investigation are adapted to each case. Therefore, it would be 
difficult to describe herein the relative merits of specific tech
nical methods. However, the manual does include: 

1. A list of the general types of examinations the Laboratory 
is prepared to undertake. (See follo"Ting subdivision.); 

2. Suggestions regarding the types of physical evidence 
likely to be encountered in specified types of examinations. 
(Discu$sed in Section II.); and 

3. Suggestions regarding proper methods of recovery and of 
~marking for purposes of identification. 

Also an attempt will be made to sugges;t the types of materi~ls most 
likely to provide information of val~e to the Laboratory. The Lab7a

,tory's staff strongly believes that ~tseffe~tiveness car: be very 
substantially reduced or adversely affected ~f the materJ.als sent 
to the Laboratory are inadequate or 'ITere improperly collected. 
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General Tvpes of Examinations tne Laboratory is Prepared_to. Undertake: 

10 Identification of seminal material 

2. Identification ,of blood as to species and blood type 

3. Comparison or identification of hair, fibers, glass, soils, 
fire1."all, paints, pigments, metals, plastics, fabrics, oils, 
greases, pharmaceuticals, stains, narcotics, pOisons, foot.~rl 
tire and tool 'impressions; ropes, oordage, paper"and 
fingerprints . 

4. Development of laten~ fingerprints 

5. Examination of questioned documents including handwriting 
and typewriting comparisons 

6. Ink comparisons and identifications 

7. Embossed invisible, erased, or effaced vrri ting 

8. Firearms identification - Comparison of fired bullets 

9. Shells, determination of the distance at which gunshot 
wounds or shots are fired 

10. Comparative micrography or study and comparison of various 
types of tools and toolmarks 

11. Application of spectrography, spectrophotemetry, radiography 

12. Administering polygraph or lie detector tests 

13. Interrogation, ,vi tnesses and criminal suspects 

14. Examination of scene of explosions to determine type of 
explosive involved 

15. Restoration of eradicated stamped serial numbers on metal 
objects 

Case Referral Sheets. Case referral sheets are to be filled out 
by the responsible adminstrator of any qualified agency desiring 
assistance from the Laboratory. (A copy of the referral sheet is 
included in this manual.) 

The information and data sought in the case referral form should 
be as complete as possible, since the information sought represents 
the minimum required by the Laborato~y, This case referral form 
should be forwarded to the Laboratory either by letter or should 
accompany the initial physical evidence ,:.rhich is submitted to the 
Laboratory for its consideration. 

----::-
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If there appears to be any question as to the proper method of re
covery and preservation of physical evidence encountered in the 
conduct of a criminal investigation either by a police department, 
a sheriff, a district attorney, or the Attorney General's office~ 
the Laboratory will assist in the collection of the evidence g 

~xperience has indicated that the evidentiary value of many important 
1~ems of evidence encountered in criminal investigations are mini
m1zed or destroyed completely by the improper recovery handling, 
marking for identification~ packaging and shipping to the Laboratory 
of some items of physical evidence. Because of this, reasonably 
complete material has been included in this manual suggesting the 
proper.and desirable methods of marking~ sealing~ packing for trans
portat10n of the more common types of physical evidence encountered 
to the Laboratory for evaluation and study. 

The Laboratory suggests that it is unwise for a district attorney 
to act as a messenger transporting physical evidence to the Labora
tory, since he may subsequently be called as a "fitness to trace the 
custody of such exhibits prior to their admission in evidence. This 
may cause complications as 1.-Tell as embarrassmen-!-. 

The contributions of the Laboratory to investigations have never, 
nor will they ever 9 replace a complete and thorough investigation. 
They P!esent a ~upplementary approach to many perplexing questions. 
The Laboratory 1S not a panacea for all problems confronting an 
enforcement agency_ The Laboratory, in addition to being supplied 
i~it~ proper materials encountered in~ and pertinent to, an investi
gat10n, must have made available accurate 7 detailed and specific 
informa t i.on. 

The Laboratory, when giving consideration to a technical matter 
referred to it, proceeds in an orderly manner to consider l'rhat 
factual information can be developed from a detailed study of a 
particular problem. As an example: in many cases the submitting 
agencies have unknown materials at the Laboratory "for analysis." 
Little or no information is communicated to the Laboratory concern
ing what materials are to be searched, what information is desired 
or what identifications are needed. ' 

To illustrate the importance of giving adeauate instructions to the 
L~boratory: <in poison cases the toxicologist starts his examination 
w1th an unknoym, folloYTS a pattern vThereby he eliminates a great 
many materials as not being present in the UnknOYffi. As many as 60 
or 70 unknowns may be searched for before he has completed his 

'\ examinations. This is costly time consuming, and necessitates 
u~e of some of the unknmoJIl materials. Under these conditions much 
t1me and expense can be saved if such information as the following 
is given to the Laboratory: materials suspected of being involved" 
a complete summary of information including symptomf) of the deceas~d 
person prior to death and an accurate medical account of treatment 
given prior to death; and the nature of materials /~uspected or kn01tffi 
to have been availablo to the victim or suspect, prior to death. 
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In brief, the Laboratory should have as much information as is pos'" 
sible before it proceeds with its invGstigntions of materials sent 
to it. 

Laboratory Reports. The results of Laboratory examinations conducted 
are made available in a confidential privileged report rendered to 
the district attorney and to the submitting agency. The formal 
official Laboratory "lI'itten report form and jacket is reproduced 
in Figs. 1 and 2. 

The Laboratory considers the distrfct attorney to be the logical 
coordinating law enforcement official within each of the 71 Wiscon
sin counties, since, the Laboratory has been limited by the Legis
lature to matters which are both of official interest and a part 
of a criminal investigation, The Laboratory policy is to advise 
the district attorney not only of the receipt of materials by the 
Laboratory from any law enforcement agency in his county~ but also 
of the results of any LaboratorY examination undertaken. This is 
done by rendering to the district attorney a copy of the official 
Laboratory report. Also a copy of this report is forwarded to the 
submitting law enforcement agency. The Attorney General's office, 
when it requests, vTill receive a copy of a Laboratory report. 

The Laboratory is initiating a unique meth.od of reporting LaboratorY 
findtngs al1,d. recommendations as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, ",herein 
specilnent copies of the ne,\" Laboratory report jacket are reproduced. 
Stenographic work has been minimized as far as possible and the 
report is limited to the opinions rendered or results of examin
ations undertaken. Suggestions concerning use of the report are 
on page 2 of the report jacke.t II The insert page of the report, 
Fig. 2, is confined to results of Laboratory examinations~ com
parison~, and/or recommendations. In order to facilitate prepar
ation 01' portions or excerpts from the official Laboratory report, 
the insert page or pages can be referred to by page and line number 
by a district attorney when requesting the Laboratory to prepare 
for use all or any portion of' the report as evidence at a prelim
inary heaNing. 

Use of Laboratory Findings in Court - Preliminary Hearings. Section 
165'.04 (3) .VJisconsin Statutes, 1949, as amended, provides that: "At 
any preliminary examination a report of the Laboratory's findings 
with reference to all or any part of the evidence submitted to it, 
certified as correct by the superintendent, shall ioThen offered by 
the state or the accused be received as evidence of the facts and 
findings therein stated if relevant and otherwise admissible in 
evidence. The expert who made the findings need not be called as' 
a witness unless his appearance is demanded by the opposing party, 
in which case the magistrate shall so order and adjourn the hearing 
to a time 'lrlhen the expert is available to testify. II 

24= 
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When either a district attorney or a representative of the Attorney 
General's of~ice believes that excerpts from the official Labora
tory report may be required at a preliminary hearing, he should 
advise the superintendent in advance o~ the actual date set for 
the preliminary l:earing so that such excerpts may be properly 
prepared and certified as correct by the superintendent and be 
made available by mail for the use of the. state's representative 
~uri~g the hearing. For reasons of economy, thcl appearance 
of a laboratory technician to give testimony at a preliin.inary 
hearing is only possible under the special circumstances pro
vided for under the statutory provision quoted above. 

In cases where it is anticipated by a district attorney or a 
representative of the Attorney General's office that the appear
ance and expert testimony of one of the laboratory technicians 
will be required in court, the superintendent should be advised 
of such anticipated appearances as far in advance as possible so 
that time may be allotted in our work schedule for these appear
ances. Because of the cost involved and also because of the 
work schedule at the Laboratory, the superintendent should not 
be asked to make a technician available until a jury is impaneled. 
It is recommended that the appearance of laboratory technicians 
as expert witnesses be planned so that as far as possible the 
exhibits about which he i'lill testify are in evidence or at least 
are identified by prior witnesses before the laboratory technician 
takes the witness stand. 

VJhere such appearances are to be made by a laboratory technician, 
it is recommended·that the Attorney General's representative, the 
district attorney, or the assistant district attorney, who is to 
examine such laboratnry witnesses,arrange for a conference with 
the technician prior to the time that he is actually called as a 
witness. This is suggested so that the prosecutor may be fully 
acquainted vTith the technician's qualifications and also the 
results of the t9chnical examinations made by him. 

The results of Laboratory examinations, analyses, etc. are 
privileged material and not availablcl except to designated enforce
ment officials. The exception to this is in the event a subpoena 
is properly issued by a circuit court and served on the superin
tendent, in which event any information contained in the Laboratory 
files pertaining to a particular case before '~he court will then be 
made available to the court. 

Disposition of Materials Submitted. Re~erence is made to the last 
page of the report jacket (Fig. 1) wherein th~ amended vHsconsin 
Statutes, 165.06, are quoted. There is provided a form to be 
filled out by the district attorney and returned to the Laboratory, 
i~dicating the desired disposition of materials previously sub
mitted for examination. 
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Nonh~~:ticipation in Civil Matters. The Laboratory is specifically 
pro l.l~ed ~r?m p~rticipation in matters relating to preparations 
fo~ C1Vll lltlgatlon unless such civil matters are referred to the 

a o:ator~ by the Attorney General's office. The matter must be 
one ln WhlCh the state has an interest, and as such re uires and 
requests the technical assistance available at the Labo~atory 
through the Attorney General. 
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Fig. lA REPORT JACKET 

Front Cover, Report Jacket 

WISCONSIN STATE CRIME LABORATORY 
917 Univerlity Avenue 
"adilon 5. Wilconlin 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF LABORATORY FINDINGS 

Cale Narne _______________________________________ Date _____________ 195 

Laboratory Malter Nurnber ______ Submitting Alency Numbeu ______ _ 

Submitted herewith pleale lind the confidential report of the rel .. ltl of WI 

laboratorY'1 examinationl conducted in connection with the cale referred to above. 

Oiltribution of copiel of thil report are beinl made al followl: 

Oiltrict Attorney: _________________ ___ 

Submittinl Authority: _________ .....,.. _______ _ 

Other Au~fritiea: _________________ ~: 

If required either in prepara.tion for trial or to aid your invelUaaUon of the 

above can. additional informaCon rel:rdinl examination I made will be lupplied 

upon receipt of a written requelt from the diltrict attorney. 

Atb.ched to and made a part of rul report are the followina: _______ _ 

Pleale be allured of our aaaiitance whenever poalibIe. 

'Yourl very truly 

C. U. WUlon 
Superintendent 

Pale 1 of ___ palel '~ 

Plea Ie ,!ote printed inatr",ctiono inlide front antS back paael. 

So • Wisconsin state Crime Labotatory o' urce. 

) 

WISCONSIN STATE CRIME LABORATO~Y 

•. 'JJ 

Inside Page of Front Cover 

PRELIMINAR Y EXAMINATIONS: 

Wisconlin Statutel 165. O. (l). At any preliminary examination a report 
of the laboratorY'1 findinll with reference to all or any part of the 
evidence lubmiUed to it. certified al correct by the luperintendent. 
Ihall. when offered by the Itate or the acculed, be received al evidence . 
DC the facti and findinlia therein ltated. if relevant and otherwile admi .. i
ble in evidence. The expert who made the (indinll need not be caUed a. 
a witnel. unlelu,hiil appearance il demanded by the oppolinS party. in 
which cale the maliltrate .hall ao order and adjourn the hearinl to a time 
when the: expert i. ay,aUable to te.tify. . 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY - PLEASE NOTE: 

If it il anticipated that any of the material covered in thi. report will be 
required at the preliminary hearinl. the di.trict attorney .howd indicate in 
writinl thole portion. of thil r\:port or other report. pertaininl to thi. c"le 
which he delirel to UII in the preliminary hearinl' Thil Ihould be done al far 
in advance of the hearinl aa poalible .0 that the Superintendent may prepare de
aired excerptl from the labora~ry report •• certify them al beml correct. and 
make them available to the didrict attorney in advance of the preliminary he~r
inll' Thi. il .u8se.ted in vie .... of the,provilion in the Wi~conlin Statute a 165.04 
(l} relating to prel~minary examinationl al quoted above. " 

IMPORTANT: To be of maximum alaiatance to aU concerned with thil Cale it il 
e .. enGal lbat the laboratory be advi • .,d of the fo11owinl: 

I. Subaequent developmenta in thil.inveIUaatlon. 
Z. Oi.polilion of cale. 
l. If examinationl of additional materiall in thil inveltilation are 

required. plea Ie refer to cale name and millter number aa 
Ihown on Paae 1 when lubmittinl .uclt additional materiala • 

•• De.ired dilpolition of materiala in pOllelllion of laboratory and 
delcribed on attached receipt forml. (See inlide back pale of 
thi. report jacket). 

If it ia anticipat.ed that teltimony of laboratory peraonnel witl be required 
before county or circuit court, the Superintendent Ihould be adviled in writinl 
al rar in advance al po.lible ao that any necellary exhibitl may be prepared ilnd 
tbe laboratory may anticipate the Ichedule DC court appearancel accordinlly. 

It il necellary that prior to an appearance in court. a conference be held 
includinl the laboratory expert witnel.(el) and the diltrict attorney who il to 
examine luch witne .. (el). 
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Insert Page for Reporting Results of Laboratory 

LABORATORY 
DESIGNATION OF 
I:XHIBITS ON 
RECEIPT FORM 

o Source: 

WISCONSIN STATE CRIME LABORATORY 

Laboratory Ca.e Number. _______ Pa&e No. __ 

Xi 

Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

Ii 

Findings 
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Last Page of Jacket Cover 

c 
P~I~ No. _'_' __ 

DISPOSAL OF MATERIALS SUBMITTED TO THE LABORATORY: 

Wiacon.in Statute. 165.06 DISPOSAL OF EVIDENCE. Whenever the 
"Superintendent i. Informed by the sub.mitt!n. office or a.ency lha~ 
" phyaic"l evideni:e In the po.seaaion o(.,lhe laboratory ia no 10l1ger need

ed, the Superintendent may, unleaa otherwiae provided by law, either 
destroy the same, reta1n it in the laboratory or turn it over r~ the 
Univeraity of Wi.conain upon the requeat o{ the head o{ any department 
th::reo{. Whenever the Superintendent receives information {rom which 
1t appeara probable th .. t ."dl evidence is no longer needed, he may 
~ive wr ittl>h notice to the submitting agency and the appropriate district 
attorney by regiatcred. mail o{ hia intention to diapoae o{ the evidence 
.. nd if no objection ia received within ZO day. alter .uch notice ,vas 
mailed, he may diapose o{ auch evidence as herein provided. 

jf 

c"/ Cut on dotted line, {HI out, aign and return to the Wlsconaln State Crime 
Laborator y. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR DISPOSITION OF JIoof.A'rERIAL 

Whconsin State Crime Labc:u'atory 
'in UniveuUy Av~nu~ 
~~d;'on 5, Wiaconain ' 

WUh reference to the ltam~ liltt~d on the attached r.eceipt form, you may; 

1. Oi.pon o{ all itema eubmitted and Uated on the rec.i'pt f .. zom 
zxcept item Noa. ____________________________________________ __ 

Z. Return the Itema excepted and Uatoed under (1) above to _______ _ 

J. Retu.rn all it::ma Uated to, __________________________ ......;;,... __ _ 

4. Hold aU item. aubm!tt.~d pendina lInal,c!iapo.ition o{ th1a caae which 
ia acheduled to be heard on_.· .• 

S. Retain In your cuatody the {"llowinll itema _______________ _ 
alld return all other Itema to ______________________ _ 

L. J{ your ""lahea rega~dinll the d18po.1tion o{ materiala aubrriltted are not 
cov.ered by the live alternativea above, pleaae indicate diapoaition.,_ 

]jate , ______ 195 -

, 1 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

In this part of t he manual the follO't'ling materials have been 
inserted: 

1. 

2. 

The Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory Field Unit 
Number One . . 
(Do not confuse the figure numbers.J.n thJ.5 
inserted article with the others J.n the manual.) 

Case Data From Submitting Enforcement Agency 
(referral sheet) 

17 
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THE, WISCONSIN STATE CRIME LABORATORY' FIELD UNIT 

NUMBER ONE 

The purpose of the Wisconsi:tl State Crime Laboratory field unit (Fig. 1, 2 & 3) 

m~y be summarized as follows: Its prime purpo~e·is te, afford' in the Eield or at the 

scene of 'a crime of vi61ence of the first magnitude the necessary modern facilities 
\) 

and aids to permit the field unit personnel to recover and preserve all physical evi-

dence that may be encountered,in'the investigation of a,Crime of violence of the first 

magnitude, and in which the laboratory has been requested to participate by the district 

attorney, sheriff, or police chief. Contrary to a mistaken idea the superintendent has 

found to exist, it is not the purpose of the field unit to provide complete laborato:r:'J 

faciliti~s in this mobile unit, but rather, as a much more practical and economical 

function to provide ,mobile facilities and unit personnel to assist in the proper re-

covery and preservation of practioally every type of physical evidence that might con-
c, 

ceivably be encountered in the investigation of a crime of violence. It has been found 
. 

the field unit is capable of a maximum speed of 40 mil.ss per h,our over paved highways. 
,... '.,' ,",.*.' • 

It is the plan to provide modern, improved, 1I0n-the-scene" facilities for 

the recovery and preservation of physical evidence as an aid in investigations. Ma

terial so gathered may later be an aid to thedistrfct attorney in the preparation 

for trial of criminal matters of the first magnitude. It has been suggested qy the 

fact that only meager £acil~ties are too often availabl~ to the local enforcement 

officers' primarily in the 'rural sections, not only of Wisconsin but of all other states 

as well. Behind the idEla of t.he field unit is the firm conviction of the superintend

ent that to provide modern methods for the co].~ection and preservation of physical 

evidence will result in a more ~xhaustive treatment of phySical evidence encountered 

by the enfor'cEnhent,·:'·6tfi~~~s·~1ffid~i~~~·~~1~'j'b;~ ':<b'f";n~~~&q.1~~·il:~i~is't~b~tt16,,:,ttie ,di~t:rict ' . . , '. . 

attorney and,t~e trial court as well where a criminal matter is later brought before 

ito Oftentimes the principal issue in a criminal inve.stigation may turn upon a small 
\.."> -

n 
piece of pqysicalevidence. If the enforcement officer does not have ade~uate 

-1-
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facilities .for properly collec-y,ing and preserving thiu ph,ysical evidence, its value in 

the establishment of f aci;.s later may be seriously impaired or 108'[, entirely. Thus the 

prime objectives of any enforcement agency, as well as the ends of justice, may be 

defeated. 
F:;;:-<~) 

There will be provided in the field·unit the facilities to permit the fxe~fi 
/; 

unit personnel to make a ver,y limited preliminary evaluation of certain types of 

physical evidence such as sem~al stains or stains suspected of being blood. In such 

cases~ however, it is the considered opinion of the superintendent that the final 

determinations which might be desired can best be made in the laborator,y in Madison 

where the proper facilities are provided, perwitting a thorough and exhaustive examina

tion and evaluation to be made by properly qualified technical personnelo All pre

liminary evaluations made by the field unit personnel will be subject to later confir

mation and exhaustive examination by the laboratory in Madison. 

The field unit equipment will provide proper containers for various types of 

physical evidence which m~ be encoun~ered, ranging from suitable containers for the 

vital organs of a person whose body may be autopSied by a pathologist or surgeon to 

envelopes and rigid containers for objects encountered such as hairs, dirt or dust, 

clothing, liquids, fired bullets qr fired cartridge cases' (,Fig. 3). 

Photographic equipment, including cameras, tripods, and illuminating devices, 

vall be included in the truck (Fig. 4). This photographi? equipment will consist of 

a 4 x 5 Speedgraphic Gamera with a synchronized flash gun; a 4 x 5 view camera with 

sYnchronized, flash gun; a fingerprint camera, and a collapsible tripod suitable for 

use with two of the three camera~ previohsly mentioned. A w;Lde angle lens for use in 

either Speedgraphic or view camera" highly desirable for taking crime scene photo-

graphs, is also iB:9+':J.d.5~>~~. J",;' :'\',e',~': ,: ,';:. ;:;'; 
.. " . .... . 

," I" 

Space has been ?J'ranged in the interior of the field unit truck so that a 

very small, compact dark rQOnl (Fig. 5) has been provided and it is intended to use 

this dark room solely ~or the. purpose of either loading cut film or developing 
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negatives which may bemade'ata. crime scene. 
" 

In this dark room is a unique device 

which will permit the development of photographic negatives at the proper temperature, 

68.5 degrees Fahrenheit, by including in the field unit itself the s~allest ~pe sealed 

mechanical refrigeration unit t~t is obtainable~·· This, :r~f:sigerati'O~,upitiS capable 

of lowering the temperature of a siiainleE?s 's~~'ei ~urfa:ce plate q.~prorlmatelY 9 x 18 

inches 3 on which the developing tra;vs are placed. The reason'that itiis thought well 

to develop black and white negati;ves which ar~ of importance. and may be. taken at a 

crime scene is that despite care and precau'pions th8;t nwy' be, taken, synchronizers, 

shutters, etco being mechanical devices, sometimes do not funct.ion as intended. It is 

thought that if in the event an important photographic negative is taken and it is 

later found after the development of the ~egative in Madison that the exposed negative 

dO\lS not include the dubject matter desired, it may be, impossible to retake tl1..is nega-
~'I' •. 

-_/>-~-

tive. For this reason y in all Cases whet'e a biack and"iVhite :eXposure is made which 

may possibly be important in the trial of a. CI'i~nal 'Case, the, nega'tiye will be de

veloped in the field unit :i._di~tel:r <fQ;tloWfng the,e~O'S'Ul"~ o,f tht:1n~gative. It is 
',' . . . . ' . . . '. ,~ .. '. ' 

not intended that any cont~~t pri'nts or~t1largeiril;mb's'wni >"he'ritade in this very small 

dark roomy and as has been statedJl it will only be Used !ot" the 11pantl development of 

negatives c All, other photographie:Work V(:t:)..l. be done in the, labo;atOry at Madison. 

Provisions are being made at the laboratory in Madison to process color 

negatives where the taking of color pictures in th8-course of preservation of physical 

evidence pr~sents a disi:,i:pc,t adva,ntage over the convention~l blaCk and white photo-

graphs. The f'ielC\. unit complement b! film jv.i;11 .include a l;imited number of sheets of 
, .' ,. , '~.: . ,: '. 

color film in the 4 x 5 size. Either of the two 4 x :5 cameras (Fig. 4) in the truck 

may be used in making color photographs 0t crime scenes o Aside from the value that 

good color .photogr,aphs, haye ill ceJ::t!3.in, a~pects of the, t~ia:).. of crim;i.nalmai:,ters, the 
• ' .', ", . >,' 

provision to make color photographs of specimens of ~nterest to the pathologist at 

the time an autopsy is performed will provide an excellent source of reference and 
, ' 

research material for',the Urtiversit;y J.l4edical'School. . This will be particularly true 
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where specimens are encountered or conditions are encountered which are of part.icular 

interest to the specialist in the field of pathology and legal medicine 0 

The truck has been arranged so that glass wool has been used as heat insu.

lating material in the walls and'ceiling of the truck. A heater has been provided in 

the -truck which will contribute to ~he operating efficiency and comfort of the opera-tor 

and also in winter weather will eliminate the possibility of solutions or evidence 

carried in the truck freezing and being destroyed 0 

Included with the equipment in the truck is a portable X-r~ unit which will 

be available in the event 'an autopsy surgeon or pathologist desires to make a fluoro-

scopic examination of the body of a victim in a murder case for the purpose of locat

ing foreign bodies or mis siles that m~ be in the victim's body. Provision has been 

made in the truck for a gasoline-driven power supply capable of operating the portable 

X-r~ equipment previously referred to, floodlights, or electrically-operated emergency 

equipment 0 This unit rms already been used as an aid in the identification of unidenti-

fied bodies in crimes and disasters o 

The gasoline-driven power supply unit (Fig. 9) in the truck in addition to 

providing heat for the interior of the truck in the wIntertime also provides l2-vol t 

current for the operation of a three-channel, c,rystal-controlled, 30-watt, FM radio 

transmitter (Figo 5) capable in emergency situations of communicating with approxi

mately 90% of the police and sheriffs! departments in any county in the state, thus 

providing a local emergency ,direct "tie-in" with a majority of sheriffs' offices or 

police departments radio-equipped with FM systems 0 A communicat,ions receiver of high 

sensitivity which is "tunable" to cover continuously the high frequency radio spectrun 

with regard to either AM or FM radio from 25 megacycles to 165 megacycles has been 

included in the ~ie+?- unit 0 Supplementing this equipm.e;It, there i~ a ~e~lar 50-watt 

crystal-controlled two-w~ FM receiver and transmitter included in the field unit 

which operates on the state traffic network frequencieso Further, in connection with 

radio equipment, the truck will be equipped with two battery-powered "iValkie-Talkie" 
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units (Fig 0 7) operating on the state traffic fre,quency 0 These two Walkie-Talkie units 

will provide portable self-contained facilities with which a temporary emergency radio 

network m~ be( set up either between the . truck and ei.±.her_of the Walkie . .,·Talkie units, 

or independent of the truck between either of the two Walkie-Talkie units, or with a~ 

radio-eg~ipped car operating on the state traffic frequencyo To further facilitate 

emergency uses, which m~ include air-~round operations, the top of the truck carries 

the lettering "WSCL Field Unit I," whic!J. will aid 'in its location and identification 

by aircrafto Included in the unit is a Veri pistol (Figo 7) with colored parachute 

flares for night signalingo A portable storage battery operated 25-watt electric mega

phone (Figo 7) capable of projecting the vOlce one-half mile is intended for use by the 

, field unit personnel in controlling crowds or arranging surrender of persons barricaded ,= 
in a building 0 

,Further, with regard ,to electrical equipment in emergency operations of the 

truck, floodlights (Fig. 9} which can be operated ei ther f~om the truck power plant 

referred to or from a small separate portable gasoline-driven unit, which is suffi

ciently small and light so, that it may be operated in a row ~oat, have been included o 

Specifically referring to the principal power unit in the field unit truck, 

it is a gasoline-driven air-cooled power unit (Fig. 9) capable of supplyL~g continu

ously3,OOO watts of llO-volt, 60-cycle, single-phase power. For short periods of 

tirr.a it is ,capable of supplying 4)1 000 watts of power. In addi tioil y a 12..;,vol t D. Co 

system is also powered from the same gasoline-driven prime movero This is for the 

operation of emergency floodlights, radio equipment, lights, etco 

In addition to the floodlights referred to, there are battery-operated hand 

lru1terns which are self-contained and are standard equi~ment in enforcement vehicles 

and are used for examining crime scenes at night or under reduced conditions of illum-

inationo 

Among the unique pieces of equipment which are to be included in the field 

unit is an Army mine detector of the magnetic t,rpe (Fig o 8)0 This mine detector is 
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. . .' f or magnetic materials which may be buried or hidden in capable of de"Gec"Glng errous-;::c;o 

or grass to a depth of approximately 18 inches where tfie-~bject sand~ dirt, straw, 

being searched for is a knife, a gun, or similar iron or steel object. 

A magnetic lifting device (Fig. 8) is also included to facilitate the recovery 

of knives, rifles, sho"Gguns, ~~~ ~ . hand~o'~ s. and other magnetic objects which may be deposited 

in bodies of water. 

There will be available for shipment from Madi'son when needed a recently

developed improved dragging equipment which has been found to be superior to the 

ordin~~ grappling hook. This equipment will be made available from Madison when 
'1 

used b~r the 'fl'eld unit personnel in attempts to recover bodies from needed and will be J 

lakes or rivers. 

We have under conS"GrUC"Glon a"U "Uv v , '. . 'he presen~ ~l'me a unique underwater optical 

vie'wing device'that will permit the thorough visual examination of the bottom of a 

body of water from a boat up to a depth of approximately 10 feet. This is possible 

without disturbing the o"G"Uom. b " In searching the bottom for guns, lmives)) or bodies 

which may be deposited in the body of water, this underwater viewing device the 

superintendent hopes vdll prove to be more effective and more economical than 

dragging~ diving bell, .v or cli~Ter operations for the purpose of recovering any such 

materials which may be deposited in relatively shallow water. The underwater view-

d .,. lOiW-voltage, 1Isealed-bea.rrt" spotlights which will ing device "vill be equippe Wl"Gn 

illuminate the bottom area being searched. 

We p~ve under construction for inclusion in the truck a motor-driven screen

ing device which will permit the rapid sifting or screening, visual and magnetic 

searching of con"Uen"Gs ~ ~ ~ , , o.t' furnaces. dirt. or ashes in seeking ;fired bul;l:ets, shells.!) 

, 'al obJ·ec~s. such as metal buttons, clothing fasteners or shoe bone fragmen"Us, or me"G v ~ 

'1 a bludgeon, recovery of which may be of con-eyelGts, shoe nails, screws, "Goo s, or 

siderable value where the investigation involves the searching of dirt, ashes, or 

the contents of a furnace. 
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It is anticipated that later there will be added in the equipment of the 

\ ".~.' . : .. 
I, ", .. ; , " 

truck o:xyacetylene c,}li;.ting equ:t:pm.ent which will be useful in emergency situations or . :':~'. . ... , 

will be helpful in remOVing parts of safes or bars wh:Lch. may .hav.e been' ta.nlpered with 

and which contain tool ~kimade in effecting forcible -entriby cutting bars over .. 

IviT).doW"S, doors,l) etcof.i~_t:h~ cOmmiSSion ofabtirg1ar.Y. '. 

A reason~1>lt.;.'Q~T!lplete set of hand tools (Fig 0 6) lias b~en included in the 
. -. • ':'\~\';~:/::;".":.. : ,'.: ..... .' ~" , '. .... • ••.• ' '.'. :: ... ,0. • " 

. field unit equip~enf .~.fi·<?f.4er to .f;a.cil}:tate· tn,e 'r,em?v:aJ; "bf#red bullets from the 

walls, ceilingsJ/ floors, etc. ~ere a shooting 'has ta,kel1,placeor an assault been 

conunitted o These tools will also be used to remove window bars, parts of locks, or 

safes that have been tampered with in the commission of a burglaryo 
. . 

A vacuum cleaner equipped with a special attachment permitting removal and 

collection of dust and occupational dirt from the upholstery of automobiles or from 

the clothing of persons urtder investigation has been includedo The occupational dust, 

dirt, and other microscopic evidence thus recovered will be placed in clean containers 

and later will be examined and analyzed in the laboratory at Madison 0 

Included in the equipriient of the field unit truck is a' small' cylinder of 

Ifbottle gas, 11 whiOh makes possible the use of a bunsen burner (Fig. 2) which 1'.rill be 

used in thepe;rformance of c6r·ta,in tests that may be mad(/ in the field unit. 

1fiscellaneous standard items.of equipment such as fingerpr~nt equipment and 

apparatus intended for m~king visible latent fingerprints, equipment for trueing inked 

impressions of either suspects or persons under investigation, or in cases involving 

death makes possi~le the fingerprinting of the victim by lRtest and best methods for 

purposes of identification (Fig; 3)0 There will a~so be included materials and equip

ment that'will make tqe,preservation of foot and tire impressions possible by improv0d 

three-dimensional ?asting methods, in mud, dirt, dust, or snow. Plastic-coated rope 

and a set of steel stakes have been inclu.ded, as have four 10-foot by l?-foot zippered 

tarpaulins for temporarily protectillg crime scene' areas of 400 square feet during 

(') inclement weathero 
" .,.,,' 

• 
-7-



It has been decided that it is neither economical nor desirable to include 

in the equipment of the truck a lie detector or polygraph. 'rhese tests will be co"' 

ducted when arrangements have been made previously with the laboratory in Madison and 

are not a part of the field unitis operationso 

rEhe maximum flexibility and service obtainable 'with the truck with regard 

to dispatch is provided throuf,h the two-way radio equipment, some of which, as has 

been stated, operates on the state traffic frequency through the state traffic net

'Nork and provides the field unit vvi th a constant t'wo-way radio contact with some one 

of the state traffic transmitters, regardless of what par\,.?f the state the truck may 

be in. This obviously will increase considerably the speeq;/~nd effectiveness of dis-

patch of the field unito 
(( 
)\ 
'. \ 

\ 
It has been decided that requests for assistance trat the field unit might 

render to enforcement agencies must be directed to ~he superintendent of the labora

tory, located at 917 University Avenue, Madison 5, Vrisconsin, telephone 6-4hll, exten

C sion 693 or 694, or prelimi.nary requests for information may be directed through the 

state traffic radio network addressed to the superintendent of the laboratory, exten-

(' .. ~" 

-

sion 693 or 694, Capitol Building~ Madison. It has been decided further that since 

only one field unit is available, dispatch of the unit and the participation at the 

request of the local enforcement agencies should be cleared first through the district 

attorney of the county in which the investigation is being conducted, and 5ucond that ~ 

the field unit i s participation must be conf::ti:i~a to criminal investigations where a 

death or deaths have resulted or crimes of violence have been committed against a per-

son or persons where such crimes of violence have resulted in death or serious injury 

to the victim which is likely to cause death. In cases of the" type just described the 

enforcement agency administrative officer who is primarily concerned with thEj) investi

gation and who feels he needs the assistance that can be rendered by the field unii., 

should first communicate with th~~ district attorney of the county in which the investi

gation is being conducted. The request for assistance will then be either transmitted 
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by the investigating agency or the district attorney to the superintendent of the 

laboratory. There is one exception to the conditions just stated and this is based 

1 
1 

!i 
} 

I 

on the following: in cases where it is felt that the field unit will be of assistance ) ..... 

in emergency situations, such as explosions, large fires susl~cted of being of in-

cendiary origin, falling build~ngs or crashed aircraft. A request growing out of a 

r r 
/, 

I ~ r 

situation such as this will be hon()red where pOt3sible, since these matters usually 

become a matter of great public concern, and the unique emarg~ncy facilities orovided 

t r by this field unit have already proven in several instances to be indispensable. In 
r 
I' 

I I, . 

such cases the request for the field unit's assi!:.tance should be d.irected to the 

superintendent of the laboratory through the district attorney of the county in which 

} the disaster has occurred. 
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Fig. 2 

Facing 'War'k table in front of 
Mobile Field Unito 

,---
~~ 

~i; .. ,:~~~ 
K - «';~ 
L ... ·~ ~ 

---- - ~.------

Fig. 1 

Left side of i~ton front-wheel drive 
Mobile Field Unit. 
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Fig • .3 

Left - Fingerprint Kit 

Center - Scalpel, tweezers, scissors, 
etc. for recover,y of micro
scopic evidE?nce. 

Right - Vials and small bottles for 
recovery and preservation of 
liquids, debris, and micro
scopic evidence. 

Fig. 5 

General view of interior facing 
rear of field unit, radio equip
ment, and power plants in racks 
at right. 
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Fig. 4. 

Cameras and portable illumination 
apparatus. 

Fig. 6 

Tools carried in field unit for 
recovery of physical evidence, 
including bolt cutter, electri
cally operated drill, chisels, 
wrenches, etc. 
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Fig. 8 

Aids for location and recovery 
of metallic (iron or steel) 
objects. 

Left - Magnetic mine detector. 

Right - Permanent magnet recovery 
device. 

0.' 
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Fig. 7 

Left - Portable signaling equip
ment inclu::iing two Walkie 
Talkie units o:perating on 
State Traffic emergena,y 
frequency. 

Center - Veri Pistol 

Right - 25-Watt portable electric 
megaphone. 

Fig. 9 

Portable lighting equipment 
carried in field unit including 
gasoline-driven generator which 
can be used for operation of 
low voltage emergenc.y lights 
shown. 
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WISCONSIN STA"fE CRIME LA BORA TORY 
917 University Avenue 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

CASE DATA FROM SUBMITTING ENFORCEMENT AGENCY 

Date 19 ------------
(1) NAME OF VICTIM .................. 0 ••••••••• (2) Age ......... 0 •• (3) Sex ....... . 

(4) Victim's Condition: Unharmed? Injured? Dead? 

(5) TYPE OF CRIMINAL OFFENSE ......... 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 

(6) DATE OF OFFENSE ...•........................ (7) TIME ...................... . 

(8) Place where crime committed (city, town, etc.) .................. (9) County ....... . 

(10) Exact location ............... 0 •••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 0 •••••••• 

(11) Name of SUSPECT (s), if known .. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• '0' ••••••••••••• 

(12) Suspect (s) in custody? Unknown? At large? Released on bond? 

0 •• (13) Has the district attorney been advised of this offense and investigation? ... " ....•.... 

(14) Name of person requesting laboratory assistance. '; ... 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

(15) Title .......................... (16) Agency ......................... . 

(17) List of Evidence Recovered: 

(18) Detailed facts of complaint and offense: 

- , 
I ; 

(Please use reverse side if additional space is needed) 
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University of Wisconsin Extension Division 
Bureau of Government 
Institute on Laboratory Methods of Judicial Proof 

THE COLLECTION, LABELING, PRESERVATION, AND PACKING 

OF PHYSICAL EVIP~NCE 

II-l 

The purpose of this portion of the manual is to bring before 
the investigating officer the suggested procedures for the proper 
collection, labeling, preservation, and packing of physical 
evidence. It is arranged to afford easy reference for the informa
tion contained and the suggested procedures relating to the several 
kinds of evidence considered. The purpose is not to present 
detailed information concerning the actual examinations performed 
in the Laboratory, but rather to suggest such steps that may be 
taken by investigators in the field in the important matter of the 
recovery of physical evidence preparatory to submission for examina
tion, so as to increase the efficiency both of the enforcement 
agency and of the Crime Laboratory. 

The Crime Laboratory obviously cannot solve all of the problems 
with which the investigating officer is confronted. But informed 
law enforcement officials readily recognize that valuable contribu
tions are being made by modern crime detection methods· in the 
improvement and effectiveness of law enforcement today. It is 
believed that the Laboratory has the facilities to process physi
cal evidence better than does the officer in the field o 

In a recent case, in which the Laboratory was able to provide 
assistance, certain items of clothing were recovered from a burglary 
suspect, and the investigating officer attempted to recover the 
debris from the suspect's trouser cuffs using the best methods 
available to him. The same trousers were subsequently submitted to 
the Laboratory for examination and were swept with a vacuum sweeper 
using an especially constructed dust-COllecting device (see Fig~ 3). 
From the trouser cuffs firewall and safe paint identical to that 
from the crime scene were isolated which the officer tad not removed 
or recovered. 

The practicability of the use of this method to remove dust 
and debris from clothing was brought forcefully to light in another 
recent case. The perpetrator of a burglary, committed in the early 
morning hours, took his clothing to the cleaners as soon as they 
opened in the morning. This fact was divulged as a result of the 
investigation, and the clothing was submitted to the Laboratory 
for examination. The clothing was swept with the vacuum sweeper 
with the dust-COllecting device, and the debris recovered was 
examined microscopically. Firewall and paint fragments identical 
with those from the burglarized safe were found to be present in 
the debris from the clothing--even though they had been dry cleaned. 

A further word of caution: submitting evidence in criminal 
matters to individuals or to laboratories not accustomed to using 
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ThE dust collecting 
device separates at the 
niadle and the debris is 
readily collected in a 
glass dish for examina
tion with the micro8copee 

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

Fig 3 USE OF 
VACUUM SWEEPER 
TO RECOVER DEBRIS 

The vacuum sweeper is 
used in conjunction with 
the dust collecting de
vice to remove debri& 
from clothing. 

University of Wisconsin Extension Division 
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the proper methods as those used in examining physical evidence may 
result in the total destruction of the evidence and/or inaccurate 
results. A case in point involved a sex offense committed on a 
bed. The bed sheet was submitted to and examined by, a laboratory 
which reported no seminal staining or spermatozoa present on the 
sheet fabric. The sheet was subsequently submitted to the Labora
tory, and seminal material was found to be present (see Fig. 4). 
If tne investigating authorities had not elected to submit the 
evidence to the Crime Laboratory, but had guided their actions by 
the results given by the first laboratory, the entire outcome of 
the investigation and successful prosecution may thereby have been 
defeated. 

General Explanatory Note on the Tables 

This section contains tables and illustrations designed to 
present in a condensed form, information that the investigating 
officer will find pertinent. To be used to best advantage the tables 
should be placed side by side, but the limitations of mimeographing 
made this impracticable. Consequently it has been necessary to 
place these tables as near as possible to the appropriate text. 
Tables I and II, therefore, immediately follow the textual dis
cussions. For convenience, the illustrations have been grouped at 
the end of the section. Two general pOints may be noted about 
the tables: (a) the Roman numerals and letters in each table refer 
to ~he same ty:pes of evidence so that cross referencing may be done 
eaSlly, and (b) th0 instructions in the tables necessarily provide 
only a minimum amount of information, thus additional information 
n~y be needed in some instances (such as the collection of soil 
samples, the taking of photographs, etc.). 

Qeneral Instructions on Evidence 

Some general instructions apply to the evidence discussed in 
both tables. Briefly, these instructions are: 

1. Record to be kept by sender: 

( a) 
(b) 

( c) 
( d) 
( e) 
~ f) 
( g) 
( h) 

name of case 
detailed description of source of each item of evidence 
submitted 
date, time, and place of recovery 
date and time of submitting material to laboratory 
name of person recovering 
how preserved and packaged 
marks made on evidence for identification purposes 
copies of all photographs taken in the course of 
recovery 
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Above is a photograph, taken using ultra violet llght, 
of stains on a sheet upon which an attempt was made to commit 
rape. The dark lines about the stains are wax pencil marks 
made by the examiner. 

Source: Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 

Fig. 4 DEMONSTRATION OF 
PRESENCE OF SEMINAL STAINS 
AND SPERMATAZOA 

At the left is a photo
micrograph taken through the 
microscope showing spermata
zoa. at approximately 450X, 
which Were isolated from the 
stains shown above. 

University of Wisconsin Extension Division 
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2. Information to be included on labels attached to evidence 
container: 

(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
( d) 

name of case 
contents of container glvlng source of contents 
date and time of recovery 
person recovering {name or initials} 

3. Ship via: 

(a) registered mail 
(b) parcel post 
(c) express 
(d) messenger 

Table I presents the potentialities of the Laboratory, listing 
what information may be expected from the examination of the 
respective kinds of evidence and what is needed in the way of ques
tioned and standard materials for examilli~tion or comparison pur
poses. This table and the accompanying text will suggest to the 
enforcement agency the best means for the collection of standard 
samples; hO~lever, occasions will a ris e where the suggested practic es 
will not be adequate, such as in the sampling and collection 
of oil samples. It is suggested, therefore, that the investigator 
contact the Crime Laboratory whenever there is a question as to how 
to proceed in the collection of standard samples for purposes of 
comparison. Another column is included 1,"lhich indicates the ad
visability of taking photographs of the evidence prior to col
lection and/or submission to the Laboratory. 

Following Table II are Figures 6 through 10. These figures 
depict t,he suggested method for proper labeli.:lg, sealing, and 
packing representative types of evidence and containers. Reference 
is made to these figures in Table II. Figure 11 shows examples of 
proper packing methods as illustrated by evidence actually received 
at the Laboratory. 

In Table II general instructions are given for the collection 
cf the various kinds of evidence, for the labeling and preserva
"ion of the evidence, and for the packing of the evidence or the 
containers in which the evidence has been placed for shipment to 
the Laboratory. 

Although the tables are largely self-explanatory, some dis
cussion relative to the collection and preservation of standard 
samples for comparison purposes is necessary. In a majority of 
instances the task confronting the Laboratory is one of comparison 
as well as one of identification. Therefore, proper and sufficient 
materials for comparison purposes must be provided when a comparison 
seems likely. To cite an example: in an offense such as an assault 
where clothing fibers are discovered on the victim's garments, the 
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value of such evidence is practically negligible unless the sus
pect 1 s clothing is made available for examination. The suspect's 
clothing presents fibers of a known source for purposes of 
comparison. 

!he Collection of Standard Samples 

The discussion which follows is closely related to tables I 
and II and should be read in connection with them. The suggested 
procedure for collecting standard samples of the different kinds of 
evidence is as follows: 

1. HAIR, H~lAN. Several factors are used in comparing hair 
from one person r S head with a questioned hair sample. In ~ach. 
case, however, considerable variations of these factors ex~st ~n 
the hairs from one person's head. It is therefore n~cessary to 
examine many hairs from that person's head to determ~ne the.e~tent 
of such variations. In collecting hair samples from both l~v~ng 
and dead persons, it is suggested that the officer take a clean comb 
and comb the subject's hair several times. The hairs obtained in 
this manner are consequently whole from root to tip. One should 
not cut the hairs from the head of the subject unless absolutely 
necessary, as it was found in the investigation of several murder 
and rape cases that the length of the hair shaft was of consider
able importance. A representative s~mple is considered to ~e 50 
hairs. If it is not possible to recover the required 50 ha~rs by 
combing, it then becomes necessary to cut the rest. In cases 
where it is suspected tlmt pOisoning has taken place with, the use 
of arsenic, both hair and fingernails must be examined. The kind 
of sample required is different for this purpose, and the reader is 
directed to the section, "Instructions for t,he Submission of 
Material for Toxicological Analysis." Many times in rape cases 
pubic hairs play an important role. The method of collection is 
the same, but two dozen hairs are considered to constitute a 
representative sample. In the collection of pubic hairs the 
physician or the person collecting the hairs should be on the lo?k
out for foreign material adhering to the hairs. When such mater~al 
is found it should not be dis'i:iurbed~ and the hair or hairs should 
be cut. 

2. HAIR, ANIMAL. Animal hairs encountered in cases may prove 
to be important evidence. Animal hairs may be categorized into 
domestic, commercial, and wild. Domestic or farm animals, such as 
dogs, cats, horses, cows, and the like, provide the b~lk Of. the 
domestic animal hairs recovered as evidence. Commerc~al ha~rs, 
such as fox, muskrat, beaver, mink, and many others, are often dyed 
and where recovered provide a distinctive kind of evidenc~" Of the 
wild animal hairs, squirrel, rodent, and deer are perhaps \~he most 
common. When any of the hairs mentioned above are found 1 it is 
necessary, particularly in the case of commercial hairs, to have a 
representative sample of hairs from a suspected source. Most animals 
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have two kinds of hair. The most obvious is the fur hair proper, 
or the coarser hairs of the coat; the second type is the finer 
hairs or the guard or pelt hairs. In collecting a sample from the 
coat of a live or dead animal or of a fur coat, it is suggested 
t~at one pa.ss his fingers through the fur hairs while holding them 
t~ghtly together. In this manner loose'hairs will be obtained. A 
minimum of two dozen hairs of each type, fur and guard hairs should 
be taken. The hairs should not be cut unless absolutely nec~ssary. 

3. COR,DAGE FIBERS. Rope fibers are found on occasion in 
several different types of crimes" such as murder, suicide, assault 
burgl~ry,.and so o~. Wherever possible the rope suspected of ' 
contr~but~ng the f~bers, or that is suspected of having been cut 
or.br?ken from another piece, should be sent to the Laboratory. If 
th~s ~s done, such a sample presents sufficient standard fibers for 
comparison purposes and at the same time allows an examination to 
be made of any debris that may be adhe:i.~ing to the rope itself. In 
the p~st such an examination has proven very fruitful~ particularly 
when ~t reveals the suspect's occupation. On occasions the weave 
of t~e rope is ?f importance, and it then.becomes necessary to 
obta.~n and subm~t whole rope sections for comparison purposes. The 
length of the rope, in this instance, must not be less than one 
f~o~. ~ftentimes t~e ends of the rope provide a means of deter
~~n~ng ~f another p~ece has been broken or cut from it. One must 
De part~?u1arly careful in this instance to handle the rope so as 
not to d~sturb the rope ends. The original cut or broken ends 
must.be marke~ ~such as Wi~h a string and tag) indicating which 
~nd ~s the or~g~nal and wh~ch end was cut by the investigator. It 
~s suggested that the ends of the rope, when the rope is recovered 
be pr~tected by encasing them in a glassine envelope (see Figure 6' 
conta~ner No. 12, which is available in several sizes), and that ' 
the rope is handled as little as possible. 

4. BLOOD. When any crime has been committed in which b100d 
has been let by any of the parties involved, a blood sample should 
be collected by a physiCian Or nurse. A sample should always be 
t~k~n from the ~ictim and any and all suspects. A quantity suf
f~c~ent for typ~ng purposes or any other necessary tests is considered 
to be one-third (1/3) fluid ounce or about 10 cubic centimeters. 
Where determinations are to be made of the carbon monoxide or alcohol 
content of blood, it is necessary that the container be filled to 
the top in order to minimize the amount of air above the top of the 
liquid. All blood samples should be preserved by the addition of 
s?dium citrat~. All samples should be refrigerated when possible. 
F~gure No. 5 ~llustr~tes the proper method of blood preservation. 

5. 
criminal 
If there 
material 
the hair 

GREASE, OIL. Where grease or oil are involved in a 
offense it is not often that there are suspected sources. 
is a suspected source, as in the instance v,rhere the unknown 
is suspected of being hair oil, the entire bottle containing 
oil suspected of being the source should be sent to the 
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Labora tory with the unknown material or stain. Most frequently 
grease or oil as evidence will be in the form of staining. Foreign 
material entrapped in the stain may be of considerable importance 
(e.g., metal filings, botanical material, etc.). In this event, 
consideration must be given to the possible source of such foreign 
material. 

6. PAINT. Paint is a very common type of evidence and is 
often encountered in the form of fragments. The most common 
offenses in which it is found are burglary and hit-and-run. Where 
fragments are recovered it is necessary to have sufficient fragments 
from the suspected source to show the variations in layers, layer 
color, and thickness. It is not uncommon for some surfaces, such 
as automobile bodies, safes, and wooden surfaces to have several 
coats of paint, varnish, or lacquer, and to be unevenly painted. In 
such instances the paint fragments from these surfaces are dis
tinctive and where a match is obtained, the possibility of the ques
tioned fragments coming from some other source is very remote. It 
is suggested that, in collecting standard samples, one take the 
fragments from around the damaged area. It is occasionally pos
sible, such as in hit-and-run cases and safe burglaries, to match 
the fractured edges of ti. ... '4 fragments and in this way prove the 
source of the questioned fr~~ent. If the paint is in the nature 
of a smear or stain, the Sugg0stion is that the source of the stain
iI1;g was wet at the time of staL~tng. The suspected source may be 
a can of paint or a freshly paintb1 surface. Where a can of paint 
is recovered and is suspected of being the source of a stain it is 
suggested that the entire amount, can and all, be sent to the 
Laboratory. The exception to this is where the quantity is in 
excess of one quart. If this is the case, the contents of the 
larger container should be thoroughly stirred with a clean stick 
and immediately poured into a clean conta.iner sO as to provide one 
quart for comparison purposes. All of the pertinent information 
relating to the brand, type, and chemical composition (often printed 
on the label) of the paint should be recorded and this information 
transmitted to the Laboratory with the sample. 

7. CLOTHING. Clothing or clothing fibers are present as 
physical evidence in many kinds of offenses. The most obvious of 
these offenses are murder and the other assault-type offenses, 
burglary, sexual offenses, and hit-and-run~ Clothing may be in
volved as the result of finding clothing fibers, impressions (as on 
the painted or lacquered surface of an automobile in a hit-and-run 
case), and tears or rents in the fabric of the garment itself. . 
Wherever this is the case it is imperative that the entire garment 
be sent to the Laboratory for comparison purposes. It is advisable 
to send all of the articles of clothing. belonging to the victim and 
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the suspect(s) worn by th t the ' Much information can alsoe~ a 1 J~~ the crime Was committed. 
debris from the clothing inet~a~~~es rom an examination of the ~ suggested as examples above. 

8. GLASS. Glass is another co 0 t It is most often found in hit d mm n ype of physical evidence 
examination of 1 ss f 1 ;an -run cases and burglaries. The • 
physical and 0 ~i~al a. Is in"o two general ca tegori.es. First 'the 
glass itself a~e dete~~~~:~~ieS9.n~ the chemical composition of the 
may be fitted mechanicaliy tos~~onbJ ~he questioned fragment(s) 
known sample or information e dIo en edge of a portion of the 
relative spe~d (such as bUlle~~fa~ ng t~ natureJ,size, and 
of the glass may be determined I~ ~n ~bJect caus~ng a penetration 
exa.minations that it is.:1u • s ecause of these types of 
obtainable from the know~ ~~ested that all of the glass fragments 
panes and the li~ ) b urce (automobile headlights, window 

e e recovered and sent to the Laboratory. 

9. METAL. As in the case of 1 it i metals on the basis of their ch i g ~ss J , s, possible to compare 
regularities produced wh em ca compos~t~on and the ir-
ornaments

J 
etc.) is frac~~r:dPie~l Oft~tal (e.g' J tool, automobile 

in the examination of metal specimso u~e of advanced techniques 
metallography, crystallo ra ens, suc ,as the application of 
information of importanc~ t~~h a~d X-~~y ~~ffraction may provide 
criminal cases where metal is i 9 ~ve~ ~~a~i?n or prosecution of 
ments

J 
like glass fr nvo ve au ev~dence. Metal frag-

pockets and trouser ~~~~~tsJT~~e~e to c~thing fabrics or fall in 
be, or suspected to be ," 1 e ore, w rever metal is known to 
the entire object or Obo~n~o ved as physical evidence in an offense 
ments should be sent toJ~~sr!~~~~~~~i: contributing metal frag- ' 

frag~~~tsW~~~;f~~T~!~~1L ~~CIMENS. Painted and unpainted wood 
cuffs, pockets, s~oes ~ool~da~~ ~~ ~~~ris removed from trouser 
offense in which this'kina oj e e~ The mo~t frequent 
In order to be able to say tha~V!denc~ is found~is that of burglary. 
a certain window sash or door framceri~ ~ wood rragment came from 
representative sample of the ~ash e, s n~cessary to have a 
the fragment It is stU or frame w~th Which to compare 
is damaged i; the comm~~~~~ne~fthat where wood J pa~nted or unpainted, 
surface (near the damaged area) :~ ~ffe~se, aisect~on of the damaged 
Wide, and three inches long be remo e~s ~ne nch deep, two inches 
Where botanical specimens are involved an sent to the labora tOJ:'Y. 
barley, Whe~~, and so on) shrubs ~e , sUChdas commercial seeds (oats, 
visable to send the Labor~tory at'l re~s"an the like, it is ad-
and at least two leaves from a~T on:a~inds~xfseehrdsbof anyone kind J 

.V 0 s u or tree. 

11. MATERIAL FROM FINGERNAILS M the fingernails of an individual ~y c~~~~i~l found deposited beneath 
some instances evidence is found that a myriad of things In has a bearing on an offen~e 
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under investigation. It should be standard practic~ t? take the 
material from beneath the fingernails of both the v1ct1m and all 
suspects in all cases involving violent personal contact, such as 
murder, assault, and rape. Toothpicks or ~plinters from tongue 
depressors may be used to remove t! e mater1al from beneath the 
fingernails. A clean toothpick or$pl~nter must b~ used ~or each 
fingernail and the instrument placed 1n the conta1ne~ (v1al, or 
druggist1s'fold) with the debris. Debris fr?m ~ach f1ng~r should 
be separately wrapped and packaged. When th1s 1S done, 1nforma
tion regarding the person?s employment should be forwarded to 
the Lab·ora tory. 

12. SOIL. With advanced techniques it is possible ~o show 
that soil found on the shoe of a suspect actually came from a, 
certain spot at the scene of the crime. ~he method of compar1son 
is so sensitive that the problem of samp11ng beco~e? very 
critical. The task of collecting proper and,suff1?1en~ sampl~s for 
purposes of comparison rests again wi~h the 1nvest1?at1ng off1cer 
in nearly every instance. The "quest1oned" sample 1S u~ually 
found on the suspectts shoes, often in the area of the 1nstep and 
at the juncture of the sole and the upper. The clothing of the 
suspect should not be overlooked,as a P?ssible loc~tion of soil, 
particularly in rape cases. It 1s,not 1nfrequent t~a~ the su~pe~t 
will claim to have obtained the s01l from some spec1f1c 10cat1on. 
In that event it is advisable to obtain a soil samp~e from there, 
if possible, so that it may be compared with the s01l sample 
removed from his clothing and with the samples collected from,the 
scene of the crime. The procedure given below presents what 1~ 
considered to constitute sufficient samples of soil for compar1son 
purposes: 

Sample 
Number Take Sample From: 

1 Starting pOint, (e.g. footprint, see b~low) 
2 five paces north of footprint, 
3 five paces east of footpri~t. 
4 five paces south of footpr1nt. 
5 five paces west of footprint. 
6 twenty-five paces northwest of footprint. 
7 twenty-five paces northeast of footprint. 
S twenty-five paces southeast of footprint. 
9 twenty-five paces southwest of footprint. 

The starting point, Sample No. 1, shoul~ be th~ most l~kely spot 
for the suspect to have acquired the s011 on h1s cloth~ng. This 
may be a footprint, flower bed, trampled area,or the 11ke. If the 
most likely spot is a footprint, ~he sample shoul~ be taken from 
that part of the print correspond1ng to the locat10n ?n the shoe from 
which the questioned sample was taken (after the cast1n~ has been 
completed, if undertaken). It should be standard pract1ce to make 
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a sketch of the area showing the pOint from which each sample was 
collected e A copy of this sketch should accompany the samples 
when they are submitted to the Laboratory for examination. The 
amount collected in each sample should total one ounce or more 
and should consist of the top soil; it is unnecessary to go deeper 
than one half to three quarters of an inch from the surface of 
the earth. 

Discussion of Table II 

The contents of Table II are mostly self-explanatory, but 
special instances may arise which suggest different handling of 
the evidence. The following paragraphs present some examples of 
these exceptions to Table II: 

1. HAIR. When animal and human haira or any fibers or 
foreign material are found adhering to an obj ect, such as an ax 
or hammer, it is suggested that the investigator not remove them 
but send the entire object to the Laboratory with the foreign 
material in place. Since it is always imperative that the object 
reach the Laboratory in exactly the same condition as it was dis
covered, certain precautions must be taken in packing it for ship
menta It is suggested that the object be securely fastened to a 
perforated board (such as a piece of quarter-inch plywood) with 
heavy string or wire and packed in a tightly fit~ing box. No other 
item or article should be packed in the same box. In the case of 
smaller objects it is practicable to secure the object in a clean 
cigar box and then pack the ,Cigar box in a larger box for shipment. 

2. BLOOD. If fresh blood is obtained it is advisable to 
treat it to prevent clotting. To do this, add to the blood sample 
(e.g., about one-half of an ounce, fluid) a small amount of sodium 
citrate (about the size of a kernel of corn), which can be obtained 
from a druggist; ~ (See Fig. 5.) If the amount of the blood is 
relatively small (less than one-sixth of a fluid ounce, or about 
five cubic centimeters), one should add about 20 drops of physio
logical saline from an eyedropper. Physiological saline may be ap
proximated by adding about two heaping teaspoonfuls of table salt 
to a quart of water. If the stain is on clothing or on any other 
object, it should be allowed to air dry without the aid of a fan. 

3~ VEHICLES. Not infrequently an automobile or truck is 
recovered and suspected of being involved in the cOlnmission of a 
crime. In hit-and-run cases the underpinnings of the vepicle 
become impor~ant and must be carefully searched for hair, clothing 
fibers, tissue, blood, and scuff marks. In the case of burglary 
the interior of the vehicle must be carefully searched, particularly 
in the case of safe burglaries. In such cases it is suggested that 
the interior of the vehicle be sketched, marking it off in quadrants 
for five and six passeng.er automobiles and in halves for three 
passenger automobiles. On the sketch the location as well as the 
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type of objects found in the vehicle should be noted. The seat and 
floor surfaces of each quadrant or half should be swept with a 
clean whisk broom and the debris from each placed in clean glassine 
bags or wide mouth bottles. (See Fig. 6, containers No.2 and 12.) 
Do not use envelopes because ~n~ quantity of material recovered is 
usually great, and there is a tendency for the material to leak 
out. Each container should then be properly sealed (see Figs. 6 
and 7). The seats should be removed and any material appearing to 
be connected with the co~aission of the offense should be placed 
with the debris from the quadrant in which the material was found. 
The exception to this is, of course, where an object has an obvious 
and important connection with the investigation of the case and 
thus warrants being placed in a separate container. Wherever 
practicable, it is suggested that the vehicle be made available to 
the Laboratory for processing. (The reader is referred to the 
"Checking Exterior Surfaces of Automobiles and Vehicles in Hit
and-Run Cases. Ii) 

. 4. GLASS v When wrapping glass fragments for shipment or 
transmission to the Laboratory, it is suggested that each fragment 
be wrapped separately or placed in separate sealed envelopes. When 
all, of the fragments are placed in one container there is a 
t211dency fo:' the edges of the fragments to become chipped. Where 
very small fragments are encountered, it is suggested that one 
place them in glass vials to prevent them from being lost. Where 
pieces of glass larger than the envelopes available are recovered, 
such ~window glass, it is advisable to fasten tpe piece securely 
to a perforated board (such as 1/4 inch plywood) using heavy string, 
but not wire. The boa~d and glass should then be placed in a clean 
cardboard or wooden box. No other items or articles should be 
placed in the same box. The same means of packing should be used 
for objects bearing possible fingerprints or bloodstains. 

Tables I and II do not include all possible kinds of evidence. 
that may be recovered at the scene of the crime. Any other kind 
of evidence that may be encountered can easily be placed in its 
proper place under the main headings in the tables and treated ac
cordingly. 

Whenever the occasion arises~lhere the course of action is not 
clear insofar as the collection and preservation of physical evidence 
is concerned, the Laboratory at Madison stands ready to be of ser
vice, It will suggest and recommend proper procedures necessary 
to collect and preserve evidence; it will furnish advice relative 
to evidence needed for purposes of comparison; and it will assist 
in the actual collection and preservation of the physical evidence 
by means of the mobile unit (see Part I of this manual for an ex
planation of the mobile unit). 
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TABLE I 

Guide Posts in the Collection of Evidence 
SHOULD SCALED PHOTO
GRAPHS BE TAKEN BEFORE 

, MATERLA.LS REQUIRED BY LABORATORY* EVIDENCE IS su:BMITl'ED? KIND OF EVIDENCE 

I. HAIR and FIBERS 

A • HU1ll8.n 1Ia 11' 

B. AnilDal Rail' 

POSSIBIE IABORATORY DETERMINATION 

A. 1. Whether or not hairs are 
~ossibly from 8~ecific 
individiI~~ 

2. Physical/nature of hairs, 
damage and/or additions, 
treatment. 

B. 1. T~e of anima:!.: from which 
sam~le came 

2. Whether hairs have been 
treated (dyed, etc.~ 

C. Clothing Fibers, C. 1. Type of fiber 
Fabric 2. Whether or not fiber is of 

same color, shade, size, and 
sha~e as those from sus
~ected source 

A. 1. (Q) All of questioned sample 
2. (S) At least 50 hairs from 

victim and suspect 
(See "Instructions,etc. 1'01' 

To.x:icdlogical Analysis!') 

B. 1. (Q) 
2. (S) 

C. 1. (Q) 
2. (s) 

All of questioned sample 
Repreosntative (at least 
24 hairs of each ty~e and 
color) from susIJect,7d source 

All of questioned sample 
Entire garment suspected 
of being source of fibers 
or fabric 

3. Characteristics of fabric weave 

D., Cordage Fibers, 
Ro~e 

* ~ Questioned material 

D. 1. Type of fiber 
2. vlhether or not fiber is of 

same size, color, and 
character as those from 
known source 

3. Where s~ple is com~lete 
ro~e: dimensions,~hysical 
charac'ceristics,and identi ... 
fication of adherent ~terial 

4. Whether or no-e one :piece of 
ro~e was cut or broken from 
another 

S Standard material for comparison purposes 
** See last page of this:~al)le. 

!l 

D. 1. (Q) 
2. (s) 

All of questioned sample 
Entire ro~e from sus
pected source where 
practicable, for comparison 

"-=::----. 
~Ul'l?oses -~ <-:::::' 

A. Yes.See footnote 
(a)** 

B. Yes. See footnote 
(a) . 

C. Yes. See footnote 
(a) • 

D. Yes. See footnote 
(a). 

------~ -~--- . 
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II. STAmS 
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SHOULD SCAlED PHOTO
GRAPHS BE TAKEl'if BEFORE 

MA.TERIALS REQUIRED BY IAEORATORY EVIDENCE IS SUJ3MI:TTED? 

A. Blood - Tissue A. 1. Hhether or not questioned A. 1. (Q) All of materials bearing 
stains 

A. Yes. See footnote 

. 
B. Seminal Stains B. 

C. Other Body Fluids C. 

D. Feces, Fecal D. 
Stains 

E. Grease - Oil E. 

F. Paint Stains F. 

stain is blood 
2. Specific origin, human or 2. (Q) Flakes of questioned ma

terial animal 
3. Blood group 3. (s) Blood samples from victim 

and suspected persons 
(must be taken DY physi
cian or nurse) 

4. Analysis of physical charac
teristics of staining 

5. Tissue: above 1-4, plus type 
of tissue - mv.scle, brain,etc. 

6. Alcoholic content of whole 
blood 

1. Whether or not stain is of 
seminal origin 

2. Whether or not stain contains 
spermatozoa 

3· Physical characteristics of 
stain 

1. Urine: Identification 
2. Perspiration: Identification 

1. Identification of stain 
2. Identification of inclusions 

1. Identification of stain and 
physical properties 

2. Idontification of inclusions 
3· Identification of oil in 

arson investigations 

1. Color, t;y"pe, pigment size 
and other pl~sical charac-
teristics; chemical com-
pOSition 

2. Comparison with standard 

B. (Q) All of material bearing 
stain 

C. (Q) AD. of articles or materi-
al bearing questioned stain 

D. (Q) All of material if in bulk 

E. 1. (Q.) All of articles bearing 
stain or suspected oil 

2. (S) Bottle or container con-
taining standard sample 
for cODJIlarison 

F. 1. (Q) All of sample bearing 
stain 

2. (S) At least one ounce and 
at the m.ost, one quart 
of sample from. suspected 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

where indj.cated source for cODJIlarison purposes 

(b) • 

No. See footnote 
(a) • 

No. See footnote 
(a) • 

See footnotes (a) 
and (b). 

No. See footnote 
(a) • 

Yes. See footnote 
(b) • 
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KIND OF EVIDENCE .. 
G. Miscellaneous 

Staine (Q8.~ food) 

III. CW'lIHING 

A. General 

POSSIBLE IABOBATORY DETERMINATION 

G. 1. Identification as to kind, 
physical properties, and chemical 
cOll1.Position 

2. Physical nature of staining 
3. Comparison with known material 

in some instances 

A. 1. Size and physical condition 
2. Occupational debris, identi

fication of 
3. other adherent materials 

possibly loading to identifi
cation of individual 

4/ M3.nufacturer's. and laundry 
marks 

B. Tears, Cuts, and B. 1. Nature and physical character-
Penetrations istics of dama,ge 

C. Abrasions, 
IIlI.Pressions 

C. 

2. Identification of adherent 
materials due to damage such 
as powder pattern, metal 
fragments, etc. 

Whether or not clothing from. 
known source could have made 
iIlI.Pression or abrasion 

) 

II-15 

SHOu"LD SCAIED PHOTO": 

MATERIAIB REQUIRED :BY LABORATORY 
GRAPHS BE TAKEN BEFORE 
EVIDENCE IS SUBMITTED? 

G. 1. (Q) 

2. (S) 

All of article bearing 
stain 
Representative sample of 
material suspected of 
being source of stain 
for comparison purposes 

A. 1. (Q) All clothing worn by 
victim 

2. (S) Clothing worn by 
suspect or suspects 
where applicable 

B. 1. (Q) Entire article of 
clothing containing 
damage 

2. (S) If gunshot wound etc., 
weapon suspected of 
being used. (See The 
Wisconsin Sheriff ' 

, Magazine, Vol. 1,No.9, 
Oct. 1948,pp.7-12) 

c. 1. (Q) Abraded surface 
2. (S) If possible and 

practicable, the 

G. No. See footnote (b). 

A~ No. See footnote (b). 

B. Ho. See footnote(b). 

C. Yes. See footnote 
(a) • 

material bearing the 
impression or abrasion 
Clothing suspected of ha~ing 
caused impression or 
aorasion 

- ----~-------~--_.-
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SHOULD SCALED P.ffOTO
GRAPHS BE TAKEN BEFORE 

=-..;;~=.o....;;.;;.;;;.....;~..;;;..;...;.~~=.;;;..;.; __ -.:MA-=-'lER~IA~IS",,---REQUIRED BY lABORATORY EV"IDENCE IS SUBMITTED? 

Institute on Laboratory Methods of Judicial Proof 

KIND OF EVIDENCE POSSIBIE LABORATORY DETEffiJIINATION 
IV. MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAIS 

A. Paint Fragments A. 1. 

2. 

3· 
4. 

B. Glass Fragments B. 1. 
2. 

3· 

4. 

C. Metal Fragments C. 1. 

2. 

3· 

4. 

Order, thickness, and colQr 
of layers 
Chemical, physical, and 
optical comparison with 
standard 
Chemical composition 
Particle size determinations 
and com;parisons 

Physical properties 
~rechanical com;parison of 
fractured edges 
Physical, chemical, and 
optical co~arison with 
glass of known source 
Metal plating, thickness, 
type, and irregularities 

Physical characteristics and 
metallurgical considerations 
Chemical com;position and 
com;parison with material from 
known source 
Identification of adhe~ent 
material 
Mechanical comparison of 
fractured edges 

A. 1. (Q) Entire ~uestioned sample A.,Yes. See footnotes 
2. (Q) All garments suspected (a) and (b). 

of containing ~uestioned 
material 

3. (S) Representative sample 
from suspected source, 
including ~ paint layers 

B. 1. (Q) Enti.l:'e ~uestioned sample 
2. (Q) All garments suspected 

of containing ~uestioned 
material 

3.(S) All of sample from sus
:pected source 

C. 1. (Q) Entire ~uestioned sample 
2. (Q) All garments suspected 

of containing ~uestioned 
material 

3. (s) Repre~entative sample 
from known source 

'.:.\ 

B. Yes. See footnotes 
(a) and (b). 

C. Yes. See footnotes 
(a) and (b), 

i) 

" , 

--. 
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KIND OF EVIDENCE 

D. vlood Fragments, 
Wood, Botanical 
Specimens 

E. Material From 
Fingernails 

F. Soil 

G ... Firowall 

POSSIBLE LABORATORY DET]llllfiNATION 

D. 1. Identity as to type, genus, 
and specie 

2. YJhether or not identical as 
to type vThere comllarison is 
indicated 

3· Identity o~ inclusions or 
additives 

E. 1. Presence or absence o~ blood 
~ present, speci~ic origin, 
human or animal and blood 
group 

F. 

G. 

2. Identi~ication o~ contents: 
epithelial cells, hairs, 
~ibers, skin, etc. 

l. Physical c~aracteristics 
2. Identi~ication o~ inclusions 
3· Co~arison with samples 

(some known source) 

1. Identity o~ co~onents 
2. Co~arison with.standard 

material 

II-17 

SHOULD SCALED PHOTO
GRAPHS BE TAKEN BEFORE 

MATERIAlS REQUIRED BY LABORATORY EVIDENCE IS SUBMITTED" 

D. l. (Q) All o~ questioned sarr~le D. Yes.See ~ootnotes 
2. (Q) All garments suspected o~ (a) and (b). 

containing questioned 
sample 

3· (s) Sample ~rom known source 
containing at least two 
~owth rings (i.e., about 
2""x2II.X:3II ) 

4. (S) Botanical sample ~rom 
suspected source, includ-
ing all integral parts 
(lea~, seed, ~lower,etc.) 

E. 1 •. (Q) Entire questioned s~le E. No. 
2. (S) Blood s~les ~rom 

victim and suspected 
persons (must be taken 
by physician or nurse) 

3· (S) Clothing o~ suspect or 
suspects,i~ available 

F. 1. (Q) Entire questioned sample F. Yes. See ~ootnote 
2. (S) Representative sample (c ). 

~rom known source, plus 
additional standards ~rom 
immediate area 

G. 1. (Q) Entire questioned sample G. Yes. See ~ootnote 
2. (Q) Clothing of' suspect(s) (b) • 
3· (8) Standard sample ~rom sate 

body and sa~e door 
4. (8) Submit ~loor sweepings 

~rom area where sa~e was 
damaged 

5· (Q) Submit debris ~rom auto-
mObile, i~ involved 

i.~~·:·: _ ':;-', '~\ 

1\ 
\i 

, , 
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!lND OF EVIDENfJE 

V. UNIDENTIFIED CHEMICAIS 

A. Liquids 

B. Solids 

VI. VEHICIES 

POSSIBLE LABORATORY DETERMINATION 

A. 1. Chemical composition 
2~ Physical and optical 

pi'operties 

B. 

3. Identification of in
clusions 

4. Comparison with known ma
terials 

Same as in V. A 

1. Whether or not vehicle was 
instrumental in, or involved 
in commission of offense -
identification of debris 

2. Examination of paint, metal 
fractures, etc. (fabric 
impressions) 

II-18 

SHOUlD BCALED PHOTO~ 
GRAPHS BE TAKEN BEFOhl 

MATERIAlS REQUlBED BY IJ\l30RATORY EVIDENCE IS SUBMITTEr? 

r 
A. 1. (Q) Entire questioned sample - A. 

max2mum quantity desired 
Yes. See foot
note (b). 

1 quart 
2. (S) Representative sample 

from knmm source where 
comparison is indicated -
maximum quantity, 
1 quart 

B. 1.. !(Q.) SUne as in V A M3.ximum 
quantity, 1 pound in 
each case 

2. (S) Same as in V A 2, 
ma.:x:ilIluIn. quantity, 1 pound 

1. (Q) Debris from interior of 
vehicle, accompanied by 
sketch 

2. (Q) If possible and practi-
oable, send vehicle to 
laboratory. 

3· (Q) Clothing of victim where 

4. (S) 
indicated (hit-and-run) 
Paint s~le from vehicle 
including all paint layers 

B. Yes. See foot
note (b). 

Yes. See footnote 
(a), (b), and (c). 

Footnotes (a) - photograph if item is adhering to or is a part of a surfaco that cannot be sent to Laboratory. 
(b) - photograph before removing from crime scene • 

. j (c) photograph impressions and debris before handling (casting, etc.). 
j 

(> 

/ 
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JUdicial Proof' 

Instructions for Handling, Preserving, and Shipping Evj.dence 

laND OF EVIDENCE 

I. HAIR and FIBERS 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Human Hair 

Animal Hair 

Clothing Fibers, 
Fabric 

D. Cordage Fibers, 
Rope 

-GENERA.L INSTRUCTIONS 

A. 1. Use clean f'ipgers to handle 
hairs. 

2. Do not wash or otherwise 
clean hairs. 

3. Do not attach to any surf'ace 
or cut hairs--allow to 
remain freo in container. 

B. Same as in I A above 

C. 1. With care, tweezers or 
forceps may be used to 
recover clothing fibors. 

2. Same as in I A above 

D. 1. Do not handle excessively. 
2. Sama as in I A above 

L'\.BEI.J:NG AND PRESERVATION PAClaNG FOR SHIPMENT 

A. 1. Place in clean glass 
vial or glassine 
envelop(Cand seal as in 
Figs. 6 and 7. 

A. 1. Pack glass con
tainers as in 
"A, 11'- Fig. 10. 

2. Pack clothing as 
in Fig. 8. 2. Where clothing is involved, 

label as in Fig. 8 and do 
not handle excessively. 

3. Miscellaneous 
objects may be 
treated as in 
Fig. 9. 

B. Sarno as in I A above B. Same as in I A abo"(e 

C. 1. Handle as in I A above C. Same as in I A 
above 

D. 

2. Care should be taken that 
the clothing from the 
victim and that from the 
suspect(s) is at all times 
kept and wrapped separately. 

Use tag and wire seal, D. 1. Same as in I A 
above placing wire about in the 

middle of the length of rope. 
See Fig. 8. Where amount of 
sample is smll, place in 
heavy Kraf't envelope and label 
outer surface. Seal flap. 
Protect ends of ropo sections 
with glassine envelopos. See 
Fig. 6, container No. 12. 

2. ,\-Trap rope in 
heavy Kraft 
paper as with 
clothing. 
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1I-20 

KIND OF EVIDENCE 
II. STAINS 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS _____ .:::LABE= LING AND PRlES . .;;;;..Ila:{=VA~T;.:::Ic.::..;ON~ ___ ...;P:.;:.:~~C=KIN=:...:;G~FO=:;.R:.::....;;;SHI=P:.:.ME=NT=--_ 

A. Blood, - Tissue 

B. Seminal Stains 

C. Other Body Fluie~s, 
Urine, Perspiration 

A .. 1. Where possible remove A. 1. Use glass cohtainers for A. 1. 
flakes and dried stains. 

Pack glass con
tainers as in "All , 

B. 

C. 

all or a section of 
artic+e on which the stain 
is fo~n~ and send to t~bor.a~ 
tory 

2. If ~bove is not practicable, 
call Laboratory by phone for 
inetructions and assistance. 

3. Handle clothins as little as 
possible. 

4. Ifuere wet allow stains to air 
dry. 

In addition to II A, above, be B. 
especially careful in handling 
clothing or other articles 
bearing stain as stain is very 
brittle. 

In addition to II A aqove, C. 
where material is in liquid 
state collect with clean 
s;yringe to a voltune of one 
pint. 

Label and seal as in Fig.l. 
2. Use glass stoppered bottle 

or vial for liquid sample. 
Add small amount of sodium 
citrate to prevent coagu
lati'on. 

3. Label clothing as in Fig.8. 
4. For misoellaneous objects 

use glass vials, tags with 
wire, and lead seals or 
heavy Kxa:{.'t envelopes 1-There 
applicable. 

1. Same as in II A above B. 
2. Do not add citrate to liquid 

samples. 

1. Same as in II A above C. 
2. Do not add citrate to 

liqUid samples. 

Fig. 10. 
2. Pack clothing and 

miscellaneous ar
ticles as in Fig.9. 
Where stain is on 
material such as 
wood,linoleum,and 
wall seotions,allow' 
to air dry; protect 
stained surface with 
piece of clean 
white paper before 
wrapping. 

Sa.:ifie as in' II A, above, 
Pack miscellaneous 
articles in cotton, 
waste, excelsior or 
paper to prevent move-
lllBnt during shipping. 
See "A," Fig. 10. 

Same as in II A above 
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KIND OF EV;;;:;.,IDE;:.,=.Ni;,.;;.c;..,;.E ____ ....::...GETI=.;,..i1ERA..;..,;.;;..;;· ~L......;IN:;;;;:.:..;.S_TR;:.;;.U......;C'_T......;I......;ON;;...S"___ ____ IABE~~LI:._N'_G~A'_ND.;_...:P;.;..iJIE;.;.._O..SE..:..R;.;..V.,.;;.;A'-T=IO......;N~ ____ P.;;;;:;i'\..;:;.;;C;,:;:KIN=:..G~F.O.:;;;.;;R....;S;;.;:H;:.;;I:.=.P;;.;.MENT::;;~:.:.;;.. __ _ 

D. Feces, Fecal 
Sta:ns 

E. Grease - Oil 

F. Paint Stains 

G. Miscellaneous, 
Food, Botanlcal 
Materials 

D. 1. Same as in II A above D. 1. label clothing as in 
2. Where material is in Fig.8. 

bulk place in jar with 2. Same as in II A above 
firm fj,tting cover and 
seal so it is airtight •. 
Determine, if poseiole, 
recent diet of person(s) 
suspected as contributor. 

E. Same as in II A above 

F. 1. Same as in II A above 
2. WhCl'1Lstain is wet, allow 

to air d:ry. 

G. Same as it~ II A above 

E. 1. Same as in II A above-
do not use rubber stopper 
on containers. Seal 
tightly in preselTVing 
eVidence in arson investi
gations. 

2. Place li[uid s~les in 
container with glass stopper. 
Do not add citrate. 

F. 1. Same as in II A abovo 
2. Where liquid sample, 

submit in original con
tainer except wh6h volume 
is large (~~oater than one 
pint), then preserve as in 
A and record all information 
on paint container label 
and send to laboratory. 

G. Same as in IT A above 

D. Same as in II A above 

E. 1. Same as in II A above 
2. Seal glass stoppered 

container so that it 
is airtight. 

F. SaQe as in II A above 

G;...·Same as in n A above 

. 1/ 

~- ---~
---~----

... 
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KIND OF EVIDENCE GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS L\BELING.AND PRESER'TATION 
~~~.--~~~~~----------~~~~ --~~----------

III. CLOTHllm* 

A. General A. 1. Do not agitate clothing 
so that foreign material 
becomes dislodged. 

2. Note :particularly any :ma
terial falling from cloth
ing, when being removed 
from body of victim or 
suspoct(s). 

B. Tear:J, Cuts, and B. 1. Same as in,III A above 
Penetrations 2. lwere gunshot wound is 

involved submit, if' 
possible, gun used. (See 
The Wisconsin Sheriff 
Magazine, Vol. 1, No.9, 
Oct., 1948,pp.7-12 or 
Fig.ll of this manua11 

A. 1. Include description of 
marks made for identifi
cation purposes when 
submitting clothing. 

2. Label as in Fig. 8. 

B. Same as in III A above 

C. Abrasi ons, 
Impressions 

C •. 1.. Hhere abrasion or im- C. Same as in III A above 
pression is present on 
metal (painted or any 
other surface) a sharp 
scaled photograph should 
be taken and clothing 
suspected of causing marks 
sent to Laboratory. (See 
Fig.22 and Belated Text.) 

2. Same as in III A above 

* See also under other headings in table. 

"', , . 

1I-22 

PACmTG FOR SHIPMENT 

A. Pack as in Fig. 9--pack 
each item separately and 
do not allow clothing 
from differ~nt persons 
to come into contact 
with one another. 

B. Same as in III A above 

c. Same as in III A above 
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KIND OF EVlDENCE GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS IABELING AND PRESERVATION 
---=~~~~~~~~--------~~~~~~~~~~--------~~~~ 

IV. MrSCELL'OO!!OUS MA.~IAIS 

A. Paint Fragments 

B. Glass Fragments 

C. Metal Fragments 

D. Wood Fragments, 
Wood,Botanical 
Specimens 

A. 1. Handle fragments A. 

B. 

carefully so as not 
to break off edges. 

2. i'-There clothing is in
volved, same as in III A 
above 

1. ro not allow edges to B. 
become chipped. 

2. Collect all of 
questioned sample if 
possible. 

3· Do not mark fragmonts. 
4. Sa.me as in ITI A above 

Place in clean glass Vials, 
see Fig. 6, No.6 or 7 (not 
envelopes), and seal and 
label as in Fig.6 and 7. 

Same as in rr A above 

C. 1. Same as in IV A all.ove 
2. Same as in ITI A above 

C. Same as in IV A above 

D. 1. Where possible,botan~. 
ical specimens should 
be submitted in their 
entirety,but without 
excessive duplication 
of integral parts 
(leaves, seeds, etc. ). 

2. Same as in IV A above 
3. Same as in III A a"Love 

D. 1. Same as in IV A above for 
fragments 

2. Botanical specimens such 
as leaves should be placed 
in envelopes of appropriate 
size. See Fig.6, No.ll. 

1I-23 

PACKING FOR SHIPMENT 

A.l. Pack glass containers 
as in "A~I Fig. 10. 

2. Pack clothing as in 
Fig. 9. Keep articles 
of clothing separate 
from possible source 
of questioned samples 
(e.g. car,painted 
wood,etc.) 

B. Same as in IV A above 

C. Same as in IV A above 

D. 1. Pack glass containers 
as in "A" Fig. 10. 

2. Pack envelopes as 
in Fig. 10. 

•• ~~" ._._~ ~> _ ...... ~ ... b ••• _~......,·-.. •• ~ ... 4_ ........... '...., • .u._ ........... ~ •• __ .. __ -.,_.,.....~\O-~"""_; ............... __ .,."'"~."--~-"'~,~,.,." ............... _~ .... __ ~~_\--.--....,_w~ ___ ...... ~.,:~~·::c; xm-~ , ~10.~_~ 
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__ ~KI~ND~O~F~EV~ID~ffiN~CE~I ________ ~~~~·~LINSTRUCTIONS ______ ~LUlli~=L~IN~G~AN~D_~~=S~ERv.~A~T~I~ON~ __ __ 

E. Material From E. Where fingernail material 
Fingernails from victim is recovered, 

F.Soil F. 

G. Firewall G. 

send in clothing of 
suspect(s). Note if sus
pect has lacQrated skin~ 

Object having mud or soil 
should be sent to Labora-
tory without disturbing 
sample. 

Handle sample so as to 
provent excessive powdering. 

E. Place material from fingers 
of each hand in separate 
glass vials or use druggist's 

. fold--seal and label as in 
Fig. 6, No.6 or 7. 

F. l. Same as in IT A above 
2. Treat miscellaneous objects 

as in Fig. 9. 
3· Where possible,object 

should be placed in clean 
Kraft envelope (e.g., shoes 
of suspect) and the en-
velope tightly soaled. 

G. l. Place sample in heavy Kraft 

2~. 
envelope, seal tightly. 
Clothing to be handled as-
in III A, abov0 

11-24 

PACIITNG FOR SHIPNENT 

E. Same as in IV A above 

F. 1. Same as in IT A above 
2. Pack miscellaneous 

objects as in Fig. 10. 

G. 1. Pack containers as 
in Fig. 10. 

2. Pack clothing as in 
Fig~ 9,see III A above. 
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_....::IaND=~O:::.:F=-=EV:..:..::::ID:::EN::.::C=E ____ ..::GENERA~=:::;;L......:IN=S;.:::TRU=C;.;:TI=ON;;.:.;S::.-___ .:;;;IABE:=;;;::L:::lNG lJID PRESERVATION P.\CKING FOR SmpMEt~T 
V. UNIDENTIFIED CHEMICALS 

A. Liquids 

B. Solids 

VI. AUTO!t.OBIIES 

A. Keep f'ree of' contamin
ation. 

B. Keep f'ree of' contamin
ation. 

Debris f'rom automobiles 
should be recovered be
~ore persons enter car 
and disturb interior. 
See page II-ll of' this 
manual 

A. Submit in original container A. Pack as in Fig. 10. 
if' possible,and if' volume 
does !lot exceed one quart. 
Otherwise place in glass 
stoppered or screw cap con-
tainer and seal airtight. 
See F~g. 6, No. ~. 

B. Same as in V A above 
Quantity not to exceed one 
.pound. Seal in ail':tight 
glass vial or wide-mouth 
screw ca'p jar. See 
Fig. 6, No.1, 2, 3, and 
5. 
Place debris collected f'rom 
floor surf'aces in glassine 
envelopes or wide-mouth 
jars. Keep debris from 
front and back seat,right 
and left sides separate. 

1 

B. Pack as in Fig. 10. 

Pack as in Fig. 10. 

~-----
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F'ig. 5 A SUGGESTED METHOD of PROPER BLOOD PRESERVATION 

(Note: A Penny May Be 

Used As A Spatula) 

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

Blood, 10 c.c. 

Sodium Citn:lte,3Qmg., 
on a' Penny 

I 

BLOOD 
SODIUM 
CITRATE 

5e.c. ________ ~ 15 mg 

\.' 

10c.c.-- - - ~ - - - - 30mg 

15 c. C ,- - - - - - - _ 45 m 9 
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Fig. 6 EVIDENCE CONTAINERS and SEALING METHODS 
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Fig. 7 PROPER SEALING of CONTAINERS 
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Source: 

(Note: Moisten thumb 
first with saliva) 

Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 
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Fig. 8 PROPER LABELING of CLOTHING 

Initials 
/' Lead-wire Seal 

-r~~,,-

~ 1- ~~5-7Z. 
~/EDfo( f(.';:~ -... 1 ....... Shipping Tog 
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Source: Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 
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Instructions for Handling, Marking, and Shipping Firearms Evidence 

Firearms require somewhat different treatment than the other 
types of evidence hitherto discussed in this section. A summary 
of the essential information on firearms that every line officer 
should be familiar with is given in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, which 
follow this page. Figure 11 deals with the marking, handling, 
and shipping of f.'irearms evidence to the Laboratory. Figures 12 
and 13 diagram, for purposes of identification, the types of 
exhibits frequently encountered in the investigation of cases 
that involve the use of firearms. 

These figures are available for posting on bulletin boards. 
Write to the Wisconsin Sheriffs Association. 

I 
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Fig. 11 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING. MARKING, AND SHIPPING FIREARMS EVIDENCE 

DESCRIPTIVE RECORD RECOMMENDED IMSTRUCTIOlt'd FOft 
EXHIBIT GENERAL TO BE KEPT BY METHOD OF PACKIIt'G FOft 

INSTRUCTIONS PERSON RECOVERING MARKING FOR SHIPMENT TO 
(NOTE I) IDENTIFICATION LABORATORY 

A 
Check for finger prints, 

Scratch initials or marks Remove magazine from A record of make, model. autoloading weapons. Do of Identification on side type, caliber or gau,ge of frame, receiver. back- Place In heavy taper en-not clean or fire. Do not designation. serial and lot operate mechanism ex- strap. barrel. etc. Do not velope. Forwar to Jabo-numbers should be re- use "X." Do not mark cept to unload. If loaded taincd by person and stocks. side plates or part ratory. See Note 4. 
or fired shells in revol- agency recovering. that can be readily re-ver. mark positions. See 

FIREARMS diagram. movcd or replaced. 

Scratch Initial on oglve Wrap in clean cotton or 

B 
near nose of bullet. Do not rags. Place in cardboard Every precaution shOUld Assumed caliber. Notes use "X." Note 2. If more plll box or rigid contaln-than one bUllet recover-be taken to prevent abo as to marks of iden tifi· ed. usc initial of person cr. Do not put in envel-rading or mutilating rif!- cation. Descri ption of reCOVering and designate ope. Mark on container ing surface in any way. 

any distinctive featUres. the several bullets by A. source of each bullet. Do not wash or clean. Forward to laboratory. B. etc .. keeping notes as See Note 5. 
FIRED BULLETS to source of each. 

e Notes as to mark of 
Do not mar. mutilate. identification used. Head Scratch one initial or Roll individually In paper. 
scratch or nick head of designation of maker. mark of identification Place rubber band around 
shell. If recovered in Sketch showing relative near mouth of shell. pre- paper. Place wrapped 
revolver cylinder, mark position of shells if rc- ferably insidl! of mouth. cartridges in heavy paper 
chambers to correspond covered on floor. street. Do not scratch. nick, mar envelope. Forward to 
with shell designation. etc. Transmit this infor- or mutilate head or rear laboratory See Note 5. 
See diagram, also note 3. mation to laboratory portion of cartridge case. 

FIRED METALLIC Note 3. 
CARTRIDGE CASES 

0 
Notes as to mark of 

indelible iden tification used. With ink or Roll individually In paper. 
Sketch sm,wing rl!lativc pencil mark inside of Place rubber band around Do not mal" mutilate, position of shells whIm mouth of shells using paper. Place wrapped scratch or nick head of recovered, if shells re- initials of person recov- cartridges in heavy paper shell. covered on floor, street, ering. Do not scratch. envelope. Forward to 
etc. Transmit this infor- nick, mar or mutilate laboratory. See Note 5. 
matlon to laboratory. brass head of shell. 

FIRED PAPER Note 3. 
SHOT SHELLS 

E Source and position oC 
Use pill box as shipping 

:::;I!al container. marking container. Place box in 
recovered jlellets. ~ecoJ'd envelope. sealing envel-Recover as many as pos- of number sent to labo- seal with mark of iden- ope. Indicate source of sible. Do not mutilate in ratory. Notes on marks ti!ication on gummed pellets on envelope. For-removal. of identification uSl!d on label seal or on envelope. ward to laboratory Sec 
sC'lI. Note 5. 

SHOT PELLETS 

Using ink. or indelible 

F Source' or wads recover- pl!ncil inscribe initials of 
Place in paper envelope person recovering as 

Recover as many as pos- ell. Transmit this infor- mark of identification. indicating source on en-mation to laboratory. Do not use "X," Plac.1 in velope. Forward to labo-sible. Notes on marks of iden- envelope, sealing for ratory. Sec Note 5. tlfication used. tl'ansmission to labora-
tory 

SHOT WADS 

G 
1£ loaded ammunition or Brass cartridges-Scl'atch fired cartridge cases arc mark on side of case Roil Individually in paper. recovered In investlga- Source or whl!rc !oUI1d. neal' mouth. Paper shol Place rubber band around tion forward to labora- Head designation of shl!lls-Use Ink 01' Indel- papel·. Place wrapped tork: If ammunition maker. Notes on marks ible pencil. Mal'k side oC cartl'ldge in heavy paper ma cr's boxes recovered, of identification used. shell. Do not mal', mut!- el\\,elope. Forward to forward to l&borlllory, late or nick head of labol'ator>' SCI! Note 4. 

LOA-DED SHELLS 
marking box for ident!- shell. fication. on CARTRIDGES 

H 
l! on clothing-send only 
clothing to laboratory Description of garment CloUllng-Attach tag to that contains powder, containing shot or pow- each articlc oC clothing, Wrap clothing in clean rcowder residues or bul- del' patterns. Location of indicating source. Mark et or shot penetrations. shot or pOWder patt~rns lining with ink or Indel- papel·. Forward ~o labo. 
l! on skin, doors, wails, if on walls, doors or Ible pl!ncil. Usc Initials ratory. Sec Note 5. 
etc., consult laboratory other immovable objects. or person recovel·lng. concerning scaled photo-

SHOT OR POWDER graphs. 
PATTERNS 

I. Nore. shOUld b. marte \:overlng aouree, date, place, lime and rellLtive position oC exhibit at 
time reco'-'ered. PartiCUlar method employed In marking for future purposes oC Identification. 

2. Since examInation of base of Clred bullet may dlaclose Iype DC propellant used In firing. care 
should be exercised NU no not to disturb powder residue. on bur, 

BHrpPING INSTRUCTIONS 

3. Make skrtcli DC aren where shells r~covered, Indicating relallve positions In feet and Inch.,. 
trom Clxed object. 

4. Postnl regulations prohibit shipment at eXplosive substances oC firearms through the mntls. 
Ship vln express only. 

5. Arter wrnpplng as auggeo\ed, exillblts may be forwarded to the laboratory via messenger, 
registered mall, ('Ir express. Bhlp In rlllid container. Before uubmlttlng to laboratory obtnln 
ciearancil from the District Attorney ond superior ofClcer. 

Beiore sending these exhibits to the 
lal)orotory, clearonce shOUld be ob
tained through the District Attorney's 
OUlce and through your ."perlar 
oCCIcer. 

Q)pyright 1947 by C. M. lilson. Reproduced from "The Wisconsin Sheriff Magazine". 1948. 
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Fig. 12 

MARKING FIREARMS EVIDENCE FOR PURPOSES OF IDENTIFICATION 

, I' ! I 

So,urce: 

In Marking-Use Needle or Sharp Point of a Knife 
Do not use "X" as mark of identification .,. 

T':-se one or two initials of Officer recovering as mark of identIfICatIOn. 

'/ 

LOADED CARTRIDGES-' 
FIRED CARTRIDGE CASES 

~ARK-INITIAL OF OFFICER Recovering
On Side of Cartridge Case near Mouth. 

DO NOT - Mar or mutilate Rim, Head or Primer Cup of 
Fired Cartl'idg~ Cases. 

P Ii PER SHOT SHELLS loaded or fired. us~ either ink. or 
i.. indelible pencil. inscribing initials of OffIcer recovermg 

on paper tube. 

FIRED BULLETS 

MARK-1NITIAL OF O}4'FICER ~e~overinp-
In Area indicated - ·Wrap IndIvIdually III Paper. 

DO NOT - Mar or Mutilate Base, sides or Cylindrical portion 
Containing Rifling Marks. 

HAND ARMS-REVOLVERS, AUTOMATIC 
PISTOLS, SINGLE SHOT PISTOLS 

MARK-INITIAL OF OFFICER Recove!ing
On Barrel, Frame or Receiver as IndIcated. 

DO NOT MARK Removabie Parts or Stocks. 

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS, MACHINE GUNS 

MARK-INITIAL OF OFFICER Recovering-
• On Barrel. Frame or Butt as Indicated. 

DO NOT MARK Removable Parts or Stocks. 

Wisconsin state Crime Laborat~ry 
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Fig. 13 MARKING FIRED CARTRIDGE CASES OR MISFIRED AMMUNl'fION 
RECOVERED IN REVOLVERS 

c'" ~ s;: ~ ~ 

MARK 
+S.-$(?#S h,-hak.l Numbc:-,..r 

~ .. . 
.F11'r~O CI9'?TRlo(;E C/lSE.s 

I 

Murk of 
Identi5J,cation 

CH 1 
Ci7/2 
CW/3 
CVl/4 
C\1/5 
CW/6 

Chamber 
Position 

#1 
#2 
#3 
#4 
115 
116 

~ 

C,?mdition 
Misfire 
Fired 
Fired 
Fired 
Loaded 
Loaded 

Nor TO SC/lI.E 

70 Carr e .s-po" cI 
WI'''h /VUfi10erei/ cAam7 

O;I7j'rQ m To &- Mq4 
By C#9cer /ff?co",erl'/~ 

~ 
W'eJa',Pon ... ,.rJ9CING R£'/1/f OFCY/.IND6'i' 

U. S. Cartridge Co. 
Petera Cartridge Co •. 
Western Cartridge Co. 
nominion Cartridge Co. 
Winchester Repeating ArIiB Co. 
Remington Arms Co. 

This information shopld be preserved since it is possible for the Laboratory to det~r
mine the c~lb.r, make and type of propellant or powder used from either a fired 
bullet or a fired cartridge case. The relative positions of fired cartridge c~ses in 
the weapon as recovered then becomes important. 

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 
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THE PATHOLOGIST ~ND TOXICOLOGIST IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 

II-36 

A pathologist is a highly specialized physician who is trained 
to examine the fluids and tissues of the body, both chemically and 
microscopically, and to aid in the diagnosis of disease. He is also 
trained to perform autopsies in order to determine the exact cause 
of death and to correlate the post-mortem findings with clinical 
observations made during life. In his daily wor~ he is continuously 
concerned with solving the riddles of disease through careful ob
servation. This type of training makes him admirably suited for 
medicolegal work. Although such training enables the pathologist to 
be of great help in the solution of criminal cases, it should be 
realized that additional training in medicolegal work is highly 
desirable before the pathologist can render the greatest service. 
Most medical authorities familiar with the problem strongly emphasize 
that a physician without this training generally should not perform 
an autopsy. 

When it must be determined whether or not an autopsy is necessary, 
remember that it is more advisable to err on the side of over- rather 
than under-examination. It is just as important to disprove as it 
is to prove the possible causes of death. 

Ordertng the Autopsy 

Once an autopsy has been decided upon, it should be performed 
as soon as possible. Although under Wisconsin statutes either the 
district attorney or the coroner may order an autopsy in suspicious 
cases, it is always we 11 to obtain consent of the next of kin or, 
if that is not possible, that of the person who assumes responsibility 
for the body. It is not difficult to obtain such permission, because 
it indicates that everything possible is being done to ascertain the 
facts in the case. It is also additional protection to the district 
attorney, the coroner, and the physician. 

The body must not be embalmed prior to the autopsy because it 
prevents both a satisfactory examination and toxicological study. The 
pathologist should be informed of the essential facts of the case 
prior to the autopsy in order to facilitate his examination and to 
suggest any special pr'ocedures or examinations which might be de
sirable at the time of the autopsy. In every instance the autopsy 
should be complete. It should include the head, neck, chest, abdomen, 
and pelvis. Frequently" information of great value is found where 
it is least expected. 

Because the examination by the pathologist, although of great 
importance, is only a part of the picture, it is appropriate to 
indicate briefly in a very general manner WD~t kind of information 
one can expect to gain from his examination and what information the 
investigator can obtain to help him. The pathologist can frequently 
give some estimate as to the time when death occurred. For this 
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reason it is important that h 
by the investigator. It is ~u~fie~pe~a~ur1a0f the dead body be noted 
surfaces of the body su h c en 0 y the hand upon protected 
it is eVidence that dea t~ as un~er the arm~. If warmth is noted, 
body is cold a t aver bas taKen place w~ thin a few hours If the 
~4 hours previously. age room temperature, death probably occ~red 18 to 

It is also important to ti 
coloration (post-mortem liVidr~y)c~fw~h~rd there is a purplish dis
Also note whether rigor mortis or stiff ~ y and where it is localized 
present. By combinin the b ' en ng of the muscles, is 
l.ividi ty, and rigor m~rtis 0 t~erva ~~o~s on temperature J pos t-mortem 
death. He can also obt " e?a 0 ogist estimates the time of 
presence or absence of ~~~da~~i~~n~~ eVihdence on this pOint by the 

S omac and small intestine. 
Occasionally the patholo ' t 

upon completion of the autopsg~S Hcan give ,a final anSi-Ter immediately 
study the tissues microsco i y. owever, ~t is usually necessary to 
toxicological report in thP ~~l~ and to incorporate and evaluate the 
the case. e na summary of his findings regarding 

The district attorney a d the 
completed report and if n co:oner should have a copy of the 
ogist so that there ~ay b necess~ry, d~scuss the case with the pathol-
the interpretation of the ep~~h~~~~~~~~s~~dk~g betwee~,them concerning 
rare occasions the pathologist will b s ~l~ngs and n~s reasons. On 
cause or indication of the e una e to give any specific 
strued as due to lack of ab~~~~e ~f death. This should not be con'
honesty. y ut rather as an expression of his 

Jhe Importance of Identification 

Identification is of the t t i 
know on Which body be is workiu mosId mpor~ance. The pathologist must 
the clothing identit card ng. entif~cation can be provided by 
to the pOlic~ or crimr dete s, etc., all of.which should be turned over 
bodies, photographs finger~;iO~ age~y. In the case of unidentified 
tattoo marks incision n s, c racteristics of the teeth 
tumors may ail be of he~cars, eVidence ~f fractures, birthmarks; or 
Missing Persons,) P. (See follo~V1ng section dealing with 

It is well to have on 0 t i 
one should be present unle e r wo w t~esses at the autopsy, but no 
pathologist should record :~li~ediat~ty concerned with the case. The 
will be omitted. The original ~erva o~~ completely so that nothing 
be kept as a part of the recordS eno¥rap c or longhand notes should 
photographs wherever necessary.s. H~s record should be augmented by 

In firearms ca se s the viti" 1 
be obtained and trea ted as de ~crr;\:d c i ot~~~g and any bulle ts should 
suspected POisonin it i n ~s manual. In cases of 
possible agent I~ is s ~ssential to search thoroughly for the 
ogist to make ~ proper ~~~mi~~~i~~rf~orththe P~thologi~t and toxicol-

r e po~son if ~t is known what 

--- •• ';r:-
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possible type s of agents were used. ot'!...~ i t'!...~ ~~rw se ~~ process is more complex. 

~be above facts merely indicate how much the pathologist can 
contr~bute. There ar~ probably very few instances in which he 
cannot be of some ass~stance. Examinations by him are essential in 
the ~ollowing conditions although they 1-iill not be described in 
deta~~:: Asphyxial deaths such as drowning and hanging' cases of 
abort~on and infanticide; cases of rape. Identificati~n of race 
age, sex, and stature can usually be obtained if parts of the ' 
skeleton an: available. for examination. Similar observations are of 
the utmost ~mportance ~n the identification of burned bodies and 
also when there has been putrefacation or mutilation of the body. 

Instructions for the Submission of Material for Toxicological 
. Analysis* -

When material is submitted for chemical analysis it is im
portant to follow the directions indicated in the paragraphs below. 

If It . f' • . ~s 0_ part~cular importance in cases involving Suspected 
poison~ng that considerable attention be given to the matter of the 
correc~ choice of material and its collection and preservation before 
a~a~ys~s. The opportunity to make this choice under the best con
d~ t~ons come s only once; it should then be done with a vim., to all 
of the requirements that might subsequently arise. The material 
should be properly chosen, it should be abundant, and it should be 
prese:ved as nearly as possible in its original condition. No 
~rtif~c~al preservatives should be added under any circumstances It 
~s suff~cient to seal the material in jars and keep it cold. • 

~'The be st sourc~s of material are those organr' of the body 
through which the po~son is ingested, transported eliminated or 
store~. ,The entire stomach and contents should always be tak~n. 
Next ~n ~m~ortance is the blood, then the liver. In the case of 
POisons wh~ch affect the nervous system, the brain is a good source 
of material. The kidneys and spleen, although small serve as 
receptors for pOisons in general. Metallic poisons have a tendency 
to ac~umulate in the bone, in the horny material, such as the skin 
and, ~n the case of arsenic, in the hair an~ nails. Finally, the ' 
contents of the intestinal tract the urine and the feces will 

d
fr'equently contain large portion~ of the pOison in those cases where 
eath has been delayed. 

* Dr. Joseph T. Walker of the Massachusetts Department of public Safety 
has p:epared an excellent outline of instructions for the submission 
of l1l8'cerial to the laboratory for analysis. This discu~sion was 
ori~inally Published, pages 263-267 (6th Ed.), Homicide Investi-
ga t~on"by LeMoyne Snyder and is reproduced here with the permission 
°haf Oharlehas O. Thomas, the publisher, and Dr. Walker. Some minor 
c nges ve been made. 
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i'ALCOHOL. --Alcohol is generally determined in the blood, the 
brain, the spinal fluid, and, in some cases the urine or the stomach 
contents. Anyone of the first three materials is sufficient in 
most cases, The blood is the most readily accessible of the three 
and is very satisfactory. Analysis of the stomach contents, coupled 
with the analysis of the blood and the urine, may give some information' 
as to the recency with which the alcohol was taken. Alcohol is very 
volatile, and consequently material destined for analysis should be 
placed 'in containers as soon as possible, sealed with an airtight 
seal, and refrigerated. Exposed at room temperature, the material 
may lose its alcohol content very rapidly. Two Ounces of blood 
should be submitted. The container, regardless of its Size, should 
be completely filled with blood. One half of the brain should be 
placed in a quart mason jar, tightly sealed and refrigerated. putrid 
blood is unsuitable for an alcohol determination. 

I'OARBON MONOXIDE.--Carbon monoxide blood has very Ii ttle tendency 
to clot. The cells will therefore tend to separate from the plasma 
in the blood vessels and organs of the body. Since the carbon 
monoxide is contained in the cells, and not in the plasma, considerable 
care should be taken in removing the sample of blood to stir the 
corpuscles thOroughly in order to get a representative distribution of 
carbon monoxide. If the blood is taken from the heart, this may be 
done by filling the syringe and flushing it back into the heart, then 
refilling to take the sample. Two ounces of blood should be submitted 
for this analysis. A small bottle or vial should be completely 
filled, sealed, and refrigerated until delivery to the laboratory. 
Although carbon monoxide is volatile, in many instances it may be 
recovered from the blood of putrified bodies or those recovered from 
fires. 

"CYANIDE. --The organs should be placed in clean pint or quart 
mason jars ;'sealed tightly, and refrigerated until delivered for 
analysis. Oyanide is volatile. If any drinking glasses, jars or 
bottles, suspected to contain cyanide, are found on the premises, 
they should be submitted for analysis immediately. If the contents 
are exposed to the air, they should be protected. Either the contents 
should be removed, placed in a bottle, and ti~htly corked and sealed, 
or the original container should be sealed ••• ( See Fig. 6.) 

IIAccompanying the rna terial submitted for analysis should be the 
following information~ 

. "1. Case !Jeferral sheet completely filled out. 

"2. The t\a.m.e J address, ~ge .. and occupation of the deceased. 
Als~ date and time of death. 

.'3. A detailed account of the medical history and medical treat
ment prior to death. 

"4. A description of the post-mortem findings and a copy of 
protocol. Also name of pathologist. 
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A list of poisons that are to be searched for. 

Additional infnrmation that may be relevant to the case 
and a su~~ary of facts in information as complete as 
possible ." 

An Outline for the S;~lection of Material 
for Toxicological Analysis 

All containers should be properly marked and sealed as 
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. 

Feces ~ 

Vomi tus: 

stomach~ 

In separate jar 

Entire in jar 

Entire stomach and contents in pint jar 

Intestineg contents only in pint jar 

Urine ~ 

Liver: 

Kidneysg 

Heartg 

Braing 

Blood~ 

Bone: 

Hair: 

Lungs ~ 

contents of bladder in pint jar 

In quart jar (at least two pounds) 

Both kidneys in pint jar 

In pint jar 

In quart jar 

Pint or quart jar 

Two ribs or portions of exposed section of 
spinal column 

Considerable quantity from baok of head as 
close to scalp as possible--also toe nails 

Both in quart jar 
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Anatomical Outlines and Dental Chart 

11-41 

The following illustrations, :B'igs. 14 to 19 inclusive, are 
anatomical· outline s included for the use of the distric t attorney 
in cases involving serious bodily j.njury or death, such as stabbing 
cases, gunShot wound cases, etc. The outlines may be made availabL' 
to either the attending surgeon, the pathologist, or autopsy surgeon 
so that he may accurately locate and identify injuries or woundS, 
powder burns, the path of penetrating bullets, exit woundS, bruises, 
and lacerations. After such information has been recorded on this 
set of anatomical outlines or charts, these marked outlines, if 
fOl~warded to the Lab ora tory, will be photostu ted for the Laboratory 
files and the original marked outline returned to the district 
attorney for use at the time of any subsequent criminal trial. If 
these markad charts are received by the Laboratory from a district 
attorney, unmarked replacement charts will be mailed to the district 
attorney to replace the copies contained in this manual. 

These anatomical outlines, and particularly the dental chart, 
will be useful when used with the miSSing person.s data sheet which 
appears in the following section. 
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Fig. 14 ANATOMICAL OUTLINE - (FRONT, REAR) 
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Source: Wisconsin state Crim;~ Laboratory 
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Fig. 15 
ANATOMICAL OUTLINE (LATERAL) 
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Fig. 16 ANATOMICAL OUTLINE - ARMS AND LEGS 
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Fig. 17 ANATOMICAL OUTLINE - SECTION SKULL 
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Fig. 18 ANATOMICAL OUTLINE - LATERAL SKULL & JAW - LEFT & RIGHT 
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Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 
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Fig. 19 DENTAL CHART-TEETH 
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Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 
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DATA HEQUIRED IN_MISSING PERSONS CASES 
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The i'Dllovring Missing Persons Data Sheet, a questionl1~lire 1 was 
prepared after a survey of similar forms used by police depart
ments, district attorneys ~nd other investigatory agencies. It 
reflects the regular operating experiences of these agencies as 
vlell as their experiences in disaster situations. 

This sheet, although lengthy, contains in substance a suggested 
outline of the detailed facts and particulars which should be 
sought by an enforcement agency at the outset of a missing per r

• 

sons investigation. 

Obviously all of the information sought cannot be obtained, but 
when a bona fide missing persons investigation is commenced, it 
is suggested that every available effort should be made to com
plete as far as possible the included data sheet. This should 
be forwarded to t,he Laboratory, where it will be peJ;'manently 
retained, the information digested, cross-indexed, and constantly 
checked against descriptions of skeletal remains, found bodies 
encountered, not only by this Laboratnry, but by other enforce
ment agencies reporting such information (through enforcement 
bulletins, correspondence, etc.) 

f~ocedur~ ~n Reporti~Missing,Persons. In cases involving 
juveniles reported missinc, it is suggested that a waiting 
period of approximately two weeks elapse between the actual 
disappearance of a juvenile and the filing of such a missing 
persons report with this Laboratory. This suggestion should 
be disregarded if there i~ any real reason to believe that the 
juvenile may be the victim of foul play. Under these conditions 
the missing persons report should be immediately filled out and 
forwarded to this Laboratory. 

It is suggested that this ~Tai ting period be observed, s inee 
experience has shnwn that there, are many cases of runaway juve
nUes reported to police departments and sheriffs' offices in 
which after a matter of several days the juvenile is located 
or retur~s home. 

The Laboratory proposes that,upon the receipt of a bonaiide 
report of a missing person and the submission of the included 
data sheet, these will be photostated and copies will be 
supp~d both to the submitting agency and to the district 
attorney of the county in which "that submitting agi.mcy is 
located, the original data sheet being permanently retained 
in Laboratory files. As has been indicated, until the person 
is found or a positive identification is made, thus dispelling 
any question as to the whereabouts of a missing person, these 
Missing Person Data Sheets will be filed in this Laborctory 
so that detailed information will be instantly available con
cerning any missing person who may "be listed in our file .. 
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~aSSING PERSONS DATA SHEET 

ATTACH PHOTOGRAPH OF MISSING PFRSON. Every photograph submitted should include the 
date it was taken.--

1. Name: ________ .,--_______ (include nickname or other names knovm by: 

-------,----~-----) . 
2. Sex: Male ( ) Female ( ) 

3. Race: vVhite ( ) Yellow ( ) Brovm () Black () Other -------------------
4. Extraction or descent: ( G S d' hId' ) e. g., erman, we:Ls, n la.n, etc. 

5. Date of birth: (approximate age if date not Imovm). Where born 

6. Height: ft. in. 7. iYeight: _____ Ibs. 

8. Hair: a. color? • b bald? "1 1 ' 1 ? -;-__ -:-:-~..",_-,.. , par"G y or comp e"Ge y. 
_-.-_-;-..,..; c. bushy or thin? ; d.. mustache (when last seen)? --.-
e. beard (when last seen)? -'"Jr. Is hair naturally curly? __ ~~~;-g-.~Does 
subject use hair dye? If so, wha.t color? __________ , what 
brand? 

9. Eyes, color? 

10. Did subject wear ~lasses? ; a. wearing them when last seen? ; 
b. If so, is pr es ~ri ution available? ; c • Give name and addres s of occu-
list who urescribed and filled 1?rescription 
~~~--.r>7----------------------; d. G~iv=e~m~a~k~e~,~s7ty=1~e~,--a-n-d~~t-y-p-e-o-f~s-o-e-c~ta~cle 
frame, if known 
e. Are ~lasses m'~i~s~sl~'n~_g~?'---------------------------------------------------

11. Marital stB.tus: Sin~le ( ) Married ( ) Seoarated ( ) Divorced ( ) Widow ( ) 
Widower ( ) 

, ' 

12. Did subject carty religious or fraternal insignia (medals)? , describe 
-:--__ -;----:;-:;---r-...------...--.----.---.".,,.--.-,,.--...,..; a. Subject attended'---'ch'-ur-c-h-regularly ( ), 
occasionally ( ), never ( ); b. v'lha t church? -------------------------

13. Education (where, when, and extent of ) 

14. 

15. 

16. 

(t '\'.; 
Ever arrested? \ 'when, where, 

'\ 
"\ 

and why) __________________ __ 

Fingerorint classrtication: ~~~~ __________________ ; a. Is fingerprint card 
available? ,~ b. If so, where? 

State of health when last seen • Was subject under treatment of a 
phYsician, psychiatrist or .othe-r--:;"d-o-c"G':""· o-r-=?=---- ; If so, give name and address 
of doctor 
a. Deformi':j:t::rie;;-s;i(r;d:r;;e~s;;c:;r::ril::b;:e""bh.o~d~y;-;di;:e:-:ff::::o::r::m7i "G~' l:r:, e:-;s:::-:;if;;:--=p:-:re:::-::-se::-:n=:t;:-,--:am:-:--:-:p-:-u-:-t-a":"t":"i-on-s-,-m-:i-s-s~i-n-g--e-y-e-s-, '. 

deaf, limps, hunchback, deformed arms or legs) 
b. ~~rks and scars (tattoos, operation and acciden":"t-al~s-c-a-r-s-,--m-o~l-es~X~)~---------------
c. Speech defects (lisps, stutters;' stammers; 'etc.) 

------------~-------

-- ----_ .. -~-.- ------------------ --~------~-~~~~~--~---- -~-~-----~-- ------------
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16. 

MISSING F~R'30NS DATA SBEET (Cont' d) 

(Cont'd) 
d. Sueech characteristics: 1. Profane or vulgar, often ( ), oC9asionally ( ), 

never ( ). 2. Does subject have any r'et sayings? ___ ; If so, what? 
3. Does subject have accent, soeru, 

"broken il J.!Jnglish or forelgn language? F:X?lain: 

D'd b" h e any bones broken? • If so, which bones were e. 1 su Jec"G ever av. ' . --' 
broken? 
lIJhen were they broken? 

f. Did subject ever have any x-rays tru~en? ; when, where, for whom, and 
of what oart of body? __ -..,..----:-:::--

g. Did subj~ct ever have a serious ailment or surgery? ___ ; If so, give name 
and address of attending ph;Fsician (' .... --

h. Give subject's blood ty~e, if known =-__ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ __ 
i. Teeth (condition of teeth): List all extractions or missin~ teeth ----------

1. Did subjc"t wear teeth braces or plate? ; If so, ty~e of plate 
------~2-. Give nrone and address of 

(u~per, lower, partial) _____ . __ _ ,-------
treating dentist ~. ____ ~ ____ ~ ________ --~~--~~~~~--

j. Does subject wear truss, supports; or braces? _______ ; If so, describe -----

17. Social Security No. Did subject ever apply for Federal employ-
ment? ___ ; iilliere, when, what type of work? 

Did subject ever work on defense project 
or industry? When, where, and what 'Project? ----, 

18. Did subject serve in U. S. Armed Forces? a. If so, what service (army, 
navy, etc.)? Give service or serial number _______ _ 

Rank or rating? 

19. Did subject wear jewelry (describe in detail, I!iving engravings, s'3rial numbers, 
and other identifyin~ marks)? 
a. Rings? .i If so, which hand and finger? J 
b. 'vfatch? ; If so, s'3rial number and case number? ___________ _ 

-;;vas it a wris,t watch or pocket w::J.tch? ______________________ _ 
c. Other types of jewelry: 

a. vihere was subject employed~ 
-------------------. Did he carry a Union card? 20. Occupation: 

U b ? Gl've subJ'ect's card number _. Does subject l':lBm ere ___ ...,,- -
hold operating license for his occuoation(s)?" (electrician, plumber, chauffeur, 
etc.) ; If so, give tyoe of license and identifying number ______ _ 

----- ; b. Other skills or trades ___ --,,,....--
c. hfhat does subject do for 

recreation, oastime, hobbies? _____________________ __ 

21. ( ), moderately ( ), never (). 1. Pipe ( ), brand of 
? 2. Cigarettes ( ), brand . 

-----r--r-::---:::3:-". -=C::-:"ig ar s ( ). 4. Snuff ( ). 5 .-C=h--e-w-s -'(~)-, ~b-r-a-nd":;";(r-s"\)--

b. Drinks to excess ( ), moderately ( ), never ( )~ 1. Tyoe of beverage pre-

ferred ____________ ..--------------------

) 
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21. 

MISSING PERSONS DATA SHEET (Cont I d) 

(Cont Id) 
c. Drugs or sedatives used to excess ( ), moderately ( ), never ( ). 

drug used • 2. Kind of sedative ----,-
1. Kind of 

used ----
,~~~~-~------~-~~------. d. Gamble?( ), horseracin~ ( ), cards -( ), dice ( ), lotteries ( ), other ---

22. Habitat: Is subject !cnovm to frequent the follmving types of places? 
yes) a. Taverns ( )? b. 10d~es ( )? c. Pool halls ( )? d. Libraries 
e. Public auctions ( )? f. Summer resorts ( )? g. Dance halls ( )? h. 

(check if 
( )? 
Others, 

specify 
-----------------------------------------------------~----

23. How was subject dressed when last seen (describe in detail--did clothing contain 
any laundry or cleaners I marks)? ------------------------------------------
Na~e of commercial laundry or cleane~ used 
a. Hat or cap (tYDe, size, make, color, pat'tEirn, etc.) 

b. Coa.t, sweater or jacket (type, material, size, make, color, patt.ern, etc.) 

c. Shirt or b~ouse (type, material, size, brand, color, pattern, etc.) -----
d. Necktie} neckerchief, or scarf (material, brand, color, tY'ge, pattern, etc.) 

e. Belt or suspenders (tYPe, material, size, color, describe buckle, etc.) 

f. Trousers, slacks, overalls CtY'1e, material, color, size, brand, pattern, zipper 
or button fly, etc.) 

g. Dress or skirt (tyne, material, color, size, brand, ~attern, etc.) 

h. 

i. 

j. 

Ie. 

S~ockings or sacks ( tY'Je, material, size, color, nattern, leg garters, etc.) 

Shoes, boots, or slipners' (type, size, materials, laces or buckles straDS 
color, types of heels, high, low, rubber, leather, composition ty~es of x s~les 
rubber, leather, composition) " 
Overs~oes (low rubber, boot, zipper or buckle type, size, brand, calor, materi
'al, e"Gc.) 
Underwear:---L'~i~s~t~s7i~z~e-,~c~o~1~0=r-,~b=r-an~d-,-m--a~te-r-~~·a~l~,-a-n-d~w?·lfP--.e-f~o-r--e-a-c~,h~o-f~"G~·h-e--f~o~l~l~ow-

ing:' 
1. Underpants 
2. Undershirt ------------------------------------------------------------
3. Brassiere 
4. Girdle, corset 
5. Garter belt ----.--------.----------------
6. Slip, pettic~o~art-----------------------------------~----~---------------

24. Clothing preference, style and color --------------------------------------
25. Date when su.bject was last seen ______ --;;;;-; ______ - and by whom __ _ 

_________________________________________ Time 

26. Where was subject last seen? 
-----------------------------~~-----------------------

27. With whom was subject last seen? 
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NJSSING PERSONS DATA SHEET (Cont'd) 

28. Sources of above information: 

29. Who is reporting subject missing (na111e and address) 

30. With whom did subject. live? ___ . 

II- 52 

31. Is there any reason to believe fOlLl play ____ ,marital -discord ....:....:.-. __ , 
financial difficulties_ , other ____________________________________ ? 

32-. Names of persons knovm to be hostile: 

33. Mental attitude a" "lme of disap~earance: 
satisfied ( ), happy ( ), etc. 

34. Subject's closest friend or intimate: 

35. Companions, of opposite sex: 

I 
,I 

depressed ( ), melancholy ( ), dis-
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CHECKING AU'l'OMOBILES IN HIT AND HUN CASES 

(See Figure 20.) 

EXAMINE EXTERIOR SURFACES FOR CLOTHING, FIBERS, HAIR, BLOOD, TISSU-B, 
ABRA.SION MARKS IN PAINT, DUST OR GRSAS3, D'I)RE·SSIONS OF FABRIC--MARYS OF 
VICTIW S CLOTHING. " 

Check and Examine Progressively. DonI t skin ar01.md car. ----- ---_. ------
FRONT 
--LEFT SIDE 

RIG1-IT SIDE 
REAR 
--~OP 

--....,U;:;iNDERN~ATH 

Record location, date, and t~ne the car was checked. 

Check the follo~~ng: 

Licen8e nlates, securing bolts, and nuts (recently replaced?) 
Record motor and body numbers, year, model, etc. 
-I'as engine or radiator warm? - -

II- 53 

Take speedometer mileage totals. Was it o-perating? Was F!as gauge operating? 
Check contents of gas tank. 

Ornaments--radiator, etc. Breru{s, fractures, bent? &1Y parts missinf,? 
Tires--evidence recent skiddir~? Bent rims? Location. Record make, location--

R or L; F or R. Take notes on tread pa"T"erns. Location (wheel) 
Were foot and emergency brakes ol!erating? Note condition. 
Was horn operating? 
Examine door handles, bmqpers and bumper guards, hinges, protruding parts 

for foreign material adhering to nrotruding parts--fabric, blood tissue. 
EA~erior sltrfaces--windshield, L & R windows, hood, fenders, L & R, running 

board, radiator and radiator grille, core and shell for fabric or fiber 
impressions. 

Headlight, foglights, stonlirht, spotliP.'hts, 1?arking lights, turn or signal
" ling lights--were =they working properly? Bright or dim? Broken lenses? 

Bent light rims? Broken glass? Recently replaced? Recover and retain all 
broken ?articles of glass found. Keep separated as to sources. 

Check underneath--grease fittings~ cranlccase pan, aY~e and axle housing, dif
ferential, spring shackles and bolts, fabric abrasion marks, pieces of 
fabric or fibre. 

Make notes. Color of paint. Two tone? In taking standard samples for com
parison, remove paint flakes to base metal including primer coat. 

Evidence of recent servicing stickers--lubrication, oil change, etc. Date 
and mileage recorded on such stickers. 

After checkinp; ca,r, was there evidence of a commission of a crime or a viola
Ie tion Q;f traffic laws in operation of this vehicle? 

In cases irivolving abandoned vehicles, reco,rer and preserve a,ll nersonal prop
erty, papers, etc. from vehicle. Check glove comnartment, trunk, rear 
seat, shelf behind seat, and remove a,nd check under all seats. 
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PHOTOGRA?HY AND THE PRESERVATION OF TIRE AND.FOOT IMPRESSIONS 

The applications of photography in modern criminal investigation 
have been advanced to the point "There they can now be considered as 
indispensable aids in preserving and presenting graphically many 
types of physical evidence. 

Photography also is an important and reliable means of preserv~ 
many surface conditions which are encountered in an investigation 
where the origin.al object is too large or too cumbersome to be trans
ported to the laboratory. If proper photographs are taken of such 
surfaces and objects, and the original negatives are sent to the 
laboratory with the necessary information 7 the basis of information 
essential in many types of invebtigations can be establishedo 

Experience has indicated that in any photograph taken in an 
investigation where the size or dimensions of the object are impor
tant, scaled photographs should be taken. The resulting negatives 
will then correctly and accurately depict the original object as it 
appeared when first encountered in the investigation. If a scale is 
used accurate measurements can then be made from the photograph. 

Photographic negatives of the type referred to should, of course, 
be taken by employing the proper type of illumination and the proper 
angle. In addition, the processing of the negative incidental to 
development and fixing and washing should be properly carried outo 
All negatives should be taken so that the important area of the ob
ject receives the sharpest focus. When scaled photographs are made 
of a plane surface the camera should be placed so that the optical 
axis of the camera is at 900 to the plane surface of interest. Also 
the plane of the ground glaBs or film should be parallel to the plane 
surface 'being photographed. Out-of-focus negatives or negatives 'IJhich 
have been imporperly processed are of little or no value if offered 
as evidence and may be excluded by the trial court. 

Flash photographs employing fl~sh bulbs as a source of illumin
ation are quite satisfactory "Then taking general crime scene photo
graphs. HovTever, in taking photographs of toolmarks, surface alter
ations of metals, paints, etc e , such flash photographs are usually 
not satisfactory. Since in photographs of this type the proper angle 
of illumination is quite critical as is the camera viewing angle, 
the image of the area of interest should be clearly visible on the 
camera ground glass before the exposure is madeo This is not possible 
itJhen taking photographs employing flash bulbs as a source of illumin
ation o Either spotlights or floodlights should be used as a source 
of illumination. The spotlights or floodlights should be placed in 
the proper location and directed at the proper angle so as to properly 
reveal the surface texture and detail of interest as clearly as poss:ible. 
Photographs of the latter type should always be taken, while includ~ng 
in the field of view of the camera one of the paper scales (Fig. 21 

. and Figure 22). 
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This paper scale should be placed so as not to obscure any portion 
of the object which is of interest or value o 

There are many types of photographic emulsions con~rcially 
available todayo The characterist'ics of these emu~sions which dis
tinguish one type from another depend upon the following factors: 
1. spectral sensitivity of the emulsion; 20 speed and grain size of 
emulsion; and 3. the degree or relative contrast in terms of black 
and white. 

All of these factors must be taken into considerat,ion in making 
the proper selection of film for a particular purpose. A record 
should be kept indicating the particular type of emulsion employed 
in making each photograph taken in the course of an investigation. 
If the negative is to be sent to the Laboratory, this information 
should also be made available to the Laboratory. 

The recommended procedure for the proper marking of ifnotographic 
negatives is as follm>1s ~ After the negative has been developed, fixed, 
washed and dried, the initials of the photographer who took the photo
graph and the date the negative was made should rre placed on the 
transparent, unexposed margin of the film. Other pertinent informa
tion, such as case number, etc., can also be included o It enables 
the photographer to properly identify the particular photograph o If 
these identifications are placed on the film on the shiny side they 
will appear J_ ~"i thout being reversed, in any prints made of the entire 
negative. Under no circumstances should any alteration of the photo
graphic image in the field of the negative b~ attempted by touching 
up,or by chemical intensification or reduction of the negative image. 

It is suggested, when the Laboratory is requested to evaluate 
objects or materials appearing in photographs, that the original . 
negative be sent to the Laboratory so that ,,,e may make our own prj,nts 
from any negatives submitted. This is particularly important in gun
shot cases involving pO,\>Tderor shot patterns, since it will be nec
essarv for us to make 1:1 photographs of the original object for pur
poses of comparison. If this is to be donQ., the Laboratory must have 
available the original negative so that we may enlarge this photo
graph to the proper size. In such cases the particular scale in the 
field of the picture should also be made available. In all cases, 
before the scaled photograph is taken the scale itself should be 
initialed, preferably in ink, by the photographer, and, in addition, 
the date and name of the case should be included on the scale. This 
marked paper scale should then be sent to the Laboratory with the 
original scaled photographic negative as has been explained .. 

The size of the photographic negative is relatively unimportant, 
although the Laboratory recommends that, where pos~ible, the photo
grapher should not use 35 millimeter oi' smaller sities of film in the 
taking of still photographs. The smallest size of photograuhic neg
ative which should be employed in law enforcement work ~. is ' 
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Th the fixed focus finger print camera having a 2i" x 3~" negative 
~ use of 35 millimeter, 16 millimeter, or 8 millimeter ;hotographi~ 

ma erials should be confined to motion pictures only Crime scene 
photographs should be made using as a minimum size a ·4" x 5'11 negative. 

i tI~htaking scaled photographs of foot or tire impressions do not 
po n e camera at an oblique angle toward the ground. Such'a photo-
~ra?l; is useless for p'.lI'poses· of comparison, identification, or elim
~na CJ_on of suspected tire treads or j.mpressions. Suggestions concel"n-

t1n~ the proper taking. of such photographs are included elsewhere -in 
h1s manual. 

h Imp?rtant photographs taken in the course of an investigation 
~ ould f1rst be ~ake~ ang the negatives immediately processed. It 
~hould be born~ 1n m1nd that any camera is a mechanical device sub
Ject to mechan1cal failures. If the shutter fails to operate or if 
for some other reason the photograph of the body of a victim In a 
mU~d~r ca~e is not properly photographed, this photograph cannot be 
~e a en a a lat~r d~teo In connection with photographs of the type 
~n~icated, bear 1n m1nd that any photographs offered as evidence but 
aken after the body of the victim has been moved or after the scene 

has been altered will probably be excluded by the trial court judg~. 

b t All photographs taken in the course of an investigation should 
~ t~ken for the purpose of obtaining a graphic and accurate record 

o e. scene or locale of interes~ just as it was seen or en.countered. 
Eac~. photograph should be taken vll. th a specific purpose in mind

o 
. If 

it 1S at all possi1;le, all unauthorized persons should be excludl.~d 
from the scene unt~l the proper scene photographs have been takell. 

If phot?graph1.c difficulties are encountered by law en.i'orcet.lent 
a~encies or 1f the. agencie~ need assistance in connection vr1 th rdu
~1ne or specia~ pI;otograph1~ problems encountered, the Laboratory'\ 
1.S ready and w1l1:t.ng to ass1st and counsel so that the required '!"rlbto-
graphs may be aocomplished. ]:i--

The ~aboratory.field.uni~, when called upon to assist in the 
conduct of a major 1nvest1gat~on~ has as a part of its equipment all 
necessary photographic equipment and apparatus for making proper 
photographs at the crime scene or locale of interest. 
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Preservation of 1~re and Foot Imnressions 
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At the crime scene all tire and foot impressions that are be~, 
lieved to be connected 1.rith an investigation must be preserved. 'This 
should be done immediately by means of aroaled photograph. Then 
three dimensional casts of the impression should be prepared so that 
subsequent comparisons may be made. 

~hotogranhing the_Impressigu. When photographing a foot impression, 
t"TO scales·should be used. -One scale is to measure length; and the 
second scale, the ",idth. When photographing a tire impres.l3ion, only 
one scale need be used. It should be placed immediately adjacent 
~o tl;e impr~ssion. Any scale used ~ ~ obscure anx .portion of 
~ lmnreSSlono Mount the camera on·a tripod a · Place.it.directly. 
above the center of the impression and point it straight down with 
the plane of the film parallel to the surface of the impression.' 
(See Figure 45.) After the camera has been adjusted and focused, 
make sure that the tripod legs will not be in the photograph. Then 
photograph tl1e impression as it was first observedg All loose foreign 
material, such as twigs, pebbles, leaves, etc., should then be ramoved 
and the impression photographed again.' 

In the r~moval of ~oreign objects from t1;e impression, care 
must be exerclsed~ It lS suggested that a palr of tweezers be used 
in preference to fingers. Excessive amounts of moisture, can be 
removed from the impress:i.on by using an ordinary blotter, or piece 
of cott?n, and a. :pair of t'\'leez·ers. Tear the blotter, or cotton, into 
small pleces. vh'ch the aid of the tweezers these small pieces can 
be carefully moved about i~ the impression, thereby absorbing the 
unwanted moisture o Caution must be exercised. so that the surf'ace of 
the impression will not be altered or damaged. 

If auxiliary side lighting, such as a No.5 flash bulb or a 
photoflood lamp, is to be used :for illumination the lamp should be 
at a low oblique angle. When phot()graphing shallow impressions place 
the light abqut 4 feet from the impression and as near to the ground 
surface as ptfssible, HmIJever, the illumination should be at a higher 
angle when photographing deep impressions", 

After the film has been exposed and developed~ the negative 
should be examined to ascertain ,,,,hether or not it 1S satisfactory. 

Often tire and foot prints are found on plane surfaces such as 
boards, roof tops, floor surfaces, or loose papers, etc. It is not. 
possible to rnake three dimensional ca,sts of these prints. They must, 
therefore? be pre~8rved by means of s~aled photogr~phsG When photo
graphing. these prl:::lts the photographer must experiment v1i th the loca
tion of the light source. It is suggested that a flashlight with a 
flood beam be used. Hold the light at various angles from the side 
of the print until the details of the print can be clearly seen on 
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the camera groUlldglass. After the correct angle of illumination has 
been determined, place the camera flashgun at the same angle when 
making the exposure. This angle must be determined anew for each 
print photographed. 

After a satisfactory negative has been obtained, the object on 
which the print was found should be carefully recovered, properly 
marked, and packed for shipment to the Laboratory. 

Qasting the Imnression An estimate of the amount of plaster of Paris 
and·water-required·must be madeo The thickness of the negative cast 
should include theffipth of the im~ression plus one and one-half inches 
A cast 13 inches by 6 inches by 12 inches will require approximately • 
2 quarts of water ~~d 6 to 7 pounds of dry plaster of Paris. After 
the estimate of the necessary materials has been made, the proper 
size retaining frame, with the inner surfaces greased to assure easy 
separation from the plaster cast, should be placed around the impres
sion. This. frame_can be constructed of wood, cardboard or metal, 
and should exceed ·_the size of the impression by at least one-half 
inch on all sides, and should be well banked with dirt on the outside 
to a~oid escape of plaster. Prio: to pouring the cast material, Check 
the 1mpression to make sure that 1t is free of all loose foreign ma
terialo 

When mixing plaster of Paris and water, it is recommended that 
the plaster of Paris be sifted into the water. The mixture is to 
be agitated constantly by a kneading action of the hand. This knead
ing "Till minimize the pos~ibility of air bubbles and chunks of dry 
plaster remaining in the mixture. Dry plaster of Paris is added until 
the mixture is of pancake-batter consistency. This method of sifting 
the dry plaster of Paris into the water helps to avoid premature set
ting. 

To avoid error in the estimate of the amount of water needed, 
it is suggested that at first a small amount of water be ased. Con
tinue adding more water until the desired quantity of the mixture 
with the proper consistency has been attained. 

In pouring mixed plaster into the cast and frame, care must be 
exercised so that the plaster will flow on the surface of the impres
sion without altering the details of the impression. A satisfactory 
method of pouring·the plaster into the impression is to hold a board 
or similar object at'an angle immediately above the impression while 
pouring the plast~r on the board, thus permitting the plaster to run 
down the board and into th~ impression. 

vJ'hen the cast is about half poureq_~ reinforcing wire should be 
added to the cast so that it will be, mechanically strengthened. (See 
s:, Figure 46. )~""', . 

. Wire mesh having ;two or three wires to the inch and bent in a 
zig-zag form, laid to form a lattice is ideal for reinforcing plaster 
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After the reinforcing mesh has been laid in the cast, the remain
der of the plaster should be added before the plaster from the initial 
pouring has set. 

Marking the Cast for Identification. The cast, prior to complete 
hardening, should be marked with the initials of the person who made 
it. In addition, the time, date, name of case or offense, and loca
tion of the impression should be included. (See~, Figure 46.) 

Removing the Cast. Plaster of Paris mixtures usually harden in about 
45 minutes, ·depending upon atmospheric conditions. However, when the 
cast has become cool, it may be removed from the impression with an 
additional 30 minutes being allowed before removing the frame. (See 
Q, Figure 46.) . 

Control of Hardening Time. Plaster of Paris mixture will harden more 
rapidly if one-half teaspoon of salt is added to each pint of water 
used. The hardening time may be retarded by adding one teaspoon of 
granulated sugar per ten parts of vTater. . 

Impressions in Powdery or Granular Material. If an impression is 
found in dust, sand, pO"Tdery or granular material, it must be coated 
vrith at least three layers of shellac, or lacquer, to minimize the 
possibility of damage to the powdery or granular material when the 
plaster of Paris mixture is poured into the impression. The lacquer, 
or shellac, can be applied vTi th a hand operat~d insect spray gun. 
Direct the nozzle of the spray gun against a piece of board so that 
the mist from the gun is deflected from the board to the impression~ 
After the last coat of shellac or lacquer has hardened~ it is recom
mended that the impression be given a final spraying w~th a light 
grade of clean machine oil. This will prevent the shellac, or lacquer, 
from adhering to the cast. 

Impressions in Mud. When an impression is found in mud, covered with 
water, it becomes necessary to drain the surplus "Tater to a depth of 
about one inch. This can be accomplished by using a bulb-type syringe, 
syphon hose, or a straw. However, it is important to minimize the 
disturbance of the water~ After the proper water level has been at
tained and a retaining frame placed around the impression at least 
equal in height to the depth of the water, the dry plaster of Paris 
is sifted into the water remaining in the impression. After the 
plaster an¢!. water mixture has reached a depth of about I inch, the 
reinforcing 1-<fire should be added. Then more dry plaster of Paris 
should be sifted into the water remaining in the impression. Allow 
ample time for the cast to sete 

Impressions in Snow. A simple method for the reproduction of :llmpreS
sions in snO'YT is to sift the cry plaster of Paris into the imnr/bssion 
and spray lightly with cold water. First take all precautions pre-
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scrib~d in earlier paragraphs, not overlooking the taking of scaled 
photographs prior to casting. Sift a thin layer of dry plaster of 
Paris into the impression to a depth of about 1/8 inch using a piece 
of cheese cloth over an ordinary windovT screen as a sieve. Spray the 
dry plaster of Paris ,,11th a fine spray of cold water until it is com
pletely saturated. Apply another layer. of plaster, and another tl;or
ough spraying after the first layer has partially set. Follow th~s 
procedure until·a strong base has been built. Then pour in addition
al plaster ,.1hich has been mixed prior to the completion of the cast 
foundation, add the reinforcing mesh, and finish pouring the cast. 
It is suggested that this method be practiced several times before 
using it to cast an imprGssion of value. If there is a danger of 
freezing, it is recommended that a thick plaster mixture be used so 
that the danger is minimized. 
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Reproduced in Fig \I 22 are one dozen metric scales, hrenty centi
meters long, (200 millimeters with the smallest division being one 
millimeter) for the convenience of la,,, enforcement agencies when 
taking scaled photographs of crime scenes and evidence. 

Eroceilllre fo:r __ 1J.sing a Seal e 

10 Cut all or a part of one scale from the page o 

20 Attach the scale to a stiff cardboard with the aid of scotch 
tape or similar means and cut to the size of the scalec 

30 Initial and date the scale used in order that the negative 
and photographs prepared from it may subsequently be properly iden
tified in courto 

40 Place the scale in the field of the camera near to~ Fut not 
obscuriD~, the object being photographed (e.go footprint, tlre im
pression, fingerprint, toolmarlr, knife, gun, damaged auto part, 
bullet holes, powder pattern on skin, etco)o 

Jc Focus the camera so that the object being photographed and 
the paper scale are ~Qth in focus. It may be necessary to adjust the 
position of the paper scale in some instances in order to place it 
in the same plane of focus as the object of interesto Care should 
be taken so that the scale is in focus from one end to the other and 
not canted or curved o 

60 Develop the negative, "rash, dry and forward to the State 
Crime Laboratory with the initialed paper scales which were used in 
the field of the camera when the negatives , .. rere exposed Q Necessary 
enlargements from this negative, permitting desired examination or 
comparison, will be made at the Laboratory and the negative returned 
to the submitting agencyo This '-lill permit the making of necessary 
enlargements of the negative to reproduce the exact size of the ob
ject of interest which had been photographed~ 

It is felt that the proper use of these scales in the taking 
of crime scene and evidence photographs will enhance the effectiveness 
of both the law enforcement agency and the State Crime LaboratorYa 

-
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Fig. 22 PHOTOGRAPHIC SCALES 
See preceding page for instructions 
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Source: 

Fig. 23 PROPER METHOD OF TAKING SCALEO PHOTOGRAPHS 
OF BURGLARIZED FIRE CABINET OR SAFE 

Hote ji~ or pry bar tool marks along edge of door and 
in left fron t of opening. 

Photograph of this type should be taken and printB made 
available to the Laboratory with other information 
suggested in the Burglary Section of this manua1.Ei~.r 
tool marks should be cut out without hea,ting cabinet or 
safe. Parts Buchas drilled or punched combination lock 
should be removed and forwarded to the Laboratory or the 
safe i teelf, if not too la,rge. 

lis,consin state Crime Laboratory 
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EVIDENTIARY CONSIDERATIONS _-.r_II _____ .... __ _ 

1! 
SEX OFFENSE INVESTIGATIONS --------- -
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On the foliowing pages is a diagramatic and textual presentation 
of the evidentiary -considerations of importance in tbe investigation 
of sex offenses o The more important seXL'~l offenses or perversions 
are presented in six main groups, headed by the numbers 1 •. 0 to 6

0
0

0 

In some instances the "offense" as listed on the diagrams is not 
specifi~a~ly covered by. statute in 1...ais state, sucl; as masturbation, 
necrophllla, and mas9chlsma Hm<Tever, sexual practlces of this char
acter may be an attendant factor in the commission of an act that is 
prohibited by la\-;, such as in indecent exposure (exhibitionism), 
assault, indecent liberties, behavior of a sexual psychopath as de
fined by Section 51.37 Wisconsin .§.gtutes, and others. 

The diagrams are arranged to suggest to the in\Testigating officer 
the course to be taken in the investigation of sex offense cases, . 
pointing out the information and physical evidence warranting con
sideration by the investigator and examination by the State Crime 
Laboratory wfiere assistance is reauired c The numerical references 
in each of the diagrams refer to paragraphs in the text, which is 
set out in six sections o 

With respect to the information de<sired (such as the outcome of 
a complete medical examination of the participants in the sex offenses, 
g~ven in each ins~ance), it is suggested that the investigating of
flcer make knovmthose factors of ,importance as listed in the text 
to the examin:lng physician, to the laboratory in their examination, 
and to the officer in his investigations. It is recommended that the 
examining physician be permitted to inspect that particular part of 
this section dealing with his examination o 

In the course of investigating sex offense cases, it is suggest
ed that the investigator be alert for indications of an abnormal sex 
interest on the part of the participants or suspects o Such indica-c 
t~ons may be in the form of pornographic material (letters, models, 
Plctur8s~ records, etc.) "condoms" in quantity, artificial penis 
("dildo";, defaced pictures from magazines aRd the like. Such ar
ticles may be found among the personal effects of the suspect or 
participants of homosexual or sadistic practices or at the crime 
scene o In each instance these articles must be carefully handled to 
preserve fingerprints, Q.e properly preserved, marked, and packed. 

In the event that a situation arises v1here the investiga.ting' 
officer is in doubt as to how to proceed in the proper collection, 
preservation, labeling, and packing of physical evidence (see above 
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"Collection, Labeling, etcc of Physical Evidence") or if any ques
tions arise as to course of'the proper action to be taken in cases 
where laboratory assistance is sought~ it is sugg~sted that the Sta~e 
Crime Laboratory be contacted by phone, letter, wlre, or State Trafilc 
radio for conSUltation and recommendationsa 

Iilln~, Forcible Rane, Stat1!i.ory Attempted R@e, Etco 

1 1 MEDICAL EXAMHTATION c The victim must immediately be taken 
t~ a c~mpetent physician~-re;gistered to pract~ce medic~ne ~n the 
State of Wisconsin, for examinationo The medlcal examlnatlon of the 
victim in the type of sex offense being considered should be concerned 
with the following: l 

- (a) The presence or absence of lacerations, bruises, abra
Sions, or tears on the body. The nature, location~ and character of 
these marks should be precisely recorded. Particular attention should 
be directed to the neck, knee, breast, and thigh areas o If these 
marks are present, scaled photographs should be taken~ For details, 
see above pages o 

(b) The condition of the pubic area, the external labia, 
and the vaginal canalo The appearance and condition of the hymen. 
Whether or not any blood is present in the vaginal canal, on the. . 
labia or pubic area. Information regarding vThether or not the VlCtlID 
was menstruating at the time of the offenseo 

(c) A vaginal smear should be take!}_ If no person i~ 
available '''ho is competent to examine the va~lnal smea.::,. the

2
sllde 

is to be forl<!arded to the Crime Laboratory W~ thout stalnlng'l 

(d) The presence or absence of a muco-purul~nt d~scharge, 
and, if present, a specimen should be taken for bacterlologlcal ex
amination. 

(e) . The appearance of the victim to determine whether or 
not there is exhibited any indication of narCOSis or drunkenness. 
If there are indications of narcosis, signs of addiction should be 
searched for, possibly in :the form of SCq:;~)ng of ~he. ski~ from the _ 
use of a needle or razor blade 0 Some symVGoms o~ lndlca tlons vTarra~t 
ing suspicion of the subject as being under the lnfluence of narcotlcs 

IIf the subject is dead, see first articles of th~s part. 

2Place a clean sl.ide over the slide bearing the stain so that the 
stain is protected, tape trle slides together. Scribe date, name of 
person from whom smear 1tTaS taken, a\1.d initials of pe~son taking 
smear on slide bearing stain. Pack in cotton and sh2p to the 
Laboratory, 
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Fig. ,24 INVESTIGATION OF SEX OFFENSES 
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Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 
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or undergoing the effects of the need for a na.rcotic include muscle 
t\,ritching, muscle cramps, excessive thirsts throat dryness, coughing, 
yawning, hallucinations and perforation, ulceration or inflammation 
of the nasal septum (cocaine, heroin). Xfthe use of opiates is 
suspected, at least 200 c.c. of urine should be recovered and placed 
in a clean glass jar with a tightly fitting cover, labeled? properly 
sealed, and submitted to the Laboratory for examinationo If the . 
victim appears to be under the influence of alcohol, a blood sample 
of a least 10 c.c~ should be drawn, citrated (30 mge of sodium cit
rate), labeled, properly sealed~ and submitted to the Laboratory for 
examinationa See Fig. 5~ 

(f) Incidental to the examination of the pubic and vaginal 
regions of the victim, particular attention should be directed to the 
possible presence or absence of foreign material or blood which may 
be adhering to the pubic hairs or to the skin surfaces of the lo",er 
abdomen or to the thighso This material should be carefully removed 
and preserved for a subsequent examination in the Laboratory" The 
foreign material adhering to pubic hairs should be removed by care
fully cutting the hairs o The hairs should then be placed in a clean 
rigid container (not an envelope), such as a glass vial or test tube 
(see Fig o 6, container numbers 6 a.nd 7)0 Stains or foreign material 
should be removed with the aid of a clean cotton swab (such as an 
applicator) soaked in saline in the case of blood and distilled '\Irater 
in the case of suspected seminal stains. The entire swab should then 
be placed in a clean test tube and the tube labeled, properly sealed, 
and forvTarded to the Laboratory. 

(g) Fingernail scrapings should be taken from the victim 
at the time of the medical examination.. A clean scalpel should be 
used and the material recovered from each fingernail placed in sep
arate containers o The suggested method of containing the debris 
recovered is by placing it in a "druggist's fold" and then placing 
this in a clean envelope, whi.ch slJ.ould then be labeled, properly 
sealed, and for'''8.rded to the Labor'atory. 

1.2 CLOTHING. The clothing ''lorn by the victim at the time of 
the offense must· be properly recovered and Droner_ly preserved imy,ied..,., 
,1?tely" If the victim vlas wearing a sanitary napkin at the time ·Gf 
the offense, this napkin must also be recovered for. examination at 
the Laboratory. There is a genera~ tendency for the victim or her 
family to launder the soiled garment and to dispose of the soiled 
sq.nitary napkin as soon as possible" Examinations to corrobcrate . 
offenses of this type are not feasible after the garments have been 
laundered 0 The clothing of the victim should be recovered and sub
mi tted Gven though it is Imo"m that her assailant did not have an 
emission as the result of the commission of the offenseo The clothing 
suspected of cc;mtaining s,eminal staining must be ):1andled as little 
as possible. If the stain's are ,,,et or partially wet;, they should be 
allO't"ed to air-dry ,,,1 thout the aid of a fano Clothing of the victim 
must be kept separate from thato! the suspe'(~t at all times. Each 

,', 
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article should be properly marked for'purposes of identification and 
sepax-ately i,vrapuedo It bears repeating that at nQ. time must the 
clothing of the victim and that of.the suspect Cvlle into contact with 
one another else the evidentiary value of the physical evidence 
present on the clothing be losto No attempt shou1.d be made to re
move any adherent foreign material from the garments either of the 
victim or' the suspect, and under no circumstances should the garments 
be shaken, rubbed~ or cleaned. See Figso 8 and 9s ~nd accompanying 
pages, for the proper method of wrapping, labeling, and shipping 
clothing evidence., 

103 ELOO~o In offenses where there is blood staining present 
on the clothing~ effects, or surrounding area at the crime scene~ a 
sample of 'whole blood should oe taken from both the victim and the 
suspect!) Uhere the blood stains are found to be vlet, they should 
be allowed to air-dry i:Tithout the aid of a fan. At least 10 C.CIl 
(approx

o 
1/3 ozo) should be obtained ~y a r~gistered n~rse, physician, 

or medical technician and an anticoagulant (such as sod.ium citrate~ 
30 mgo, a quantity about the size of an average pea) a.dded to the 
sa.mple in ord8!' that blood alcohol and blood typi.ng tests may be 
conducteda In collecting samples for blood alcohol determinations 
( as for carbon monoxide) the container should be filled to the top 
leaving a$ 1:i.ttle air space as possibleo 

104 £IAlli. In the offenses being considered, hair samples for 
c05parison.purposes should be obtained from the head and the pubic 
region of the victim and the suspect as 1,felL, The minimum number 
of head hairs required is considered to be at least fifty hairs~ and 
of pubic hairs~ at least thirty. The suggested procedure for taking 
the hair samples is to comb the head or pubic regi011 with a clean 
comb a:t.Ld to place the hairs so collected in a clean Cl"1velope (except
ing \rIhere foreign material is present, then use a rigid container) Q 

If this method does not yield the necessary number of hairs, it then 
becomes necessary to cut the rest that are needed. If the victim is 
deceased, however~ the hairs shouJ.d be pulled out by the roots., 

lQ5 STATEMENTS. See sections belov.T, "Polygraph (Lie Detector) 
Tests and InteI'I'ogation of itJitnesses ll and ''IntervievTing Witnesses.

lI 

Where Laboratory assistanee is requested, all statements made by th~ 
victim, suspect, and all' itTi tnesses , investigation reports, and a 
summary of the facts and information available regarding the commis
sion of the offense should be sent to the State Crime Laboratory and 
the District Attorney. This is particularly necessary where it is 
anticipated that use of the lie detector is to be madeo The most 
advantageous use of the lie detector is made when all possible facts 
regarding the offense have been developed by the investigati~g officer~ 

1
0
6. ~mDICAL EXAMINATION. See above paragraph 1.1, sub-sections 

(a), (e), (I') , .and (g' •. The urethra should be expressed in an attempt 
to produce an exudate \"Thich may be examined for the presence or absence 
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?f =!-ive, spermatozoa o Particula.r attention should be directed to 
~nd~cat~ons of venereal disease o If gonorrhea is suspected a slide 
m~st be prepared of the spirulent material recovered and an'examina
tlOl1 cond17..cted by the bacteriologist for gonococci If syphilis'is 
s~~pected, 10 coco of additional whole blood should be collected 
C\ rated ~see paragraph 1.3), and sent to the medical technician' for 
a ~astsermaPJltesto Attention should also be given to skin dam~ue and 
su cu aneous hemorrhage of the peniso If the subject is de d 0 

above pages
o 

a , see 

107 CLOTHING. The clothing of the suspect must be immediately 
~~covered and properly pres~rvedo Often time elapses, and this allows 
t' e suspect to change clothlng from that v.Thich he was weari11 g at the 

lme ?f the offens00 In this ~yent every effort must be made to as
certa~n v.That ga.rments he v.TaS ~~iar~ng at the time and procure them' 
pre{erablY by "Tarrant., The .~:r:oth~ng obtained must be wrapped sep': 
ara ely ~rom that of the victim and each item wrapped separatelYe 
~~Ch (rt~cle l!l~st also be properly marked. for P'Ll.rposes of identifica
d~on "see sec"G~on above "Collection, Labeling, Etco of Physical Evi-

ence as \.vell as paragraph 1.,2 of this section). 

1 0 8 ~~~¥'9.Do Se~ paragraph 1030 Blood should be collected from 
the suspect·1I any b~ood has been let It f 'h f t as a resu 0 "G e commission 
o he offense, whether it be from the victim or possibly from the 
suspecto 

E.\2Ro 
-.""'"'~ 

See paragraph lo4~ 

1010 STATEMENT. ~ee paragraph 105. 
. ~ .. 

1.11 CR~ SCENE--AUTO--.STAI,:@.. Where an automobile is the 
scene of the cI'lme,part1cular.attention should be given to the 
p~e~e~ce or absence of blood stains and/or seminal stainso Blood 
s aln .... are, of course, usually readily visible. Seminal ~tains how 
~ver, a:e more di~ficult to see. A seminal stain may be ~olorl~ss -
~n dayl~ght or sl~ghtly yellow. The stain has a starch fee1in 
:~e~a~~~:~~~~Yf touched·1tliih th~ fin~ers. Miscella~eousYarticle~~ su.ch 
art' 1 f l~~, rags, c ean~~ng tlssues, scraps of paper and other 

~? es. ?un ~n the automoblle may have been used by the~ er etra
tor ~n w~p~ng hJlI1self after an emission and should be ro e~l p ... 
ser~ed, properly marked, and submitted for examination: PrconKo~fre. 
pac ages and keepers should be'f3earched for, properly marked and 
l~~~~~v~d~ If at a~l possible, it is suggested that the r::utomobile 
in M d: ~nfa sex olfe~se be made available to the Crime Laboratory 

a lson or processlngG 

1012 pRIME SCENE--AUTO--MATERIALS DEBRIS Evidence of impor-' 
tance may also be contained in the debfis pres~nt in the automobile 
adher,ing to the upholstered surfaces or present on the inner or ollt~r 
surf~ces of the auto. This may include fingerprints, palm prints, 

.. \ 
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hairs, clothing fibers, buttons, clothing rasteners 7 soil~ "condom~", 
"condom" packages and 'NTappers personal effects, and. so (;>no Pa~t~G
ular attention should be directed to footprints and t~re ~press~ons 
that may be on the ground about the car, which may have been mad~ at 
the time of the offense. It is again suggested that the automob~le 
be made available to the Crime Laboratory for examination and proc
essing. 

1013 CRIME SCENE--BUILDING-~ENT.RY 0 \iJhere an offense in this 
group has been committed in a building, an important consideration. 
is the means of entry into the building. If burglary has been com
mitted for the purpose of committing a sex offense, th~ kinds of, '. 
evidence that may be involved in any burglary or break~ng and er::Ge~~ng 
offense becomes importanto (See section above "Burglary Invest~ga ... 
tions".) 

1014 CRIME SCENE--BUILDING--STAINS. vJhore the sex offense has 
taken place in a room, :i· such ·as ·in abedroom, evidence of tr;e act 
may be present on articles -- in the form of bl?od or sem~nal. 
staining 0 Any article upon '1ITh1ch there may be a sta~n cOIll}ect~d va th 
the offense' should be submitted to the Laboratory for exam~at~~n. 
Bedclothing, sofa cushions

i 
rugs, and the like should be ha~dled as 

little as possj_ble, proper y marked, and 'l,vrappedo "Condoms ~ pack
ages and ~eepe~s should be~earched f?r,'properly mark~d and ~reser~ed. 
(See sect~on above "CollectJ.on, Label~ng:l Etc o of Phys~cal Ev~dence 
and paragraph 102 of this section) 

1.15 CRIME SCENE--BUILP-1lJG=1'fATERIALS--~EBR~o Miscellane?us 
evidence may be pFesent.at the crime scene wh~chmay tend to ind~cate 
the suspect's'innocence or guilt. This may be fingerprints, palm 
prints, hairs? clothing fibers, buttons, clothing fasteners, "cond?ms", 
packages and keepers, and so.on. Also, the suspe~t~'af~er complet~nf 
the act, may wipe or clean h~self on a handkerch~ef, h~s or another ~, 
and abandon it at the scene; or he may use a rag, t01tJ'el? or some gar
ment that may be handy. vJhen such an article is suspected of contain
ing a seminal or blood stain, it must be .,proJ?erly preserved, marked, 
and submitted to the L~~oratory for exam~nat~on. 

1~16 .QB.l:ME SCENE--OTHER~-:pTAIN~9 Where the sex off~n~e has taken 
place in the.open, evidence of.t1!-e act in the'form of sta~n:-ng mc;.y be 
found on leaves, rocks, soil; discarded paper 1. rags, cleans~ng t~ss'l:le, 
"condoms"~ packages, keepers; and the like • .Particular care must be 
taken in properly preserving, marking, and transporting these mater
ials for Laboratory examination. 

1017 CRINE SCENE--OTHER--MATERIALS--DEBRI§. Evidence of a 
miscellaneous type ·maybe contr:i.buted to or ·tal{en from a crim~ scene 
by the'victim and/or the·perpetrator. This may include c~oth~ng 
fibers pieces of fabriC, articles of clothing (handkorch~ef), buttons, 
clothi~g fasteners, personal effects, head and pubic hair? "condoms", 
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packages and keepers, and so on. Special attention should be given 
to the possible presence of footprints in~ leading to, or away from, 
the area where the offense took place e One should also be alert ror 
possible tire impressions that may have been made by the perpetrator's 
auto~ The investigator should give attention to possi([e disturb-. 
ances of the crime scene coincident with the commission of the crime, 
entering into or leaving the area in which the act took place. Ex
amples of these disturbances are broken or cut branches, cut fence 
wire, or trampled grass or disturbed ground o Materials for compari
son purposes must also be gathered for lab013.tory examination. These 
samples may consist of soil? sand, gravel, grass, "Teeds, leaves, paint 
from Pf~inted surfaces (such as fences, building walls 7 etc.), grease 
and oil from roadbeds, and the like o 

Sodomv, Peli~~asty 

2.1 MEDICAL E~IINATION. See paragraph 1 0 10 Additional con
siderations·that must be given attention in the t~~e of offense being 
considered are the following: 

(a) Recent lacerations, bruising, or inflammation of the 
anal mucous membrane. 

(b) Dilation of the anus~ absence of puckering of the anal 
orifice, and diminishing sphincter grip in advanced cases o 

(c) A "funnel-shaped" anus in advanced cases. 

(d) The presence of old scars and external piles. 

202 CLPTHIN~o See paragraph 102. 
present on the clothing of the victimc 
seen under ultraviolet light. 

Stains of lubricant may be 
These stains can be readily 

2Q3 ~LOODo Blood, usually the victim's, may be present on the 
clothing of ·both the victim and the suspectQ The location of the .. 
staining, in this in~tance~ is significant. See paragraph lc3. 

204 i l1EDICAL EXAMINATION. See paragraphs leI, 106, and2 elo 
Particular--atterition should be directed to the presence or absence 
of lubricating m~terial on the private parts and pubic region that 
may have been used in the commission of the offense. Attention 
should be directed to skin damage, inflammation, or subcutaneous 
hemorrhage of the penis o 

2.,5 illL~ SCENE--AUTO. See paragraph 10110 In addition to 
blood and seminal stains, ·the auto should be searched for stains 
possibly caused by a lubricant used in the commission of the offense. 

2 0 6 CRIME SCENE--AUTO. See paragraph 10120 Attention should 
be given to ·the presence ,c;7; absence of a container ~ such as a jar 
or tube, containing lubricant. 
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2~7 Q3_IME SCENE-~BUILDING. See paragraph lol~e Attention 
should be given to the presence or absence of the container of a 
lubricant that may have been used in the commission of the offense 0 

This t~pe of material (vaseline. petroleum jelly, etc.) is a common 
item on the shelf of the medicine cabinet. 

2 0 8 CRIME SCENE--BUILDING o See paragraph 10170 The area sur
rounding the location of the commission of the offense should be 
searched for the presence of a container of lubricanto 

Homose~illLl Practi~ 

3Gl MEDICAL EXAMI~~. See paragraph l~l, sUb-sections (a), 
Cd), (e), and·Cf), and paragraph 2Qlo Attention should be directed 
to general demeanor of subject~ particularly marillerisms or habits 
that appear to be unusuale Note should be made of the nature of 
clothing worn by the suspecto Fetichists oftentimes wear undercloth
ing of the opposite sex. See also pa.ragraph lc.,6;o 

3.2 INSTRUMENTS. Instruments or devices are often contrived 
by homosexual.females to substitute for the male sex organo These 
artifices may be such articles as a bottle, banana, wiener!! broom
stick, rags or some other material inside a II condom" ~ a coni.mercially
made penis of hard rubber (cften called a "dildoll ), and many others. 
When recovered1 these articles should be carefully wrapped and sub
mitted to the ~aboratory for examinationo 

303 BLOOD. Blood encounte'red in the offense being considered 
will, in all probability, be menstrual blood in the case of homo
sexualso Bleeding may be caused as the result of masturbation in 
any number of circumstan~es, hovTever. See paragraph 103" 

3)+ .§!A...TEMENT~ See paragraph 105'. Attention should be given 
to any' masculine manne~s of speech or expressions used by the suspect~ 
if a female. 

3.5 t.~DICAL EXAMIN1~TI0B.. See paragraph 101 9 all sub-sections .. 
Attention should be given to mannerisms or habits of the suspect that 
appear to be unusual in characterQ 

3 p6 ~o See paragraph le4. It should be noted whether or 
not the suspect has shaved his pubic or axillary hair. This is not 
uncommon in the case of homosexual men~ 

3.7 STATEMENT. See paragraph 1~5. Attention should be directed 
toward the use of manners of speech and expression, and dress of a 
f.eminine character~ if suspect is a male .. 

3Q$ gRIME SgENE--AUTO. See paragraph 10120 Articles of cloth
ing, or paFts·of.clothing, found to be present in the automobile 
should be preserved, mrirked for ldentification ~nd submitted for 
examination; 

.----...-
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3.9 CRn~ SCE}~--BP1LDING. See paragraph 1.130 It is not un
usual for the fetichist·to break into a residence for the purpose of 
stealing garments of the opposite sex. 

Sadj..§ll1 and Masoc.h.i.§m 

4.1 MEDTCAL EXAMINATION. See paragraph 1.1, sub-sections (a), 
Cd), (e), and paragraph 1.6. Particular attention should be given 
to the precise lo.cation and nature of lacerations, ~ruises, and other 
marks. Scaled photography of these areas should b8 undertaken for 
purposes of record. See section above "Photography in Preserving 
Physical Evidence." 

402 INSTRUMENTS. Particularly in the case of masochism, and 
also in the-case of sadism, instruments and devices are contrived 
by the partioipant to bring pain to himself or otherso Occasionally 
an apparent murder is the resu,l t of masochistic behavior, vlherefore 
the death may be an accident" 

4.3 CRI~m SCE~®--AQIQo See paragraph 1.11. Attention should 
be given to the possible presence or absence of instruments or devices 
in the automobile~ These should be carefully handled so as not to 
dislodge any debris. They should be properly marked f·or identifica~ 
tion? properly preserved and sent to the Laboratory. 

4e4 QR]}~ SCENE--OTHE-li. See paragraph ID16. Particular atten
tion should·be given to·the presence or absence of small branches 
which may liave been used as a whip and ",hich may.be stained. See 
also paragraph 493. 
£!es'yiali ty 

501 MEDICAL]:XAMINATION. See paragraph 1.1, sub-sections (b), 
(c), and (f) 0 .• Where intercourse has been had vlith a small animal or 
f01.oJl, a complete descrj.ption of the nature of the injuries suffered 
by the animal should be givenc 

502 HAIRS R FEATHERSo A sample of the representative hairs 
should be taken from the victim animalo Those of particular interest 
are those about the vaginal area o At least t"TO dozen hairs of each 
color and general size is considered a r~:presentative sample. Thege 
hairs should be pulled out by the roots o A feather sample? comprised 
of at least tvTO dozen feathers of each type present, should be sub
mitted for comparison purposes when the victim is a fo"Tl. Human pubic., 
hair may be found adhering to the animal or birda 

5.3 BLOQI2. For 
"Thole blood sho'Cl.ld be 
ulant (30 mg a ) added. 
of Physical Evidence" 

purposes of comparison, at least 10 C.C o of 
drai,m from the animal or bird and an anticoag

See section above "Collection, Labeling, Etc. 
and Fig o5. 

BLOOD • • See paragraphs 1.8 and 1 0 3, if applicable. 
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5.5 C@m SCENE--BUILDING. Stains, either blood 0:1:' seminal, 
may be present on the animal or on objects present near the area in 
1<1hich the offense took place 0 Particular attention should be direct
ed tm1ard the presence or absence of rags, handkerchiefs, paper . 
tissues, or other materials or objects UpOll 1'lhich the Ferpetrator 
may have 'l:.riped himself 0 

50 6 CRIME SCENE--BUILDING. The type of sex offense being con
sidered ma3Twell be committed in a shed or barno Materials and dffirfu 
ma~r be present in this instance' in the form of human and/or animal 
hairs, footprints, fingerprints, leaves, rocks, soil~ discarded pa
per, rags, cleansing tissue, and the likeo Standard samples of soil, 
debris from floor near I.'There· act is suspected to have taken place, 
and manure should be submitted for comparison purposes where applica 
bleo See also paragraph 10150 

507 CRI~~ SCE~E~-OTHERo See paraeraph 10178 Particular atten
tion should be·directed to"mrd the presence or absence of footprints, 
human and/or animal. 

Necronhilia 

6 0 1 MBDICAL EXAMINATIOI\[o See paragraph 1 .. 10 In some instances, 
blood from the-victim may be . observed; tears and lacera.tions of the 
skin may be noted .. 

6 .. 2 BLOOD. A blood sample must be submitted where lacerations 
occuro ThIsmay be adulterated 'I,'lith embalming fluid.. A sample of 
the embalming fluid should be submitted for comparison, if applicable. 

6.3 ~.1EDICAL EXAMINATION.. See paragraphs 1 .. 1 and 1.6, all ap
plicable sections. 

6 0 4 CLOTHING. In removing the clothing ~rom the suspect, par
ticular care wust-be taken to prevent dislodging any sailor other 
debris that may be adhering to ito The suspect should be made to 
stand on a clean sheet of paper as he removes his garments and this 
paper submitted \.,ri th the clothing I> Also see paragraph 1070 

605 CRIME SCENE--GRAVE-ENTRYo \ihere a grave has been opened 
in order for the perpetrator to obtain a body for his act, the method 
of e-:ttry is of prime importance from an evidentiary standpoint. All 
toobs such as spades, shovels, crowbars, pick, or any other used for 
digging should be recovered and preserved. Any tools that may have 
been used for the purpose of breaking open the casket -- vlhich may. 
be the same as above or, in addition, hammer, chisel, axe, pinch bar, 
and the like -- should also be preserved, properly marked, and sub
mitted for examination.. V./here the tools have been removed from the 
scene of the offense and are traceable to the suspect, they shouid 
be handled as little and as carefully as possible to prevent dis~ 
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lodging any soil or debris that may have evidentiary value when cam-
I, pared v1i th standard materials :from the crime scene" The damaged 

areas o:f the casket should be carefully removed, so as not to distort 
or damage the tool marks that may be present, and then submitted to 
the Laboratory :for examination. See above section "Collection, La
beling, Etc. o:f Physic~l Evic;lence. 1t 

6.6 CR)]vJE_§_G.mNE-~-GRA~-·-l1AI:WRIA~S 2 .Q~BBIS !I._SOIT,;" The perpe
trator may leave at the scene some personal e:f:fec"G, such as a hand
kerchie:f, com'o, b-o.tton5 or article o:f clothing. He most liltely l'Jill 
have taken from the scone soil, grass, or leaves and !ll&Y. have debris 
in his clothing from the damaged casket. It is suggested, therefore, 
that samples of the SOil, grass, leaves, paint or gilding from the 
casket and vmod or metal from the casket be properly recovered, prop
erly preserved, properly labeled, and submitted to the Laboratory 
:for comparison purposeso 

6 0 7 QRIME ~ENE--B~ING, YAULT.. Debris or foreign material 
of any sort·should be given special attention as possibly having been 
brought to the scene by the perpetrator or being examples of material 
taken from the scene by the criminal" ~his may include clothing 
fiberp, fabr5,c 9 buttons, clothing fasteners, blood staining, soil, 
clothing, personal effects, debris from the damaged vault, and so on Q 

One should also be alert for the possible presence of :footprints and 
tire impressions leading to or away :from the area o:f the commission 
of the o:ffense. 
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frEE I~STIGATION OF GUN SHQ1.,.Q1Ll'..IRE.£ill!Illi.. .. Q!~ 

In investigations growing out of the discharge of· firearms 
which result in an assault, an in~imidation, a suicide, or murder, 
the victim, all firearms and related physical evidence will be of 
the utmost importance in any subsequent criminal actiono 

Any of the above situations specifically enumerated, or all 
together, with the possible exception of suicide, may be incidental 
to the compounding and/or commission of other crimes. 

Upo~,Arrival at the Scene 

The duty of the first enforcement officer or citizen at the 
scene t, if the vict:im is still living, should be of course to arrange 
im~edlately for competent medical aid for the victim~ 

If there are v.ritnesses to the assault present, their identity' 
should be determined and they should be detained so that a later 
detailed statement may be taken. If the perpetrator is still avail
able, he shou:_d be detained; and coincident "Tith the detention of 

:{ the perpetrator, the enforcement officer should summon aid t~lrough 
, his superior officers o A s~Lngle officer at the scene of a shooting 

has more responsibility than one person can reasonably be expected 
to assumec 

The next responsibility of importance to the first officer at 
the scene of a shooting is to prevent all unauthorized persons from 
touching or otherwise disturbing or destroying any physical evidence 
at the scene of the cr.ime~ It has been observed that in most 
instances the lay persbn visiting the crime scene contributes very 
Ii ttle or anythj.ng of val'll& -- if such lay PE?rsons proceeded to the 
scene of a crime, shooting, or a homicide with the sole purpose of 
destroying phys'ical evidence, they could not do a more perfect job 
than is being done on almost a daily basiso This, unfortunately, in 
some isolated instances, also app~ies to some Ul1thinking or unin
formed enforcement personnel as well. 

As soon as medical aid has been requested for the victim and 
the assailant and any vTitnesses, if available, have been detained, 
the next important consideration of the first officer at the scene 
should be to preserve intact the scene of the shootingc At this 
early stage of an investigation, the relative weight which should b~ 
properly attached to any o,r all of the physical evidence at the 
scene cannot be 'properly'made. As a practical matter the full sig
nificance of much of the physical evidence-at the scene often is not 
fully appreciated until some time later either during the preparation 
for a I".!riminal' trial or, still later, in perfecting an appeal during 

-r 
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retrial. In view of these possioilities, any and all physical 
evidence should be properly preserved on the assumption that each 
item may be a crucial one for the establishment of facts and proof of 
guilt~ or innocenc8'~ 

If the victim is still conscious!! the officer at the sce-ne 
should attempt, if at all practicable' or possible, to ascertain from 
the victim: (1) the identity of the assailant, or as' complete a 
description of the assailant as possible; (2-) the motive or reason 
for the shooting, whether the shooting was an accident, assault~ 
robbery, or suicide; and (3) the details and circumstances preced~ng 
or connected with the injuring shot or shots. 

Or-dinarily~ a police officer at ~his stage o~ the inves~igati0r:
may not be in a position to take a dy~ng declarat~on, but th~s poss~
bility should always be considered if it appears that the victim may 
dl0 and is still conscious, rational, and able e.nd willing to mru:e a 
statement 0 If the victim has been advised and believes he may d~e 
and is therefore willing to make a statement, it can be taken as a 
dying declaration~ Under these conditions it is advisable whenever 
possible to have at least one or t1,VO other l.vi tnesses Q 

Examining the qcene and Pre1~ring EvidentiarTMate~ial 

Returning to the scene of the shootingg a careful examination 
should be made of the scene for the purpose of ascertaining what 
physical evidence may be there and which of the items of physical 
evidence at the scene should De seized and properly preservede The 
first officer arriving at the scene for this purpose should consider 
his notebook and his memory to be his most valuable aids to the nor-
mal powers of perception and observation. He may- be c~lled u~on at 
some considerable time later to reconstruct from the w~tn~ss ~tand _ 
the details of what he ooserved at the scene of the shoot~ng and the 
physical evidence contained therein. It is sugge~ted that the en~orce
ment officer proceed in an orderly manner to cons~der the scene of 
the shooting as followsg 

It is suggested that the investigatj.ng officer should cultivate 
orderly habits so that he proceeds to visually cons~der the locale 
or scene of interest or crime. If such orderly hab~ts are developed, 
they vrill be of inestimable value not only to the investigator who 
acquires them but to his department as well. 

It is suggested in this connection that each investig~tor attempt 
to develoF the habit of proceeding in his approach to a cr~e scene 
or the locale- of the investigation in the following- manner 0 TC? 
search a room start at the door of entry and proceed progress~vely. 
in a clock1,lTi~e direction observing and! visually con~idering' the . 
areas of interest articles of furniture, unusual obJects, or cond~
tions visible in the room. Continue circling the room until you have 
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examined it completely, Each time a circle is completed you move 
Y0ur area of focus closer to the center of the room, thereby creat
ing a spiral effect. This method pays handsome dividends in terms 
of the thoroughness vrith which an officer proceeds in his investi
gations. 

It is suggested the first approach be limited to a visual examin
ation. Notes should then be made recording any 11l1usual conditions 
or objects observed. 

Nothing should be touched or disturbed. 

Next, objects of particular interest should be considered. The 
possibili ty of the existence of latent fingerprints on \ITeapons, tele
phone, door knobs, etc., should never be disregarded. 

if.Ji thout distubing the victim~ observe and note the condition of 
the victim. In particular determj.ne the location~ i'1umber ~ and 
sequence of gtm shot ,.rounds, and ~'lhether or not he is able to speak 
coherentlyo If there is observed on the victim's skin or clothing 
any evidence or discoloration of powder burns or residues, these 
should be carefully noted as to the location, extent, shape, and 
approximate dimensions o These observatIons should be made 1'rithout 
disturbing the victim's body ar~d should be noted by the investigating 
officer both in his memory and in his notebook. 

Observations of pm'rder residues or darkening of the clothing or 
skin should be supplemented by scaled photographs, using scales simi
lar to those included in this manual. (Fig. 22.) Such scaled photo
graph negatives should later be made available to the Laboratory 
together ''lith the particular scale used so that a 1: I enlargement may 
be prepared for laboratory e~amination and study. 

If a v.leapon is recovered at the scene, the preservation of possi
ble latent fingerprints at this state of the investigation should 
be of primeimportance and should never be disregarded. 

If fired ~rtridge cases are observed near the victim's body or 
at the scen8~ they should not be disturbed until notes and accurate 
measurements have been made in relation to fixed objects. Later on 
these are tho basis of carefully prepared diagrams. This is in the 
event that autoloading or automatic \,reapons are invol VEld 0 These 
weapons at the time of firing expel the firod cartridge cases in a 
consistent manner providing information of value as to the relative 
positions of assailant and victim at the time shots from v.!eapons of 
this type are fired. See Fig~ 30.. 

,',.' ", 

Inform~tion just m8ntion;-~tt;I):rhc0hnection vTith ejection diagrams 
is invaluable at a later~dmEi in reconstructing the relative position 
of the assailant in relation to tho position of the victim's body or 
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any shots fired, providing that the relative positions of the 
and' any undisturbed fired cartridge cases are accurately re
by relating them to some fixed object such as a door, iifindow, 

The officer in examining the scene of the shooting should care
fully search or examine the doors, wall surfaces, ceiling, floor, 
windm'Ts, screens ~ bedding materials ~ pill01!ls, etc 0 to ascertain 
whether or not any fired bullets have enter[~d the surfaces of such 
objects. Bullets embedded j,n objects at the scene often are the 
result of :dld shots, or "misses ll and in some instances are shots 
that passed through either the victim's clothing or portions of his 
bodyo In the latter case it has been possible by testing several 
bullets to identify the particular bullet 1:Jhich passed through the 
victim' s body. (In one casein ,,[hich the victim died as the result 
of a through-and-through bullet penetration~ several fired bullets, 
fired from differant guns, I.'Jere recovered from the vmlls of the 
murder room. Hm,rever, it vTas found that only one of the recovered 
bullets contained evidence of human blood, and this blood I,ras the 
same type of blood as the victim'so) 

When removing bullets from walls, ceilings, floors, furnitur~~ 
etc e great care should be taken so that the surface of fired bullets 
lifill not be mutilated ot' altered in any v.Jay in the process of re
moval o Particular care should be exercised in this regard if tools 
have to be used. It is suggested the Laboratory1 s assistance be 
sought vlhenever difficul;;y is encountered in recovery of such fired 
bullets 0 

If there is reason to believe that either fired cartridge cases 
or fired bullets exist at the scene of the shooting, every reasonable 
effort should be made to recover these exhibits as soon as possible • 
If any fired bullets or fired cartridge cases are recov'.:lred? they 
should be marked in the proper mB.nner for purposes of identJ.fication 
as indicated in tho charts, Figs. 11, 12 and 13 • 

/\ . . 
As is recG.1nended in the Figs. 11, 12 and 13, an IIX" should not 

be used as a means of marking for identificationo If more than one 
bullet or shell is recovered, it is suggested that they be numb€red 
in sequence carrying the last initial of the officor recovering them 
"lith the subscript 1, 2, 3, It, etc., as an illustration WI, W2, W3, 
w4. In the officer's notebool~ accurate information should be recorded 
as to the date, time, and the specific location from which such fire
arms exhibits vere recovered,. This information should be made avail
able to the district attorney and to the Laboratory. 

. In the search of the scene of a shooting ~ if the scene of the 
shooting is in a building, a careful search should be made, the pur
pose being to locate any firearms, J.oaded amml1nition~ or ammunition 
boxes 11rhich may be available ill dresser dravTGrs, closets t desks ~ a 
basement, etc. Evidence of this type (weapons and loaded ammunJ.tion) 
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should be immediately recovered; and after being properly marked 
for identification~ fon-larded to the Laboratory i'lith the other 
evidence.. Any ammuni tj.on boxes encoQl1tered should also be seized 
and made available to the Laboratory since such cardboard boxes are 
code stamped by manufacturer.. This information later has proved to 
be of considerable value. ,-

Loaded cartridges can be of considerable value if submitted to 
the Laboratory for a thorough exa.mj.nationo 

Loaded cartridges may yj.eld the following information "rhich 
may contribute to the investigationg .. 

1. Firing pin imprints (cartridges which have "misfired") 

2. Extractor markings resulting from hand ejection of loaded 
cartridges 'l.tlhich have not been fired 

3. Ejector marks resulting from same CGl.use as #2 above 

4 .. Head stamp or bunter die imperfections, drawing 9 turning 7 
or loading machine tool or die imperfections 0 These may 
permit the laboratory technician to demonstrate the two 
shells (fired and lh~fired shells or two loaded lUlfired 
cartridges) not only are of the same make, etc .. but also 
that both vTere made or loaded by the same dies, thus 
establishing a connection bet~leen these otherwise dis
connected objects~ 

If it "rill not in any i.!ay delay the removal of the victim to 
the hospital, photographs should be taken of the sceneq In some 
cases it may be advisable to supplement this by taking dimensions 
which 1,Till permit scaled dravlings to be made latera The advisa
bility of this sh,ould not be ignored or overlooked" In the event 
the victim has been pronounced dead by a physician? before the 
victim's body is moved to the undertaking establislLment or hospital 
for autopsy, a complete set of photographs should be made of the 
scene ,\-lith the dead victim's body in the picture" This should be 
done. before the body of the_U9tim is moved .. or dist1l.rbed in aI1Y way. 
To d1sregard this may result in jeopardizing admission as evidence 
latero 

If the fatal or assault Feapon ",rith ammunition of the same type 
as used in the shooting is made available to the Laboratory, powder 
patterns, and ejection patterns for a particular automatic or auto
loading wea.pon may be preparedo Due to difference in deSign, each 
make and type of autoloading or full automatic weapon ejects fired 
cartridge cases 1:Tith surprising consistency in the relative position 
the fired cases are ejected and assume in relation to the direction 
and shots fired from a particular weapono There is some variation 
of ~his nattern from on8 gun to another, but despite this the con-
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sistency of the ejection pattern exists as suggested by Fig. 30 , 
',Therein are reproduced the ejection patterns of some of the common 
autoloading weaponso 

In the event the victim is still living and has been removed 
to the hospital, it is suggested that ~h~ Superinten~ent of the. 
Hospital, attending surgeons~ and phys1c1an, be caut10ned that 1n 
the removal of the victim's clothing, if such articles of clothing 
contain gunshot penetrations, pot:Jder residues, or knife penetrations, 
every effort should be made to remove the clothing in such a manner 
so as not to disturb the clothing penetrations or pOvTder residues 
which may exist on the surface of the clothing. In the event the 
victim1s clothing must be cut in order to remove it, it should be 
done in such a ,,-ray that cuts do not extend through knife or gunshot 
penetrations or p01lrder residues on the clothing. 

If p01ATder marks exist on the victim's skin, scaled photographs 
properly taken should be made of such powder residues. See Figure 
31, A B, C. This wil13 of course, have to be done ",rith the approval 
of th~ attending physician i if the victnn is still living. If the 
victim is dead, scaled photographs should also be made of any cuts, 
bruises, or p01,rder residues before the autopsy is performed and 
after the skin has been sponged to remove bloodo 

If the victim is dead, these scaled pho~ographs may be ~ade 
either at the undertaking pa.rlor or the hosp1talo If there 1S a 
visible discoloration of the victim's skin not obscured by blood, 
scaled nhotographs should be made both before and after the vic
tim's skin is '\-Tashed or sponged 0 The victim r s clothing should be 
removed Hi th the minimum amount of cutting of the clothing (t~1e 
instructions given above should be follo,\-Ted) and each separate 
type of clothing should be placed in a separate~ clean paper bag 
after beine removed and properly marked for identification by an 
officer and then forwarded to the Laboratory for laboratory proces
sing. The removal, marking ro~ identification, and packing opera
tions should be carried on with a minimum of disturbance of the 
fabric. See Figures 9, 10 and 110 

If the clothing is blood soaked or encrusted, each article 
should be hung up separately and air dried and when dry, each type 
of clothing~ as suggested, should be placed in separate, clean 
paper bags ~see Figures 9 and 10) and sent to the Laboratory for 
examination and study" 

Clothing suspected of containing powder particles of metal or 
products of combustion of powder in cases where it is thought gun
shot "rounds have been discharged at close range, may be examined 
in the Laboratory by one of the follmITing means g 
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10 Visual or microscopic examin.ation 

2. Photographic means 

30 Chemical means 

4. Soft X-Ray (See Figures 31D and 32D) 
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If ~ as the result of the examj.nations mentioned, there is evi
dence firearms have been discharged at close range,and it the fatal 
'-leapon "Tith any live ammunition of the same make, caliber and type 
as the fatal shot is made available to the Laboratory, tests can 
be undertaken to establish the approximate distance interverdng 
between the muzzle of the fatal weapon and the victim's clothing 
at the time the fatal shot ''las fireduThis determination is often 
of considerable value at the time of the trial and, therefore, should 
not be disregarded. 

Under certain conditions, as the result of the studies mentioned, 
the precise position of the weapon can quite accurately be established 
as i,Tas recently accomplished in the case of State VS o Babich. See 
Figure 32~ 

If the victim is living? one of the anatomical outlines, Figures 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18 or 190 should be used by the attending physician? 
surgeon, or autopsy surgeon to accurately designate entrance pOints, 
exit pOints, and the bullet path or penetration in the victim's body. 
These diagrams should then be for,'larded to the Laboratory with the 
other information and materials to be processedo Photostatic copies 
of these marked anatomical diagrams will be retained by the Labora
tory~ the original being furnished to the district attorney by the 
Laboratory. Such diagrams will be valuable later in the trial of 
any criminal matter. 

In the removal of fired bullets, fired shot \'lads, or shot pel
lets from the victim's body, either if the victim is living or if he :is 
dead, the attending surgeon or autopsy surgeon should be reminded 
to properly mark any foreign material of this type removed from 
the victim's body •. The anatomical outlines included in this mnnual, 
Figures 14,to 19 inclusive, should be made available to the attend
ing surgeon or autopsy surgeon and he be requested to indicate the 
outline, entrance, exit, path, and locale from which bullets, wads, 
or pellets "mre removed. In addition,. the path.of penetration should 
be indicated Gn the anatomical outlineo The chart should then be 
initialed and d&ted by the physician and forwarded to the Laboratory. 
Additional copies ,·,rill then be forwaJ;'ded to the submitting agency 
to replace the ori~in~l outlines originally supplied in this manual. 
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Fig. 31 IlETERMINATION OF DISTANCE AT'WHICH FIREARMS WERE DISCHARGED THREE 
SCALED PHOTOGRAPHS SUGGESTING PROPER METHOD OF TAKING SUCH SCALED PHOTOGRAPHS. 
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ij d A. Scaled. Photograph - Suici e 

Three shotgun penetrations-
breast of victim. One barrel 
fired singly. Bqth barrels 
fired simultaneously leaving 
powder smudges approximating 
shape of muzzle of shotgun. 

C, Scaled Photograph 
Grease or graphi te smw..ge8 from . 
powder grains left on fabric of 
victim's shirtwaist making an 
approximation of distanc9 at 
wM.ch shot was fired possible, 

Source: Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 

B. Scaled Photograph 
9 Mm. automatic pistol powder 
uattern showing powder smudges 
.~ tatooing on face of victim 
surrounding fatal gunshot WOUll<1. 

D. Soft X-Ray Radiograph of . Fal)ric 
Revolver fired at a distance which left 
no powder residues on fabric •. Wpite 
specks are metal particles which are 
opaque to X-Ra;y8. An approximation of 
distance was possible. 
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Every effort should be made by the surgeon removing foreign 
materials such as shot pellets 9 shot "lads 9 fired bullets, fractured 
or brolwn parts of sharp instruments such as knife point, etc., from 
the victL~ls body to hold to an absolute minimum any mutilation of 
the surface of these objects v.Thich may be removed from the victim f s 
body by means of a t,,!eezers or hemostats 0 

In some cases, x-rays or radiographs are made in a hospital at 
the direction of the attending physician or surgeon where the victim 
is taken for care and treatment o If, in the treatment of the victim, 
it is considered unlikely that the surgeon will remove the bullet, 
pellets, etc. because of endangering the victim's life, such radio
graphs, together with detailed information as to type of equipment 
used in making the radiographs, the approximate distance from the 
target of the x-ray tube to the casette or x-ray film holder, the 
size of the focal spot of the x-ray tube used, type of radiographic 
film, exposure time, and x-ray tube voltage current used in making 
such radiographs, should be made available to the Laboratory together 
vith the x-ray or radiographic films themselves. 

X-ray fluoroscopic examinations are often made by attending 
physicians or surgeons to locate fired bullets, pellets, broken 
portions of razor or knife point or foreign materials which may 
be imbedded in the victim's body. If it appears unlikely because 
of the location of such foreign materials in the victim's body that 
the attending surgeon may decide not to remove them, radiographs 
should be taken ",ith maximum clarity, contrast, and detail, and a 
minimum of distortion and foreshortening. 

The radiographs should be taken with the axis of the x-ray cone 
of rays, or beam at right angles to the axis of the foreign object 
so that the most precise and accurate outline or profile of the 
contour of the foreign object may be ascertained with a minimum of 
foreshortening or distortion e 

If any small particles of metal or lead are fotUld deposited 
in the tissues along the path of the bullet, radiographs (both 
Lateral and Aa Po) should bG made sho"ring "rith maximum clarity, con
trast and detail the location, shape~ and disbursement of such par
ticles of metal or lead in relation to the position in ,.,hich the 
bullet finally came to rest and also in relation to the entrance 
point of the projectile. This will be valuable in determining the 
direction of pelaetration or trajectory of the fatal shot in travers
ing the victim's body. 

The purpose of these recommended radiographs is,first, to per
mit, if possible, the identification of metallic particles imbedded 
in the victimrs body; second, to establish precisely the location~ 
direction or· path of the penetration of the bullet or pellet in 
relation to the entrance point, and third, to explain the mutilation 
of projectiles ,·,hich strike bone and also in cases in which a 
projectile has struck and shattered or fragmented bone, spicules 
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of bone "rill then become secondary projectiles producing multiple 
exit i.·fOunds in the victim i s tissue and skin. If this has occurred, 
it is, of course, valuable in some cases in explaining multiple 
exit "Tounds where it appears there is a single projectile entrance 
W(;>1:u;d. Gunshot head "Tounds a~e capable of producing fracture con
dltl0ns that have been confuslng to a person unfamiliar ,.rith such 
cas~s. (In cases inv?lving wounds inflicted by projectiles having 
an lnstrumental veloclty of greater than approximately 900 feet 
per second the shock waves_,have been ~kr.ownto cause multiple fractures 
o~ the skull. l'he appearance of' the skull has suggested to physi
Clans of limited experience with gunshot cases that the victim~ in 
addition to having been shot, had been repeatedly beaten about"the 
head o ) 

. In ~are instances, metal parts of shoes clothes, such as zip-
flfB:?S ~d button~ are struck by entering projectiles and carried into 
the victim's body. .: Those may be identified if the suggested radio
graphs are-made available to the Laboratory. 

X-ray voltages and currents should be kept at a minimum in order 
to minimize scattering of x-rays to resolve the detail of the small 
particles of metal which are found to exist along the uath of a 
projectile v,hich has passed through bone and soft tissueo 

Any firearms recovered either at the scene of the crime or 
recovered from the possession of any suspects or persons under in
vestigation should be marked in the manner suggested in Figo 11 in 
the manual and be forwarded to the Laboratory for examination, 
registration, and for purposes of firing and filing test bullets 
and shells o If the weapons contain loaded cartridges or clips 
containing loaded cartridges, these loaded cartridges, themselves, 
should be properly marked fo~ identification, particular attention 
being paid to the di~grnms contnined in Figso 12 nnd 130 

.Care should be exercised ~ith confis~nted or recovered rifles, 
mach~~e guns? or Qutom~tic pistols~-thGy m~y cont~in clips or londod 
cr;rtrld~es. Also, rrom tho sto..ndpoint of s.:'..foty, remember th2t 
"Tlth thlS type or weapon evon after a clip is removed thore mo..y be 
a loo..ded c~rtridge still rem~ining in the chcmber of the weo..pono 
Th~ possibility of the existence of fingerprints on the sides of 
CllPS or on tho surf,'1ce of londed cnrtridges in clius should not 
be overlooked or disregarded o If clips nre c['..refully removed from 
wenpons, tho outside surfaces of the clips "rill sometimes contnin 
latent f:i..ngerprints, pDorticul,'"'.rly thumb '"'.nd index fingerprints o 
Londed c['..rtridges contnined in such clips hnve been known to retnin 
on the:tr surfnces [1.n identifiable thumb printo For this reason if 
clips are romovod, the cartridges themselves should not be re
moved from tho clips '\.d thout checking such cartridges to ascertain 
if identifiable latent fingerprints are present on the sides or 
the cartridge Cases or clipo 
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Weapons or metal objects from which manufacturers' stamped 
serial ntunbers have been removed can be, in most instances, restored 
by the Laboratory by polishing the surfacy> -:t:,rhere the original marks 
and ntunbers vlere stamped; and by the appl,i.cation of proper differen
tial etching reagents, the residual stresses in the metal belovl the 
surface produced by the numbering die can be made visible and some
times photographed9 

The chamber ppsitions from i<7hich loaded cartridges were l removed 
in the case of X'evolvers should also be indicated by marking the 
outer portions of the cylinder as suggested in Diagram II, Figo 13. 
These instructions are particularly applicable \-lhen fired cartridge 
cases are recovered in the chamber positions of a revolver cylinder. 
The cylinder should be oriented in relation to the chamber position 
under the hammer "'hen the weapon is recoverede 

As suggested in Fig. 11, no attempt should be made to actuate 
the mechanism, fire test shots or clean the weapono If the suggested 
procedures are followed, the irJeapon should be made available to tl1..e 
Laboratory for ,a complete examination. 

Custody of Firearms Exhibits and.~unition 

\lilien firearms, ammunition, fired bullets, or shells are sub
mitted to the Laboratory for examination, it is recommended that 
such exhibits remain in the custody of the Laboratory until the 
time of trialo 

Routine procedures in the Laboratory are to make a permanent 
record~ including serial numbers, of any weapon "'hich is submitted, 
and to test fired bUllets and shells from such weapons~ the test 
bullets and shells being retained permanently in our f21es o 

Fired bullets or shells ,which are submitted,such as fatal 
or assault exhibits in unsolved cases will remain permanently 
in our files until they are needed or requested either by the sub
mitting agency or the district attorney. These bullets and s~ells, 
as well as test bullets and shells, are cross compared ivith other 
similar exhibits and, if identification is made? the two submitting 
agencies are immediately advised. 

Such information as can be gathered from an examination of fired 
bullets or shells is placed in a special file recording all other 
similar cases. A constant cross check will be made comparing such 
fired bullets and shells su.bmitted and also comparing test bullets 
and shells abandoned, found or confiscated from weapo~s suspected 
of having been used in the commission of crimes or recovered under 
susnicious circumstances. In the card file of fatal exhibits and 
suspected weapons referred to, the individual exhibits are indexed 
according to class characteristics of the vleapon from which such 
fatal exhibits were fired. ThiS, it is anticipated, will be a 
constant source of valuable information enabling the Laboratory in 
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some instances to::!.dyise later the tyro submittj,ng agencies that 
either the same weapoh was used in firing both fatal bullets or fired 
shells or that two fatal bullets or shells on file vlere fired from a 
particular He,apon submitted for examination. Such findings and aids 
to enforcement agencies are J;:ossible from the markings remaining on 
eith~r fire6l bullets or shells and "Then made "rill be valuable infor
mation not otherwise available to the submitting enforcement agencies. 

The Laboratory? in order to serve better the enforcement structure 
of the state, maintains an'extensive reference collection of ammuni
tion and weapons of all types. This collection is important in that 
it suppli~.s factual information as to mechani9ms, se:rial and lot 
numbers, proof marks, safety devices and their possible malfunction? 
class characteristics evident on either shells or bullets. 

We are constantly seeking to supplement this reference collection 
of rifles, shotguns, machine guns, handguns and fixed metallic 
ammunition of all calibers and typ;;s,both foreign and American? modern 
and ancient .. 

In order to help the Laboratory attain the objectives stated 
above? both the Wisconsin Chiefs of Police Association and the 
Wisconsin Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs Associati.on have unanimously 
passed similar resolutions "~lich are quoted hereinG 

Ii'irearms Emibi ts Resolutions Passed by 
Wisconsin Chiefs of P.olicB Association 
and Wiscoilsin Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs 
Association. 

The follo'l,lling resolutions I,rere adopted at meetings of the two enforce
ment agency associations shown above and indicate the consensus of the 
members as to the proper handling and disposition of firearms exhibits 
encountered in investigationsg 

RESOLUTION UNANIHOUSLY ADOPTED AT THE ANNTJAL CONVENTION OF THE 
WISCONSIN CHIEFS OF POLICE ASSOCIATION? MILWAUKEE? WISCONSIN. 

'~t is desired that the Superintendent of the State Crime 
Laboratory i-lork out details so that fired bullets and shells recovered 
in the course of investigation of criminal cases will be received by 
the Laboratory, inter-compared, and reports forwarded to the Chief of 
Police and District Attorney relative to laboratory findings; and 

Also in all cases vlhere weapons are recovered ,.,hich are 
suspected of havj.ng been used in the commission of crime will be sent 
to the Laboratory and test bullets fired from them and a registration 
maintained at the L~boratory concerning all such weapons; and 

--
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It is further suggested that bullets and shells submitted be 
permanently retained at the Laboratory until such time as they may be 
needed in criminal proceedings '\Alhen they l.Jill be made available to 
the court hearing such criminal proceedings where the exhibit may be 
requirede At the completion of the criminal proceedings we suggest 
that they be returned to the Laboratory and permanently retained 
there, nmv, therefore be it 

That the Wisconsin Chiefs of Police Association go on record 
favoring this procedure 0 II 

RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT SHERIFFS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING. 

"It is requested that the Superintendent of the State Crime 
Laboratory vTOrk out details so that fired bullets and shells 
recovered in the course of investigation of criminal cases 'viII be 
received by the laboratory, inter-compared, and reports forwarded to 
the sheriff and district attorney relative to laboratory findings. 
Also in all cases where 'rfeapons are recovered which are suspected of 
having been used in the commission of crime l!fill be received by the 
Laboratory and test bullets fired from them and a registration 
maintained at the Laboratory concerning all such weapons. We further 
suggest that bullets and shells submitted be permanently retained at 
the Laboratory until such time as they may be needed in criminal 
proceedings when they will be made available to the court hearing 
such criminal proceedings where the exhibits may be required. At the 
completion of the criminal proceedings ,,,e suggest that they be 
returned to the Laboratory and permanently retained there." 

~isnositiQn of Firearms and. Firearms Evidence 

At the request of the Laboratory, Mr. William Ao Platz of the 
Attorney General's office has prepared for the convenience and USG of 
the district attorneys two suggested forms to be used as notices of 
motion for disposition of evidence and an order disposing of ev:,idence 
as provided under Wisconsin Statutes, 363.04. 

For the reasons previously stated, it is requested and urged 
that wherever possible, disposition of firearms evidence be in 
accordance with section 363.04 quoted below3 

Property seized under a search warrant or validly 
seized lvi thout a ",arrant shall be safely kept by the 
officer (who may leave it in the custody of the sheriff, 
taking a receipt therefor) so long as necessary for the 
purpose of being produced as evidence in any trial. " As 
soon as may be thereafter it shall be disposed of as 
follows, under the order of the court: 
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(5) Qgutrabaqg. Artic~es of contraband shall be 
destroyed. This include,s 'I.,rlthout limitation gambling 

, lottery tickets, obscene or other'l.'!ise illega~ 

~!~~~il~~~'i~~~~~~~!t~~O~~:dt~~l;~~~ii~~ ~~~~I~~~:~~ 
materials for makin~ them, and n~r~o lCv ~~~~ ~~ticles 
implements for smolnng them. Bu v lthf an., t may in its 

. 11 b bJe of innocent use, e cour sha e capa - t be sold and the proceeds 
~~~~r~~!~nt~r~~~ ~~~~~m~re~surer ;'ho shall acco~~ for 
and a them over to the state treasurer pursuan 0 

sectlo~ 59020 (5) for the use of the school fundo 
Narcotic drugs may be so sold only to a person legally 
entitled to possess them. 

11-96 

(8) Firearms, Exnlosive~~ etc. Firear~s~ amm~nition~ 

~~~~S~~~!'b~~~b~~e~i~r~~! ~~~~~ibn~~t~~~~1t:~~;i!e 
be shipued to and become tJ::e pro~erty ~f t' (5) hall 
1 borator Articles mentloned ln subsec lon s 
b: turnedY;ver to said laboratory a~ the request o~ ~he 
superintendent~ in lieu of ~estructlono The sUhe~!~erial 
tendent may, in his discretlon 9 destroy any suc 
for which the laboratory has no use. 

r 
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10 Recommended Form: NOTICE FOR DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE 

STATE OF WISCONSIN ____ COUNTy - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
STATE OF WISCONSIN~ 

11- 97 

v. 
Plaintiff, 

______ ~ _____________ ~Defendant. 

NOTICE OF MOTION 
FOR DISPOSITION 
OF EVIDENCE 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -TO: ____________________ _ 

Attorney for Defendant. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That on the ~ day of ____ . _______ ~ 

A.D. 19 __ , the undersigned will move to said court at its court-

room in the courthouse in the city of ________ , _____ _ 

county, iJHsconsin, pursuant to sec. 363. Ott., Stats 0, for an order 

directing the disposition of property seized in connection with 

the above entitled case as follOl,TS: 

1. That the ___ ~ __ ~ ,~ ________ ~ ______ ? Serial No e ___ 

(Description-Dfweapon) 
(constituting Ex. A in the said action), to~ether with the bullets 

(~xso B, C~ and D), exploded shells (Exso E and F), and the 

unfired (Exs II G thro~~h, M), shall be 
(ammunition) 

shipped to and become the property of the state crime laboratory; 

20 That the follovling articles of contraband shall, upon 

the request of the superintendent of the state crime laboratory, 

a copy of which is hereto attached, be turned over to said 
laboratory in lieu of destruction: 

(Here list articles of contraband, giving exhibit 
number s, if any:) 

Dated at 

A.D. 19 " -
---_______ ? Wisconsin, this _ day of __ ~,' 

JOHN DOE 
District Attorney 
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20 Recommended... Form: NOTICE FOR DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE 

STATE OF \NISCONSIN 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

v. 

. COURT COUNTY ----- ------ -.-.- - - - - - - - - - - - -," 

Plaintiff, 
ORDER DISPOSING 

OF EVIDENCE 
__________ ~Defendanto 

11-98 

The motion of John Doe, district attorney, for an order 

for the disposition of certain evidence, having come on for argu-

ment before the court on the ____ day of ______________ , AoDo 19 ___ , 

the said John Doe, district attorney, having appeared for the 

state and the defendant having appeared by ___________________ ? his 

attorney, s,nd the court having heard the arguments of counsel 

and being fully advised in the premises, now therefore it is 

ORDERED: 

1. That the , Serial 
(Description of Weapon) , , 

(constituting Ex. Ao in the said action), together -'----
v-Tith the bullets (Exso B, C, and D)? exploded shells (Exso E and 

F), and the unfired _____ ~ ______ ~~~--___ 
(ammUl'ii tion) 

(Exs. G through M), 

shall be shipped to and become the property of the state crime 

laboratory: 

2. That the follm.ring articles of contraband shall be 

turned over to said laboratory in lieu of destructiong 

(Here list articles of contraband, giving EXhibit num

bers, if any~) 

Dated at ______ ~ \I/isconsin, this ___ day of 

Ii 

() BY THE COURT: ______________ Judge 

--
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Fig. 32 SOFT X-RAYS (RADIOGRAPHS) USED IN 258 WIS. 290, 45 NW 20660 

~ Left front of jacket 
wr~:, b:: victim. 

B. Left shoulder of 
jacket worn by victim. 

C. Left back shoulder of 
jacket worn by vict1~. 

D. and E. Enlarged photographs of' some of the 
metal flakes (black spots) found in jacket fa.b:- i,'. 

Victim was shot twice. Shot No. 1 went through jaw and neck. 
Shot No. 2 entered head behind the left ear causing instant 
death. Fatal weapon was a 22 cal. 6" barrel target. revo1ver. 
Powder residues behind left ear established. that muzzle was 
6" to 8" from the victim's head when fired. In photographs 
A. B, and C, contact paper prints of soft x-r~s (radiographs) 
were made of the jacket and have been pinned to the Jacket in 
correct positions. White gummed ehiorcing circles localize 
areas where metal flakes were found imbedded in jacket fabric. 
These me'tal flakes were blown from gap a1; front end of cyl inder 
of revolver at time of firing. Soft x-rays were used in est
ablishing the presence of microscopic metal flakes (black 
spot-s in D and E). This evidence was in conflict with state
ment of defendant that shots were fired during struggle with 
victim for possession of weapon. Metal flakes on the back of 
the left shoulder makes victim's contact with weapon ~n 
anatomical impossibility. 

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 
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Fig. 33 POSSIBLE LABORATORY DETERMINATIONS ADMISSIBLE AS EVIDENCE 

A 
B 
C 
0 
E 
F 
G 
H 

EXHIBIT POSSIBLE LABORATORY I REQUIRED BY 
DETERMINATION LABORATORY 

Make, Caliber, Ty- e of Firearms from 

FIRED BULLET 
which each could have been discharged; 

Fired bullets. type of propellant used, in firing; name 
of maker and maker's designation as 
to type, caliber, etc. 

Make, Caliber, Type of Firearm in 
FIB ED CAHTRIDGE which each could have been fired; type 
CASE of propellant used in firing; name of Fired cartridge c(Jse. 

maker and maker's designation as to 
type, caliber, etc. 

TWO ort l\lOHE FIRED In addition to A, whether two 01' all Two or all fired bullets. BL'LLETS Wert' fired ft'om the same firearm. 
, 

TWO OR MORE FIRED In addition to B, whether two 01" all Two 01' all fired cartridge 
CARTRIDGE CASES w~re fired from the same firearm. cases. 

FIRED BULLET AND In addition to A abo\'e, whethet· bullet Suspected fit'elll'ln lllld fired 
SUSPECTED FIREARM was fit'ed from suspected firearm. bullet. See Note 2. 

FIRED CARTRIDGE In addition to B above, whether car- Suspected firt'Hrm lll1d fin'rl 
CASE AND tl'idge case was fired in suspected fire- cartridge cuses. Sec Note 2. SUSPECTED FIREARM arm. 

A FIREARM. 
AMMUNITION. AND A Approximate distanct' at which shot Scaled PhotClgrnphs. 
SCALED PHOTOGRAPH was disehurged. Sec Note 2. 
OF POWDER OR 
SHOT PATTERN 

SHOT PELLETS AND ~i;w of ~hot, and gauge designation of Shot pellets and:ot' shot 
WADS' lll'lll firing wuds. wads. 

J. "'ir,·t! hulh'lH, fir,·d I:lLllridgl: CftSI'S or fired shot shells and suspec-ted firearm and any ammunition. 
ltjJ:"lh,.r wilh mlLnllfa{:turl~rll' boxes, if recovered in Investigation should be inventoried. These 
;ihtwld tlf' submiUI'd to the Laboratory after clearance with District Attorney's offiCe and with 
sllr".rio!' offll:,'r. 

2. Cnnsull tIll! LlLhorntory conc('rning the making of scaled photographs of powder patterns on vie
Urn's skin, doorH, wallH, (~tc. If clothing is lIuspccted of eontainln6r powder residues they can be 
wruPIWcJ in I:lI!ILn pRpl~r or plae()d In a clean paper bag and preserveCl. They should be handled as 
liltle ILS POllllibll~. 

Copyright 1947 by C. M. l11son. Reproduced from "'!be lisconsin Sb.erift Magazine". 1948. 
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Comparative micrography may be defined as the application of 
Visual, optical or photographic methods of comparing surface 
details, objects, or articles which have been deformed as the result 
of one solid object coming either violently or under the action of 
pressure in contact with a solid second object. 

In a broad sense, the modern laboratory applications of these 
methods of demonstrating the similarity of such transfers of class 
and individual characteristics to the surfaces of fired bullets 
and thells fired in a particular \'leapon might be considered as a 
specific example of comparative micrography applied in the field of 
firearms identification. 

The application of comparative micrography methods in the 
field of criminal investigations is not nevI. It involves in part 
the comparison of individual characteristics found to be present 
on the door of a safe or on the surface of a wooden door or door 
jamb i-'Thich has been forced by means of a pry bar, crow bar; and 
cutting tools. In these cases of forced entrY,technically speaking, 
the elasti c limit of the material deformed 1>las -exc eeded so that 
the surfaces of the two objects were perw~nently deformed. Under 
these conditions, if there are individual characteristics present 
on the surface of the cutting tool or the pry bar, we would 
expect the reverse impression of these characteristics to be trans
ferred to the surface of the objecto 

The applications of comparative micrography have been applied 
to a great many types of evidence in criminal investigations. Wire 
nails, machined surfaces, harPJ!1er marks, rod or bolt cutters, saws, 
metal (twist) drills" parts of bombs or infernal machines have 
been successfully compared to demonstrate that the deformations 
of the surfa.ces of! two objects formed or cut 'W"as accomplished with 
the same tool. It is impossible to reproduce artificially the 
distinctive individual characteristics fou:nd to be present on the 
surfaces of cutting, turning, or forming tools. 

In considering the possibility as to whether or not materials 
in an investigation are suitab~!..8 for exarr~5..~-;s~~lon ty the Laboratory, 
it is well to commence with a description of the ways in which 
solids can be deformed. 

From a mechanical ptandpoint 3 solid materials are deformed in 
one of the five ways that are illustrated Fig. 34. Solid materials 
to be considered here are as follm-Js: meta.ls, plastics, wood, etc. 
Permanent deformation of these materials mn;!" be accomplished by the 
application of a mechanical force in one O~~ the five ways illustrated, 
this force being of such magnitude as to pr\')uuce a permanent de-
form ti on of the original ob ject. This deformation invariably 
indicates how the force was applied. If the deforming Object is 
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harder than the object deformed, the nature, size, shape, and also 
the reverse impressions of microscopic surface defects will be 
transferred to the surface of the softer object deformed. 

In the first case, No. I, Fig. 34 that of tension~ the dcforma
tion of metals, certain types of plastics, wood, and other solid 
materials which have opposing forces applied to them to the extent 
that a permanent deformation or possibly a fracture occurs, the 
evidence 6f how these forces were applied will remain on the 
original object until the deformed object is itself again changed. 
The srune is true in the case of compression~ case No~ II. In this 
case the forces applied to an object produce in combination the 
resultant permanent deformation of the original object in the 
form of compression" Evidence of this type of deformation remains 
until the original object is altered in some way. In the case of 
shear, case No. III, the distortion and shearing of the surface 
of the original object by the application of opposing forces through 
the media of the sharp edges of the cutting tool 't'rill leave con
clusive evidence as to the form and shape of the deforming blades. 
Usually in such situations the reverse impression of any accidental 
or individual characteristics existing on the shearing blades 
will be left on the surfaces of the original sheared objects. 

In cases where flexing or bending, Case IV, Fig. 34, produces 
a permanent deformation of the original ob ject, the '!,'lay in which 
the forces were applied to the deformed object is clearly demonstrated 
by a careful examination of the deformed or bent object. The same 
is true in the case of torsion where the twisting force is applied 
around the axis of the original bar as illustrated in Case V, Fig. 34. 

Where there has been a permanent deformation of an object by 
the application of a force, to a solid object, the ~agnitude of which 
exceeds the elastic limit of a solid object ~hich is so deformed 
the nature of the deforming force and object will be indicated by 
the dimensions, shape, and extent of the localized force applied to 
the deformed object. If the deforming object possesses individual 
characteristics which are peculiar to this particular object and 
to no other, we would likewise expect the reversed impression ·of 
these characteristics to be transferred to the surfaces of two or 
more objects deformed in succession by the same tool. ~or example, 
in the case of the use of a solid steel punch used to punch a 
combination safe, the reverse 9haracteristics at the tip of the 
deforming punch would be left on the surface of the safe which was 
punched. This is illustrated in Fig. 35. In addition to class 
characteristics such as the diameter and shape of the tj~ of the 
punch being left on the surface of the punched safe, th8 reverse 
impression of individual characteristics would also be found to 
have been transferred to the surface of the parts of the safe sO 
deformed, as is illustrated in Fig. 35, UAIf and nOif. 

The comparative micrography laboratory technician supplied with 
the deformed parts of buildings, safes, doors, windows, etc. actually 
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Fig. 35 EMBOSSED' MARKINGS 
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proceeds in an orderly manner to consider first the nature, size, 
shape, or contour of the deforming tool used to effect entry or 
to accomplish the deformation. Incidental to this study a careful 
examination is made as to the possibility of the existence of 
class characteristics, ~'Vhich are those characteristics that' may 
be common to another similar tool of the same size and type. In 
this study the technician also investigates the possible presen(!e 
or absence of individual characteristics which may be present 
and peculiar to one particular tool and to no other. Individual 
characteristics are those distinctive accidental characteristics 
peculiar to one particular too~ and to no other. 

In the case of wire or rod cutters of the type illustrated 
in Figs. 36, 41 and 44} the use of these tools is an example of 
a squeezing action which results in the permanent deformation of 
the objects cut and at the same time leaves the reverse· impression 
of any class or individual characteristics of any distinctive 
indi vidual characteristics 1'IThich ma:,>r be present in the cutting 
jaws such as nicks, grinding marks, etc. Rods or wires cut in 
succession with the same pair of cutting jaws vlOuld be expected 
then to leave the reverse imnression of individual characteristics 
present on the cut ends which are· suitable for study,,'comparison, 
and identification. The same is true of cold chisels, screwdrivers, 
pry bars, metal or twist drills, hammers, sledge hammers, picks, 
mattocks, carpenters' bars, crow bars, ripping bars, metal saw 
blades, etc. as listed in Figs. 41, 42 and 43. 

If the comparative micrography laboratory is able to demon
strate that individual characteristics of a particular type and 
kind of tool exists on the surfaces of two objects from burglaries 
or offenses cOlnmitted at different places and at different times, 
then it can be reasonably concluded and reported to the submitting 
agencies that the same tool was used in deforming the objects at 
each of the two widely-separated burglaries. 

Also, if the comparative micrography laboratory technician is 
supplied with deformed Q~jects from the scene of burglaries and 
suspected tools which may be taken from the possession of a burglary 
suspect, he is often able to demonstrate that the deformation of 
the object in question at the scene of the burglary was accomplished 
by means of the particular tool submitted for examination and by 
no other. The value of findin[s of this type, which are admissible 
as eVidence, need not be enlarged upon here. 

vVhen such a conclusion is possible on the part of the comparative 
micrography laboratory technician, he will then be in a position 
to report to the interested agency the similarities which exist. 
Subsequently his interpretation or the basis of his opinion later 
will be received in evidence before a court of record as a matter 
of expert opinion. 
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A. 

Fi g. 36 WIRE OR ROD CUTTERS 

i/ 

DOUBLE ·V·ACC{/TE nNGLC Cl/TTERS 
"""' ......... CUTTING F'lIcES Ct./TTING ..JAWS 
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B. 
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Fa/fCE JlNO cur ~NOS WIRES 
MOVEMENT Off RO Os. 

c. 

CUTTERS 
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DEFORMATION 
OF $(/RrACE"oS 
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Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 
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Extensions of the subject of comparatlve micrography have been 
suc?essfully accompli~hed in other fields such as cases involving 
mutllated or cut sect~~ns of bone from a victim's body. (See Fig~ 37.) 
If a sharp o~ blunt. 00 Ject deformed the bone of a victim, leaving 
tJ:1e ~everse lmpresSlons of such ob jects on the surface of the 
v:-ctlm's bone} the possibilities of identification by comparative 
m1.crography should be considered. Whe.te a knife was used to dis
~ember a body of a victim in a murder case and the knife had cut 
:-nt? several ske~etal members of the victim, individual character
lStlcs of the knlfe blade used were left in the surface of the 
bone. so d~f?rme~ or al~ered, thus pro~riding the basis of comparison 
an~ ldentlflcatlon of ~he suspected knife. In another case in 
whlch the victim was repeatedly struck about the head and face with 
a hammer~ the determination of the class characteristics of the 
hammer were possible permitting a description of the type and size 
o~ the haml!ler used to be supplied to the enforcement .agency (See 
F:L.gure 3 7 • ) • 

.~?der certain.con~itions information of value concerning the 
co~dlG~ons of app~lcatlon of the force applied in deforming an 
obJect can be derlved.from.a careful examination of the objects 
defo~med= When an obJect ~s altered by another hard object, the 
appllcatlon of the force producing the deformation may be in one 
of the following ''lays: an impact blow, the application of a steady 
forc~, 0: by the application of an intermittent force, or by the 
appl~catlon of a steady forc,e ,'{here slippage takes place in the 
process of cutting or deforming an object. 

Very often a careful examination of the deformed object will 
ans~er.the question no~ only as to the nature of the tool or object 
proauclng the deformatlon, but also as to the information of value 
concerning the ~ethod by whicJ:1 the deforming force was applied to 
the deform~ct obJ~ct. Often t~mes the nature and a description of 
the deformlng obJect or tool may be determined and reported. 

Sharp-edged tools used to cut another object deform the surface 
of the object cut. Usually in cases where a pocket knife an ax 
a chisel, a wood pl~ne blade, etc., are used, this type of edged' 
tool. not only conta~ns grinding and finishing marks but also 
acqulres, as the result of use, certain accidental or individual 
characteristics which are microscopically identifiable as minute 
f~acture~ o~ ni?ks in the cutting edge of the tool. These leave 
~~ghly dls~~nct7ve marks on the surface of objects cut or deformed 
~n successlo~ wlth a particular edged tool, thus providing the 
laborator~ Wl th a reliable means of identification ~of eithe!', a tool 
and an obJect cut or deformed with a particular tool' or as'an 
alternative provide a comparison of two objects which have been 
cut or deformed with the same tool. 

Under the statutes the commission of the crime of burglary pre
supposes forcible entry into the burglarized premises. In this 
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definition of the crime of burglary ther~ is presupposed the basic 
mechanical forces just discussed. . 

The effectiveness of the laboratory technical aid 1-.11ioh can 
be rendered to s ubmi tting agencies in burglary cases is almost 
wholly dependent upon the accuracy and completeness of information 
as well as the proper materials being recovered at the scene of a 
particular burgla.ry and submitted to the Laboratory. \ve have 
p:::-epared a list of the common tools or articles 1-rhich are used in 
the commis~ion of burglaries. This list appears in the discussion 
entitled "Burglary Investigations." It will be noted that in this 
table 45 objects are listed. In the appropriate column the pos
sibJe identifications that may be made by the laboratory have been 
indicated. 

Burglary is one of the most common felonious crimes committed 
today. Ninety per cent of all burglaries reported are committed 
at night. This, in part, accounts for the fact that the burglar 
or burglars are relatively seldom seen and for this reason seldom 
identified or connected with a particular burglary. The exception 
to thj~ is in those rare cases where stolen articles can be 
positively identified or where a confession is obtained from one 
member of a burglaJ'.~ group. For these reasons, the enforcement 
agency must rely almost entirely upon the assembly of circumstantial 
evidence to establish the .£2£p-us delicti and tie the guilty party 
or tools to the crime or crimes committed. 

The question of bringing the burglary iIlvestigation to a suc
cessful conclusion can only be measttred in terms of the attainment 
of the following objectives: (I) positive identification and 
apprehension of the guilty participants and conspirators; (2) 
recovery of as much of the loot or proceeds of the burglary as pos
sible; and (3) successful prosecution of all guilt~ parties. In 
the accomplishment of the stated objectives, the enforcement agencies 
must exhaust the possibility of circumstantial evidence and informa
tion available to them in each bona fide complaint which is received 
and investigated. As has been stated, the laboratory technical 
facilities are able to contribute much coordinated data and informa
tion :Lf the information and physical evidence is properly co:llected, 
marked, and submitted to the laboratory, (Suggested Methods of 
Removal of Wood Parts of Screens, Wi.ndows, Doors or door jambs is 
illustrated Fig. 39..:..nd40 Before removal always obtain owner's 
permission. '\ 

\~ 

When an agency receives a complaint of a burglary, in the 
course of the subsequent investigation the officer should make a 
very careful examination of the scene of the burglary. In this 
examination the possibility of latent fingerprints should always 
be kept in mind. Incidental to this search of the burglarized 
premises, the method of effecting entry to the building should be 
ascertained. If it is not .obvious, the officer should carefully 
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examine every window, door, skylight, coal chute, etc., through 
which the burglars could have effected entry. If there are doors, 
locks; or safes which have been forced, the same careful considera
tion should be given to these objects in order to ascertain how 
entry into the locked object was effected. If locked file or fire 
cabinets have been forced, a safe has been punched or blown, or 
a desk drawer forced, a careful examination should be made of 
objects ef this type to ascertain if there are any tool marks present 
on the surface. If' any such evidence is found, an attempt appreved 
by the owner, sheuld be made to remove that portion of the ebject 
which contains the teel marks. As roas been indicated, this should 
only be dene after 'the approval ef the ov-mer has been obtained. In 
the remeval of such parts every effort should be made to cut out 
that portion containing the toel mark in such a way that the original 
teol mark will net be changed. After marking preperly for identifica
tion, the removed object should be submitted to the Laboratery with 
a case referral form giving complete data on this particular investi
gation. The proceeds of the burg12ry sheuld be carefully listed in 
reporting this effense to' the Laberatory. Particular attention 
should be given to the preparation of as accurate and complete a 
description as possible of any objects ef leot which are discovered 
missing frem the burglarized premises. In cases involving the 
theft of firearms, electrical tools and equipment, radiO's, \"Velding 
torch regula-tors 3 every reasonable effort should be made to obtain 
the original serial number, make, color, type, style, and size of 
the objects stelen. 

If an enforcement agency enceunters in the pessession of a 
burglary suspect, or of a persen acting under suspicious- circurrl~ 
stances, objects possession of which cannot be explained, the same 
complete and accurate description should be communicated to the 
laboratery. Any tools abandoned at the scene, or found in the car 
er in the possession of burglary suspects should be {orwarded to 
the Laboratery for comparison with tool marks submitted by other 
agencies in their investigation of burglaries. Back issues of the 
Wisconsin Law Enforcement Bulletin file sheuld be examined to 
ascertain whether or net objects ef the type enceuntered have been 
previously listed as having been the proceeds of other burglaries 
reported to the Laboratery. 

In those cases where objects are encountered and there is 
evidence that s_tamped serial numbers have been removed from metal 
objects o.r name plates, the Laboratory may be able to restere the 
serial numbers, thus assisting the enforcement agencies in tracing 
such objects" 

If latent fingerprints are found at the scene of a burglary, 
either scaled photegraphs or the eriginal lifts sheuld be made 
available to the Laboratory for retention in eur files where they 
will be subsequently cross-checken r-gainst ether burglary finger
prints submitted. If the identities -of suspects are made known to 
the Laboratory, efforts will be ma·de to obtain fingerprints for 
comparison purposes. 
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-The immediate locale of a burglary should be carefully canvassed 
to ascertain frem peeple living nearby whether or not any unusual 
S?~d~ were heard. or automobiles seen or strangers observed in the 
v~c~n~ty at the t~me in questien. Further, a careful search should 
b? ~la~e of back areas, loading platforms, etc., in the immediate 
v~c~n~ty of commercial establi.shments to ascertain whether or not 
th?re are any footprints or tire impressions present which might be 
su~table for preservation. 

If footprints or tiTe impressions are encountered, £irst of 
all, scaled photographs should be made of these. FollOlf\Ting this., 
an attempt sho~ld ~e made. to make a three-dimensional cast of any 
such foot or t~re ~mpress~ons. These foot and tire impressions 
~hould t~en be pr?per~y marked, packed and forwarded to the Laboratory 
f?r deta~led exam~nat~on and comparison with other such casts sub
nutted. Under such circumsta.nces the casts so submitted to the 
Laboratory will be retained fer q. period of approximately 60 days 
and ~hen ~e retur~ed to the original submitting agency. Such 
deta~led ~nformat~on can be obtained from these cases and from the 
scaled photegraphs referred to and will be permanently retained in 
the laboratory files. 

There have b~en inclu~ed in this section of the manual Figs. 
?3, 39 an~ 40, wh~ch go~ta~n suggested procedures to be followed 
~n re?ord~ng.necessary ~nfermation and the preper recovery of tool 
mark ~mpress~ons encountered in burglary investigations. 

\~ere there appears to be any question as to the proper method 
of removal of.pa~tsof furniture, fire cabinets~ file cabinets, 
safes, etc. 1 ~t ~s r::uggested that the Laboratory be contacted by 
letter or in person for advice and counsel as to the most satis
factory method of making available the parts of these objects which 
W9uld be suitable for examination and study by the Laboratory. See 
Fl.g~ 23. 
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The following figure illustrates the appllcati'bn of comparative 
micrography to the skull of the victim in a murder case. 

In this case the victim vvas repeatedly struck on the head and 
face with a hammer. The appearance of the forehead above the left 
eye is shown in A. The radial arrows indicate the curved object 
crushed the skull and tore skin in the forehead (probably the side 
of hammer was used), H in figure "An refers to tear probably 
produced by the handle of the hammer. The top of the skull cap as 
removed at autopsy is sho't'm in HBIt. The crushing and nicking of 
the skull by the han~er face are numbered in the photograph. Nick 
No" 2 was photographed and is reproduced at "C n• A turned steel 
plug was made whose diameter very closely approximated the diameter 
of the face of the hammer. This steel plug: Photographs liD" and 
nEn~ has been placed in the crushed depression in the skull for 
photographing nick No.2. 

S~rized find~ng~. 

It is apparent that a curved hammer approximating the 
radius of the radial arrOi,rfS in A was used and that one 
face of this hammer was circular in form and had a diameter 
approximating "d tl in Photograph "Elf or 1/2 inch. This 
description corresponds with a curved upholsterers hammer. 

Fig, 37 COMPARATIVE MICROGRAPHY APPLIED 

Source: Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 

Un:1.versity of Wi~consin Extension 
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BURGLARY INVESTIGATIONS 
:!< 

Ex"plc!:1}a~ory Note: 

The mat.erial in this section ~Tas originally prepared for police 
officersc However, prosecuting attorneys and criminal court judges 
should be interested in reading it for the knowledge given of the 
basic rudiments of crime prevention and detection. 

This section consists of the following: 

A. "Burglary-Residence II 
B~ HBurgla.ry--Commercial il 

C~ "Burglary-Safes" 
D" IIList of Burglar Toolsil 

A. BURGLARY-RESID";;NCE 

Operations of Residence Bur~l~~ 

10 With residence burglars there is often a period of planning be~ 
fore the actual burglary when they visit the residential sections 
to select favorable places. During this period of visiting or 
casing, they may act as a ddor to door salesman, insurance agent, 
meter reader, windm'l washer, stranger lost or confused, etc. 
They may carry faked or real credentials; and if acting as a sal~ 
man, they may carry samples or a sample case. 

The purpose of this . preliminary casing i~to learn the hours the 
house is unattended, the movements of ne1.ghbors, the presence of 
patrolmen,. the available means of entry and of get-awu¥, etc. 
The observations may be casual or they may cover a per1.od of 
several days. In rare instances they may continue for three or 
four weeks. 

Suggestions for Police Officers to Give Householders 

1. Residential inhabitants frequently advertise their absence by 
leaving a light burning in the front room with the shades up~ 
the garage door open and no dar in sight. Burglars call this a 
iiset up. fl 

A light should be left burning in a room not visible from the 
outside. 

Based on material p;~pared by Bureau of Trade and Industrial 
Education, California State Department of Education. Distribution 
restricted to Enforcement Agencies ~ . Pe.:rmis$~iQn·:~.o use granted by 
John p. Peper, Supervisor, Peace Officer's Training School, 
California State Depf.-rtment of Education. 
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1. Evening burglaries occur between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m~, the 
hours when the occupants are attending social fun,ctions, movies, 
or visiting friends. 

20 In the afternoons burglars often operatm between 1:00 p.m. and 
5:00 p.m., the time when occupants are out shopping, visiting, 
or at work, and when servants are out of the house. 

Loc~tion and 02erations of Residence Burglar~ 

1. Amateur burglars and juveniles often operate in the Vicinity in 
which they live. 

2. Professional burglars often operate in a part of the city or 
county away from their residence and often come from other 
localities" 

3. Automobiles play an important part in residence burglaries. They 
provide a quick get away) a convenient and disguised method for 
transporting stolen~oods. 

4. They may park their car in the dr5veway of the house to be at-
tacked, behind the house or closeby. 

Facto££ Affecting Selection of Residence 

1. Absence of or poor street illumination 

2. Houses set c1:. '~e together providing dark passage't'lays 

MOdus Operanfti of R~ential Burglars 

1. A careful study of the details of operations employed in each 
burglary, if properly catalogued and crOSS-indexed, will provide 
a valuable fund of information by which it is possible to link 
two or more burglaries to one burglar or to a team. 

2. An amateur or juvenile burglar is often inconsistent in his M.O., 
but as he becomes more experienced he will become a specialist. 
He will seldom leave his field. He shows a marked narrowness of 
thought; for having been successful with one method, he believes 
it will suffice. For example, if he has been successful at 
entering through a back wind own, he w ill probably follow the 
same course throughout his career. 

3" Careful conSideration given to loot or articles of value missing 
will sometimes provide a preliminary indication as to whether the' 
burglary was committed by a profeSSional, amateur or juvenile. 

T.ools Used, 

See be: ow, subsection "D" 

-,~ --~- . 
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1. When 1"lorking in pairs s one will ring the front door bell while the 
other goes to the s ide or rear of the house to listen~ The man 
a:t the rear door \lTill then knock, and if no response, he will 
cneck the garage to see if the car is gone. 

2~ A single burglar, working alone, will often resort to some of the 
subterfuges in In above to determine whether or not the house is 
vacant" 

3~ Some burglars will watch an intended victim's house from a near
by park or public place; others may observe an intended victim 
in his place of business and follow him home. A potential victim 
may have been seen to flash a roll in a public place, ar..~~ will 
be followed home by the burglar 1'Jho will enter the home when the 
victim is asleep. 

Trade Marks 

The burglar raids ice box, cooks meal, commits.nuisances, cuts tele-" 
phone wires, pulls main electric switch 1 prepares exit, leaves note, 
removes glass from windown "V'lithout breaking it, uses glass cutter, 
pulls"blinds, closes "venetian blinds and turns one slat up, writes on 
walls, burns matches, etc. 

Early :fI.Torning_ Burglar 

1. He gene~ally does not organize bis work. He prowls the residentllU 
districts looking for open. windows or other easy means of entry. 

2" Either he enters 1"lhile people are sleeping or he uses a pole or 
wire to retrieve articles left near windo"V?!"'. 

3. Sometimes this type of burglar will commit Q sex offense if a 
woman is alonp. in the house. 

Day Burgla±: 

He may pass himself off as a salesman, meter reader, window washer, or 
he may telephone to ascertain if victim is home. Some burglars wat'ch 
the newspapers for funeral notices and burglarize the home of occupants 

1"lho are attending the funeral ~ 

Lookout 

1. He may be a person strolling by outside--even perhaps presumably 
taking a dog for a walk. He may sit in a car or he may enter the 
house and watch from the window. 

2. Frequently women will act as lookouts. 
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1. One type may park his car in the driveway. This type will 
usually take clothing, electrical appliances, radios, silverware, 
or household articles of relatively little value o 

2. Another type may park his car a short distance away. This type 
will usually limit his loot to smaller articles such as money, 
jewelry, portable radios, etc~ 

Evening Burglar (victim home) 

10 He is known as a party burglar or fishing pole burglar. 

20 He will drive or walk around until he spots a party or gathering 
of peonleo He will then drive to t he side or rear of the house 
and look for the, room where the guests had placed the ir wraps. 

3a He will either climb in and rLfle the purses or fish them out 
with a stick. He usually takes only the money'from the purses 
and throws the purses nearby. 

Hotel Burglar 

1. This ~}~e often rents a room and observes the habits of other 
guests. 

20 Often two burglars will ~urk together. They may be a man and 
woman. 

3. They will knock on doors, or telephone the rooms, to ascertain 
if the occupants are absent. If so, then by using a pass key or 
lock ,picks, the enter roomo 

40 Another type retains their room key and returns later on to the 
room .. 

5 c J"l.nother type of burglar prowls the hotel halls in the early morn
ing hours, effects an entry and rifles through clothing and purses. 
He will usually only take money and jewelry .. 

6 0 If a hotel burglar is su!."prised in th e act of opening a door, he 
may pretend he is drunk and has made a mistake in room or floor 
numbers. This type is usually quite bold and may be successful 
in convincing the house d etetlti ve or guest that caught him that 
he made an honest mistake. 

!R~rtrnont and Rooming Hou~urgl~ 

1. Any of the hotel subterfuges may be used. 

2. An accomplice or lookout may put an envelope in 'b[l6' mailbox. 
If, the victim comes home and removes the envelope, the lookout 
will ring the bell of the apartment to warn his partner, before 
the victim has time to walk to the room. 

--
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SteDs to R~ Tak~in the Preliminary Investigati(")n 

1. Protect the scene from policemen not detailed to the investigation 
and from curious citizens. 

2. Consider unusual conditions as suspici(")us circumstances upti~ 
evaluated. Inconsequential details may provide important lin!<..o 
with past or Iuture offenses. 

.3. Do not obliterate footprints, fingerprints, til?e mark s or any 
other physical evidence of this type. Properly protect fing8r
prints until processed. 

4. Cover footprints or tire tracks found outdoors with a box or 
board, and, if possible, detail an officer to protect it. 

5. Contact pGrsons living or \',Torking in the vicinity to ascertain 
if they smV' or heard' anything that might help the investigator. 

6. Tool Marks: obtain owner's permission to remove material having 
tool marks" See Figs. 39 and 40. Do not try to fit suspected 
tool in tool marks at bt:rglary scene,. 

7. lVlark all evidence recovered for purposes of identification. This 
pertains both to evidence from the scene and from a suspect. 

Making Bunglarv Report 

2. 

3. 

Describe the pr0perty accurately and list any unusual artlcles 
whether thev have value (")r not. The unusual articles will many 
times trip a suspect. 

Tell the victim to get serial number.s whenever possible. 

~~ke the report tell a complete story; give all details. 

Do not reveal tQ the victim when the the detectives will be out 
to make thoir investigation. 

Crqising 

1. If you see a person who looks out of place in the neighborhood, 
because of his cloth ing, vlalk or mannerisms, he should be 
questioned. Proper identification should be registered. 

2. If you sed a car mOving slowly with or without lights, follow 
and observe its actions for a reasonable length of time, and 
then overtake and question its occupants. Use extreme caution. 

Preliminary Questi~ 

10 ~hen questioning, listen intensely to any explanati(")ns offered. 
VVatch the suspects billfold cl osely when he is looking for his 
iderlt ifi·cation. You may observo pawn tickets or ident ification. 
cards bearing another name. 
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20 Look for plaster or dust on his clothing; look for fresh cuts 
on hands and face; look at toes of shoes for scuffs, mud or 
grass. 

Un~sual Articles 

Ui1u3ual articles would includ e artic =Les normally used by the other 
sex, letters addressed to other individuals, cigarette lighter or 
suitcases having another's initials. The burgla~ may carry an un
usual amount of small change, old coins, or even parts of a stamp 
collection. 

Answering "BUrglary in Progr,§ss U Call 

Know your d:istrict. You shnuld be acquainted with house numbers 
so that it would not be necessarr to use a flashlight~ Approach 
quietly. Don't slam car door. Turn off the radio receiver, but 
leave the microphone plugged in, fb r you may want to call for 
assistance. 

At th~ Sce~eof the BurglarY 

1. 

2. 

30 

Get a description of the suspect, if possible, and broadcast 
it5 If you get a g00d descriptinn from the victim, start 
searching the vicirrtty at once, and interview the victim later. 

Check parked cars, beer joints, cares, pool halls, etc~" in 
the vicinity. Also check streetcar and bus stops. 

Any stolen car found in the vicinity should be held for 
prints since it may have be0n driven by the burglar. 

B. BURGLi~RY - COMMERCIAL 

General 

1. Commercial burglaries are the most comnlOn for peace offi cers • 
The reason is that thare is a greater chance for the criminal 
to make a personal gain. 

2. Some <:if t re mor'e successful burglars will attack only certain 
types of commercial enterprises such as: 

a. ser~ ice 
b. garages 
c. grocery 
d. hardware 
e. clothfimg 

stations 

stores a nd markets 
stores 
stores 

f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 

jewelry stores 
manufacturing plants 
schools 
radio and app~iance stor8S 
chain or co-op stores 

--
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3~ Commercial burglaries dealing with safes are discussed in the 
next article. 

4·~ Commercial burglaries may be committed by one man or by a group. 

5~ Nearly every gang that operates successfuJ.1y have their intended 
victims cased before attacking. The casing may be done by persons 
acting as customers, or as trades people, such as ma0azine sales
man, ice cream vendors, fire inspec"tors, insurance inspectors, 
itinerant repairmen, window washers: taxi drivers, etc! In some 
cases even private patrolmen have becin used. 

6~ In almost all cases this type knows the whereabouts of the patrol
men on the beat. 

Types of B u~~ari~~ 

1. Commercial burg1ar:ie s are committed by various types of 
specialists. There are some burglars who attack only lofts, 
othervlis e known as stock-ronms.. Burglars may specialize i.n 
met~10ds llse to enter bui1dings--through a tunnel, skylight, 
roof, wall, smashed window and forced door. Some may hide in 
the building during the regular business hours. 

2. Loft burglars are more comnon in the east. They generally are 
skillful, professional criminals; they calculate risks, profits I 
and methods of efficiency before each job. 

a. Usually the gan8 consists of three to five. 
boOne man--the 1Yfinderif--has the duty of locating possible 

loot and of observing the layout. He notes location and 
types of burglar alarms, the manner in vmich doors and windows 
are secured, the street and rear yard areas, and location of 
watchmen, if any. 

c. They usually gain entrance in one of the following ways: 
(1) They rent a vacant loft in the building below or above 

the one to be attacked o ~ccess is then made by cutting 
a hole. 

(2) One person hides in the building during business hours. 
(3) They bl:eak into building from nutside. Lookout replaces 

padlock on door in order to decoive the patrolmenQ 

3. Tunnel burglar: This type is not common. On some occasions 
banks have been entered l-.y thi s type. This type have to case 
the premises very well in order to determine feasibility of 
a tunnel, what obstacles to avoia, and where final entrance 
can be mado. The burglar may rent the building adjoining to use 
as his base of operations and for the disposal of refuse from 
the tunnel. False walls have been built so the refuse couJd not be 
seep from the street. 

i \ 
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4. SkYlight ~urg~ar. He usually enters through skylight because 
building J..S wJ..red for burglar alarm or building is too difficuJt 
to force entry in any other manner. 

a.. H~ reaches roof b:r use o~ a ladder, adjo:in:ingbuildings, 
sJ..gn boards, publJ..c serV1ce poles or by a rope and honk. 

bo After gaining acces to roof, he will either break skylight 
or slide out a section of glass. He lowers himself by ~ 
rope or garden hose. 

~. After burglarizing the building he may leave by a donr or 
window or he may leave by climbing up the rope. 

5. Roof Burglar. He gains access to roof in same manner as the 
skylight burglar. He bores holes .in a section of the roof 
large enough to allow his body to s lip through. Then by use 
of a keyhole saw he connects these holes until the section is 
cut out. 

6 0 Wall Cutter. This type of burglar will break into a vacant 
building ne~t to the one he wu~ts to attack and then proceeds m 
cut a h?le J..n the wall. SometJ..mes this burglar will cut throuw 
an outsJ..de wall from an alley or vacant lot. This type of burglar 
has b edn knoi-'m to leave his tools by the hole. 

7. Hide-out Burglar.. He hides in tbe building during the business 
hours. At a predetermined time he will open the entrance way 
~sua11y a back door" for his accomplices. (A hide-out .freque~t1y 
1S a solo ... operator) He may hide in the washroom locker room 
storGroom, under th~ counter, or behind merchandis~. ' 

8. Sub~erfuge Met~od. This m~thod is successful in vicinities wher~ 
po1J..ce patrol J..S spurce. 111e method is to have a call placed for 
the patrol car to 1ea\re the area. 

9. },iindow smasher. He is usually a youth, 15 to 20 years of age, 
who depends on fleetness of foot to make his get a,.,ay. He will 
usually operate late at night or in the early morning hours when 
the s ~reets are deserted. He will throw a rock or box through 
the W J..ndow glass, grab some merchandise and run. 

10. The .jimmYor stron -arm Eur,£:lar. This type forces their way 
into t~e building. See list of tools below.) In this case the 
tool w111 leave valuable evidence in the marks and they should 
be

6
preserved. Entrance may be forced by using a railroad tie or 

a to Sf length of heavy timber placed between the door and the 
the rear axle of th.e car. Footprints may be found on shelves 
counte:s, chairs! etc. ~his burglar will take fountain pens,' 
t:rpewrJ..ters, add1ng machJ..nes, ch eck protectors che cks liquor 
c1garett(;:s:--most anything of value he can carry in a b~g on his 
pt;lrson or 1n the car ~ , 

Whon investigating, officers should have victim look through his 
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check beok. S0l1!e burglars will take checks from the middle or 
back of che ck book thinking they will not be mis sed for seme time. 
He weuld then ha:v~ '(,ime to 'pass real' but forg.:3d checks. 

11. 9ther Means ef En~ 

a. By standing on aute!1lQ,bile in ,order to reach fire escape er 
window 

b. By crawling threugh ventilator on side of building 
Co By prying sheet iron w'ith bumper of autell )bile 
d. By climbing through transom ef outside doer 
e, By forcing iron gates er shutters 

Loekeuts 

1. They may be disguised as dog walker, neckers, simulated drunks, 
persens urinating by a building, persen working on a car, etc, 

Vehicles Used by Burglar 

1.' Panel er stake trucks, statien wagons 

a. Trucks vrith name ef legitimate firm painted en side 
is eften used as a blindo 

bo Trusted day empleyee may use his finn's truck at night 
for committing burglaries. 

2. Feur-deer sedan with remevable back seat, and with extra large 
rear springs. 

Tools to. Watch fer ~n_Vehicle Shakedewn 

1. tJatch fer any cutting, d rilling, punching, chepping er prying 
bars listed in table in sectien below e 

2. pay particular attentien to wrapped er taped teels. Rubber is 
wrapped areund teols ,tv deaden seund. 

3. Watch fer short length ef wire with snaps en each end--it is 
uS8d to. ju@p burglar alarm s¥stems. 

4. Leek fer rope,. garden he se, and hooks. 

When stopping Vehicles 

Regardless of the reason fer steppi~g the vehicle be en the 
alert fer stelen merchandise and burglar teels. Search car 
theroughly. A burglar may cemmit a traffic vielation beaause he 
is thinking abeut the attack, and net about driving his car. 

Answ,Jring a Report of a Burglary 

C~eck for burglar's place of entry. J'ry the rocf, if necessary. 
F1re depa:-tments she~ld ceoperrt e, wh en called upen to. assist 
peace eff1cers to. clullb onto tfie roefs of buildings. 

,-;:r 

it 

j 
, 
I 
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Making the Preliminary Investigation 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Protect the scene frem pelicemen net detailed to the investigation 
and frem curious citizo$ls. 
CollllSider unusual cenditions as suspicir)us circIImlstances until 
eyaluated. Insonsequential details may provide important links 
,·n th past or future offenses. 
De n?t ebli~erate footp~ints, fingerprints:, tire marks er any other 
phys1cal eV1dence ef t h1S type. Properly protect fingerprint$ 
until processed. 
Cover feotprints or tire tracks found outdeors with a box or 
board, and, if poss.~ble, detail an officer to protect it. 

?ontact persens living er working in the vicinity to. ascertain 
1f t hey sa w er heard anything that might help the investigation. 

Tool :f'.'Iarks: ebtain owner's permissien to remove material having 
tool ma~ks~ See Ftgs. 39 and 40. Do net try to fit suspected 
tool in tool marks at burglary scene. 

7. ~~rk all evidence recovered for purposes of identification. This 
pertains beth to evidence frem the scene and from a suspect. 

8. Ascertain method of entry and exit.. Unusual conditions should 
be neted and teels listed in sectien belew sheul.a be submitted 
to. the Wisconsin State Crime Laboratery. 

Making Bp.rglary Repert 

1. Be sure the repert tells a cemplete stery. Give all details. 

2. Seme of the mere important i t,ems that should be in the report are: 
a, ~ame of victim or commercial establishment, date and time of 

&urglary as nearly as possible 
b. correct trademark, if possible 
c. license numbers and description of suspects f cars 
d. tools used(See Figure 23, 39, and 40- and table of tools 

as listed in section below.) , 
e. list of phYSical evidence recovered, such as fingerprints, etc, 
f. complete description of stolen property or proceeds of burglary 
g. description of suspects, if any 
h. description of premises attacked 
i. Advise the Laboratory of other burglaries knewn and suspected 

ef being cennected with this particular burglary. 

It is recemmended that the information in this list be sent 
to the Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory, Madison, Wiscensin. 

.----.;::=: 
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The types of safes or fi~e cabinets commonly used to safeguard 
valuables are: 

Fire Cabinets or Safes 

This type of security cabinet is primarily intended for the pro
tection of currency or valuable papers in the event of fire. It af
fords little protection against burglaries. These fire cabinets either 
contain multiple sliding file drawers or simulate the conventional 
safe in appearance and internal arrangement. These fire cabinets are 
equipped with a cylinder lock, lever lock, or e dial type combination 
lock. They have a double wall of light sheet metal. Firewall mater
ial fills the space between this double thickness of sheet metal. 

Old Fashioned "Safes" 

This type of security "safel! cabinet 1-Tas very popular at the 
turn of the century. It uses a double-walled box, the inner enclosure 
often being made of wood; the outer sides, back, top ,and bottom employes 
mild sheet steel of thickness of approximately 12 guage. The front is 
closed by a hinged door equipped 1-Tith a dial type combination lock, 
a bolt handle and an arrangement of levers or cams inside of the door 
so that ,,,hen locking the door bolt, bolts or pins slide into corres
ponding recesses at the sides and/or top and bottom of the front stepped 
recess or door frame. In this type the front door outer plate is us
ually 3/16 or l~ inch mild steel plate. The edges or corners are 
often arranged using l~ inch mild steel angle iron riveted to the 
thin sheet steel sides, top or bottom. 

Under attack conditions either fire cabinets or the old fashioned 
combination lock safe may be easily opened by anyone or combination 
of the follm"ing methods. 

1. Cutting of sheet metal walls by use of mattock or pick 
2. Using"can opener" or plate ripper 
3. Peeling metal front, sides or bottom 
~. USing explosives 
5. Using pry bar 
6. Punching 
7. Picking lock (when secured by means of cylinder or lever lock) 
8. Drilling 
9. Using pm1er driven abrasive sa',T discs 

100 Using cold chisel and sledge hammer 

The fire cabinet type of security container can be opened under 
attack conditions more easily than the outmoded safe described. 
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Modern Sunken Tubular or Rectangulsr... Safe 
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This type of safe is equipped '-Ii th either a good dial c~mbination 
lock or multiple locks including t"TO lever-type locks requir1.ng two 
keys used simultaneously to open. The door is constructed from heavy 
circular steel plates. These safes often include successively lamL~
ated mild steel and alloy steel plates. Heavy copper plates are s<?me-, 
times sandwiched between the steel plates to minimize a successf~l 
attack employing a cutting torch. This type of safe is usually 1.n
stalled either in the ground below the cement floor or in a slab set 
in a poured cement base anchored to the building. In the latter case 
it is possible to lImud capt! an explosive charge on the poured cement 
shell which, when detonated, will crack the cement anchoring the safe 
so that the safe tube or box can then be transpo~ted and later opened, 
under circumstances ~nere time, tools for opening safe, and noise 
minimize chances for apprehension, 

This modern type of safe affol'ds a maximum protection, if properly 
installed g 

It is relatively seldom that an attack has successfull¥ b~en made 
at the original location because of the time consumed and dl.ff1.culty 
in opening the safe under attack conditions. In those few instances 
where successful attacks have been made the entire safe has been car
ried avray and presumably opened leisurely at some distant placeo 

Bank Type Vaults 

This type comprises a steel reinforced poured cement room ?r 
vault equipued with a very heavy laminated steel plate door hav1.ng 
locking pin~ which slide into recesses in th~ stepped ~tee~ doo~ 
frame. The door is usually equipped either vnth a comb~nat1.on d1.al 
type lock, a multiple dial type combination lock ~r a t1.me lock plus 
a dial type combination lock. 

The second type of vault that is frequently used as record storage 
rooms is considered a vault but very often is intended merely as pro
tection against fire. The "TalIs may he either hollm-I tile or poured 
cement In either case the vault may be easily entered through the 
walls ~r ceiling. This type of vault is equipped with a l~ or 3/8 
inch mild steel door plate bolted or riveted to a cast ~ron ~teppe~ . 
frame which is hinged. This door is usually equipped 1Vl. th pJ.ns sll.dl.ng 
into recesses around cast door frame and a dial type combination locko 
This type of vault door can be opened fairly easily by one or a com
bination of the 11 methods previously listed. 

Investigation of Safe Burglar~ 

Given below are the important considerations that must be covered 
in a thorough investigation of any safe burglary: 

1. clf a suspect is arrested and under investigation, all clothing 
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should be immediately removed~ and each article wrapped separately 
(see the table "Instructions ~or Handling, Shipping and Preserving 
Evidence" and Figures 8~ 9 and 10) and immediately forwarded to 
the vlisconsin State Crime Laboratory. 

2. If the suspect is in an automobile when apprehended, any tools 
recovered should be marked ~or identification and forvTarded to the 
Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory together with any articles of 
clothing, gloves, etc., found in the car. ° 

3. Revie"T preceding section of the manual ilBurglary - Commercialll 
for suggestions applicable concerning parts of investigation ~hich 
otherwise may be overlooked. 

4. Carefully check the scene of the burglary for latent fingerprints. 
Include in this check articles known to have ~een displaced or 
moved. 

5. If fingerprints were obtained, fingerprint all employees for elim
ination purposes. 

6. Check polished floor surfaces or any papers on the floor for foot
print ifupressions. 

7. Check the area adjacent to the burglarized building for tire or 
~ootprints that may be cOD..lJ.ected °\>Tith the commission of the bur-: 
glary. 

8 e Obtain an accurate, detailed description of all missing property 
or loot.., 

9ft Check type and loss-payable clause of any insurance carried. 

10. Intervie,·! all persons having access to the premises, including 
night "Tatchman, patrolman on beat, last person to leave premises 
prior to burglary, and person ,~o discovered and reported burglary. 
This check should include all occupants or employees of a.djacent 
property. 

11. Attempt to trace any' tools recovered~ If tools that are found 
are fore~gn to burglarized premises, mark them for identification 
and for't-Tard them to the VJisconsin State Crime Laboratory. (List 
of forty-five tools used in the commission of burglari€~s on page 

of manual.) 

12. If explosives are recovered! do not attempt to transport them. 
Advise the Laboratory immed~ately by phone, radio or wire regFtrding 
disposal. 

13. Take scaled photograph of safe attacked. (See Figure 23.) 
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14. If firewall material of metal top, sides, back, bottom or door of 
safe has been penetrated exposing firewall material, apPToximately 
1/2 cubic inch of the material should be packed as shm·m in Figure 
6 (#5, 8, 9 or 10) and forward to the Wisconsin State Crime La1:>
oratory as standard material. 

If the safe is to be repaired, obtain permission of owner or man
ager to remove parts of safe or safe locks punched or damaged in 
commission of burglary and forward such to the Wisconsin State 
Crime Laboratory. If possible, obtain name of maker of safe, also 
serial number. This also applies to toolmarks made in entering 
burglarized premises" (See Figures 39 and 40.) If safe is hauled 
aVlaY fr<;>m burglarized premises, an accurate and complete descrip
tion of the safe should be obtained. This should be incorporated 
in a 10-70 radio message addressed to all Wisconsin police radio 
stations. Also the contents of this message should be mailed to 
the vJisconsin State Crime Laboratory. 

If currency bags, coin wrappers checks, etco, are listed as pro
ceeds of burglary, this information should be included in the radio 

message o 

170 If the safe is to be abandoned by owner, advise the Laboratory and 
if ° it is not too large or heavy to be transported in a squad car ~ 
make the arrane;ements to have it sent to the Laboratory in Madison 
where facilities are available for properly cutting out any tool
marks existing on metal surfaces. 
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The accompanying list of 45 burglar tools has been prepared 
to aid enforcement agencies in recognizing the evidentiary and 
investigative possibilities in the preliminary field evaluation 
that must be made locally by officers attached to police depart
ments, sheriffs' offices, etc. 

All of the tools listed are known to have been used in com
mitting burglaries. In investigations they may be expected to 
produce toolmarks which if properly preserved and made available 
for laboratory examination alld study may contribute valuable 
information not otherwise available to the investigation. 

In order to clarify nomenclature used in the preparation of 
this list of burglars' tools representative types of tools are 
illustrated in this manual. It will be observed that in the list 
of tools, the tools have been numbered and listed by name, Op
posite each tool listed is the number of a figure found in the 
manual. These figures illustrate the particular type of tool to 
which the table refers. 

o In the second column~ headed "Identifications Possible," it 
w~ll be obseryed the following designations have been used to 
suggest the ultimate investigative and evidentiary possibilities 
to be expected, if the proper materials are made available to the 
laboratory for examination and study: 

I - Particular tool may be identified by individual 
characteristics '. 

C Type or size (class characteristics) to tool may be 
determined. 

None - Only under unusual circumstances can information of 
value be obtained from burglarized premiseR, 

All of tools listed,L found in the possession of burglary sus
pects without corroborated explanation, should be considered 
as a suspicious circumstance, It is suggested the articles 
be seized and forwarded to the Laboratory for examination and 
possible comparison ''lith materials from burglaries sub
mitted by other agencies. 

------~--
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Do TAPLE OF TOOLS USED IN THE COMMISSION OF BURGLARIES ---------- ------
I-OSSIBLE IDENTIFICATIOt1S Note: Identification or Determination of class 

characteristics m~v be Dossible with materials 
from two different burglaries or materials from 
a burglar,y and tools recovered from the suspect 
or his automobile. 

I - Individual Characteristj.cs 
Peculiar to a Particulm' Tool 

C - Class Characteristics 
Type and Size, How Used 

1. Yirecking or Pry Bars 

2. Crow Bars 

3. "Can Opener" or Plate Ripper 

h. Tire Irons 

5. Screw Drivers 

6. Cold Chisels 

7. Drift Pin Punches 

S. Pick Axe 

9. Grub Hoe or Mattox 

10. Hand Axe 

ll. Modified Wheel Puller 

12. Bolt Cutters 

13. Sli'1 Joint, or Combination Pliers 

Ih. Wire Cutting Pliers, or DiagonaL Wire Cutters 

15. Hydraulic Jack - Mechanical or Screw Jack 

16. Carnenters Saw 

17. Hack Saw or Hack Saw Blades 

18. Keyhole oaw (Metal Blade Onl:}') 

19. Stilson-type Pipe WreJ;Jch 
'~-" 

20. Twist Drills (from 1/16" to 3Lh" diameter) 

21. Electric or Breast Hand Ooerated Dri~l 

22. Bare or Insulated Electric '\IT ire - Wire Only 

-

23. Cement or Tile Drill - Star Drill - Drills Only 

ILLUSTRATED POSSIBLE 
IN MANUAL IDENTIFICA'I'IONS 
Bl, 5, 4 
Fig. h3 I - C 
B2 and 3 
Fig. h3 I - C 

Not Shown I - C 

" " I - C 
B7 BS 
Fig. 41 I - C 
Bh, 5 and 6 

I - C Fig. hl 
Bl, 2 and 3 
tj'0 ... l.g. W. I - C 
A.l 
Fig. '-.13 I - C 
A2, \ h, 5 
Fig. 3 I - C 

No'1:, Shown I - C 

" " I - C 

Fig. h4 I - C 
A7 
Fig. hl I - C 
Al,2,3,lJ,5,6 
Fig. hl I - C 

Not Shmvn I - C 

II " C 

" II I - C 

" " I - C 

" " I - C -
" II I - C 

" II C 

" " I - C 

" " C -
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TABLE OF TOOLS US:Fi;D IN TIIE COMMISSION OF BURGLARIES (CONT'D) -- --- --- - -- -- ------- .:-.--~ 

POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATIONS 

I - Individual Characteristics 
Peculiar to a Partictuar Tool 

C - Class Cl~racteristics 
Tyue and Size, How Used .. 

2L. Power Abrasives Saw Discs 

25. Carnenter's or iYood Brace 

26. Wood Bits - 3[8" Diameter and Up 

27. Chain Drill 

28. Mauls 

29. Hammers (light) 

30. Hannners (medium) 

3l. HaJ11'11ers (heavy) 

32. Sledge Hammers - 12 to 20 lb. 

33. Pass Keys 

3L. Lock Picks 

35. Celluloid Strit':.;"Steel Clock Spring-Table 

36. Oxy-acetylene Cutting Torches* 

Knife 

ILLUSTRATED 
IN MANUAL 

Not Shown 

II II 

II II 

B9 
Fig. Ll 

Not Shown 

lj" _ 19 a h2 

Fig. L2 

Fig. 42 

Fig. L2 

Not Shown 

11 II 

II " 
Fig. 38 

POSSIBLE 
IDENTIFICATIONS 

C 

None 

I - C 

None 

I - C 

I - C 

I - C 

I - C 

I - C 

None 

None 

None 

C 

~~ommercial variations of Oxy-acetylene are illustrated in Fig. 38. If equipment of 
t~is tyrye is recovered, some regulators and torches are seri~l numbered, this in 
some instances permits the previous ovmershin of the ~quipment to be established. 
Acetylene or oxygen tanks are numbered. In the case c.f acetylene tan.~s, this 
serial number can seldom be traced. However, most oxygen tank serial numbers can 
be traced. 

Oftentimes torches and regulators owned by construction companies, etc. are stamped 
with the initials of the owner. Any serial numbers or stamped numbers on torches, 
regulators, or tanks which have been obliterated by grinding or filing usual~ can 
be restored by the laboratory. 
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TABLE:. 9! ~ USH:D HJ THE COMMISSION OF BURGLARIES (CONTID) 

LIST OF EXPLOSIV::S AND MATERIAtS USED WITH EXPLOSIVES 
WHICB HAVE BESN KNOWN TO BT£ USFD IN BLOWING SAFES ----- ----- -- -- --- -- ~~~~ -~~ 

POSSIBLE IDElTTIFICf...TIONS 

I - Individual Characteristics 
Pec111iar to a Particular '1'001 

C - Class Characteristics 
Type and Size, How Used 

11- 126 

ILLUSTRATED POSSIBLE 
IN 7\U\l!uAL IDENTIFICATIONS 

37. Nitro~lycerine Not Shovm C 

38. Brown Laundry Soap or Soa'O Paste II It C 

39. Tri-Nitro Toluene (T.N.T. Blocks) II II C 

Lo. Prima Cord II II C 

41. Safety Fuse (Blasting- Fuse) II II I - C 

L2. Electric or Blasting Cans or Detonators II II I - C '. 
b3. GelatL~ Uynamite II " C 

LL. Cla.v, Sand, or Rock Salt (for mud capoing) II II I - c 

L5. 
Adhesive Surgical or Frictioll Taus, 
P aTler Scotch Uasking Tape II II I - C 

~I>--
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Fig. 38 OXY.ACETYLENE CUTTING TORCHES 

CUTTING TIPS 
KX-For general culling 
(oxygen and acetylene). 

KXH-For extra dirty met~1 
or cast I ron culling (oxygen 
and acetylene!. For general 
cutting {oxygen and hydro· 
gen oc oxygen and carbo
hYdrOgenl.~ 

8 
KXL-For general cuttm, 
.oxygen and propane or bu· 
tane or any other commer· 
Clal mixture of the liquefied 
petroleum gases!. 

KXLS- Extra heny pre
heat (olyten ~nd propane. 
butane or natural ps) avail· 
able str~lght or bent ll". 

KXW-for lIV1!t WIShing 
10lygen and acetylene). 

IIXV-For grooving or goug. 
Ing. Can be obtained either 
straight or bent 30° (oxygen 
and acetylene). 

KXP-For pia Ie ~nd IIvel 
cutting. C~n be obtained 
straight or bent 30° (oxYI'n 
and acetylene). 

B 

8 
KXU-for use With hy· 
drogen lur underwater cut· 
hne and lor extremefy heavy 
preheat with olYien and 
acetylene. 

I~. ~;~ ) 

~ 
Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

&:. Combination welding and cut ting equipment 
with regulators: wrenches. goggles, and spark 
igniter. Either the welding and brazing tips 
or the cutting adapter (a) can be used on 
this combination handle. 

r 
CUTTING TORCH 

~ This torch can only be used for cutting 
and utilizes one of the cutting tips shown 
in A. 
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Fig. 39 REMOVAL OF EVIDENCE OF TOOL OR PRY MARlS -- WINDOWS OR SCREENS 

11m J 

11m J 

C. Pieces from frame and sill separ
ated showing tool mark impressions 
of tools 1 and 2 on the pieces 
which should be sent to the Labora.1:o~. 

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

J •• 
,..--1 

. J 
,,,--1· 

A. Type of pry mark encountered 
at edge of window or ecreen 
pried open--forc ible entry. 
Screen sash tool, Mark No.1. 
labeled lAo Tool Mark No.2. 
botto~ edge of screen. labeled 
2A. Tool marks in window sill. 
Tool l--LB: Tool 2--2B. Area 
where saw kerfs Should be made 
in sill and frame outlined ill 
vax pencil. 

B. Saw kerfs have been made and pieces 
containing tool marks have been re
moved and displaced. Mark each 
piece for identification as shown • 
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Fig.40 REMOVAL PRY BAR OR TOOL MARKS DOORS w DOOR JAMS 

~ Saw kerfs have been made in the jam 
and door and pieces containing tool 
marks have been remOVCQ and displaced. 
Mark each piece for 1dentificat1on. 

A. Type of pry mark 
~countered in edge of 
door pried open. Tool 
Mark No. 1 labeled lAo 
Tool Mark No. 2 labeled 
2A. Tool marks in door 
jam, Tool 2. 
Jam 2B; Door 2A. Area 
where saw kerfs should 
be made in door and. jam 
outlined. in wax pencil. 

~ Pieces from jam and door separated 
showing tool mark impressions of 
Tools 1 and 2 on pieces which should 
be sent to the laboratoryo 

WIRE CUTTING PLIERS 

Lineman's Side Cutting Pliers 

Electricians' 
Standard Side Cutting Pliers 

Electricians' Diagonal Pliers 

~~.'. \ ~"""""I!!!!II--""'~ 
~.,.,,--~ 
~;-:,~ 

~ 
High Leverage Diagonal Pliers 

E!:':: : 
Bulldog End Cutting Nippers 

C;:C· 
·~-'£~EI :s~ 

Giant Button's Pliers 

: 
Slip Joint Combination Pliers 

~.::: 

Fig. 

1-1-' 
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CHAIN DRILL 
YANKEE 

PUNCHES COLD CHISELS 

""O:;==~_51_g __ z.[;!j;'; Drive Pin Punches 
bi: mr. 

G I $'5ntr tE w 

These punches ore 8 inches long 
and have a knurled grip 01 41i 
inches. Pin drive is 3~ inches 
long. Designed 10 slond hard 
use. Mode or sleel, hardened 
,md polished. 

Diameter of Poin' ••.•... inches Vi Yo e-I 
SOLID PUNCH 

DRIFT PlJNCH 

Hand Cold Chisels 

UIIU Y"':'. 

Sift W,olh 
ltnllh of Sioelo.. of BII. 

Inchn Inches Inches 
Sile WIdth len,lh. 01 Slo:Io., 01 BII. InchC1 Inche\ tllches 

V. ',1 5 
5/16 V. 5'. 
'Ii ~ 16 51/z 

", \I, 7 
l/, ,/, 7~1 
''0 I 8 

'" Ii 6 
'/' ", 6' , 

fl. 8111 

Round Nose Chisels 

13-~" 
Width Sin ltnRth. Wldlh Silt Iflll/Ih. 01 BII, 01 SI!)"",. 01 BII. 01 SIDeIo.. Inch\ In(hf\ Inches 

InCh" Inr.hll:\ '"I.h,\ 

" 'Ii 6! • Ii lo'. 7Vz \ III 614 h " !; 
" l/, .' 7 l', al/1 " 

Cape Chisels 

Wldl" Sill 
lenlth. 01 Bit. 01 Siotlo., 

Inch" Inchn Inch IS 
""Jdlh Sin ltnllh, of BII. 01 Siock, 
I:.chn Inc"" Inchn 

V- Ii 6~-'4 
,~. Ii 61,~" 
'Ii 'Ii 7 

Ii V. 7V, • 
~ .. ~ 8 
V. I 81i 

Screwdriver 

~ ;;. 8-9 

Source: Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory 
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( HAMMERS 
(SHORT HANDLES) 

\\ 

MACHINISTS' HAl\IMI-:R 

i\ ,::J 
1J]t ~-l 

"'''1';':''11 . "1.·.·1. IIl·atl Siaffol'd brown 
;·~t;lUll'1 ~nlh lll1li"h('d fIH·l·. 111111. pein end 
,,"It·~. IIIt'I.llr~' handle. 
"'t. ""Ild. "7.. .. Hi 
1.;.:1 h. 11:111111 ... in. 1-1 

!!() 
1:; 

RIPPING HAMMER 

2.s 
lii}~ 

.{L-----....J) 
111 A-,2, 

Fur;':"d ,,1l'1·1. 1I"ad Siaffurd iJruwll 
('naUll·1 wil It lIuli"h ... 1 fltt·l·. 11/)11. fronl or 
l'laws ant! "hit·". lli..twl·~' haudlt •. 

Itl tl7.. IWllt1. 

ENGrNEEI~S' HAMMER 

O=----.ll )1-3, 
For;.:<-.I ,.!t ••• 1. flill p"li"I,,·.1 111""1. IIit·I;, 

"I'~' h:tllllle, 
40 tl7.. hea.1 

Cun'cd Claw 

Nos •....•.... 
'Vt~ head, oz.. 7 
Wt. doz., Ib!<.. 10 

13 
(15 

Itt 
18 

20 
22 

I)"~: --- A?s 
Straight Claw. Uillping Pattenl • 

NI's, ............. . 
Wt. 111':111. Oll. 111 
We do;', .. Ibs. ...... IS 

20 
22 

E'ource: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratol'!T 

Fig. 
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SLEDGES 
" (LONG HANDLES) 

Nil. :~:!5 (.\;:;Ol-Uullble "a('!' UI,u'ksllliths' 
f';1t'lIgt's 

WeiJ:ht, Ib". .... Ii ~ III 12 

F!lr;.:l'(\ "I.',,!. 1>llwI. fiui .. h. lIoli,:hed fnce. 
- Unll 1"11('1' Stone Sledges 

Wl'h:hr, II.,... ........ I:! Itl 

, /3-3 
Forged liIteel, blnl'k finish, poli!<hl'd faces. 

..."Long l'aHem Striking 
Hammers 

Weight, Ibs. ..,. -I (l S 10 

Forged stl'el, 

Weight. Ibs. 
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COLLECTION OF STANDARDS FOR COMPARISON 

IN qUESTIONED ,_DOCUMENT EXAMINATIONS 

II -134 

In the course of a questioned document investigation, it is 
necessary to collect proper written samples (standards or standard 
exemplars), whose authorship is known, for comparison with some 
questionea writing. The collection of proper standards is one of 
the limiting factors placed on the document examiner. If, for 
example, poor or inadequate standards are submitted for comparison 
with the questioned documents, the examiner can usually give no 
opinion or only a qualified one. Because document examiners have 
often received unsatisfactory samples of known writing~ the fol
lowing suggestions are given. These are given to aid the person 
who will actua].ly obtain the standards as well as those not 
directly concerned. When these suggestions are followed, the re
sults will generally give the proper and adequate exemplars 
necessary for the examiner to form an opinion. 

In document cases there is first a document which, for some 
reason, is being questioned. It is usually necessary to submit the 
original questioned document J as many of the examinations can only 
be made on the original. Photostatic copies are not satisfactory 
and may even lead to a false conclusion. A scaled photograph 
properly taken may be used as a substitute when the original is not 
available. 

~lasses of Questioned Documents 

The reason for the questioning of a document may fall into one 
of a number of categories. OsbornI gives eight major classes of 
questioned documents: 

1, gocuments involving questioned signatures. Under this 
heading are included signed checks, receipts, contracts~ deeds, wills, 
and the l:tke. The question submitted is, "Is the signature genuine 
or is it a forgery?" It is usually possible to answer that question 
when proper and adequate standards are available. Because of the 
limited amount of questioned writing and the frequent use of 
disguise, these types of comparisons usually require considerable 
exemplar material. . 

2. Documents alleged to contain frau~ulent alterations. Here 
the question may be whether there is an erasure, interlineation, 
or other alteration of the original instrument. Such problems as 
a iVraised" check or bank note, an erased payee on a check, and an 
addition to a will are included here, It is possible to answer the 
questions raised by making an inquiry into the identity of the 

lAo S. Osborn, Questioned Doc~ents, 2nd Ed., Albany, 1947, p. 12. 
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writing instrument, by examining the line sequence, by examining 
microscopically the fiber disturbance, by chemically testing the 
ink: and by other testing techniques. 

3. Documents which are questioned in their entirety. These 
include a great variety of different types of documents, a few 
examples are: anonymous and threatening letters, some bogus 
checks, important letters and legal documents, and many others. 
Whether they are genuine or fraudulent can be answered with adequate 
exemplars. 

4. Documents whose age is guestioned. This is a sp~cia~ized 
category and may be easily overlooked by an improper exam1nat10n. 
This class of documents includes 1Y01d" wills, manuscripts, letters, 
and legal papers and often contain certain incongruities within the 
document. Some examples are: The handwriting system used was 
not developed until after the date of the document; the paper con~ 
tains a water mark which postdates the alleged date of the document; 
and similar facts relating to paper, ink, and typewriter. Although 
the time needed to conclude one of these examinations may be 
relatively long, the type of evidence produced can be singularly 
damaging to the genuineness of a disputed document. 

5. Documents questioned because of the materials used in their 
~oducti9n. For instance, the in~ in one part of the document may 
appear to be different compared w1th that 1n another part, whereas 
it should be identical; or the typewriting may have been done on two 
different machines instead of only one; or the last page of a will 
does not appear to be of the same kind of paper as the other pages, 
etc. The two categories of age and materials used are interrelated. 

6, Documents questioned relative to typewriting. Under 
optimmfi conditions it is possible to ascertain the man~fac~ur?r of 
the typewriter used, and with adequate reference mater1al 1t 7s 
possible to approximate the date of manufacture of the typewr1ter. 
It is also possible to determine whether the typing was done o~ a' 
particular machine, whether the document was done all at one t1me, 
and sometimes whether a given typist mayor may not have done the 
typing. 

7. Documents reportedlY identi fying someone by means of his 
handwriting.. This entails such ihstrumez:ts as bogus ch~c~s, 
anonymous and threatening letters, and m1scellaneous wr1t1ngs. The 
question is specific, namely~ "Did a certain suspect write the 
material in question?U With proper and adequate standards it is 
frequently possible for a document examiner to form an opinion as 
to "'Thether the suspect wrote a given specimen. 

8. Genuine documents whose authenticity is attacked either 
~.Q.llilQusly or fraudulentl"y. Types of documents under this heading 
are quite varied, as are the reasons for and types of attacks made 1 
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on them. In some instances, an individual may have forgotten h~ 
wrote and/or signed a given instrument. In another case a genu1ne 
document, such as a will, note, Or check, may for fraudulent 
reasons be denied. There are usually several methods of proof, 
and in all methods, proper standards are necessary for a definite 
opinion. 

Some ViDon'ts" In Handling Documents 

'llhe care and preservation of questioned documents is extremely 
important as the value of a document may be completely destroyed 
if it is not properly preserved. If the document is to be 
processed for latent fingerprints, it should be sent to the labo
ratory immediately, as the time lapse is critical in developing 
good fingerprints on paper. The document should be placed 1n a 
protective folder, kept flat, and not handled thereafter. A very 
satisfactory protective cover is a transparent celluloid envelope, 
as this affords visual examination without further handling when 
the document is placed unfolded in it. The following is a list 
of ~I.dontts" relative to the handling of a questioned document: 

]ontt handle excessivelI. 
Don't cut or tear. 
Don't make erasures on the 
- document 
Dontt perforate or puncture the 

document. 
Dontt soil or wrinkle it. 
'Ii1general. don 1 t do anythin~ 

it that will cause a change_in 
its appearance or physical make
JdJ2. 

Dontt fold and unfold. 
Don't mark or write on the doc~. 
Donlt wet the document. 
Don't carry it in a'Pocket or 

billfold. 
Do~~ or expose it to 
~ight or other source of 
strong radiation. 

The use of staples~ paper clips, thumb tacks, and scotch tape 
should all be avoided. 'VVhen it is necessary to mark an original 
document for identification, this should be done in an unimportant 
area 3 such as a border, using pencil and small writing (initials 
and an abbreviated date, i.e., 11-13-51 are satisfactory). Notes 
should be made and the Laboratory advised as to the location of 
these markings and the source of the document. No writing should be 
done which will cover other written matter on the document. Oare 
should be exercised so as not to write on the back side of a document 
where writing appears in the same location on the front side as this 
may interfere with examinations. Original documents should be mailed 
flat in a protective caver with an additional cardboard protection 
on both sides. It is generally advisable to send original documents 
by registered mail. 

nOollected. n and "Request" or "Dictated" Standa,ts!§. 

There~,re two types of written standards; one is known as a 
"collected";standard and it includes writings done normally every 
day. The ~.6l1owing list is given as a suggestion of some of the 
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many sources in which this type of standard may be found: Business 
and personal letters, canceled checks l many forms of receipts 
requiring handwriting, applications, tax forms, bank accounts, 
utility company r e"cords, automobile record files ~ Veterans Adminis
tration records, military records, school records and school work, 
voting registration forms, insurance forms, police records, library 
cards, fraternal and religious organization records, medical 
records, telegraph forms, charge account signatures, legal trans-
actions, permits, diaries, etc. 

The second type of standard is called a "requestil or "dictated" 
standard. This type is written specifically for purposes of 
comparison. It is properly written from dictation by the requesting 
agency, The remainder of this section is concerned with the text, 
amount of writing, and the procedure to be followed for this 
particular type of standard. 

vVhat is to be written and the method to be used to obtain this 
request type of exemplar cannot be stressed too strongly. A suspect 
may agree to write for one r _ several reasons. He may be innocent 
and have nothing to fear, or he may be guilty and be afraid to 
refuse, due to the obvious implication. He may believe himself 
capable of disguising his handwriting sufficiently to thwart any 
complicity. He may also believe it is not possible to identify a 
person by his handwriting. 

The suspect's reason, whatever it may be, is secondary to the 
fact that he has agreed to write. If for some reason the standards 
are not proper for purposes of comparison or are so obtained as to 
be objectionable when offered in evidence, the case may be lost if 
it is entirely on the handwriting evidence. 

The underlying principle in obtaining handwritten standard 
exemplars is to duplicate the questioned writing in materials and 
conditions as much as is practicable. The materials to be used 
for the written standards are important and should be carefully con
sidered. If the disputed writing was done with pen and ink, by 
all means use pen and ink for most of the standard writing, Do not 
substitute a ball point pen for the conventional type, but by the 
same token be sure to use a ball point pen when the questioned writ
ing was made by an instrument of that type. Where any doubt exists, 
use both types of pen and label accordingly. 

The Proper Taking of "Dictated" Standards 

It is important that the suspect not be shown the questioned 
document prior to taking the standards from him, as he may then 
more easily attempt disguise or be otherwise influenced. -The text 
of the material to be written in request standards varies, depending 
on the material being questioned. Also, this depends upon whether 
it is detrimental to the case for the suspect to know the content of 
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the questioned writing. In some instances the questioned writing 
may be dictated directly, as the subject already ~rill know why he 
is being requested to write, and this is usually the most satis
factory comp.: rison material, because this writing contains the same 
words and letter combinations that must be compared. Other in
stances may require that the subject, for some reason, not be told 
what the text of the questioned writing is, and in those cases 
other techniques are used~ Two general plans are usually considered. 
In the first, the subject may be requested to write entirely un
related words so as to obtain a sample of his writing, usually cal
culated to cover all of the letters of the alphabet, both small 
and capitals, along with numerals and common short words. 2 The 
following is a sample paragraph, as suggested by Osborn:3 

"Our London business is good, but Vienna and Berlin 
are quiet. Mr. D. Lloyd has gone to Switzerland and I hope 
for good news. He will be there for a week at 1496 Zermott 
St. and then goes to Turin and Rome and will join 001. 
Parry and arrive at Athens, Greece, Nov. 27 or Dec. 2. 
Letters there should b~ addressed: King James Blvd. 3580. 
We expect Ohas. E. Fuller Tuesday. Dr. L. McQuaid and Robt. 
Unger, Esq., left on the 'Y .X. f Express tonight. if 

A second paragraph of the same general type, also suggested by 
Osborn, is included here for variation~ 

IiDear Sam: 

"From Egypt we went to Italy and then took a trip 
through Germany, Holland and England. We enjoyed it all 
but Rome and London most. In Berlin we met Mr. John O. 
Y?ung, of Messrs. Tackico & 00., on his way to Vienna. 
H~~ addres~ there is 1497 Upper Zeiss Str., care of Dr. 
Qu~ncy W. Long. Friday the 18th we join O. N. Mazet, Esq. 
and leave at 6:30 A.M. for Paris on the YQ.X.t express, ' 
and on the 25th of July sail for home on the S.S. King. 

"Very sincerely yours." 

. A mor~ natural writing may be obtained by having the suspect 
~r~te ?ut ~n long~and the answers to questions put to him by the 
~nvest~gat~ng off~cers. In this type of exemplar the suspect is 
usually concentrating more on the answer and less on the handwriting. 

In the second type of approach to the request standard the 
subject is requested to write words and repeat letter combinations 
0' .. --
NThis form of standard is generally considered the most unsatisfactory 
for comparative purposes because it is unfamiliar and does not result 
in a free and naturally written specimen. 

3Question~d Documents, p. 34. 

--
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h t · d ter4 al 4 An elementary example is as occurring in t e ques 10ne rna • • 
follows: Where the questioned writing was "William Johnson," the 
following sentences should give comparable material: 

1. John has a son named William. 

2. I am willing to go. Or: Will you go with me? -
3. John Williams is dead. 

4. Johnson & Johnson Company make bandages, etc. 

The Number of Reguest Standards Needed Varies 

Numerically the quantity of request standard writing required 
varies with the different types of questioned documents involved o 

Basically, enough standard writing is.needed to al~~w.the document 
examiner to determine the normal writ1ng character1st1cs of the 
suspect, along with his normal va~iation: Actually th~ number.of 
standards is not the important p01nt J bu"C rather what 1S conta1ned 
therein. With that thought in mind, the following suggested number 
of standards are given: 

In cases involving questioned signatures, 10 to 25 proper 
standards are recommended. If disguise has been use~ in the ques
tioned signature, this may not be enough, but that w1ll be . 
determined by the doc~ent examiner! In a ca~e where there 1s.more 
than just a signature 1nvolved, as 1n a quest10ned check where1n 
the entire face is in question, 5 to 15 exemplars are recommended. 
Finally, in the situation where the questioned writin~ consists of 
a page of handwriting, it is recommended that from 1 to 3 pages 
of the material be obtained as standard exemplars. When ~nd 
printing is under question, the same amount should be obta1ned as 
when hand writing is concerned. 

In determining the number of collected stand~ to obtain, the 
general rule of submitting all material should be followed. As a 
practical matter, too many proper standards is quite unheard of. 

Procedure for Taking Request Standard§ 

The following is a suggested procedure outlined to follow when 
taking request standardsi 

1. The preliminary work in preparati?n.to the a?tualwri~i~g. 
It will include gathering the necessary wr1t1ng mater1als;: dec1d1ng 
on the text to be written, arranging time and place for wit~esses, 
and if possible, obtaining collected standards to have ava1lable. 

r'l':(f. The'suspect should not be shown the questioned writing prior to 
\,,:.b. taking written standards. 

40rdway Hilton in Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology, July-August, 
1942, mentions that good results are obtained by this methor'. 
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2. Have the subject seated comfortably at a desk or writing 
table and explain what is desired. 

3. Furnish paper similar in size, color, quality, and format 
(if questioned document has lines, furnish lines; if not, do not 
furnish lines),. The writing instrument should be carefully chosen. 
If a pencil was used, of course furnish the subject with a pencil, 
try to duplicate the hardness, etc. If a ba.ll pOint pen Vlas used, 
be sure to use the same type of instrument. It is good practice 
to have available other materials to be used in obtaining additional 
material by varying the eondi tions slightly, as changing writing 
instrt~ent, inks, papers, etc. 

4. Dictate the material to be written, giving no aid in spelling, 
form, or punctuation. po not allow subject to see ~he wr~ting on 
~guestioned ~~. Remove each specimen after completion 
and number each one serially, date it, and have the witnesses sign 
it. Repeat the same procedure until the required material has been 
obtained. Have the subject repeat the dictated material at least 
three times, using the same materials but on separate pieces of 
paper. If it is suspected that the subject is attempting to dis-
guise his standards, continue the dictation until more than the 
recommended number of standards are obtained, and, finally, speed 
up the dictation, as it is difficult to maintain successfully a 
consistent disguise at an increased rate of writing. 

6, Have the subject attempt to write with his other hand and 
take samples from both hands if he is ambidextrous. If genuine 
difficulty is encountered, stop the dictation but submit the sample 
anyway. 

7. If it is known that the questioned writing was executed in 
an unusual position, take corresponding standards after completion 
of the normal position standards. 

8. Obtain the following information from the subject: (a) 
date and place of birth; (b) place and extent of schooling; (c) , 
condition of health; and (d) right~or left-handedness or ambidextrous
ness. 

Overcoming Attemnts;, to Disguise Writing 

Ther~ may be several factors that will affect request standards, 
the mostJimportan,-t of which is the attempt on the part of the subject 
to disgu~\se his writing. As previously stated, more specimens 
should be'obtainedwhen disguise is suspected and increased speed 
of dictati\yn sometimes assists in breaking up attempted disguises. 
Another m~thod used is to confront the subject with collected 
standards showing his normal handwriting. 

--
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A counterpart to the above occurs when disguise has been used 
in the questioned writing, and in this instance,it is sometimes 
not possible to obtain adequate standards on wh~ch to base an 
opinion. However, extensive exemplars should be taken and the que~
tion left up to the document examiner as to whether adequate,ma~er~a1 
haG been obtained. After normal standards have been taken) ~t ~s 
permissible to request the subject to write back-hand or,s~a11er,or 
larger in order to duplicate more closely the type of,wrlt~ng belng 
compared. However, it is very important that a notatlon be,made so 
that the document examiner is aware that the writer was so lnstructed~ 

When a subject is apparently using disguise in executing re
quest standards and where it is practical, standards may be taken 
on different days because this sometimes helps to break ,down the 
consistency in the disguise. 

Hand printing is just as individualistic as handwritten script 
and vlhere the questioned writing is hand printed, the subject sh?uld 
be requested to hand print his standards. Care should be taken,~n 
obtaining hand pr~nted standards as the suspect may use all capltals, 
whereas lower case letters may have been used in the questioned 
writing, and the two would not necessarily be comparable. , After some 
preliminary hand printing standard~ are obtained? the sUbJect ~hould 
be instructed to hand print accordlng to the deslred form, agaln 
advising the Laboratory of these instructions. 

Su~nary of Procedure 

Due to the importance of taking the request s~andards properly, 
a brief resume is given here of the suggested outllne: 

1. Have the subject seated comfortably at a writing table. 

2. Furnish him with materials similar to those used in the 
questioned writing. 

3. Dictate the material to be written; give no assistance; 
and do not allow the subject to see the questioned writing before 
the standards are written. 

4. Remove each paper from sight upon completion. 

5. Observe all writing and attempts at disg~ise. 

6. Test the iihandedness lY of the subject. 

7. Obtain personal data and be able to prove standards in 
court with witnesses. 

f A form of request standard frequently submitted "'Thich is :poor 
in value is that in which the subject signs his name several t~mes 
on the same piece of paper, one ~irectly under the other. This 
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method offers ample opportunity to copy and greatly assists attempts 
at disguise. The use of separate pieces of paper is recommended, 
with each removed from sight upon completion, 

No standards should be submitted to the document examiner whose 
authorship cannot be proven in court. 

A fact not often taken into consideration is that in cases 
where a very limited amount of questioned writing is available, as 
in a signature, and where disguise has been used l it is sometimes 
impossible for the document examiner to express a definite opinion. 
Another side of this same question arises when the standards do not 
contain enough characteristics upon which to base an opinion. 
Occasionally a situation develops where although it is apparent 
that the suspect is the author~it would not be advisable to submit 
the case to a jury because of insufficient evidence. 
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HANDWRITING STANDARDS FOR BOGUS AND 

~UESTIONED CHECK COMPARISONS 

Due to the frequency with which this type of examination is 
sought, it ia deemed advisable to treat this subject separately~ 
However;t (fchecks" are no different than other documents. The same 
objectives pertaining to standards are true. Get all the available 
"collected il standards): and with "request" or ifdictated" standards 2 
try to duplicate the conditions and materials used in the questioned 
check. 

There may be Some misunderstanding of the termino10gr used in 
l'1eference to parts of a check, so the following labeled f-:i.\csimile haS 
been prepared to clarify the terms used here: 

( PAYEE'S SIGNATURE) 
( 1ST ENDORSEMENT) . 

T2N1JENDORSEMENT ). 

(BACl{ OF SAMPlE CEEXX) 

• 
• 
• THE 

• 

MADISON, WIS. (DATE LINE) 19 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK 19-46 (TRANSIT) 
715 (NUMBER ) 

.PAYABIE TO (PAYEE) $ 
----------~----~-- -------

(WRITTEN AMOUNT LINE) DOLLARS 

• 
PAYOR'S SIGNATURE) 

OR "MAKER" ) 
.--------------------------------------------~ (FADE OF SAMPLE CHECK) 

Number of Standards Required 

In the investigation of a bogus chec12 the entire check may be 
under question or only a small portion, as in a forged endorsement. Due 

I Collected standards are those written in the daily routine of 
business and personal life, such as canceled checks and signatures 
occurring in a great variety of documents. 

2 Request or dictated standards are handwritten specimens written spe
cifically for comparison purposes at the request of the investigating 
agency. They are written from dictation. 

3 A general term used to denote the many types of worthless checks in
cluding those based on no-accounts, fictitious accounts or names; 
lneUff1<aient' fuMe or' forged and altered Signatures. 
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to the very limited amount of questioned writing in the latter case, 
it is necessary to request larger numbers of standards than when 
the entire check has been written by one writer. The following 
figures are given only as a gUide and usually represent a minimum 
of material required. Where it is suspected that disguise has been 
used, more standards should be requested or collected. In the case 
where the handwriting of the entire checJ,c is under question, 5 to lC> 
exemplars may be sufficient. When only a Signature is involved, mor's 
Btandards, from 10 to 15, may be required. These figures are for 
flrequest tl standards. When ucollected ll standards are found, a repre
sentative sample of 25 should be satisfactory. Too much standard 
writing is a rarity. As with other type~ of request standards, it 
is desirable that the text of the materie,l to be written duplicates 
the exact 1vords and letter combinations ';'rith which the standard is 
to be compared~ Unless there 'is a very definite reason to the 
contrary,. the suspect should be request,9d to write the exact words 
and numbers that appear on the questio:r:Gd. check. If this is not 
possib1e J combinations of words can usus.lly be grouped so as to 
accomplish essentially the same objective. 

The suspect should be furnished a writing instrument which 
duplicates, as nearly as possible, the kind of instrument used to 
wl'ite the questioned mater'ial. He should also be furnished blank 
checks similar to the questioned check or else a good quality white 
bond. papel' of the same size as the original check. If the questioned 
wr1.ting lias done in pencil, use a pencil for the standard writing; 
and if a ball point pen was used, furnish the same type of instrument-
the sallie applies to conventional pens. 

Procedure for Taking Standards 

The following is a suggested procedure for taking proper 
t'd io ta ted " standards: 

1. Have the subjec t sea ted comfortably a t a writing table. 

2. Furnish the necessary materials and explain what is deSired. 

3. Dictate the material to be written; and this is very 
important" do no tallow the suspect to see the writing on the 
questioned document. Do not give any assistance in spelling, 
punctuation, or form. 

4. Remove each completed specimen from Sight, and repeat the 
dictation until the desired number of standards have been 
written. Each specimen should be numbered as it is 
completed, dated, and marked for identification by the 
witnesses. 

5. Have the subject attempt to write vTith his other band and 
take standards from both hands if he is ambidextrous. 
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6. Note the follow"ing data regarding this subject and include 
it 'tvi th the exemplars g 

a. Name, sex, date and place of birth 

b. Place and extent of education 

c. Condition of health, and any handicaps 

d. Right-or left-handedne ss, or ambidextrousness 

If hand printing was used on the questioned document, in
structions should be given to hand print the standards. When the 
que stioned writing is all in capital Ie tters, care should be taken 
to request all capitals, and lower case when 10vTer case letters are 
used.One form of unsatisfactory standard frequently submitted is a 
piece of paper containing a column of signatures, c~e below the other. 
This form gives the 'tvriter opportunity both to use disguise and then 
to copy it. 

No standards should be submitted to the document examiner unless 
they can definitely be proven in court to have been written by the 
purported author. 

Since it is always desirable for the document examiner to examine 
the original questioned document, Whenever it is possible the 
original should be submitted. If it is necessary that the original 
be returned, the document examiner can make a scaled photograph for 
further comparative work. Photostats are not desirable for the 
comparison of handwriting because they are some time s unsa tisfac tory. 

The Handling of Writing and Printing Devices 

In the event that a Checkwriter,4 typewriter, rubber stamp, or 
printing has been used on the questioned check, samples from any 
suspected writing or printing devices should be obtained and sub
mitted, as it is often possible to connect a specific machine to a 
given specimen of work. 

In the case of a typewriter, the following should be submitted~ 
A complete sample of the keyboard in both upper and lower case 
positions, the make, model, and serial number, in addition to 
specimens duplicating the same material used on the questioned check. 

4A checkwri tel'" is a machine used to print the dollar amount on the 
checlc. It is commonly refe:rred to c...S a check protector, bilt actually 

a check protector is an accessory to a checkwri ter. 'A check pro
tector perforates the payee and sometimes the amount. 
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A suspected checkwriter or check protector should be sampled 
in the same manner, and the machine sent to the Laboratory whenever 
possible. 

A rubber stamp and, stamp pad should be submitted directly to 
the Laboratory for proper sampling and photographic processing. 

. . Occasionally a suspect is found to have a small printing press 
1.n lus car, or in his possession, or at least there is a suspicion 
that he has used it. It is s:.l.ggested that the press, if portable 
be made available to the Laboratory for the most expedient examin~
tiona 

When a suspected numbering machine is found, it should be Bent 
to the Laboratory along with the questioned material. 

Questioned writing instruments, such as pens and pencils, and 
materials such as ink and blotters, may also be compared and 
examined. They should not be overlooked. 

When there is a doubt as to the proper proc~dure do not hesitate 
to send the aI'tic Ie to the La.bora tory. 
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The examination of questioned documents often requires standardL 
other than handwritten exemplars. Some of these stande.rds have 
been mentioned in ccnnection with the bogus check discussion. There 
are t~'TOgeneral categories: the writing or printing instrument 
used~such as a pen 1 rubber stamp, or typewriter; and the materials 
used, such as ink, paper, or stamp pads. Sometimes it is possible 
to connect this type of material directly with questioned material, 
as in a situation where the questioned document has a torn edge 
which can be successfully matched with the paper found in the sus
pect 1s possession. Usually the proof is indirect or corroborative, 
such as in a situation where the same type of ink used on the 
r'lestioned document is found in the suspect's possession, etc. 

In these types of stande.rds, all of the standard instruments 
or materials should be obtained. For instance, if it is suspected 
that a typewriter was the ID2chine used to execute the questioned 
typewriting, it should be recovered for sampling purposes so that 
it will not be changed or damaged or even disposed of by the 
suspect. Any of the following should be taken in toto as standard 
samples when they may have been used in part of the preparation 
of the suspected document: a ball point pen, a pencil~ a crayon, 
a bottle of inkJ a Writing tablet, a partial sheet of postage 
stamps, a newspaper or magazine which may have been used for cut 
out letters in an anonymous letter, a blotter, a bottle of glue, 
a pair of scissors: or scotch tape. To obtain standard samples to 
submit to the document examiner in cases involving a questioned 
typewriter, check Writer, numbering machine, or rubber stamp~ it 
is usually necessary only to take complete spe cimens of the entire 
keyboard or printing faces: along with duplications of the actual 
questioned material and, in addition, such descriptive data about 
the instrument which will serve to identify it, 'that is, name J model, 
serial number, etc. In cases of the other miscellaneous types 
of standards, it is usually advisable to submit them for direct 
comparisons. TheYj of course, should be accom~~nied by information 
as to their suspected relati on to the questioned document Rnd marked 
for future identification. 

Blotter Transfers, Indented Writ}ng~ Laundry-M~rks~~c. 

Mention is made here of a feT
:; p08.:ibilities pertaining to the 

last category of standards. When inked writing is blotted im
mediately after writing, some of the ink is transferred to the 
blotter. At times this transfer can be made legible by use of a 
mirror, ultraviolet light, photography, and chemical treatment. 

Indented i"1ri ting occurs v'lhen a second piece of paper is under 
~T the paper being written or typed on and, due to the pressure of the 
'4> writing instrument, is impressed when the pressure is great enough. 

This type of writing may be developed in several WFlYB" It is 
necessary to protect this type of document by padding with a pro
tective cardboard in mailing. 

"';11'1. 
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Paper can reveal valuable information when prop~rly ex~mined. 
Identification of water marks may prove useful_ It ~s poss1ble h 
physically to match torn edges. Tablet paper can b~ mat?hed ~~.t e 
paper cutter markings on the edges of the s~eet. F~ber ~dent~ ~ca
tion is also sometimes used in paper compar1sons. 

It is possible to differentiate various type? o~ inks by 
chemical tests. Generally speaking, it is very d~ff1cult to s~ate 
the age of ink writing. It is. often p~ss~b~e to .resto:r:e cert~ln 
ink writing that has been erad1cated or oollterated. 

In some instances typewriter ribbon threads can be counted 
and used as a corroborative factor. 

Charred or burned documents are valuable evidence and 
specie~ly handled.. Proteet them from winds and dr~fts and 
antempt to handle. Contact the LQbor~tory f?:.asslstance. 
possible to decipher them under certa1n cond1"v1ons. 

must be 
do not 
It is 

Documents cantaining erasures and/or alterations and 'those 
suspected of containing secret or in~isible writing should be sent 
to the Laboratory for proper process1ng. 

Laundry and cleaning marks represent a spec~alized tYP~ of . 
document and frequently reveal valuable inform~,tl0Z: to the ~nvest1.ga
tor. Some of these m~rks are put on with spec1al lnk that 1S 
invisible to the naked eye and must be devel?ped by the use. of 
ultraviolet light. Material suspecte~ of this type of marklng should 
be sent to the Laboratory for processJ.ng. 
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Law enrorcement agencies in Wisconsin that have ringerprint 
evidence to process and are without facilities to do it may send tr~t 
evidence to the Wisconsin State crime Laborator.1 for processing. 
currently the Laboratory is not able to send fingerprint technicians 
into the rield to process for latent ringerprints except in cases 
of major crimes. 

Preservation or evidence to be processed for latent fingerprints 
cannot be stre,ssed too strongly. Before fingerprint evidence is 2 
sent to the Laboratory it is recommended that a scaled ph~tograph 
be made showing its relationship to the crime scene. It..,~S also 
recomreended that a' scaled photograph be made or the deve~oPdd latent 
ringerprint prior to attempting to r'lift"3 the developed I/print." 
The evidence should be marked before it is sent to the Laboratory so 
that it can unmistakably be identified at a later date. This marking 
should be in such a place and in such a manner that it will not 
destroy undeveloped latent fingerprintso Usually initials and a 
short form of date are sufficient~ if proper notes are kept by the 
submitting agency. When fingerprint evidence is submitted to the 
Laborator.1 it should always be accompanied by a case referral sheet. 
See Part I for a sample case referral sheet. If a copy of the case 
referral sheet is not available, be sure to send at least the 
equivalent information. 

If scaled photographs have been made by the submitting agency, a 
copy of the se should al&o accompany the evidence. 

iihen it is known that certain persons have handled fingerprint 
evidence that is being submitted, it j.s recommended that their names 
and fingerprint cards be submitted along with the evidence for 
elimination purposes. Wben ringerprint evidence is to be transported 
to the Lab ora tOr.1, there a'r'e two avenue s available jone is to mail it 

I 

1 The term "latent fingerprints," as discussed in identification work, 
refers to finger impressions, either visible or invisible, and 
smudged or clear. They are usually found as partial fingerprints. 

2 A scaled photograph 1s one :l.n "iThich a scale or ruler is shown so 
that the rize relationship o:t' the image in the picture to tl'lat of 
the original object can be determined. To do this properly, the 
scale and image (latent ringerprint, for example) must be in the 
same plane and at right angles to the axis of the camera. This 
same plane must be parallel ~ho the plane of the rilm. 

3 A developed latent fingerpI".tlr.lt is rrequently t'lifted" from the 
object on which it was deve:JLOped and then placed on a more usable 
medium such as a piece of cl:lear glass or clear celluloid film. This 
lifting process is usually done with a clear-type of scotch tape. 
Another medium used ror lifting i~ ~. rubber material similar to a 
tire patch, but this necessarily re~j);lires rephotographing as the 
lift, when made, is reversed from left to right. 
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in, and the other is to bring it in. In either case the Objective is 
the same, namely, to transport the material to the Laboratory and not 
to de stroy or damage the evidential value of the la tent fingerprint 
Transporting evidence in a car may be accomplished by placing the • 
mater~al on a hard surface and securing it so that it will not slide 
or sh~ft, and thereby rub off possible latent fingerprints. It is 
strongly recommended that no sort material, Such as cloth or cotton 
be placed next to the surface suspected of containing latent finger~ 
prints. If the ringerprint evidence is mailed to the Laboratory 
the following g~nerul principles should be observed~ secure the l 

eVidence so tha~ it will not shift during mailing; allow ror a minimum 
amount of contact bett-Teen surfaces conte.ining potential fingerprint 
e~idence and the other surfaces. When evidemce to be processed for 
r~ngerprints is handled I common sense is all thetis needed. The use 
or a handkerchief or soft material is not recommended, as it gives 
~?e user a false security and frequently damages potential latent 
L~ngerprints. Fingerprint evidence should be handled only when 
absolutely necessarYI and then in such a manner as to minimize possible 
contamination or damage or potential latent material. Again all 
those known to have handled the evidence should be noted, and their 
fingerprint cards supplied with the material. 

~n an a ttempt to be more specific about the very numerous items 
on wh~ch latent fingerprints are found, this topic will be discussed 
under general group beadings. 

Crime Scene - OutSide of Buildin~ 

Normally, the pOint of entry shou~d be examined first. WindOWS, 
Wi~dow Sills, doors, and door jambs can be processed satisfactorily 
us~ng fingerprint powder if the surfaces are dry. The preservat~on or 
this material consists mainly in keeping the curious public and 
victios away from the point of entry. Usually, this type of evidence 
due to its bulk or permanence, is not transported to the Laboratory' 
but th~s is not discouraged if warranted. There may be occasion to' 
saw ou~ a piece of wood in order to preserve the evidence contained 
th~reon, and it is strongly recommended that a scaled photograph be 
ma~e of this area before the cutting is started. When material of 
th~s sort is transported in an automobile in lieu of mailing it 
should be so placed that the surfaces to be examined do not ~ome in 
contact with any other material during the trip. 

Crime Scene - Inside of Buildin£ 

After the point of entry has been processed, the object( s) 
attacked or known to have been handled by an intruder should be 

'examined. This material will be discussed under separate headings 
Examina tion of tpe woodwork inside the house may show IY'here a burgiar 
life It" his way through the building in the dark. 

-. 
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Items of this nature can be brought by automobile to the 
Laborator,'y for processing" thus eliminating the necessity of crating 
or packing with the attendant hazards of destroying "latentt' 
possibilities. Money boxes are usually small enough to be considere' 
for mailing to the Laboratory. This raises the problem of packing 
the money box carefu.lly" and yet preserving the outside surface for 
latent fingerprint examination. One method used for this type of 
problem was to wire the money box to the bottom of the box being 
used to send the material to the llibora tory. Obviously there are 
many ways tm\t will work successfully. If specific questions come 
up" the Labor'atory may be able to aEsist the requesting agency by 
of~ering sugg~stions. 

Guns, Knive~~ToOls 

When items of this category are important enough to be brought 
to the Laboratory by car, care should be exe~cised in how they are 
carried. They should be secured rigidly so that the surfaces to be 
examined will not be damaged. If one.consjders the fragile nature 
of latent fingerprints" it is not difficult to realize how little 
w~ping is necessary to remove completely this type of evidence. Guns; 
for safety reasons" should be unloaded with great care in order to 
prevent more than a minimum of damage to latent prints. Postal 
regulations requir(3 that guns and ammunition be sent by express and 
not through the mails. 

Paper 

Paper to be examined for latent fingerp~ints should be sent to 
the Laboratory immediately, as time is an important element in 
successfully developing latents on this medium. Because of the 
poor results produced with the uce of powders" they are not generally 
recommended. Facilities are available at the Laboratory to process 
paper by various chemical methods. Paper should be placed in a 
protective envelope to prevent further handling. If marking is 
considered necessary, it should be done very lightly with pencil" 
as marking may cover a latent print. 

Glass 

Glass {window, drinking" bottle" etc.) offers one of the best 
possibilities for latent$ due to the ideal surface. This type of 
evidence can be successf'ully handled if only the edges are tou'ched. 
Marking is. difficult &nd may be put off ~ntil after the prbcessing" 
if needed at all. By the use of Signed receipta the chain of 
possession can be maintained, The transportation of this type of 
evidence to the Laboratory by mail calls for careful packing to 
prevent movement or undue contact with other surfaces. Thi~ can be 
accomplished in the osse of glasses apd bottles by using a smal~ 
wooden rack, ~ 
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It is necessary either to 0ave the fingerprint technician go to 
the ca.r or have the car towed or driven to a place where it may be 
processed. It is necessary for the person driving or towing the 
car to use extreme caution is preserving all possible surfaces tp~t 
may later be examined for latent fingerprints" especially inside 
the car. Before the car is processed for latent fingerprints, it is 
very important for the fingerprint technician to be furnished with 
information relative to the method by which the car may have been 
attacked. For instance, if the car was locked at the time it was 
broken into, the point of entry would be very important, If the car 
,.,as unlocked and driven away, such th:i.ng3 as the no-draft windo~w and 
rearview mirror may have been adjusted. The ignition key" steering 
wheel, and gear shift lever should be examined also, as "Tell as the 
dashboard J glove compartment and other surfaces. When it is known 
that the trunk was opened, that area should be examined. 

Palm_and Footprints 

Occasionally palmprints are developed from latent impressions 
and then a request is made to submit palmprints for suspects. The 
Wisconsin Law Enforcement Bulletin for July 1950 includes a dis
cussion of the use of palmprints. 

It is unusual for barefeet impressions to be found at crime 
sceneL, but they contain ridge patterns similar to fingers and palms. 
If found, they can be used for positive identification just as finger 
impressions. 

Fingerprinting of Unident~fied Bodies 

Unidentified bodies present problems in fingerprinting. When 
a dead body is fingerprintedJthe fingers are inked by use of a roller 
or special inking pad. The paper is cut 1n strips, one for each 
finger" and cupped around the finger and pressed to it. Much care 
must be exercised in order that no error is made in labeling the 
separate pieces of p~per containing the prints. 

When the body is decomposed" it is sometimes necessary to cut 
off the fingers and place them in separate labeled jars containing 
a preservative. These oan then be sent to the Laboratory for 
examination. Occasionally, when only fragments of the finger skin 
remain, the .,s~me pl"ooedure as just out11ned is followed. Much care 
is necess?o!'yin handling this decomposed material as it is very 
fragile sometimes. When the outer layer of skin is gC'~e J the under 
layer may still be used, since it contains the same ridge patterns. 

Comparison of Latent Prints and SUsEect cards 

When latent fingerprints are developed, they are preserved at 
the labora. tory until fingerprint cards for the suspect( s) are 
received. comparison of latents with the suspects' fingerprint card 
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frequently is made difficult or impOSSible, because the fingerprint 
cards submitted were carelessly or improperly taken. fI'hs clearest 
possible card should be sent in for comparison purposes. The rolled 
(impression should be as complete as possible. 

When an identification is made through latents and the results 
are needed in presenting the case to court, arrangements for the 
preparation of exhibits and scheduling of the technician to testify 
should be made as early as possible. 
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police Journal: January-March 191~1, P. 30, Palm prints as evidence 
of identity by D. Grant 

Wisconsin Law Enforcement Bulletin ~ July 1950, Palm prints 

Finger Print & Idept1fication, issued monthly by Institute of APplied 
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Fig. 45 PHOTOGRAPHING THE IMPRESSION 
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Camera axis perpendicular to, 
and film plane parallel with 
the impreseaion. 

- --- -------- -<"" .. ~-. 

,Scaled impress1on, w1th 
scales not obscuring any 
deta1l. -

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laborato~y. 
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FIGURE 46 
REPRODUCTION OF IMPRESSIONS BY CASTING 

&. Reinforcing the Cast. b. Marking the Cast. 
c. The Negative Cs.st. 

d. Positive Cast. 

Source: Wisconsin state Crime Laboratory 

e. Shoe which me,de the 
Impression. 
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What does "Interviewing Witnesses il mean? Interview is defined 
as IlA meeting face to face, a conference, a meeting between a mem
ber of the press and another person to enable the former to get 
information for publication." 

Witness is defined as rUOne, as a beholder, who has knowledge 
of anything." 

Interviewing witnesses will be discussed for the purpose of 
this paper as "having a face-to-face meeting with persons who have 
personal knowledge of certain facts, in order to get information 
about those facts." 

Before one can question witnesses they must be located. Usu
ally the interviewer is not too concerned with this problem. How
ever, the missing witness is more often than not, an important or 
vital witness. Therefore, a portion of this paper will be devoted 
to the subject of locating witnesses. 

To locate witnesses: 

Compile all the knm'ln facts pertaining to the missing witness. 

1. Get his complete description. This should include, if 
available, full name, aliases, age, birth date and place, 
race, nationality, height, weight, color of eyes 3 hair 
and complex.ion, scars, marks or other physical defects 
or peculiarities, general appearance~ mannerisms, pos
ture~ disposition, style of dressing, clothing sizes, 
personality, teeth chart or bridges, and fingerprint 
classification. Obtain a photo and a fingerprint chart, 
if available. 

2. Develop hiE family histor:, This should include his 
last known address, previous addresses, and length of 
stay at each. List street'and number, city, state and 
county, his marital status, dates and'places of mar
riages and divorces, names, addresses, and ages of 
children and spouses, their kinds and places of em
ployment, as well as names and a ddresses of other 
relatives and friends o 

Paper presented at the Seventh Alluual Seminar and Training Course in 
Arson Detection and Investigation, Purdue University, Lafayette, 
Indiana, April, 1951. Reproduced by permission of Mutual Investiga
tion Bureau, Chicago, Illinois~ who originally privately published 
this paper. 
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Check his education. Find out the schools attended, 
their locations, kinds or types of schools, dates of 
attendance, degrees conferred; his membership in 
school societies, fraternities or clubs; special awards, 
scholarships or honors conferred, abilities. likes, 
dislikes, and disciplinary a ction taken. 

Check his employment. Include dates of employment, 
places , types of work performed, names and .addresses of 
employers and supervisors, reasons for leaving, and 
salaries. 

Check his militarY-historv~ Include dates of service, 
place and organization or branch of service, rank or 
rating, type of discharge, where entered service~ where 
discharged, any service-connected disabilities, medical 
record in service, conduct record in service, and 
membership in reserve group. 

6. Develop his background. Find out his hobbies, habits, 
trades or professions, unions or guilds, fraternal or 
religious affiliations, skills, any criminal record 
and if so, crimes committed and modus operandi, his . 
eating h9.bits and favorite foods, preference in hotels, 
any special medicines used, or artificial aids used, 
banking connections, type or kind of amusement places 
frequented. 

7. List his poss~ssions. Type, make, and kind of automo
bile~ full description and location of property owned, 
stocks, land and life insurance owned, pensions or 
income received, creditors. 

These facts may be obtained from the follo~ring: employment 
records, charge account records at department stores or local 
merchants where the missing witness is known, arrest records, school 
records or yearbooks, athletic team records, court records, photo 
studiOS, military records, doctor's and dentist's records, hospital 
records, friends, relatives, acquaintances, teache.rs, employers 
and past employers, military authorities and police. 

The Search for Witnesses 

After all the known facts available about the missing witness 
have been compiled, an organized search is begun. The procedure 
of the search will vary in each case according to the facts and in
formation peculiar to the witness. Some suggestions for searching 
are listed here: 
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1. Interview the neighbors at his last known address. They 
may have helped him move, observed who moved him, or 
heard him mention where he was going. He may have told 
some of them where to forward messages. . 

2. Work with the Post Office Inspector and the local mail 
carriers. They may be able to provide a forv,rarding 
address. They may be able to place a Hmail covern on the 
homes of friends and relatives to whom he may write and 
thus establish his pres(~nt whereabouts when the circum
stances warrant, and this is not against the law. 

3. Check to see if he provided a forwarding address for 
his newspaper and magazine subscriptj.ons. 

4. Send telegrams to him in care of his friends and rela
tives; they may decide it is important and give the 
Western Union operator a forwarding address when they 
would not give it to an investigator. 

5. Place a person-to-person long distance call to the miss
ing witness at his last known number from another town, 
and provide the telephone operator with the phone num
bers of his friends and relatives as alternate numbers 
where he might be reached. If he is at one of the num
bers called, he may take the call, thinking it is a 
friend. 

6. When the missing witness owns a car, work with the var
ious state boards of motor vehicles. Also work with the 
automobile finance company. They may be able to tell 
you from what city or town they received the last pay
ment. 

7. When physical aids or medicines are used by the missing 
witness, work with doctors and pharmacists. Phar
maceutical agencies often use control or register num-
bers in the manufacture and distribution of their products. 

8. Check churches of the missing witness' faith. 

9. Check utility companies to see if the missing ~Titness 
was a customer of theirs. He may have transferred 
service or written in for a return of his deposit. 

10. For his last address, check the polling lists of persons 
eligible to vote. 

11. Check the unemployment compensation board and hiring 
halls of his union. 
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12. 

13. 

15. 

Exhibit the missing witness' photo to railway clerks, 
airport personnel, bus station personnel, hotel cler~s 
and house detectives, waiters of restaurants where h1s 
favorite type food is served, and operators and 
employees of the types ofpl.aces he likes to frequent 

Make full use of telephone and city directories. Check 
the records of business firms with "<1hich the missing 
witness has done business. 

Check military records, where possible, - many men ~re 
members of various reserve groups and must keep the1r 
service informed of their whereabouts. 

Check local police records and also those in nearby 
places. M~ny missing witnesses run afoul of the law. 

Qrooming, Attire, and Manner of Interview~ 

In interviewing witnesses: 

The interviewer should give careful consideration to his 
appearance. He should avoid wearing "loud" or flashy clothing that 
will attract attention. Sport shirts and casual clothing usually 
are not recommended as they impart a "holiday" or iifestive air" to 
an interview that is meanttb be strictly business. 

Diamond rings and jewelry worn by the intervie't-rer may distract 
certain types of witnesses and suggest poor taste on the part of 
the interviewer. 

Proper attire for the interviewer might be a wel17press~d 
business suit of reserved design and color, a clean wh1te ~h1rt 
buttoned at the neck, a conservative four-in-hand Gie 'V-Tith neat 
knot, ~"Tell-polished shoe s which blend with the ensemble, conserva
tive socks, and a suitable hat. 

Cleanliness is imperative for the investigator, both in cloth
ing and personal habits. The fireman may be commended for his 
dirty face and clothing, which indicate hard work at the fire, but 
the investigator's appearance is one of the tools of his trade l and 
he should be clean and neat. 

The investigator who instills a feeling of dislike into the 
person being interviewed makes his task doubly difficult and may 
defeat his purpose. When the interviewer has dirty fingernails, 
dirty face, or hands, soiled or disheveled clothing, nee~s a haircut, 
or is unshaven~ the witness may find his attention straY1ng to the 
unkempt features of the interviewer. and involunt~rily feel a s~nse 
of repugnance. This may not only d1stract the w1tness' attent10n 
but also create a mental barrier which will not be conducive to a 
good interview. 
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Women and juveniles are quick to observe these objectionable 
features of the interviewer and form quick but lasting opinions 
from these first impressions. 

There is usually a tendency on the'part of witnesses to get 
the interview over with as quickly as possible when they consider 
the interviewer to be dirty or unkempt. This is a natural feeling, 
and it is evident that the clean and neat interviewer has a decided 
advantage over one who is dirty: or who has objectionable habits. 

A lack of consideration by the interviewer has somewhat the 
same effect on witnesses as the unclean or unkempt interviewer. 
This is usually nothing more than failure to observe common 
courtesies: tracking dirt into a witness' house, smoking \'rithout 
permission in ~he witness' home or office, loud and offensive 
language, a "blustery attitude" If failure to remove hat, or other 
acts of rudeness. The interviewer can overcome these failings by 
being courteous. 

The desirable background for an interviewer mig~lt include a 
knowledge of English composition and grammar, a knowledge of 
practical psychology, a knowledge of th~ laws of libel and slander, 
and a sympathetic understanding of human nature. 

Some helpful qualities an interviewer should possess are: 
intelligence, a natural curiosity, persistence, a pleasing person
ality, and the powers of persuasion. 

The necessary requisites for an interviewer are a knowledge of 
the situation about which the witness is being interviewed, the 
ability to enter into the interview without any preconceived ideas, 
and the ability to apply common sense principles to the situations 
evolving from the interview. 

Before beginning the interview the investigator should be 
familiar with all the details of the investigation or situation per
taining to the interview. In this way he will be able to exploit 
conversational trends as they occur during the interview. I believe 
it is a more efficient procedure for an investigator or a team of 
investigators to follow through on the same investigati~n in spite 
of ilworking hours" "shifts II "vacations," "days off,il etc. Of 

" h' b~ h course, this is not always practicable, but w en POSS1 ~e, t e men 
most familiar with the case should conduct the interViewing of the 
witness. 

So often a witness mentions a person, place, or thing which is 
of great significance only to the men who have been regularly work
ing on the investigation, and they are able'to quickly draw out the 
witness on this facet of the case. Howev,er, that same person, place" 
or thing when incidentally mentioned to an uninformed interviewer 
has no particular meaning and is not properly developed. 
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The interviewer must have an open mind. He must enter the 
interview without any preconceived ideas. This is of utmost im
portance. The interviewer must not have any preconceived ideas of 
what has happened, based on previous experience. He must also keep 
an open mind throughout the entire interview. However, this should 
not prevent the interviewer from being alert to detect inconsist
encies or discrepancies in the witness' story. 

The interviewer should have some knowledge of the laws of 
libel and slander~ Every private person or organization engaged in 
the bus~ness of investigating the actions of other persons is sub
ject to suit for libel and slander on the slightest provocation. 
As a matter of fact, suit may be brought without any real provoca
tion, especially where extraneous facts offer an opportunity to 
build up a case by fabricating the essential elements. 

For example: An arson investigator for private insurance com
panies suspects A of arson, but is never able to prove it. The 
investigator believes that B knows more than he has told about the 
fire. A and B are good friends. The investigator holds a private 
conversation with B in which he endeavors to find some holes in B's 
story while he carefully avoids making any accusations or derogatory 
statements. The investigator may be sued by A for slander and find 
that B is prepared to swear that in the private conversation the 
investigator stated flatly that A had burned his building to get 
the insurance money_ The investigator cannot deny that the private 
conversation took place, so the case will go to the jury on the 
conflicting testimony as to what was said. It will be Bts word 
against the investigator!s before a jury composed cf the townsmen 
or neighbors of A and B. If B is a reasonably convincing liar, A 
will more than likely win the case. 

The illustration offers a number of points for consideration. 

(1) It is slanderous to state that a man committed arson or 
any other crime, unless you can prove that he did, 

(2) It is sufficient publication if the statement is heard by 
one person, other than the person about whom the statement is made. 

(3) It is dangerous for an interviewer or investigator to be 
in a position in which only his. own testimony will be available 
against the testimony of one or more hostile persons. 

(4) Procedures for dealing with witnesses and suspects which 
are routine for police and law enforcement officers cannot be 
employed safely by private investigators. 
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. Priv~cy is desirable during the interview for many reasons. It 
~~ condu?~ve to ~onc~ntration and clear thinkin.g by all parties, A 
,:atnes~ ~s more ~n~l~ned to reveal confidences in privacy. The 
~ntrus~on of undes~rable and unwanted persons into the nlace where 
the interview is being held may have an adverse effect on the witness 
He may lose his train of thought, become rattled and forget or fail • 
to remember pertinent details or facts. 

The place of the interview should be selected with considera
tion for its accessibility to a court report:;r, polygraph, or other 
laboratory aids, if they are to be used in conjunction with the 
intervi.Bw. 

The nature of the interview and the person to be interviewed 
may affect 'ths interviewer's decision of where to hold the interview, 
The place selected should not usually be distracting or upsetting. 

~n a~ult male witness might be interviewed in the jail, under 
certa~n c~rcumstances, or the interviewer's hotel room. However 
these.plac~s would probably be inappropriate for a female witnes~ 
or a Juven~le. 

. A' s?hoolroo~, the principal's office, or the juvenile officer's 
off~ce n:.~ght be ~deal places to interview a juvenile but might not 
be the correct setting for an adult male or a female' witness. 

. A.ro?m in the courthouse or an office might be suitable for 
~nterv~ew~~g ~ woman, depending on the circumstances. However, in 
all cases ~t ~s usually better to get the witness aw~y from his 
place of em~loyment or his home, to a place where he can think 
freely and ~ndependently and where he will be on neutral ground. 

If he is interviewed at work, the witness may attempt to hurry 
you so that he can go back to work before his boss comes along. He 
may al~o become embarrassed and flustered because he feels that his 
superv~sors.and co-workers are curious about what is going on or he 
may be afra~d that they think he is in some kind of difficulty. 

When yo';! inte::view the witness at his home, you may lose con
trol of the ~ntervJ.ew. He will be in his own environment and will 
b? self:-confident and sure of himself. He may also be brief and 
m~s~ead~ng because he wants to terminate the interview before his 
f~m~~y come~ hom~. If they are present, he may feel t hat they are 
w~th~n hear~ng d~stance and he does not want them to hear what he 
~as to. say, He may al?o feel that the neighbors are aware of what 
~~ tak~ng.place and t~~s may distract his attention. I believe the 
w~t~es~ w~ll.be more ~nclined to take his time and go into detail if 
he ~s ~nterv~ewed away from his home or place of employment. 
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Careful p"reparation should be given to the selection of the 
proper time to interview a witness. This decision depends on many 
factors. The working hours of the witness, his family routine, the 
purpose of the interview, and the ability to time one interview in 
order to complete it, and to interview certain other verifying wit
nesses before th~y can be contacted by the witness are all factors 
which must be weighed and considered before selecting a time for 
the interview. 

The time of day or night is important to the psychological 
aspects of the interview. Women and juveniles present a particular 
problem with reference to the time they are interviewed. Except in 
rare and unusual cases, women and juveniles should not be inter
viewed in the late hours of the evening or very early morning hours. 

The number of persons present during the interview of an adult 
male depends on the situation~ Two co-interviewers seem to be the 
ideal number. This provides corroboration and protection for each 
of the interviewers, and if the witness changes his story, the pre
ponderance of proof is on the side of the interviewers. 

Witnesses should always be interviewed separately, and no wit
ness should be present while another witness is being interviewed. 

In an interview, efficiency is usually achieved in inverse 
proportion to the number of persons present during the interview. 
Too many interviewers disrupt and hinder the procurement of informa
tion. 

I can think of no good reason for friends or representatives of 
the witness to be present during the interview of the adult male. 

When interviewing a juvenile, the investigator should consider 
the advisability of having a juvenile officer, school principal, 
teacher, church representative, social worker, scoutmaster, or other 
suitable person, not including parents or relatives, present. 

When interviewing a woman l the presence of another woman repre
senting the interests of the interviewer is recommended. She may 
be employed as a stenographer or reporter. 

Recording the Details of the Interview 

Each interviewer has his own system of preserving or recording 
the details of the interview. Some trust to memory, others take 
brief notes, complete notes, written or typewritten signed state-' 
ments with or without the aid of a stenographer or court reporter, 
wire, disk and tape recordings, and some use a combination of these 
methods. The important point is that the witness should not be 
frightened by the display of recording materials. 
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Some interviewers do not exhibit a paper, pencil or other 
recording instrument until they have heard the witness' entire 
story in fullest detail. Other interviewers get the witness talk
ing and then casually and matter-of-factly begin taking notes. 

Other interviewers begin taking a complete statement from the 
witness the moment the interview begins; they do it in such a way 
that t~e w~tness is soon reassured and is reacting in a cooperative, 
commun~cat~ve manner. 

Some witnesses will not respond as well when notes or a state
ment are being taken in their presence. They seem to become 
more careful of what they say when it is being recorded. However, 
with some witnesses this is an asset, as they are then more inclined 
to be ac~urate and truthful. 

How to preserve the details of the interview is a problem that 
each interviewer must solve for himself, depending on the witness 
and the situation. When in doubt, get the full and complete facts 
from the witness and then face the problem qf how to record it. 

.Certa~n preparation should be made before the interview begins. 
The ~nterv~ewers should review the facts on what is known about the 
witness, what they believe the witness can tell them, what type of 
witness they believe he will be, and decide on their strategy. They 
should prepare some of the key questions they plan to ask. 

They should also make tentative arrangements with the poly
graph operator if there is a possibility that a test will be run 
during or after the interview. "Confronting" witnesses should be 
contacted and arrangements made to have them ready if they are to 
be used. Plans should be made ahead of time for the sending of 
spurious wires or telephone calls, or receipt of same in the ' 
witness' presence, if this type of trickery is to be employed. 

The purpose of the interview is to obtain information from the 
witness. I usually think of the interview as a conversation, but 
a one-way conversation, with the interviewer saying as little as 
possible. The interview is ~ designed for the purpose of a mutual 
exchange of information. 

Quiding the Interview 

The investigator is supposed to interview the witness, however, 
too many times investigators impart more information than they re
ceive. I believe the interviewer or investigator should do three 
things: 

1. Stimulate the conversation. This is done, of course, by 
asking questions which are brief and cannot be answered by "yes" or 
uno ~ If These questions should not convey any information but should 
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merely "stimulate" the flow of conversation from the witness. This 
procedure varies as to the type: disposition and situation of the 
witness, and each interviewer will conduct himself differently. 

2. Guide the conversation into the proper channels. After 
the investigator has stimulated the conversation he must guide 
the trend of this conversation so that he will get full, complete, 
and detailed answers about facts and subjects in which he is 
interested. Witnesses must be carefully guided so that they do 
not ramble too much. 

3. Corroborate the information furni.qh~d by the witne~. 
Ref~r to previous information received pertaining to that partic
ular fact or subject. Complete corroboration depends on gett:7.ng 
the information in a detailed and specific form so that it ca.n be 
corroborated by other statements, or by the same witness in h,I.S 
own statement. Getting the facts in this detailed and specif~~ 
form will enable the interviewer to check the information recrC~"red 
from the witness with that received from witnesses interviewed 
previously and from witnesses who will be interviewed later. 

When misstatements, inaccuracies, untruths, or discrepancies 
occur during an interview, "hit" them again and again. This may 
be done by reparaphrasing the same questions and asking them in 
another form. The interviewer may also require the witness to 
give more detailed accounts of the information which produced 
the misstatements, untruths, discrepancies or inaccuracies. 
In this way the interviewer may be able to check the statement 
of one witness against that of another. He may even check a 
witness against his own statement and learn which one of the 
opposing facts is correct and which is in error and whether they 
are honest mistakes or attempts to mislead or misinform the 
interviewer. 

Uping the Positive Approach 

Too many interviewers use the negative approach, not only 
in questioning witnesses but also in making arrangements for the 
interview, and in asking the witness to sign his statement. The 
interviewer who asks the witness, "You couldn't meet me at the 
courthouse this afternoon for an interview, could you?i1 deserves 
the Uno" answer he is inviting. He has already unconsciously sug"'\'. 
gested it would be very easy to evade the interview. This is the 
same interviewer who asks his question by saying, tiyou didn't see 
anybody near the scene when you discovered the fire, did you?" 
When the statement is completed he requests the signature of th~ 
witness by saying, "You wouldn't want to sign this would you," 
or ilWould you care to sign this?" With this type of question the 
interviewer risks losing control of the situation. He suggests to 
the witness that he need not appear for the interview, answer the 
questions, or sign the statement. 
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'rhe pvsitive approach is preferred because the interviewer 
then takes control. He sets the time and place of the interview 
and announces it to the witness by saying, '1\'1e have scheduled your 
interview for 4:30 P.M. at the courthouse -- I assume that is agree
able. il This suggests everything is all set and that the inter
viewers are positive and sure of themselves, and it will not be 
easy to evade the interview. The witness usually accepts the 
appointment because he never thinks of declining it. He has BUC
ciliabed to the positive approach, and the interviewer starts off with 
the advantage of being in the driver's seat. Unless he does some
thing further to destroy confidence or indicate timidity he will 
retain control of the intervie\'T. 

The interviewer should formulate his questio'ns in a positive 
manner and ask for the witness' signature in the same way. He may 
say, i1Read that statement; if it is correct, sign it. If it is not 
correct, then correct it and sign it." This will usually be done 
without question by the witness who by this time has mentally 
acquiesced to the determination and friendly, firm guiding of the 
interviewer who has dominated and controlled the interview. 

If you are in full control of the interview it will not be 
necessary to attempt to get this feeling across to the witness. He 
~ill have sensed it by the confidence you inadvertently express 
J.n your manner, speech and method of questioning. However, if 
this is a borderline case, you may decide to commit several overt 
acts to firmly establish your relationship. You may decide to 
politely but firmly inform the witness that no smoking is per
mitted, just as he is casually extracting a cigarette from his 
pack. Or, y!?u may direct the witness to another chair after he, 
without being asked to seat himself, has selected a handy chair. 
Of course, this is a most difficult procedure which will vary 
with the individual being questioned and with each type of inter
view. This problem usually adjusts itself as the interviewer 
acquires experience. 

Questions asked at the start of the interview should be 
friendly, and asked in such a manner as to calm the nervous 
witness, settle the ~gitated witness, and placate the antago-
nistic witness. Therefore, these initial questions should be 
simple, single purpose questions of an uncontroversial nature. 
The usual procedure is to ask the identifying questions pertain-
ing to name, address, age, and employment,and then lead into 
questions about the witness' background. Ordinarily these ques
tions are inoffensive in nature and even the most suspicious or 
reluctant witness will usually answer them. Once you have the 
witness talking and answering questions, you may ask more pertinent 
questions, but lead into these important questions slowly, gradually, 
and naturally. Do not be too abrupt about it. 

--= 
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do a good job of selling yourself to the \·litness. Do not be 
afraid to spend some time in a preliminary "getting acquainted" 
period. An old trick of experienced interviewers is to establish 
a point of common interest with the witness. Naturally this 
will require that the interviewer study and make an appraisal 
of the witness during the first few moments of the interview 
The P?ints o~ common interest wh~ch,the interviewer uses to get 
acqua~nted m~ght be sports, farm~ng, the high cost of living, 
tt;txes, or Ct. recent news story which is getting prominent atten
t~on on the front pages at the time of the interview. 

Once you can get the witness to start talking, regardless 
of whether or not the conversation pertains to facts which are 
to be. discussed in the interview, you will then be in a position 
to gu~de the conversation into a discussion which will involve 
the facts about which information is desired. 

When talking to a local witness, when I am on the road, I 
often mt;tke US? of. diagrams and sketches pertaining to the locality 
of ~h? ~nvest~gat~on and with which the local witness is usually 
fam~l~ar". I have seen reluctant and hesitant witnesses iiopen up" 
under thece circumstances because they have suddenly become 
Hexpe:,ts" when ~ointing ou~ 1?laces, streets, and buildings on 
the. d~agram, wh~ch are fam~l~ar to them. They are in a posi tior:.: 
to ~nstruct the investigator, and it iS'human nature for most 
persons to take pleasure in instructing, or being considered an 
expert on any subject. 

Getting the Specific Details 

If the investigator desires to be thorough, he must be 
specifi c and avoid generalities. He must "pinpoint l1 the wi tn~ss 
with the aid of details in order to avoid vagueness. In a 
recent investigation a witness was questioned as to his where
abouts at the time the crime was committed. He stated he was 
sitt~ng in.a bar drinking with a person whose name he furnished. 
The ~nvest~gators asked the witness (who later, because of this 
inter~iew beca~e a suspect and eventually confessed to the crime)' 
how h~~ compan~on Wt;tS dressed, what he said, what they 1rfere doing, 
who pa~d for the dr~nks they were having, how much was paid, the 
a~ount of change that was received, who else was present, what 
k~nd of drinks each of them had, if his friend usually drank 
that brand of beer, and other specific questions which called for 
detailed answers. The replies of the witness furnished him with 
an alibi, but inexorably committed him to having been with that 
person at that time in that,place. 

When the persor .. who was given as an alibi was questioned,' 
he at first attempted to substantiate the story of the witness, 
but when questioned closely, he was unable to corroborate in 
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detail.th~ exact lo?ation of,the spot in the barroom where they 
were s~tt~ng, the k~nd of dr~nks each was drinking, the description 
of the clothing each wore, who paid for each round of drinks the 
price of the drinks, the money offered in payment, the chang~ 
received, who waited on them, whether or not the television was 
on, what program was on at that time J which bartender was on duty, 
or the ~ame or description of any others present. It was evident 
to the ~nvestigators that the two men had not been together at 
the time and place they indicated and further close interviewing 
brought out the truth from both persons~ 

The interviewer should give particular care to the form and 
phrasing of the questions he asks. Avoid the common mistake 
of putting the answer into the question. Do not ask questions 
such as "Is your name Eugene Casey?" Rather ask lI1;l}'hat is your 
name?ii Let the witness supply his own answer. 

I usually try to ask questions which cannot be answered by 
a "Yesn or "No." An example of such a questions is nWhere were 
y?u yesterdar morning?~' Then you can prompt and keep this 
w~tness talk~ng by ask~ng an occasional questi on such as iiWha t 
did you see?"; "How was he dressed?i?; "What time was that?" 

Avoid asking questions which can be answered with a question. 
Don't say "John Brown is a criminal, isn't he?" Your witness 
~ay sa:r "I don't know, is he?Vf You may find yourself being 
~nterv~ewed by the witness. That same question might be asked 
nWas John Brown ever cC'nvicted of a crime?" 

Avoid statements which are meant to serve as questions such 
as iiYour name is James Black?", or "You are the man who dis
covered the fire?" Ask true questions in the proper form. 

Cau~Lto Observe in Interviewing Female Witnesses 

The investigator must exercise' particular care and discre
tion when interviewing a female witness. He must be careful 
not to allow himself to be compromised or placed in an embarrass
ing position. He must use discretion in selecting the place to 
interview the female witness and the persons who are to be 
present. He must further be very careful that he does not ques
tion her at unusual hours. I never allow myself to be left alone 
with a female witness; I always try to have another woman 
present, usually as a stenographer, or at least a witness repre
senting my interests. I always avoid questioning women witnesses 
in hotel rooms and try to conduct these interviews in offices, 
courthouses, or other suitable places during the daytime. I 
also am especially careful to be extra courteous and well
mannered when in the presence of a female witness. When the 
interview involves a discussion of, sex or other delicate questions 
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the interviewer may decide to ask all other persons to leave the 
room~ including the female stenographer, feeling that complete 
privacy will be less embarrassing and more conducive to getting 
the facts. 

The juvenile Witness is another delicate problem and although 
this situation is handled differently in various states, a general 
suggestion might be to follow the precautionary rules for inter: 
viewing a female witness. Always make sure that you are complY1ng 
with the local and state laws regarding the questioning of 
juvenile witnesses. I usually attempt to interview juveniles in 
the presence of a representativ~ from theiz: sch?ol, sU?h.as a 
principal or teacher. In many 1nstances I Juven1le off1c~!3.,ls are 
required to be present, but whether or not they are requ1!'ed to 
be present it is often an asset to have them. 

The questioning of a juvenile differs from that of an 
adult male or female witness. The interviewer must ~sk different 
types of questions and spend a great deal more time in the 
iigetting acquainted" period. Children are usually more suggest
ible than adults and, therefore, the interviewer must take care 
that he does not suggest the answer that he desires to certain 
questions. The juvenile may "assist" him by giving the desired 
answer, regardless of the truth of the situat~on. 

I have found the" use of the blackboard most helpful when 
questioning juveniles, particularly with reference to locations 
and places which have been indicated by diagrams on the board. 
Photographs also have been found to be ~ valuable asset in 
interviewing juveniles. A paternal att1tude on the part of the 
investigator toward the juvenile has proven successful on many 
occasions. Naturally the chronological and mental age of the 
juvenile should be a factor in governing the c?nduct o~ the ~n
vestigator. No definite or set rules can be g1ven an 1nvest7gator 
with regard to questioning juveniles. Howeve:, so~e suggest10~s 
to follow are: be careful, considerate, conf1dent1al, and av01d 
frightening the juvenile witness. 

Handling the "Willing Witness ii and the "Hostile Witne§.§.iI 

The llwilling witnessii.is a friendly witness who wants to help. 
He should be guided and kept from wandering until the pertinent 
facts have been related. The interviewer often has to draw the 
witness out, and require him to be more specific and give details 
if he tends to be vague or general. He should be encouraged to . 
name other persons who can verify or ad? to the fac~s he dis?loses. 
The interviewer must be careful that th1s type of w1tness st1cks 
to the facts. Some willing witnesses distort facts in their 
eagerness to help, or restate rumors as facts. The interviewer 
must verify the willing witness' story just as though he were a 
reluctant witness. 
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Honest and willing witnesses may make inaccurate a'nd un
truthful statements due to imperfect observations or failure to 
observe and remember all the facts and details of a situation. 

. The "hostile \'litnesslr may be so because of his friendly 
fee17ngs t?war~ the person who he believes is the suspect in 
the 1~vest1gat10n. Some hostile witnesses will become abusive. 
The w1tness must ~ot be allowed to involve the interViewer in 
an. argument: An 1ntelligent interviewer will maintain his temper 
While the w1tness loses his. Remember, a man does not think . 
clearl¥ o~ ac~ sensibly when he ~s arguing in a hostile manner

t Keep h1m t~lk1ng. He may say th1ngs in anger which he wouldn't 
say otherw~se, and they may be important. Keep him talking. He 
may talk h1mself o~t and cease to be hostile or angry. He may 
then be developed 1nto a repentant Witness talkative and in-
formative. ' 

If the interviewer feels that this witness is an honest 
~erson.he may decide ~o spend som~ time educating him. The 
1nterv1ewer may expla1n that the 1nvestigators are not trying 
to persecute anyone, but merely to establish the facts as to 
what happened ~nd how. He may then tell the witness that a full 
and comp~ete d1s?losure of the facts will assist the innocent 
pers?ns 1n ?1~ar1ng them of all suspiCion, whereas any distortion 
?r w1thh?ld1ng of ~acts by witnesses will only aid guilty persons 
1n escap1ng detect1on. 

If. the host~le witness is not an honest person, and is 
~ttemp~1ng to sh1el? someone regardless of his guilt, the 
1nterv7ewer may dec1de to place this witness under oath and then 
ta~ed~1s state~entJ complete with falsehoods, misrepresentations, 
a~ h 1scre~anc1~s. He may then proceed in the saLle manner as 
mt a "IY1ng w1tness." 

Lying, Indifferent, and SUspicious Witnesses 

t t ifeh ~rlYi~g w~tness" should be encouraged to talk and encouraged 
o t~ 1S l1es 1n complete detail. He should then be questioned 

so at he has to tell several lies to cover up the original false 
~tat~ments. As one lie begets another, he will surely be caught 
7n h1s. own ,web of lies and be forced to t ell the truth. If the 
1nt~ry1ew 1S conducted under oath, the interviewer may be in a 
pos1t10n to threaten the witness with a perjury charge if he does 
not tell the full and complete truth. 

,The lIin?ifferent witness" is one who does not volunteer 
any 1nforrnatJ.ol1 because he is afraid he may become involved or 
have to go to court and waste his time testifying He usually 
does not ~ant to be interViewed. On the other ha~dJ he will not 
usually 11e.or ~ttempt.to protec~ anyone. He is baSically lazy 
but honest 1n hl.s fash1on. The 1nterviewer must drag out the ' 
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information. It is in an interview with this type of person that 
the interviewer is called upon to exert his utmost skill and 
ingenuity. The questions asked must be carefully phrased. The 
interviewer may play upon the lazy nature of the witness and 
explain that a full and complete detailed statement at this time 
may save the witness the trouble and bother of several additional 
interviews in the future, when it is learned that he possesses 
certain additional information which he withheld. 

The "suspicious witn0·ss" is usually an inquisitive witness. 
He wants to know what the interviewers know about him and about 
what he knows. His cooperation may depend upon how much he 
thinks the interviewers already knov-T. Make use of inference 
with this type witness. Infer that you already know the facts 
but want to hear if his story sUbstantiates them. 

. The use of trickery is sometimes helpful with this type 
wltness. Ask a question or two about something to vlhich you al
ready know the answer. After he has answered, indicate in a 
subtle manner that you already knell{ the answer to that question. 
You may ask him what school he attended, and after he has answered 
nFunston School lY and you have passed on to several other ques
tions, you might pause to summarize and say, "You have stated 
you attended Frederick Funston Grammar School from February of 
1924 until June 1931." Actually he never mentioned the full name 
of th~ school or the dates of his attendance, and he will probably 
be qUlck to note this. He may feel that you have a full and 
complete record of his activities, as well as a knowledge of 
what happened. His susnicious nature may lead him to believe 
that you are trying to trap him by asking questions to vlhich you 
have the answers, and he may decide to tttrick" you by giving a 
full and completely truthful account of the facts. 
Ihterviewing Is an Art 

No set rules can be given for interviewing because it is 
not a science. It is an art wherein each interviewer deve10ps 
his own style and manner. vmat one interviewer does successfully 
sometimes is poor procedure when tried by another. Here are 
twenty suggestions to interviewers which I have followed and 
found helpful: 

1. Prepare for the interview. 

2. Choose the best time for the interview. 

3. Choose the best place for the interview. 

4. Select the persons to be present. 

5. Keep the number of persons present at a minimum. 
j j) 
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6. Take your time during. the interview. 

7. Ma.intain control of the interview at all ti:)1es. 

8. Don't talk too much. 

9. Ask simple, short, brief questions c 
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10. Avoid asking questions that can be answered l1yes fi or"no.ff. 

11. Phrase the questions so they do not contain any informa
tion, but require the witness to supply the information 
in his answer. 

12. Get the witness to talk and keep him talking. 

13. Guide his conversation into the proper channels. 

14. Try to get the witness to corroborate or disprove 
his own statements. 

15. Be thorough and detailed. 

16. Be tactful - don't embarrass the witness. 

17. Be sympathetic but not sentimental. 

18. Be friendly but firm. 

19. Don't tell the witness all you knOVI. 

20. R.e especially careful when interviewing juvenile or 
female witnesses. 

Do not hesitate to violate one or all of these suggestions whenever 
you believe the purpose of the interview will be furthered by SO 
doing. 
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The Polygraph or "Lie Detectortl,even in its present limited state 
of perfection, has been proved to be an invaluable aid when used by 
an experienced operato~providing its limitations are fully appreciated 
by the enforcement official utilizing the I'esul ts. 

In criminal investigations the Laboratory is prepared to give 
Polygraph tests to any of the following subjects: (1) 'suspects; 
(2) principals; or (3) material "Ti tnesses providing the witnesses may 
have made statements contrary to fact, or may be v!ithholding infarma
tion~ or have made conflicting statements. The Laboratory maintains 
the most modern facilities for undertaking "Lie Detectorll tests. In 
addition, the tests are administered by an experienced criminal in
vestigator. It must be stressed that the Laboratory's activities are 
confined to matters 1vhich are a part of criminal investigations. 

Preliminary Arrangements 

A Polygraph or ItLie Detector" test must be administered under 
controlled circumstances o For this reason the test is administered 
in the Laboratory in Madison. 

When a district attorney or a responsible administrative officer 
of an enforcement agency is requesting the Laboratory to undertake 
a test, one of the Laboratory case referral forms sho-q.ld be completed 
and for'\<Tarded to the Laboratory together with as complete information 
as possible concerning the facts established as the result of the 
investigationo In this preliminary communication the number, names, 
ages and sex of subjects and full particulars of the investigation 
should be included. If any statements have been made by any of the 
subjects, copies of such statements and full particulars should also 
be forvTarded ':Ti th the initial request for assistance. 

When the preliminary arrangements are made, either by letter or 
by phone, for acquainting the Laboratory with the details of the in
vestigation at hand, desired alternate dates and times for a suggested 
appointment for having Polygraph tests given should also be recommended 
to the Laboratory. 

Upon the receipt of a request, the Laboratory '\Arill immediately 
advise either the submitting agency or the district attorney of the 
first open time on the Laboratory's schedule for the tests. A defin
ite appointment is then made. 

It is not necessary to obtain a signed agreement from any subject 
agreeing to undergo such tests; likei,Tise it is not necessary or advis
able to have subjects sign a waiver preliminary to the giving of the 
actual testsQ The Laboratory has discouraged this practice since in 
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It i~ su~gested that the responsible official of the enforcement 
agency ilJhloch ~s conducting the investigation, interview and take a 
s~atement f~om the subject concerning his alibi, possible participa
tJ.on 9 or ~uJ.lty I;nowle~ge ~f the overt act or possible accomplices 
involved J.n the ~nvestJ.gatJ.on. A copy of this statement should be 
m~de available to the Laboratory if a Polygraph test is to be given 
eJ.ther to the suspect or to the accomplices Q 

The "Lie Detectorll subject's alibi should be very carefully in
vestigated. The results of such investigation, together with a review 
of the facts developed during the entire investigation should also 
be made available to the Laboratory. ' 

In taking a statement from the suspect or accomplices, the inter
~ogator.shoul~ av~id the disclosure of any details or facts established 
J.n the J.nvest~gatJ.on not knmvn to the subjects. If this precaution 
is disregarded, it may preclude the Laboratory1s conducting the best 
possible informative and reliable tests. 

The chances of a successful conclusion to an investigation are 
gre~tly enhanced when the suspect involved in an investigation is made 
c:va~la~le ~or a tlLie Detector" examination jon the early stages of the 
J.nvestJ.gat~on~ Unreasonable and prolonged interrogation of a person 
produces a recalcitrant, antagonistic subject, who thereafter may not 
be considered a fit subject for a 'ILie Detector" examination. 

It is imperative that the subject has had a normal amount of food 
and sleep during the tilTenty-four hours preceding the giving of Poly
~raph tests. A person suffering from a severe hangover or under the 
J.nfJ~lence of alcohol, sedatives, opiates or suffering physical pain or 
an acute or severe cold or respiratory involvement is ordinarily not 
considered to be in a fit condition for a Polygraph examinationo 

In the investigation of sex offenses such as statutory rape 
forcib~e rape, adul~ery or indecen~ liberties, the Laboratory has' 
establ~shed the polJ.cy where practJ.cable of insisting that the victim 
and/or complainant in such offenses be made available to the Laboratory 
for purposes of being questioned by the Polygraph operator at the Lab
oratory. Exper Ice has shown that the Polygraph operator benefits 
greatly by hav~ng first-hand, detailed information from the victim. 
In some cases ~t has been found advisable to examine the victim for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether or not he either is withholding 
information concerning the alleged offense or is falsely accusing the 
suspect~ The suggested method has proved superior to relying on the 
results of a routine investigation in which statements may have been 
taken by an officer unfamiliar with the investigation of an offense 
of this type. 

OccaSionally, in cases in ,lJhich it is proposed that Polygraph 
examinations be made, attorneys representing ei~suspects, witnesses, 
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or prin~ipals in the criminal investigation have requested that they 
be ~erm~tted to be present at the Laboratory during the conduct of 
such tests. If a request of this nature is received~ permission will 
only be granted if the interested district attorney authorizes it. 
The Laboratory discourages such practice except under unusual circum
s!ances and, as has been indicated, will permit this to be done only 
W1 th the approval of the district attorney 'who is concerned vTi th the 
~ar!icular investigation at hand. v.lhen such requests are received, 
~t 1S recommended that the Laboratory be so advised by the district 
attorney at the time the appointment is requested., Each such request 
will be considered individually and the district attorney ',Till be ad
vised concerning this., 

Because' of the exceedingly heavy "Lie Detector" schedule at the 
present time, it is urgently requested that every effort be made to 
have the officers and subjects available at the appointed time for 
t~e tests~ If for any reason it appears impossible to keep the sched
u~ed appo~ntment, the Laboratory should be advised as soon as this is 
knoVm., (For example~ if the subjects disappear or are otherwise made 
unavailable, the appointments should be cancelled at once.) Notify 
the Laboratory either by State Traffic Radio, telephone or telegraph. 

The Laboratory has no facilities for the overnight detention of 
persons under arrest.. Prior arrangements for such detention should 
be made either vTith the Madison Police Department or ~Jith the Dane 
County Sheriff's Office. 

Administering the Test 

It is imperative that the proper initial approach to the subject 
be used prior to his undergoing a "Lie Detector" examination.. We 
feel that the experienced Polygraph operators at this Laboratory should 
be the ones to undertake this orientation and indoctrination of a 
Polygraph subjecto 

.TJ;e Laboratorf' being acquail}-te~ w~th the details and particulars 
of glv1ng such teses, feels that ~t ~s ~n the best position to courlsel 
either vTith enforcement agencies or the district attorney as to the 
most desirable sequence of examination of subjects under given circum
stances. This? of co~rse, can hed.etermine~ only after the Laboratory 
has been acqua~n~ed w~th the facts and part~culars in the subject 
investigation., 

At the time of the appointment, it is suggested that either the 
district attorney or the investigator who has actually participated 
in the investigation and is therefore the most familiar with the facts 
and particulars of the pending investigation also be available at the 
Laboratory in order to relay first-hand to the Polygraph operator the 
facts, detailed particulars, and developments in the pending investi
gation. The district attorney or the investigator should remain at 
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Proof 

the Laboratory until the completion of the tests. Polygraph or "Lie Detector" 

Unfortunately there is n h t t ' 
It is the opinion of the Labo~a~o~r ~u ~n the giving of such tests. 
thoroughly, and completely unde'rta~enha t T~~Ch. tests, should be properly ~ 
ess; there appears to be no shortcut· th~S ~s a.t~me cOl}-suming proc-
ously. ~TOr y of be~ng cons~dered seri-

The nature of the Polygr h "L 
the Polygraph operator d a~ or ie Detector" tests is such that 
which may be of interestO~~ ~~ ?onfin~ himself solely to the questions 
often be developed around sti el~nvest~gator. Control situations can 
manufactured offenses in ordmu ~s questions relating to actual or 
controlled stimuli., ., er 0 measure the subject's responses to 

It should be pointed out that "L' D 
a thorough and complete investig~tion~e set~ctor" ,tes~s do not replace 
plement to what is presumed to h C

' b O uc exam~nat~ons are a sup
vestigation of the matter at han~~e een a thorough and complete in-

, At the completion of the ne 

t~ t ,is the policy of the Laborato~;s~~r~d cc:mtrol and supplementa.ry tests 
r~ct attorney or the ranki " v~se verbally either the dis

resents the submitting a en~g ~dm~n~strat.?-ve officer present ~Tho rep
later supplemented by a !rit~e f,the .... ~esults., ~his information is 
more careful examination ~~ ~~pop lsummar~z~ng the results of a 

e 0 ygraph tests run on the subjectSe 
Our ex:per~ences~ vTY!ich have involved th 

s,:-nds, has ~nd~cated that about 12 to 17% ~ examination of many thou-
g~ven an "indefinite report." ~ 0 the subjects have to' be 

!Qplying the Results of the Test 

At present the results of "Li D t II 
~s evidence even when a prior sti ~l e ector tests are not admissible 
~nto by the subject and his counS~l at~on ~~ agreement has been eptered 

d
our, opinion admissible as evidence in w~su S,of.such tests are not in 
ec~sion in· ~he LeFevrp.L case It' ~scons~n ~n vievl of the adverse 

~hiS ques~ion to the State's Suprem!Sc~hetL;bor~tory's pl,:-n to resubmit 
efore th~s can be succes~full ~r or ~ts recons~deration 

development program in this fi~l~c~om~l~shed"hovlever, the Laborat~ry's 
c,:-n show that ,since the LeFevre us procee~ to the point where we 
t~onal criteria and improved tec~a~e, behtter ~nstrumentation9 addi-

n~ques , ave been achieved e 

It is the view of the Laborat th ' 
~eeable time even with improved cr~~Y' at ~e~ther.nm'Tnor at any for
empt be made to offer the results o~r~~,an techn~ques should an at-

t~sts in evidence over objection of ~~ Detector" examinations or 
s~dered opinion of the Laborato thO~POS ng counsel. It is the con

ry a such tests are at best limited 
ILeFevre.v. State, 2l~2 Wis. 416 
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in their use as an element or elements of corroboration for other 
established facts or circumstances either in criminal investigations 
or prosecutions. 

The Laboratory's facilities include equipment for recording of 
statements or confessions which may be obtained during the interro
gations following the "Lie Detector" tests" In cases of the first 
magnitude, typed transcripts of such recordings can be made available 
to the district attorney, in addition to the original tape recording 
which he can retain untj.l the case has been completed" 

The Handling of Ex~eptional Subjects 

In cases involving a subnormal or men~ally deranged person 7 the 
Laboratory believes that the best met.hod of ascertainj.ng whether or 
not such subjects are suitable for examining with the Polygraph is to 
process them in the customary mannero These examinations include 
control tests and other criteria useful to the experienced Polygraph 
operator in determining vrhether or not such subjects are responding 
in a manner suitable for reliable interpretation of these tests. The 
speculations of other types of technicaily, as well as professionally, 
trained criminal investigators as to the value of "Lie Detector" tests 
for these cases, should usually be disregarded. 

In cases involving juvenile subjects 9 there is no hard and fast 
rule which would permit us to determine even with reasonable accuracy 
the minimum age which should be considered unsuitable for Polygraph 
tests.. The ans,,,er to this question involves the mental development 
of the juvenile, his acuity, the circumstances involved, etc.. A 
child of 7 years, having average intelligence, would ordinarily be 
considered, all other things being equal, a suitable subject for Poly
graph tests. A subject, hov.Tever, "Tho is the unfortunate victim of 
arrested mental development, even at the age of 18 or 20 years, might 
not be considered a fit subjecto 

Subjects with impaired hearing to an advanced degree are not 
considered fit "Lie Detector" subjects. Again no hard and fast rule 
can be made. 

Subjects unable to comprehend or to speak English, of courso 
must be handled through a competent interpreterD The giving of "tie 
Detectorll tests under such conditions is time consuming and should 
be attempted only where crimes of the first magnitude are involved. 
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Frank L .:KozelJf.a:) Ph. D., Associate Professor of Toxicology, 
Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

The great number of deaths and injuries resulting from motor 
vehicle a.C"cicients is a matter of common knowledge. Highway ac
cidents kill approximately 40,000 people annually and injure a 
million more. While it is rather difficult accurately to 
evaluate the part that alcohol plays in these accidents, never
theless statistical information based on scientific studies sug
gests that in fifty per cent or more of the accidents, the driver 
had been drinking. It is quite evident that safety on the high
ways would be improved materially if it were possible to eradicate 
the evil of the drinking driver. Even those who like to take an 
occasional drink readily realize that a point may be reached 
where the ingestion of alcohol becomes dangerous, not only to 
others but also to themselves. 

Although the drinker should be permitted to enjoy his drink, 
protection to others requires that the motorist while drinking 
should not drive a motor vehicle on the public highways. This 
protection to others has been sought through statutes imposing 
criminal penalties for driving while "under the influence." Under 
such legal regulations, however, it has often been very difficult 
to secure convictions in court. The driver., charged with being 
iiunder the influence," usually claims that some other element was 
the cause of his condition, or that although he had been drinking, 
his indulgence had been but slight--a beer or two--to produce the 
odor on his breath but not sufficient to impair his judgment or 
affect his conduct. In the event of an aut.omobile accident 2 

excuses are so numerous and easily fabricated that it is often dif
ficult to obtain evidence of intoxication even in extreme cases. 
The jury could be easily beguiled by those escapes from civil or 
criminal responsibility. 

The applications of behavior tests by police officers and 
physicians are so subject to variations of interpretation and pos
sible errors that the usual criteria for intoxication, i.e., odor 
of the breath; dilated pupils; flushed face; staggering gait; 
confused, thick ..:,eech; boisterous, euphoriclor abusive behavior, 
fail to give reliaLle information as to the true condition of the 
individual. Even th00gh an individual may eY~ibit the symptoms 
of intoxication, the ~Qctor could not honestly say that his 
physical findings prove~ the presence of a single drop of alcohol 
in the body of the accused. Conversely, a person may be under 

Reproduced with the permission of the author and the Wisconsin Bar 
Bulletin which will publish this article in their November, 1951, 
or February, 1952, issue. 
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the influence of alcohol to an extent that seriously affects his 
facul~i~s and behavior, especially in such a responsible position 
a~ drlvlng an automobile, without exhibiting these commonly recog
~z~d symptoms. This is especially true, immediately after the 
accldent has occurred, where the stimulus of a sudden shock or the 
knowledge that somebody has been seriously iniured or even killed 
may ~e ~u~ficient to overcome the depressing effect of the alcohol. 
The.lndlvldua1.under these circumstances may appear fairly normal. 
It lS ~ recognlzed fact that any stimulus, be it pharmacological, 
mechanlcal or mental, tends to overcome or partly mask the 
depressant effect of alcohol. 

A chemical examination of body fluids or tissues definitely 
demonst~ates whether or not alcohol is present and in what con
centratlon. The replacement of guesswork and superficial opinions 
and even personal prejudices, by positive scientific evidence seem~ 
ver¥ desirable, not only to strengthen the enforcement of the law 
agalnst the drinking driver, but also to protect the innocent who 
may be cJ:1arged wi~h. a cr:i.minal. offense because of some preexisting 
p~th~loglcal condltl0n. 'There are many cases on record, as well as 
wl~h~n my own expe:iences, in which individuals were charged with 
drl vl.ng an automobl1e while "under the influence" because they 
~an~f~sted symptoms resembling those of alcoholic intoxication. An 
l.ndlVldual was followed for about a half mile by a squad car and 
was observed to be driving from one side of the road to the other. 
When he was stopped by the police, he protested his innocence and 
consented to a blood test. The chemical examination disclosed that 
the blood did not contain al~oho1 and that the accused was telling 
the truth. A further investigation disclosed that he had suffered 
a severe h'aad injury six months previously and had not completely 
recovered. To be sure, this type of individual should not have been 
issued a license to drive an automobile. However, he was not 
guilty of a criminal offense. 

In another instance an individual (involved in an automobile 
accident in which one person was killed) was known in his community 
as a. c~r()nj.c alcoholic. The blood specimen was obtained by a local 
~hYS1Clan who forwarded the sample to my laboratory with the comment, 
'You will undoubtedly find a considerable amount of alcohol in this 
man f s blood." '- 'rlhe specimen, however, di d not contain any alcohol, 
and ~e was su~se(JuentlY r7',onerated from any blame. Protection of 
the l.nnocent lS Just as important as conviction of the guilty and 
nationwide adoption of the body fluid tests for alcohol by , 
thoroughl¥compet~nt analyst~ who can qualify themselves by training 
tind experl.!ence, wOl1l accompll.sh the desired end. 

Chemical tests for intoxication are based upon certain wel1-
established basic knowledge relative to the behavior of alcohol in 
t~e body, and the response of the bod! to given concentrations of 
alc~h~l. Accord~ng to Wilfred Derome, who was Professor of Legal 
M~dlclne and ToxJ.cology at the University of Montreal, the quantita
tlve procedure for the determination of alcohol in the human 
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organism constitutes one of the best methods which science has ever 
put into the hands of justice, a conclusion with which the vast 
majority of scientists will agree. 

Normal Alcohol 

Normally the body tis·s~es do not contain significant quanti ties 
of alcohol. Gettler et ql., who developed a technique for the 
isolation and characterization of micro quantities of alcohol, 
reported that human blood contains .004 per cent, or 4 milligrams 
of ethyl alcohol per 100 g)ams, while the other tissues contain 
lesser quantities. Harger found that the alcohol-like substance 
normally present in blood, urine or body tissues does not exceed 
.2 milligram of alcohol per 100 grams. Consequently, it is quite 
evident that the so-called normal alcohol of the body has no 
significance in the matter of chemical tests, since the smallest 
concentration of alcohol producing a measurable effect on the in
dividual (20 to 50 mg. per 100 grams) is considerably above these 
values. 

Absorption and Distribution 

When an alcohol-containing beverage is ingested, it is absorbed 
very rapidly and reaches a maximum concentration in the blood in 
from one-half to one hour. Harger, Hulpieu, and Lamb~ working with 
dogs, found that the absorption of alcohol was more than half 
complete at the end of 15 minutes, and that it was almost entirely 
finished at the end of two hours. They also reported that a 
portion of the alcohol is regularly stored in the gastro-intestinal 
tract and its contents, and that the point of complete absorption 
is reached when the concentration of alcohol in the gastro
intestinal tract reaches equilibrium with the rema.inder of the body. 
At this stage the concentration of alcohol is essentially the same 
in all the organs; the slight variation being due to the variations 
in the water and fat content. It is genera.lly accepted that alcohol 
is absorbed and distributed in the body fluids by diffusion, and 
that the relative concentration of alcohol in the various tissues is 
dependent upon the water content. Absorption of alcohol from the 
stomach of laboratory animals and man was found go follow the laws 
of diffusion, according to Berggren and Goldberg. 

A considerable amount of data, on man and laboratory animals, 
have established that the concentration of alcohol in the blood 
has a different course if the alcohol is taken on an empty stomach, 
or with food, or when taken in a relatively concentrated form as 
brandy and whiskey, or weak alcoholic solutions, such as beer or 
mixed drinks. In general, the blood-alcohol-curve can be divided 
into three general phases: (1) the early absorption period of rapid 
rise in the blood alcohol level; (2) the distribution phase in which 
the alcohol is approaching equilibrium in the tissues and reaches 
its peak concentration; (3) the post-absorption combustion phase 
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in which the alcohol levels fall in a rectilinear manner. When 
alcohol is taken in a concentrated form as a whiskey or brandy, on 
an empty stomach, it reaches its maximum concentration in. the blood 
in about 30 minutes and then rapidly falls, first at a sllghtly 
higher rate corresponding to the distribution pha~e, fol~mve~ by 
a constant rate corresponding to the post~absorptlve conmustlon 
phase. When alcohol is taken with food, the part of the curve dur
ing absorptiog is prolonged and its maximum is lower and appears 
later. Miles. attributed the delayed absorption to the diluting 
effect of the stomach contents on the alcohol ingested, weak 
alcohol solutions being absorbed at a slmver rate than those more 
concentrated. This observation is in full accord with the diffusion 
theory of absorption. Mellanby1 in experiments on do~s,·at-. 
tributed these changes in the curve to delayed absorptl0n~ WhlCh was' 
most influenced whengthe food taken contained milk and fat. Haggard~ 
Greenberg, and Lolli also observed that milk had the greatest 
effect in man, while butterfat exerted the least influence. Delayed 
absorption was also well demonstrated by Goldberg9 in expe~iments 
on man, in which the same quantity of alcohol was taken durlng . 
fasting as with a meal. He found that the curve after alcohol w~th 
food exhibited an appreciably lower maximum ~nd a slow?r decreasJ.ng 
phase "Vvhich he interpreted as a grea~ delay ~n absorptl0n b?th as 
concerns time and rate, The absorptlon contlnued for a perlod of 
4 to 6 hours. 

Absorbed alcohol is excreted in the urine, saliva or sweat up 
to approximately 10 per cent, and the rest is metabolized in the 
system by being oxidized to carbon dioxide and water. The p:e: 
ponderance of the evidence indicates that all the alcohol utllbzed 
in the system is metabolized in the liver. Fiessinger et ql. l 

< 

and Lundsgaardll demonstrated, by perfusing liver preparations,. 
that alcohol is metabolized in this organ at a constant rate, whlle 
on the other hand neither the resting nor working muscle ~as ca£~ble 
of utilizing it ia significant quantities. Neymark and Wldmark 
also reported that alcohol disappeared at a consta~t rate when t~e 
administration of alcohol was repeated at regular lntervals. ThlS . 
phenomenon can be utilized, in a limited sense, if ~ bloo~ spec~men. 
cannot be taken until one or two hours after an accldent ln estlmatlng 
the level of alcohol present at the time of the accident, provided 
the individual has not taken a drink at least 30 minutes prior to 
the mishap. Hov1ever J it is always highly desirable to obtain the 
specimen as soon as possible after the accident has occurred. 

Alcohol is a depressant drug having its primary effect on the 
central nervous systemJ especially the higher functions. I~. 
simulates stimulation chiefly by lowering the normal restralnlng 
functions and consequently is frequently referred to as a stimulant. 
The psychical symptoms show individual dif~ere~ces ac~ording to 
temperament and circumstances but appear wlth lncreaslng concentra
tion of alcohol through euphoria, enjoyment, loquacity to hebetude, 
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stupor, and finally coma. Varied degrees of 10i~ of mu~cular control 
appear at relatively low concentrations. Heise j studled the 
effects of ingestion of small amounts of alcohol and found mea~urable 
losses of efficiency and judgment in the operation of a typewrlter 
even \-I1hen the concentration of alcohol in the urine or blood did 
not exceed .02 per cent (.2 mg. per cubic centimeter). In anoth~r 
series of experiments he tested the effect of alcohol on automoblle 
drivers and found that, without exception, these sub~ect~ wer? ab~e 
to pass creditably the ordinary tests used to determlne lntoxlcatlon, 
and were able to perform the routine actions involved in driving. 
However, he found a definite variation from the normal in actions 
that had not become a habit, such as the avoidance of obstacles, 
backing of the car, or any unusual action from one that was 
routinely used. In none of these subjects did the alcohol concentra
tion in the urine exceed 1 mg. per cc, I~ese results are in close 
agreement with those obtained by Carlson who observed some 
functional impairment when the concentration of alcohol reached 
1.17 mg. per cc. The o')servation, that reaction time is lengthened 
and that the psychophysiological functions of importance in motor 
car operation are impaired before the characteristic symptoms of 
intoxication are apparent, is further corroborated by Bahnsen and 
Vedel-Petersenb5 In their experiments on motor car operators they 
observed that alcohol lowered the grade of performance when 97 cc. 
of whiskey was ingested.. In this subclinical stage ~"hen there is 
1 mg. or less of alcohol per cc.of blood, the changes produced in 
most cases are so slight as to be readily overlooked except by a 
very careful ob server. Nevertheless J t he effect is manifested in 
a blunting of the finer judgments and observation, and usually 
results in a feeling of euphoria and increased confidence in onefs 
abilities, both physical and mental. 

Consequen~ly, individuals under the influence of alcohol have 
a tendency to drive faster than they would normally do. Goldberg? 
in the most comprehensive study on alcohol available, determined 
the effect of blood alcohol levels on three types of functions: 
(a) sensory, (b) motor, and (c) psychological; there were three 
classes of individuals, 11 abstainers, 25 moderate drinkers, and 14 
heavy drinkers o The abstainers were mostly students ~lho had never, 
or only once or twice a year, taken alcohol. These individuals 
were given .63 to 1 gram of absolute alcohol per kilogram of body 
weight. The moderate drinkers, who came from all the social classes, 
varied in their alcoholic consumption from small quantities, to 
rather regularly one to two liters of potato brandy per month. This 
group received 1.0 to 1.42 grams of alcohol per kilogram of body 
weight. The heavy drinkers were accustomed to taking 1/4 to 1/3 
liter or brandy daily. Three were highly educated people~ and the 
others were workmen of varying grades of education. Three were 
alcoholic addicts, in the medicolegal sense, being under supervision 
of the State Board. This group received 1.0 to 1.42 grams of 
absolute alcohol per kilogram of body weight. All of the groups 
received the alcohol in the form of Swedish potato brandy containing 
about 40 volumes per cent of alcohol. He recorded the deviation .. 
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from a previously established norm for each Individual as well as 
the alcohol concentration of the blood at the time of each observa
tion. It was found. that in all these tests the abstainers were 
found to exhibit subnormal performance at blood alcohol levels of 
.10 to .50 mg. per cc. The moderate drinkers began to exhibit 
subnormal performance at blood alcohol levels of .36 to .74 mg. 
per cc., while the heavy drinkers began to exhibit subnormal per
formance at blood alcohol levels of .74 to .90 mg. per cc. 

Taking of alcohol on a full stomach rather than on an empty 
stomach resulted irl.a diminution of approximately 40 per cent in 
~ot~ the blood alcohol a~d the performance abnormality, which 
1nd1cates that the lower1ng effect of food on alcohol intoxication 
is due to its depression of the rate of absorption. The data also 
show that the moderate drinking group metabolized alcohol about 
9 ~e~ cent faster than the abstainers, and the heavy drinking group 
ut1l1zed alcohol about 25 per cent faster than the abstainers. 

Tolerance 

It is a matter of common knowledge that the person accustomed 
to the use of alcohol can drink more and show fewer symptoms of 
toxic~ty than the ~erson not so accustomed, although the mechanism 
of ~his phenomena 1.S not entirely understood. It is commonly 
b?lleved that a ?hronic alcoholic can tolerate a higher concentra
tlon of alcohol 1n the blood or tissues without exhibiting symptoms 
o~ intoxication. Opinions differ as to the causes of this habitua
t~o~. However, the available data on this problem suggest that the 
1:m1ted tolerance acquired through habituation is due to a combina
t10n of several factors: (1) The habituated individual acquires 
the ability to utilize a+cohol at a greater rate than the unhabituated 
person. (2) The habituated individual acquires an increased ability 
~o co~pensate psychically and functionally for the effects of the 
1ntox~cant. (3) There may be a changed reaction of the nerve cells 
to the effec~s of alcohol so as to adapt them to the drug environ
ment. On thlS last pOint there is no concrete evidence available; 
however, habituation acquired for a particular drug may hold also for 
other drugs having a similar action. An habitual drinker becomes 
generally, someWhat resistant to general anesthetics. 

Referring again to Goldberg's data,9 it will be recalled that 
in the three groups of functions tested, the moderate and heavy 
drinkers exhibited an increased tolerance. He interpreted this to 
mean that habituation to alcohol in man is priw~rily increased 
tolerance. However~ psychic compensation was suggeGted because of 
the fact that the degree of intoxication for some of the symptoms 
was observed to be higher at a given blood alcohol concentration 
during the riSing part of the alcohol curve than during the falling 
phase. Although he does not attach any significance to the dif
ferences in the rates at which the three groups metabolized the 
alcohol, it appears that an increase of 9 per cent for the moderate 
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drinkers and 25 per cent f.or the heavy drinkers over the abstainers 
cannot be ignored. These results, in genera11 are in agreement 
with previously published data by Pringsheim, 6working with rats 
and rabbits, who found that habitues burn up alcohol faster 
(approximately two-thirds of the time) than normal animals; that 
normal animals reach a 66 per cent higher content of alcohol in 
the blood than habitues. He also found that normal animals absorb 
20 per cent more alcohol in the first two hours than do the habitues. 
The greater absorption and the lower rate of oxidation are reasons 
why the alcoholic content of the body rises to a higher level in 
normal individuals. 

Schweisheimer,17investigating the alcohol content of blood in 
human alcoholics and normal individuals, corroborated Pringsheim's 
results with animals. His results show that the maximum alcohol 
content is higher in normal persons than in drinkers; that it . 
reaches the maximum in from one and one-half to two hours, rema2ns 
at this level for five hours and then gradually diminishes. In 
habitues he found that the alcohol reaches its maximum more quickly, 
remains at this level for two hours, and then subsides much more 
quickly. He concluded that tolerance is due to the decreased 
"maximum alcohol zone?? (period of evident intoxication) which depends 
on a more rapid rate of oxidation. He could fin.a. no proof of 
increased resistance to alcohol itself.IBIn general, similar results 
were obtained by Gettler and Freireich, with dogs. The animals 
received daily doses of alcohol for periods ranging from 6 months to 
two years. In all cases (habituated and normal controls), intoxica
tion (disturbed equilibrium) set in when the alcohol content of the 
brain reached .25 per cent. They found a without exception, a 
smaller alcohol content in the tissues and body fluids of the 
chronic alcoholic dogs as compared to normal animals. They concluded 
that the lower concentration is due to increased destruction of the 
alcohol by the tissues and that increased tolerance is due to more 
efficient oxidation. 

Significant Levels of Alcohol 

It will be noted from all the observations previously quoted 
that all individuals, whether they are abstainers or habitual 
drinkers, exhibit some deterioration of performance involving the 
psychophysiological functions of importance in motor car operation 
at blood alcohol levels as low as 0.5 mg. per cc. in certain 
instances. Consequently, it appears that the recommendations of the 
several national committees interested in this subject are fair and 
give the defendant every advantage even though he be a seasoned 
drinker. The Committee on Tests for Intoxication of the National 
Safety Council, and a similar committee of the American Medical 
Association, recommend: 

(I) If the blood contains .5 mg. of alcohol per cc. or less, it 
shall be presumed that the defendant was not under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor and should not be prosecuted on the charge. 
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(II) If the blood contains in excess of .5 mg. but less than 
1.5 mg. of alcohol per cc., such fact shall not give rise to any. 
presmnption that the defendant was or was not under the influence' 
of intoxicating liquor, but should be considered with other 
competent evidence in determining the guilt or innocence of the 
defendant. In these cases the prosecution does not hinge entirely 
01.1 the blood alcohol level but rather upon the sum total of the 
officer's observations, the observations af others, the circum
stances of the case, together with the chemical results. It is not 
intended, by these recommendations, that an individual with 1.4 
or 1.49 mg. of alcohol per cc. of blood is not under the influence, 
as has been interpreted by some of the local courts. If an 
arbitrary level is to be employed, then it should be placed at 1 mg. 
or 1$2 mg., because it has been amply demonstrated that even 
habitual drinkers show some deterioration with 0.7 mg. of alcohol 
per cc. Nor should this recommendation be'interpreted to mean 
that since the case falls in this category, a reasonable doubt exists, 
and since an individual cannot be convicted of a criminal offense 
unless proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, he therefore is not 
guilty of the offense. 

(III) If the blood contains 1.5 mg. of alcohol or over, it shall 
be presumed that the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor. In these cases the defendant still has the Oppo.\'tunity to 
present competent evidence to prove his innocence, and it remains 
for the court or jury to pass on the guilt or innocence of the 
individual. If the blood from an average sized individual contains 
195 mg. of alcohol .per cc., he has an amount of alcohol in his 
system equal to that found in 6 ounces of whiskey or six 12-ounce ", 
bottles of beer. Since his system contained this amount of alcohol 
at the time the specimen was taken, he must have drunk more than 
this amount to account for the alcohol which was excreted and 
metabolized during the drinking period. 

The courts in the various states have defined the terms ' 
"intoxicated" and "under the influence of intox~cating'!iquor.!I 
Arizona, a decision by the state Supreme Court 2n 1935, 9defined 
the expression as follows: 

In 

VlThe expression, under the influence of intoxicating liquor, 
covers not only all the well known and easily recognized 
conditions and degrees of intoxication but any abnormal 
mental or physical condition which is the result of indulging 
in any degree in intoxicating liquors and which tends to 
deprive him of the clearness of intellect and control of him
self which he would otherwise possess. If the ability of the 
driver of an automobile has been lessened'in the slightest 
degree by the use of intoxicating liquors, then the driver' 
is deemed to be under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 
The mere fact that the driver has taken a drink does not 
place him under the ban of the statute unless such drink has 
some influence upon him, lessening in some degree his ability 
to handle said aut.omobile, n 
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In Minnesota,20the court in discussing the term V?under the influence 
of intoxicating liquor1" stated: 

"When a person is so affected by intoxicating liquor as not 
to possess that clearness of intellect and control of him
self that he otherwise would have, he is under the influence 
of intoxicating liquor." 

In Arkansas,2lthe court held that: 

f7a man may be said to be drunk whenever he is under the 
influence of intoxicating liquors to the extent that 
they affect his acts or conduct so that persons coming 
in contact with him could readily see and know that the· 
intoxicating liquors were affecting him in that respect q " 

In Texas,22a person was held to be intoxicated when a sufficient 
quantity of intoxicating liquor had been taken into the stomach 
to deprive him of normal controlo In Mississippi,23 t he court 
held that 

"in order for a person to be intoxicated it is not 
necessary for him to be so much under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor as to be mentally and physically in
capable of taking care of himself. n 

In general, in all these definitions, the central idea of "under 
the influenceu is any deviation from the normal mental or physical 
state. 

Body Fluids to be Examined 

The reliability of using the results obtained from an analysis 
of the various body fluids as an index of intoxication has been 
the subject of a considerable amount of research. Those fluids 
m?st commonly us?d are t~e blood an~ urine. Some inVestigators in
SlSt that the splnal fluld should Yleld a more reliable index 
because the concentration of alcohol in the spinal fluid should 
closely approximate that of the brain, and consequently reflect the 
degree of intoxication. There is, however, no concrete scientific 
evidence that this is true. There is a considerable difference in 
the alcohol concentration of spinal fluid obtained by cisternal 
punct';l-re and that obtained by ~umbar puncture during approximately 
the flr~t two hours after the lngestion of alcohol. Mehrtens and 
Newman 4found that the alcohol in the ciste.rnal fluid rises . 
pr?mptly and closely approximates that in the blood, "IIlhile that ob
talned by lumbar puncture attains the height of the diminishing 
alcohol level of the blood in about 80 minuteSt reaches a maximum 
l?ss than that of the blood, and during the period of decline remains 
hlgher than that of the blood. The signs of intoxication in no way 
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showed the lag that one might expect from the slow rise of the 
alcohol level of the lumbar fluid. From these observations the 
authors concluded that the alcohol content of the cisternal fluid 
is a better index of intoxication than that of the lumbar fluid, 
while that of the blood is the beat of all. Similar results of 
the study of the relationship of alcohol concentration in spinal 
fluid obtained by lumbar puncture and in blood were obtained by 
Schtunm and ~leischmann,25Abramscn and Linde,26and Gettler and 
Freireich,lvwho observed that the alcohol content of the. lumbar 
fluid rises more slowly than that of the blood, and during the 
period of decline the alcohol in the spinal fluid rema~ns higher 
than that in the blood. It is generally accepted that the degree 
of intoxication parallels the concentrat-ion of alcohol in the blood. 
This was well demonstrated by Goldberg9 who followed the course of 
intoxication with blood alcohol levels and found that the degree 
of impairment of the three functions tested--sensory, motor, and 
psychological--paralleled the blood alcohol levels. 

Blood samples are often difficult to procure since they require 
either the service of a physician or a trip to a hospital. The 
question arises whether or not an analysis of urine gives as 
reliable an indication of intoxication as blood. Haggard and 
Greenberg2·/studied the relative solubility of alcohol in urine and 
blood and found that alcohol is more soluble in urine than in blood; 
the ratio of distribution at body temperature was 1.0 for the blood 
to 1.144 for the urine. They found the same distribution of alcohol, 
after ingestion, between arterial blood and urine obtained by . 
catheterization. Southgate and Carter,28working with hmnan subjects, 
found that the ratio of alcohol concentration in the blood to that 
in urine varied between 1.34 and 1.4 after one-half hour. They also 
observed that this ratio is not changed if the alcohol is taken on 
an empty stomach or preceded by the ingestion of food. Subsequent 
diuresis also did not alter the ratio. The apparent discrepancy 
between the results of Haggard and Greenberg and those of Southgate 
and Carter is due to the fact that the former investigators obtained 
the urine specimens by catheterization, and their ratio represents 
the distribution of alcohol between the two fluids B.t the time the 
urine was secreted, and would be comparable to the ratio found . 
during the first half hour after the alcohol was ingested. However, 
during the period (one to two hours after ingestion) when ,the alcohol 
concentration in the blood is decreasing;l the ratio increases if 
the urine is permitted to accumulate in the bladder and may· reach a 
ratio of 1:1.35 to 1:1.40. If urine specimens are analyzed, and 
the results are divided by 1.3 to calculate the alcohol concentration 
in the blood at the time the urine was obtained, any error would be 
~;n the defendant t s favor, because alcohol has a diuretic effect; 
it would be very unusual that the urine would be retained in the 
bladder over a longer period than two hours. 
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While there is an excellent correlation between the urine and 
blood alcohol concentrations, the main criticism directed against 
the use of urine is that it may contain volatile reducing substances, 
particularly acetone in diabetics and formaldehyde after the in
gestion of urotropin, which if not removed would be interpreted as 
alcohol. Gorr and Wagner29studied the removal of aldehydes and 
ketones from alcohol solutions by refl~ing the mixture with 
mercuric chloride in a sodium hydroxide soluLion for 2 to 5 hour9' 
They found tha.t the acetaldehyde and acetone were removed completely 
with recoveries of 9~ to 96 per cent of the added alcohol. 
Friedemann and Klaas30distilled the alcohol from an acid medium 
after precipitating the proteins with sodium tungstate and mercuric 
sulfate and a second distillation from calcium hydroxide containing 
mercuric oxide to remove any volatile sUbstances other than alcohol 
which were distilled from the acid medium. Kozelka and Hine31 
developed a technique in which the interfering substances are removed 
quantitatively by passing the distilled vapor from the acid medium 
through a solution of concentrated sodium hydroxide containing 
mercuric oxide. The alcohol is pistilled from blood or urine 
specimens and the interfering substances removed in one operation, 
which considerably simplifies the determination and lends itself for 
routine purposes. 

There are two methods employed for the determination of alcohol 
in the breath in which the results are translated to blood alcohol 
concentration: the Harger uDrunkometeru32and the Forrester 
iYlntoximeteru33. Both of these methods determine the alcohol-carbon 
dioxide ratio in alveolar air, based upon the observations that 
alveolar air contains approximately 5.5 volumes per cent of carbon 
dioxide '(190 mg. in two liters of air), and that two liters of air 
contain the same quantity of alcohol as 1 cc. of blood. With the 
ndrunkometerU t,echnique, the alcohol is oxidized by passing the 
air from the balloon through an acid solution containing 1 cc~ of 
N/20 potassium permanganate until the solution is just decolorized. 
To determine the volume of alveolar air in the sample containing 
the alcohol equivalent of the permanganate, the same air is passed 
through a tube containing a weighed amount of ascarite which absorbs 
the carbon dioxide. From the increase in the weight of the ascarite 
tubes, the volume of alveolar air used is calculated. According to 
the authors, the method predicts the concentration of blood alcohol 
in a fairly satisfactory manner. 

With the "intoximeterff technique, the alcohol and carbon dioxide 
are absorbed from the alveolar air with magnesium perchlorate and 
ascarite, respectively. The alcohol absorbed by the perchlorate 
is subsequently determined by distillation and oxidation with the 
usual oxidizing reagents. The rlF,l'I3ults are expressed in terms of 
milligrams of alcohol per 200 mi:~.:Ligrams of carbon dj.oxiLde. 
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Since the analysis of body fluids for their alcohol content is 
admissible as evidence in court on criminal charges, the greatest 
care must be exercised when obtaining the specimen, during transit 
to a laboratory, and in the analytical procedure. An alcohol
containing solution should not be used in preparing the arm of the 
patient or used for sterilization of the needle or syringe. The 
analytical \'York should be carried out by a chemist well trained 
in micro quantitative procedures in whom chemical accuracy has been 
inculcated by experience. Regardless of how perfect an analytical 
procedure may be, no technique is any better than the individual 
using it. Whether blood, urine or breath is taken for analysis, 
the methods involved are highly technical and cannot be delegated to 
individuals whose training is practically limited to a single pro
cedure (cookbook process), and who are not qualified to accurately 
prepare and standardize the reagents necessary for the determination. 
Cases are on record in which the char~es have been dismissed by 
the court, or the defendant has been declared not guilty because of 
the incompetence of the analyst. The public cannot afford to have 
indiViduals escape civil or criminal responsibility, or convict 
an innocent individual because of questionable ~vidence. It appears 
preferable that a central state laboratory be available, since it 
would be generally away from local influence and therefore an 
entirely impartial result could be obta:i.ned. 

The legal phases of this problem are necessarily outside the 
scope of this paper; however, they a.re very well covered by Ladd 
and Gibson,34Mamet,)5Vold,36and Monroe37. 

The value of a general educational program by the law enforce
ment agencies~ the legal and medical professions, and automobile 
insurance companies should not be overlooked. The success of any 
law enforcement program is determined by the degree of acceptance 
by the general public. The value of chemical tests should be 
stressed through all the available media, because the results to 
be .attained in saving lives and property will more than compensate 
for the time and effort involved. 
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SOME PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF CHEMICAL TESTS FOR INTOXICATION 

R. N. Harger 
Professor of Biochemistry an? ~oxicology 

Indiana School of Medic~ne 

The employment of chemistry to aid in diagnosing inebriation 
was first proposed about ~hirty yea::s ago. Ho~~ve~'tn~!Ilrnt~~e ad
years elapsed before the 1dea was g~ven a prac ~ca r. 
ministration of justice. The ~irst a~plicati~ntOfk~~:m~~~~h~~s~~e 
was ir coroner's cases, where ~t was ~mportan 0 t 
decea~ed was intoxicated at the time of death. The tests were nex 
used with living subjects, and by 1930 they had been acceit~d aSand 
evidence in courts in Sweden and some other European coun r~~s, 
also in one or two cities in the United Stat~s. These :esu s. 
naturally attracted the attention of.people ~nterest~~ ~~h~u~~~~~ 
the growing menace of the drunken dr~ver. As a resu , b'l h d 
ra idl s read to all parts of the world where,the ~uto~o ~ e a, 
goRe. YAtPthe present time chemical test~ fo~ 1ntoXtC~t1~nS~r~ be1~; 
extensively used in almost every large c~ty ~n.the n~te a es, 
several state police organizati?ns! by th~ mled~~a~l~e~r~~:ntsM~~t 
the Army and Navy, and in certa~n ~ndustr~a es a 1~, e ~ 
of the courts in the United States now accept the eV1aence of th~se 
tests. Four states have passed laws providing ~or su?h tests an 
establishing limits of body alcohol for automob11e dr1vers. 

Shortcomings of the Usual Signs of Intoxication 

Drunkenness is a very common sight and has been described 
re eatedly since man first began to write. Th~ autho~ of the Book 
ofPproverbs describes the effect of too much W1ne as Ywoe, sorrow, It 

contentions, babbling, wounds without a cause, and :edness of eyes. 
Seneca the Roman philosopher and statesman, wro~e about 50 A.D. 
Y1drunk~nness is nothing but a condition of insan1ty purposely h' 
assumed," and "if you try to prove that the wise.man·can souse 1m
self with much wine and yet keep his course stra1gh~J even t~ough 
he be in his cups, you may go on to infer by syl~og~sm that e 
will not die if he swallows poison."l Modern wr~ters have added 
little to these descriptions. 

Since drunkenness is such a well-kn?wn.d~sorder, w~y ~hould we 
ask a chemist to aid in proving that an 1nd~v1dual h~s ~mb~bed.too 
freely? The answer is that, after an automobile acc~dent and ~n 

Reproduced with the permission of the author and the Jo~r~al of 
Criminal Law and Criminology, the copyright hold~r! Or~g~nal1y 
published September-October, 1944, Journal of Cr~m~nal Law and 
Criminology, Volume 35, Number 3, Page 202. . 

ISeneca's Epistle LXXXIII: On Drunkenness; From the Engl7sh version 
of the Loeb Classical Library, Quarterly Journal of Stud~es on 
Alcohol 3:302 (1942). 
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some other situations, the common criteria of intoxication are fre
quently unreliable. The usually accepted signs of intoxication 
are: The odor of the breath, abnormal speech, clumsiness of move
ment, and evidence of "stimulation." 

As regards the odor of liquor on the breath, this is a very 
unfair test. Although the breath of an inebriated person contains 
alcohol, the amount present produces very little odor. The breath 
odor one usually observes is really the flavoring matter of the 
liquor, and this varies enormously from beverage to beverage. I 
have seen people who were deeply intoxicated from drinking alcohol 
diluted with water whose breath fooled even a seasoned policeman, 
and who were rushed to the hospital by the officer because he 
thought they were pOisoned. On the other hand, the consumption of 
a small amount of a very fragrant beverage may impart a strong 
odor to the breath of a person, who is certainly not under the in
fluence of alcohol. Impairment of speech and locomotion may be 
caused by many things besides alcobol. As for evidence of 
i1
s timulation" this requires a knowledge of the person's normal 

behavior. I do not mean to imply that we should disregard these 
common signs of intoxication. If an individual's breath smells like 
a brewery or a distillery, if he staggers, and if he cannot say 
"Methodist Episcopal" you probably would be correct in' calling him 
drunk. However, when his case is later heard in court, his friends 
and a sharp lawyer may be able to convinc e the court that he is a 
teetotaler,and that he behaved abnormally because of shock or 
injury. In the absence of chemical tests even a competent physician 
cannot swear with certainty that the individual had a drop of 
alcohol in his body. 

The comraon signs of intoxication have sometimes been used to 
falsely accuse a sober person. An Indianapolis' case illustrates 
this pOint. A car crashed into a filling stati~m damaging a 
gasoline pump. The driver was unsteady and talked incoherently. A 
policeman was called, and he arrested the driver for operating a 
car while under the influence of liquor. Shortly afterward a 
chemical analysis of the mants breath showed that he had absolutely 
no 0.1c0hol in his body. Investigation revealed that he was suffering 
from a physical ailment, and his drivers license was suspended 
for that reason. 

Where the person has been severely injured, the common signs are 
certainly inadequate due to shock) and in death cases only chemical 
analyses will yield information. 

In order to operate a car, a driver obviously cannot be "dead 
drunk. if The traffic laws of most states do not use the words 
drunlf or intOXicated, but employ the phrase Ilunder the influence 
of intOXicating liquor." Many courts have held that this means 
any definite loss of driving ability caused by alcohol~ and it 
incl\ldes effe9ts considerably b~lo\t\f what would constitute public 
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intoxication. This means the courts must make decisions even in 
cases no~ ~howing pronounced symptoms where the common signs are 
less decJ.sJ.ve. 

Behavior of Alcohol in the Bod! 

Alcohol is the only intOxicating substance in most alcoholic 
beverages. Within the body, a given amount of alcohol has about 
the same effect regardless of the beverage which was consumed$ 
Other substances in common alcoholic beverages have practically 
no effect in changing the results due to alcohol. 

. Whtlen a beverage containing alcohol is swallowed, the alcohol 
~s:par y absorbed into the blood from the stomach but most of 
J.t J.s.absorbed from the small intestine just beyond the stomach. 
In thJ.~ small gut the absorption of alcohol is very rapid. Experi
~ents J.n our laboratory, using dogs'which were given rather large 
aoses of,alcohol diluted with water, showed that if given when the 
stom~ch was empty 1 over half of the alcohol was absorbed in 
15 mJ.nutes and practically all of it in one or two hours. Food in 
the stomach somewhat delays absorption, largely because this food 
c~uses the stomach contents to become much less fluid and this 
hJ.nders the alcohol in the interior from coming in co~tact with 
the sto~ch and intestinal walls. If the stomach empties slowly, 
absorptJ.on of th~ alcohol is retarded. The alcohol from the 
stomach and gut J.S taken up by the blood in the vessels located in 
the walls of these organs. The flow of blood then carries the 
alcohol to all parts of the body, where it is stored. The various 
parts of the body.take up alcohol about in proportion to their 
water cont~nt. SJ.nce the brain, liver, blood, etc. have about the 
same fractJ.on of wa~er they will have about the same per cent of 
stored alcoh?l. UrJ.ne, saliva, and spinal fluid contain more water 
than the braJ.n, etc.; the per cent of alcohol in these fluids is 
regu~arly.abo~t 20 per c~nt higher than that found in the brain, etc@ 
The .l.ntoxJ.catl.Ilg effect J.S produced by t he alcohol stored in the 
braJ.n, and the degree of this effect is fairly proportional to the 
per cent of alcohol in the brain. 

The stored alcohol is' gradually destroyed or iiburnedu by the 
body. The average 150 pou:r\d person can "burn" about one-third 
fluJ.d.ounce of pure alcohol per hour, which would mean the 
nburnJ.ng~1 of two fl1;lid ounces of 100 proof whiskey in three hours, 
or 1 °hne pJ.nt (16 fluJ.d oz.) of whiskey in 24 hours. Some people "burn" 
a.co 01 faster, and some slower, than the average rate. For a ' 
gJ.ven person the rate of destruction of alcohol is practically con
~tant ~ega:dless of the per cent of alcohol in his body. Recent 
J.nvest~gatJ.ons.have shown that most of the alcohol "burning" takes 
place J.n the IJ.ver. As the liver uses up alcohol, it receives more 
from other parts of the body, so that the per cent of alcohol all 
over the body decreases at practically the same rate. 
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It is, therefore, possible at all times, to predict quite 
closely the per cent of alcohol in the brain by determining the 
per cent of alcohol in other parts of the body. For this purpose 
one may use blood, urine, spinal fluid, or saliva. ,Breath may 
also be employed because it comes into intimate contact with 
the blood in the lungs, and the concentration of alcohol in the 
breath is controlled by the per cent of alcohol in the blood, In 
fatal cases the brain itself may be analyzed, but with living subjects 
this procedure would not be very popular. When death occurs 
alcohol trburning" immediately stops, so that brain or blood taken 
several hours after death will shm"l the alcohol level at the time 
of death. 

Primar! Information Furnished by Chemical Telli 

These tests are all chemical aralyses for alcohol. They show 
first the per cent of alcohol in the body SUbstance analyzed. What 
we wish to learn is the per cent of alcohol in the person's brain, 
but since brain tissue is not available in living subjects we must 
use other body materials. The body substances which may be used 
are: blood, urine, spinal fluid, saliva, or breath. ~1Te have 
already mentioned that the per cent of alcohol in the brain may be 
calculated from the per cent of alcohol in these bod2 fluids. In 
the case of' breath, 2000 cubic inches of true breath contain 
practically the same weight of alcohol as one cubic inch of blood. 

Since blood was the first body SUbstance to be used, the results 
of analyzing any of the above body fluids or breath are usually 
expressed in terms of blood. Thus we say that the individual has 
a certain per cent of alcohol in his blood, as calculated from the 
urine ~ b rea th, etc. 

It should be emphasized that the tests show the per cent of 
alcohol in the person's body gt the time the material was taken 
from the body. The tests do not show when the drinking was done 
nor the total quantity of alcohol swallowed, but only the person's 
load of stored alcohol at the time he was tested. This is precisely 
the information desired for it represents his condition at that 
moment. 

Having determined the per cent of alcohol in the person t s blood 
we can calculate the approximate quantity of alcohol stored in his 
entire body. For a person weighing 150 pounds a blood alcohol of 
0.1 per cent would mean that his entire body contajned about two 
fluid ounces of alcohol ~hich had been absorbed and stored. This 
is the amount of alcohol in four ounces of 100 proof whiskey or four 
twelve-ounce bottles of 4 per cent beer. For a blood alcohol of 
0.2 per cent these numbers would be doubled. This way of stating 
the load of alcohol the person was carrying is usually more easily 

2This is what physiologists call "alveolar air" and is the last 
portion of a deep expiration. 
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th bare percentage figures. 
understood by judges and juries than :ss than 150 pounds the 
If the person tested weighed ~ored ~; c~hol' would of course be ch~ng~~ 
calculated figure ~or t~tal s ~~!eve;, th~ per cent of alcohol s ou 
to correspond to h1s we1ght~ ree of intoxication is ?ontrolled by 
be given too, because the d gdl s of the person's S1ze. 
the per cent of alcohol regar es . 

d A
l hol Means "Under the Influence'?'? 

What Per Cent,_of Bloo co -- . . 
- in the blbod of living subJects 
The concentration of alcohol -half (O~5) per cent. Wi~h.O.5 

may vary anywhere from a tra~e to ~~~l be "dead drunk,u a cond1t10n 
per cent practically a~l ~UbJ:C~~esia Few intoxicated drivers .th 
~bout the same as surg~ca a~ ~f alcohol in the blood, because W1 
will have above 0~35 per cen ld not remain at the "Iheel. 
higher concentrat10ns they cou 

d lcohol should a driver be called 
Where in this range of bloo a 0 ro erly answer this ques- . 

!~U1J.der the influenceU ? The oI}-ly 1 ~~s~s ~n ~evera1 hundred drinking 
tian would be to try o~t chem1ca ts of blood alcohol, an~ to. 
individuals having ,:ar10~s p~r b~~~d alcohol per cent and ~mpa1rment 
dete~mine the relat10nsh1P 0 . been done by several 1n-
from'alcohol. Fortunately th~s haSnd the number of drinking people 
vestigators in various count~1~~d~ed but several thou~and •. These 
studied has been, not. severa 0 com'etent committees 1? th1s 
studies have been rev1ewed ~h t~meric~n Medical Associa~10n' s f t 
country. These groupS ar~ e Accid~nts,3 and the Nat10nal Sa e Y 
Committee on Street and H1ghw~y D iv;r Intoxication.4 T~e co~
Council's Committee on T:sts ~rth~se two committees are 1dent1cal. 
clusions and recommendat10ns ho mmittees have conducted re-

number of the members of t ese co 
!earch in this field for many years. 

d . t plan for interpreting body 
In proposing a reas~nable ~nllJu;d three general principles: 

alcohol figures the comm1ttees ° ow 
. one shou] d strive to prot e.ct not 

1. In usi~g chem1cal lest~he mild d~inker who has not 
only the non:d:~nktler't~Uio~e~ohiS driving ability. 
imbibed suff1c1en Y 

~nterpretation, if any, should favor the person 
2. Errors of .... 

being tested. 
d of intoxication is 

3. While, with most people, t~eofe~~~; alcohol, provision 
closely proportional to the p~rtcen e neople do Hcarry their liquor!! 

hould be made for the fact t a som 
s Assn., 11£: 2164, 2175 (1939); 111: 653 (19,4,,2); 142:523 
)J. Am. Med. 

(1950) • . Tests for Intoxication, 1938 
4National Safety Council, comm1ttee50n and later reports. 
Report, pp. 7-12, 1939 Report, p. , 
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better than others. Ulis means that one cannot arbitrarily choose 
a certain point in the blood alcohol range and say that above this 
all drivers are under t.he influence, and that below it all a re not 
affected. Recognition of this principle was the reason for pro
viding the middle zone in the classification of driillcing drivers. 

With these principles in mind the above-mentioned committees 
agreed upon two limiting figures of blood alcohol concentration, 
one a low level, below' which practically no one would be affected, 
and a second level, considerably higher than the first, above which 
all drivers are under the influence.5 These two blood alcohol 
figures are 0.05-~1(201 per cent and 0,15 (3/20) per cent. Note 
that the second is three times the amount of the first. This ar
rangement divides drinking drivers into three groups as regards 
blood alcohol conc.entra tion. The three zones and the interpretations 
recommended by theBe committees are now described, and are shown 
graphically in Fig. 47., 

ZONE I. Blood Alcohol from 0.0 to 0.05 (1/20) per cent 

As shown by numerous experiments almost no one in this zone 
will be affected by alcohol. The highest point in this zone 
repre~ents the accumulation of alcohol corresponding to two ounces 
of wh~skey for a 150 pound person. It is recommended that a blood 
alcohol in this zone shall be considered prima facie evidence that 
the driver was not \LQ~er the influence. 

ZONE II. Blood Alcohol from 0.05 (1/20) to 0.15 (3/20) per cent 

In this zone some drivers will be under the influence, but not 
al~. O~ those with blood alcohols slightly above 0.05 per cent only 
a :r.ew W111 be affectf~d, and the fraction affected will rise with 
increasing blood alcohol, so that all will be affected before the 
bl.ood alcohol reaches 0.15 per cent. In this zone the evidence of 
ch~mical tests shoul~ be considered relevant, but not prima faci~, 
eVldence that the dr1ver was under the influence. If the usual 
phys~cal signs a~e prese~t, the drjver should be prosecuted, and then 
chem~cal tests wlll ft~nl$h valuable corroboration. 

ZONE III. Blood Alcohol above 0.15 (3/20) per cent 

The aboVe-·mentioned committees recommended that a blood alcohol 
in this zone s~ould be considered prima facie evidence that the driver 
:!!las under the lnfl1:!.§~.t. The lowest blood alcohol in this zone 
means thc;tt for a 150 pound person a total quantity of absorbed body 
al?ohol lS repr0sented by 6 ounces of 100 proof whiskey. To reach 
thls alcohol level the person would need to drink more than 6 ounces 

5Inte;rpre~ation ~~ Chemical Tests for Into:x;icati,o~_as Recommenden 'by 
th,e Amerlcan Medlcal Asso,cia tlon and the Nat10nal Sal'ety Council 
Laws embodying ·this interpretatlon have been passed by Indiana; ~nd 
about twenty other states. 
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of whiskey, because some of the alcohol would be liburnedH during 
the period of absorption. Even heavy drinkers agree that six 
ounces of whiskey taken on an empty stomach is no mere i1eye-opener." 
Studies carried out by the Northwestern University Traffic In
stitute show that a driver whose blood alcohol is in ZONE III has 
increased. his chance of having an accident 55 times~ which is an 
increase of 5500 per cent, 

Fairness of the Interpretation of the Three Zones of Blood Alcohol 

The upper limit of ZONE I is 0.05 (1/20) per cent of blood 
alcohol. This limit is admittedly somewhat liberal, because there 
are a few people for whom two ounc~s of whiskey on an empty stomach 
would produce a transitory decrease of driving ability. At present, 
however~ the public will be more inclined to accept the test 
results, if the interpretation is not too strict. Furthermore, it 
is generally agreed that in this zone the increase of accident 
hazard is very mild compared with the results observed in the other 
two zones, particularly ZONE III. 

ZONE II extends from the upper limit of ZONE I to a blood 
alcohol 300 per cent higher. This is, therefore, a broad zone and 
its upper limit can be reached only after quite heavy drinking. 
Since the test results in this zone are used merely to confirm the 
usual sign of intoxication, it is difficult to see how anyone could 
object to the use as recommended. Many authorities believe that 
the upper limit of this zone should be O.l'per cent of'blood alcohol, 
so it is evident that the upper limit of 0.15 per cent, which is 
50 pe.r cent more than 0.1 per cent, is amply conservative. 

As regards ZONE III, the only vital question here is whether 
there are some individuals who are so little a ffected by alcohol 
that it requires more ijhan 0.15 per cent of blood alcohol to lower 
their driving ability. The answer i0 that this pOint has been 
repeatedly investigated, and no such person has been found. A few 
people do not stagger or exhibit thick speech until tbe blood alcohol 
reaches perhaps 0.25 per cent, but all of the hardy drinkers tested 
have shown a definite lowering of driving skill when the blood 
alcohol reached 0.15 per cent. In fact, all were somewhat adversely 
affected when the blood alcohol was above 0.1 per cent. Jt;dgment 
is the first body faculty to be affected by alcohol. Judgment 
warped by alcohol is ~ far greater cause of highway crashes, than 
is simple clumsiness of muscular action. The alcoholic driver 
generally takes chances, which the normal person would avoid. 

A few writers in this field have objected to the recommended 
interpretation'for ZONE IlIon the ground that it is unfair to 
expert drivers. They agree'that all drivers are impaired by blood 
alcohol above 0,15 per cent~ but they argue that a very skillful 
driver may drink to the pOint where he loses half or more of his 
driving skill and yet operates a car better than certain very clumsy 
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drivers who never indulge in liqu0r. They propose to call a driver 
under the influence only if he has lowered his operating skill 
below that of the poorest driver permitted on the highway! If we 
accept this strange philosophy of the administration of justice~ 
then we should exempt our more skillful drivers from obeying speed 
laws and stop signs. The reason we require all drivers to obey 
speed laws and stop signs is to prevent each driver from increasing 
his individual chances of a collis,~. Furthermore, this theory 
ignores the matter of judgment, and faulty judgment produces more 
crashes than does lack of skill. 

Some people have insisted that the prima facie feature for 
ZONE III would be illegal in those states which define under the 
infl uence as not driving in the manner of a "reasonable and 
prudent man. n Prudence is just another name for judgment, and 
drivers in ZONE III have pretty well cast prudence to the wind. 

It has been argued that the term prima facie as used in this 
legislation is too rigid as regards interpretation. Perhaps the 
meaning of this term has been misunderstood. Competent attorneys 
tell me that F-rima facie does not mean certain or absolute, but 
that in law it means about the ,same as presumptive, or unless proved 
to the contrary. If this is correct, the term is certainly not a 
rigid one. For example, where the judge feels that the evidence 
against intoxication is strong enough, he is not compelled to make 
a finding of guilty, even though the evidence shows that the 
blood alcohol was above 0.15 per cent. However, experience indicates 
that this exception should be made very rarely. 

It is true that the shock of an accident or the sight of a 
policeman may cause some inebriated people to sufficiently "pull 
themsel ves together li so as to temporarily conceal 'cheir real 
condition, even though they were driving with reckless abandon 
shortly before the collision. This point is too frequently over
looked by our courts. 

Can the Tests Be Used in the Absence of Specific Legislation? 

This point is frequently i'C:l.ised by officials who would like to 
employ these tests but fear that laws must be passed to make the 
evidence a&nissible in court. About 24 states have passed this 
type of law. In each state the law contains practically the exact 
features proposed by the National Safety Council and the American 
Medical Association. However, in many states having no such laws, 
chemical tests for intoxication are being routinely used, and the 
evidence is accepted by the courts. Cases involving chemical tests 
for intoxication have gone to the supreme courts of Iowa, Ohio, 
Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and Indiana, and in no instance has the 
high court questioned the reliability of such tests or the 
admissibility of this evidence, if legally obtained. After all, 
these chemical tests for alcohol are in the same class as all 
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scientific infor~ation relating to a court case, For exa~ple, all 
of our courts admit the testimony of a competent chemist ~n cases 
of alleged pOisoning. Yet, I know of no state which has specified 
the particular method of analysis which the chemist must use or 
which, by law has defined the fatal concentration of arsenic'or 
other poison in the body. Expert testimony is employed to show 
whether the death was caused by a given poison. 

The advantage of laws defining the limits of body alcohol for 
au~o~obi~e drivers is that in this way mu~h time is saved by 
el~m~nat~~g arguments over interpretation of the results, and the 
state avo~ds the trouble and expense of calling an expert witness 
for each drunken driving trial.' In other words, legislation is 
desirable but not indispensable. 

Compulsory Tests 

~an a, driver be compelled to submit to a test against his will? 
On th~s po~nt the legal profession has shown considerable divergence 
of opinion. In two states the attorney generals have approved the 
use of force, while in at least two other states these officials 
have emphatically denied the admissibility of the results of body 
alcohol tests obtained without the consent of the driver under 
investigation. 

,In this con~ection, an important pOint is the amount of force 
requ~red to obta~n the sample of body material which is to be 
analyzed. On this score the tests may be divided into three grOl.;lps: 

,', 1. Matmals secured by invadin&....the body. This would include 
blood, spinal fluid, and urine obtained by means of a catheter. 
To secure blood or spinal fluid it is necessary to puncture the 
body; and passing a rubber tube into the bladder would also be an 
invasion of the person's body. 

2. Specimen which the suspected person may easily produce. 
Examples would be urine, saliva, or breath collected in a suitable 
container. Compulsion here would be to require the suspected 
person to produce the specimen. 

3. Collection of discarded body materials. Here the suspected 
person is not required to perform any vOluntary act~ although he 
may be subjected to temporary restraint. To obtain a sample of 
urine the person is placed in a cell with a dry urinal opening to 
the outside. Eventually nature will require him to empty his 
bladder, and the urine sample is secured. As regards breath, the 
writer's "drunkometer" test may be run on breath as it leaves the 
nose or mouth, by drawing this exhaled air through the apparatus. 
The results are just as reliable as when the subject blows into a 
rubber bag. The person being tested is not required to move a 
muscle, but he will eventually have to breathe, and the test can be 
run. 
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This type of compulsory breath t est has been accepted as 
evidence in a number of courts in Indiana. The following case is 
an example: On June 3~ 1937, an Indianapolis woman drove her 
car through a safety zone, inju.ring several people and killing a 
baby which had been in the arms of its mother. The offending 
driver did not stop, but she was apprehended a few minutes later. 
Shortly afterwards the prosecutor telephoned me and requested that 
I go to the jail and run a breath test on this woman. \Vhen I 
reached the jail, I found there a drink cra.zed woman who was 
alternately weeping and cursing. She vehemently refused to take 
the test. Thereupon two policemen seated her in a chair and held 
her there while I ran the test. I did not touch her but simply 
operated the apparatus to suck breath through it during each out
going breath. It proved wise not to get too near her, because 
during the test, she kicked one policeman in a rather vulnerable 
spot. The test showed that her blood contained a little over 0,2 
per cent of alcohol, and she was arrested for manslaughter. When 
I testified at the trial some months later, her lawyer showed 
from my testimony that the test was taken against her will. He 
then objected to the admission of this evidence on the ground that 
it was a violation of his client's constitutional rights. The 
judge, James W. Emmert of Shelbyville, who is now Attorney General 
of Indiana, then questioned me closely as to the details of the 
test: after which the judge overruled the objection and admitted 
my testimony regarding the test. In his ruling the judge said, in 
substance, t hat the woman had not been compelled to perform any 
act, that she was not even forced to breathe, and finally that when 
the breath leaves the body it becomes common property anyway. The 
verdict was guilty, and the woman served a term in the Indiana 
Woman f s Prison. We Ihoped and prayed tha t this case would be 
carried to the Indiana Supreme Court; but, unfortunately, it was 
not appealed. If finger prints or photographs may be taken without 
a.person's consent, then it would seem legal to obtain a sample of 
h1S breath after he is through with it. 

From a practical standpoint compulsory tests will probably 
not accomplish a great deal more than when the tests are on a 
voluntary basis. Our experience in Indiana, and reports from other 
st~tes, indicate that only a small per cent of drivers object to 
be1ng tested. As a matter of fact, most drivers under the influence 
of alcohol have lost all sense of caution and readily submit to 
these tests. In Ohio a refusal to submit to such a test may be 
used in evidence at the driver's trial. 

We should perhaps mention two proposals for securing the 
dri vert s consent for these tests in the event they are needed. 'Jlhe 
first is to require such consent: in writing, in order to obtain 
a driver's license. The second is to make revocation of the driver's 
license mandatory, if the holder refuses to submit to a chemical 
test., when such a test is required and requested by the proper 
authorities. The result would be to place these tests on the same 
basis as so-called compulsory premarriage blood tests, which are 
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required in many states. Even with these premarriage blood tests 
the state cannot forcibly bleed the prospective spouse, but it ' 
can withhold the license until the test is performed and the results 
are satisfactory. 

Those interested in this phase of
6
the subject would do well 

to read the excellent reviews by Inbau and Ladd and Gibson. 7 

Qualifications Required for Persons Conducting the Tests 

Any chemical analysis is worthless unless it is performed with 
reasonable accuracy. False results regarding body alcohol may 
caus~ ~ serious miscarriage of justice, or be the means of dis
cred1t1ng a test program. Therefore, the tests should be conducted 
only by persons who are trained to perform them in a satisfactory 
manner. This does not mean, however, that a college degree in 
chemistry is required in order to operate all of these chemical 
t~sts. Some ~f ~he test procedures are extremely simple; some a 
l1ttle more d1ff1cult could be easily run by a high school chemistry 
stud~nt, and others should be operated only by an experienced 
chelll1st. 

. In any case the prospective operator should be selected and 
tra1~ed by a competent chemist. The operator should not be 
perm1tte~ to r~n.the test for ?ourt use until he has successfully 
passed h1s tra1n1ng course, wh1ch should include the running of 
nunknown~fI as w~l~ as many tests with human subjects to demonstrate 
that he 1S qua11f1ed to make the analysis without help. The in
structor should be "hard-boiled" and refuse to nOKI! any student 
who cannot meet the necessary requirements. 

The state police of Indiana have used the writer's breath 
method for the last seven years. The training of their test 
operators is descrii..ied by,Superintendent Don Stiver in the February 
194~, i~sue of Public Safety. The personnel of the Indiana State ' 
~017ce 1s,mostly made up of young men who rank comparatively high 
1n 1ntel11gence. The prospective test operators are selected 
becau~e of pr~vious training in chemistry, photography, or other 
techn1cal subJects. Each summer the writer conducts an extensive 
course for these test operator candidates. The course includes 
lectures and a good deal of laboratory practice. Only those who 
successfully pass the course are permitted to become test operators. 
A good share of the candidates may fail. Those who are certified 
to ru~ ~he test are placed under the supervision of the chief 
techn1c1an at Indianapolis. The chief technician sends out 
occasional "unknowns" to check on these operators, and at intervals 
the operators are called to headquarters for review tests. During 

6Fred E. Inbau, Self-Incrimination--What Can an Accused Person Be 
Compelled To Do? The American Journal of Police Science, incorporated 
in The Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, Vol. XXVIII, No.2, 
July-August 1937 

7Mason Ladd and Robert B. Gibson, The Medico-Legal Aspects of the Blood 
Test to Determine Intoxication,The Iowa Law Review,Vol e XXIV, No.2, 
Jan. J 1939 .. 
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t ran chemical tests resulting the past t"fO years the~e opera or,:, in while under th.e influenc.~, 
in about 2500 prosecu~~o~s for ~~~~if~icUlt cases these technicians 
with 97 per c~nt conv~ct~~n~. other qualified person to present 
require the.a~d of a Pdh¥s~c~~~ ~~terpretation of the test results expert test~mony regar ~ng 
and the validity of such tests. 

f f w of our states and some of the The police departments 0 a heto have the services of men 
larger cities are for~unate ~noug his is the exception 
with college degrees ~n c~em~st~y, bU~dry replacing uhunches" and 
rather than the rule. Sc~ence ~s rap~ d is not far distant 
the third-degree in polic~ wor~ila~~t;~~t ~~ientific men of high 
when our police.labo~ator~e~ ~~ long this line. However, this 
caliber with un~vers~ty tra~n~ng.a. ke the salaries high 
will not happen until the au~hor~tJ,.es dI~he pay will have to be far enough to attract really good men, an 
more than that of the average patrolman, 

law enforcement agencies must get along For the present, many. , directed under competent 
with technicians who are tra7~~d anahigh school or college chemistry 
supervision. In most co~un~ ~e~ a ld u ervise the test 
teacher or local ind~st:~ai ch~~~~~n~OUetc.s PWorld War II has amply 
operator and check c em~ca ISO with little'or no technical back-
demonstrated that ~ny peop e, machines and instruments of 
ground, can be tra~ned to operate Another example emphasizing 
precision i~ a sat~~factorYdmannerf the Babcock test for determining 
this point.~s ~he wldesprea u~~.o test was devised in 1890 by 

~~~t~~~~~e~nB~~~C~n~fc~~:m~niV~~~~~Yn~~ !~~~o~~~'a ~lg~Ss~~~~ie 
and accurate, and many peop e w . 1 A number of 
education h~ve le~r~~~e~~er~~e~~~~a~~~~kP~~~~ro~~rators, and the 
states exam~ne an . Almost none of these test 
results have been highly sat~sfact~~~. eneral use of the Babcock 
operators are college gradua~es: ovegthe dairy industry than any 
test has probably ~on~ more 0 ~~pr To have restricted the 
other development ~n ~ts wholteth~sto~~te chemists "lOuld have denied o eration of the Babcock tes 0 gra .. 
the benefits of this test to many commun~t~es. 

.. th ands of these cases must be 
. As regards dr~nkend~~v~~~~ica~u~ests r~n by available technicians 

dec~ded. eyery mont , afnthe~ g~esswOrk involved in settling these will el~m~nate some 0 
cases, then such tests will serve a useful purpose. 

Selection of Test Method 

a little like trying to tell a ,man which Advice on this point is of car to buy. Regard-
insurance company to patronize or w~at make about the same, A 
less of the choice, the results ach~~ved are A recent publication 
large number of test methods are ava~lable. 
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of the Nationai Safety Counci18 listed six recommended methods, and 
a number of others may be found in the technical literature. 

The method chosen will depend upon the test operator's personal 
preference, his training and experience, and the facilities avail
able in his department. As already mentioned, the results of all 
the test methods yield about the same final information. As regards 
the six test methods listed by the National Safety Council, the 
Council's Committee said, "The Committee is of the opinion that 
anyone of the methods is capable of giving quite satisfactory results." 

Choice Qf. Bodv Material To Be Analyzed for Alcohol 

We have already pointed out that with living subjects 'the body 
materials available for chemical analyses are blood, urine, saliva, spinal flUid, and breath. 

Breath is probably the easiest body material to obtain. Two 
of the breath analytical methods available may be completed within 
five minutes, which makes it possible to know quickly whether to 
hold the driver. The results of breath analyses will probably 
not predict brain alcohol quite as closely as will blood analyses, 
but our experience with thousands of breath analyses indicate that 
the results are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. In 
borderline cases one should perhaps also analyze one of the other body substances. 

Saliva is also easy to obtain. Only a small amount is necessary, 
and any officer is capable of collecting the sample and forwarding 
it to a chemist. However, there is often some delay before the 
results of the chemist's analysis are ready. I be'lieve that saliva 
should be used much more generally than it is at present, 

Urine has been widely used, and the results are generally very 
satisfactory. As pOinted out by Southgate and Carter9 of England, 
it is occasionally found that an inebriated individual will not~ 
or cannot, urinate when requested to do so. If the bladder had 
not been emptied for several hours this urine may show a lag in 
alcohol as compared with blood, In such cases the driver should 
be instructed to empty his bladder and a second sample should be 
collected after about fifteen minutes. 

In Sweden and other parts of Europe, and in some places in 
the United States, blood is the test material used. Only a physician 
or a competent clinical technician should be permitted to draw 
blood from living SUbjects. This service is sometimes difficult 
to obtain, If there is a delay of two or ~ore hours between the 

BChemical Tests for Intoxication, Committee on Tests for Intoxication, 
1938 report. Street and Highway Traffic Section, National Safety 
Council, Chicago, Illinois 

9Southgate, H.'W., and Carter, G., Excretion of Alcohol in Urine, 
Brit. Med. Jour. 1:463, March 13, 1926. 
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accident and the drawing of the blood sample, this will mea~ a con
siderable drop in the per cent of blood alcohol •. vYhen drawl.~g a 
blood sample, alcohol must ne~er be used to ste~'l.ll.ze the skl.n or 
the hypodermic needle and syrl.nge. A preservatl.ve should,be added 
to the blood sample to prevent loss of alcohol upon stan~l.ng. A 
good preservative is sodilrn fluoride, about one-half gral.n per. 
draclun of blood. In death cases it is usually possible to. ob~al.n 
a blood sample without opening the body. One way to do thl.s.l.s 
to draw blood directly from the heart by means of a hypoderml.c 
syringe fitted with a long spinal puncture needle. With a li~tle 
practice it is fairly easy to insert the needle bet\I[een the rl.bs 
above the heart. This procedure is frequently carried out by the 
corner's deputies in Indianapolis. 

In death cases the blood sample should always be dra\,Tn before 
embalming is started. Otherwise, the sample will be contaminated 
with formaldehyde, wood alcohol, and sometimes grain alcohol, and 
will be useless. We have repeatedly encountered this trouble. If 
the embalming fluid used contained no grain alcohol, it is possible 
to do a long analysis which will yield reliable results: but the 
method is too complicated for general use by most laboratory 
technicians. We have received blood samples which were taken from 
the first blood which was drained from the body during embalming, 
but these too contained some formaldehyde, etc. The best prac
tice is to have the coroner refuse to release the body to the 
undertaker until the blood sample is obtained. Embalming fluid 
bottles should not be used as containers for blood, even though 
they are well washed, as the cap linings usually contain embalming 
fluid. With blood samples received from death cases, we routinely 
test the blood for formaldehyde, and if it is present we reject 
such a sample. 

Chemical Tests for Intoxication Follow Well-Established Princip122 
of Medicine and Law 

In 1814 the French chemist, Orfila, pOinted out t~at.when dea~h 
is caused by a poison, such as arsenic, the body organs wl.ll contal.n 
demonstrable amounts of the poison. During the 130 years since 
Orfilafs time, many chemists have improved and extended the methods 
of analyzing body materials for poisons. This type of tec~nical 
information is now so well accepted, that at present practl.cally all 
physicians and all co~rt~ would consider evidence of poisonin~ as 
questionable, unless l.t l.S supported by the results of a cheml.cal 
analysis. The most reliable proof of poisoning is the chemist's 
report that he found the poison present 1 and in sufficient quantity 
to have caused death, excluding, of course 7 the addition of poison 
after death. Thus, in cases of suspected poisoning by ?arbon 
lnonoxide, strychnine, arsenic, lead, wood alcohol, barbl.turates~ 
etc., it is largely the chemist's analysis which settles th? matter. 
These chemical tests are also frequently made on body materl.als 
from living persons, who are, possibly suffering from the effects of 
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poisons or strong drugs. Here, also, the chemistts report has much 
more weight in medicine or law, than would be given to the opinion 
of non-medical witnesses who simply observed the behavior of the 
person in question. 

The victim of alcoholic intoxication is really suffering from 
the effect of a drug, and that drug is ethyl (grain) alcohol. It 
is certainly logical to apply here the same procedures for proving 
drug action as are used for other drugs. Chemical tests for in
toxication are, therefore, just another application of the custom
ary use of scientific tests to tell whether the person in question 
is suffering from the effect of a ~rug or poison. 

It is true that most courts have held that any person may 
testify as to whether, in his opinion,- a given individual was 
drunk. However, this rule was made long before the automobile 
appeared, and in a time when "drunk" meant a very advanced state 
of inebriation. An automobile driver must be very drunk before 
most eyewitnesses a~e willing to testify in court that he was in
toxicated. The other party in the collision is perhaps an 
exception to this rule, but his testimony often carries very little 
weight. 

Will the Use of Chemical, Tests Aid in Redu£ing Drunken Driving? 

Drunken driving is one of the most hazardous traffic law 
violations. This does not mean that most of the crashes are caused 
by intoxication, for the reason that other traffic law violations 
far exceed drunken driving. Just what fraction of our total so
called automobile accidents is caused by intoxication is difficult 
to estimate, but the evidence is overwhelming that inebriated 
drivers have many times their share of the crashes. 

The problem of preventing a drinking man from driving is not 
an easy one. With his judgment distorted by alcohol he frequently 
does not realize his condition, or if he does, he has ceased to be' 
concerned over the safety of himself or others. In spite of fines, 
suspensions of driver's license, and even imprisonment, all com
munities have drivers who are repeatedly guilty of drunken driving. 
With some people the urge to imbibe is very strong, and it some
times seems a hopeless task to prevent them from fulfilling this 
urge just before driving. 

Here, as with all other types of lawlessness, stricter law, 
enforcement results in better observance of the law. If this is not 
true, then we are wasting a lot of money on police, prosecutors, 
and cour1;.s. 
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It is a well-accepted axiom that promptness of apprehension 
and certainty of punishment are the best insurance against law 
violations. Drunken drivers cannot be penalized unless they are 
appr~hended and convicted, and it is here that chemical tests for 
intoxication are urgently needed. 

In order for a chemical test program to be most effective the 
public must know that such tests are available and are being 
extensively used. When police departments will take the time to 
run chemical tests for intoxication after every crash, routinely 
test all drivers and pedestrians involved, and if the courts will 
vigorously support this program, then drunken driving will decrease. 

While chemical tests for intoxication will not necessarily 
insure honest, vigorous and continuous law enforcement, they can 
be of greatest assistance to officials who really desire to do 
their duty in curbing the menace of the drunken driver. These 
chemical tests should not be used to exclude the usual type of evi
dence of intoxication, such as the testimony of eyewitnesses, but 
these tests will give valuable additional information which is 
often sorely n~eded. 
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SOME LEGAL PROBLE~1S IN "DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE~ CASES ;.;:;.=-===_.- -- --
Jack R, DeWitt, Executive Secretary, 

Wisconsin State Judicial Council 

Section 85.13 (1), Wisconsin Statutes, 1949, provides: "It 
shall be unlawful for • • • any person who is under the influence 
of an intoxicating liquor , • • to operate any vehicle • • • upon 
any highway." The Wisconsin court has defined the phrase "under 
the influence" as such a mental and physical condition .as appreciably 
interferes with a driver's use of ordinary care in the management 
of his car. l The court has pointed out in a criminal case that the 
statutory standard is being "under the influence" rather than 
bleing iidrunk."2 However it has said in previous civil actions that 
in insurance policies "influence of intoxicants" means the same 
thing as l1intoxication. "3 

Beer has been held to be an intoxicating liquor for purposes 
of section 85.13 (1),4 

Operation of a vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor must occur on a highway to constitute the offense, If 
violation of a county ordinance against operating a vehicle while 
under the influence of intoxicating liquor is alleged, the highway 
upon which the operation took place must be one which is maintained 
by the state, by the county, or both the state and county.5 

Proof Reguired 

It is apparent from the foregoing statements that to secure a 
conviction under section 85.13 (1), or a forfeiture under a county 
ordinance couched in similar language, the following proof must 
be made: 

1. That the accused was operating a vehicle upon a highway 
within the jurisdiction; 

2. That the accused was at such time and p lace in such a 
mental and physical condition as to appreciably interfere 
wi th his use of ordinary care in the management of hj~s 
vehi cle; and 

:3. That s'1.1Oh mental and physical condition of the accused was 
caused by his consumption of intoxicating liquor. 

ISteinkrause v. Eckstein; 170 Wis, 487, 175 NW 988 (1920). See also 
Bakalars v, Continental Casualty CO'1 141 Wis. 43,122 NW 72 (1909). 

2State v. Hanks, 252 Wis. 414, :31 NW \2d) 596 (1947). 
:3Bakalars v. Continental Casualty Co., su1rN note 1 and Kuroske v. 

4
Aetna L. Insurance Co., 234 Wis. 394, 29 W 384 (1940). 

531 O.A.G. 199 and cases cited therein. 
:31 O.A.G. 184. 
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Whether the accused was operating the vehicle, and whether it 
was on a highway within the jurisdiction can usually be established 
by testimony of the arresting officer. or~ if he does not have 
personal kno\'lledge, by0t,her eye witnesses. 

The mental and physical condition of the accused can be 
established by the arresting offic~r or other lay persons who ob
served him operating the vehicle, immediately before operating it, 
or immediately after operating it. Coordination tests, etc. given 
by experienced police officers may be very important in the trial, 
providing the tesmare administered reasonably soon after the 
alleged violation. 

.QQctor-Patient Relationship 

A doctor who has exam~ned the accused may testify as to the 
physical and mental condition of the accused at the 'time of the 
examination, provided there is no doctor-patient relation so as 
to give the accused the privilege of forbidding the doctor to 
testify under section 325.21, Wisconsin Statutes, 1949. It is again 
vital how close in point of time this examin~tion is to the alleged 
operation while under the influence. Because they usually are 
more experienced than lay witnesses in observing physical and mental 
state and in noting specific aberrations from the normal, doctors 
should make excellent witnesses in this respect. 

A doctor who has examined the accused can further testify, 6 
subject to the privilege accorded the accused by section 325.21, 
as to whether in his e..xpert medical opinion the mental and physical 
condition of the accused was caused by his consumption of intoxicating 
liquor. 

A lay witness who has had the opportunity to observe the facts 
upon which he bases his opinion may also testify as to whether 
in his opinion the accused was intoxicated at a particular time.? 

A person qualified to analyze medically or chemically the 
breath, blood, urine, or saliva of the accused can give expert 8 
testimony as to the alcohol content of the blood of the accused. 

6CitY Racine y. Wq~tes~e~, 251 Wis. 404, 29 NW (2d) 752 (1947) and 
Green Lake County v. Domes, 247 Wis. 90, 18 NW (2d) 348 (1944). 

?Kuroske v. Aetna Life Insurance Co., supra, note 3. 
8Sec • 85.13 (2) Wisconsin Statutes, 1949 provides: " ••• the court 
may admit evidence of the amount of alcohol in the defendant's blood 
taken within two hours of the time of the arrest as shown bya" 
medical or chemical analysis of such defendant's breath, blood, 
urine or saliva ••• n Even before this statute was enacted, 
Wisconsin had admitted evidence of the alcohol content of a blood 
sample in the Kuroske case, supr~ note 3. 
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Thi~ is hic?hly relevant since research has definitely established 
thav cer~aln.concentrations of blood alcohol will place any normal 
~illnan belng.l? s~ch a mental and physical condition as to appreciably 
lnt?rfere wl~n hlS use of ordinary care in the management of his 
veh~cl~. Whlle the alcohol carried by the blood stream to the 
bra~n lS the t~ing which impairs the ability of the accused to use 
ordlna~y care ln the management of his vehicle science has 
establlshed rela~ionships between the content ~f alcohol in the brain 
and the content ln the blood stream, the urine spinal fluid and 
breath. " 

Defense Attorneys and Tests .-
Since these tests. can be so helpful in establishing whether an 

accused Was under the lnfluence of intoxicating liquor, in what 
ways ha~e d?fe~se attorneys endeavored to negate the effect of a 
~est WhlCh lndlcates that the accused was driving while under the 
lnfluence? . 

Defense ~ttorne:ys have attempted to keep the results of such 
test~ from belng a~ml.tted at trials on the grounds that the evidence 
was 1+1ega~lY obtaln~d ~ecause it was had by unreasonable search 
or sel zure, that adtnlsslon of such evidence would compel the 
accused t? be a witness himself in a criminal case' or that admission 
of the eVld~nce vio~ates the privilege of a patient to forbid his 
docto~ to ~lsclose lnformation obtained through their professional 
relatl0nshlp. 

,If the court adm~ts the results of the tests in evidence the 
~efellse I?ay, o~ course, attack the validity of the tests by q ~estion •. 
lng the lntegrlty ~f the sample of body material, the competency 
of the person runnlng the test, or the adequacy of the equipment 
used to run the test. A further line of attack is open to the 
defense attorney in that he may deny that the admitted result of the 
te~t (as to the ~lconol ?ontent of the blood) establishes that the 
defendant was unaer the lnfluence of intoxicating liquor. 

If the sample of body material is properly collected so as not 
to be adul~erated by foreign matter and is properly sealed marked 
c;nd transmltted so that its identity is readily established, and ' 
1~ a thoroughly competent person makes the properly condu.::ted test 
w~th adeq~ate equipment, the defense should have a very difficult 
tlme denYlng that the amount of alcohol shown by the test was 
present.ln t~e blood at the time the sample was taken. If the test 
1~ run ln thlS manner, any other chemical test which the defense 
~lght run would show c;pproximately the same result if the sample 
lS unadult?rated and ~f the test is run by a qualified person with 
proper equlpment. 

The defense may, of course~ have lay "dthesses or perhaps a 
doctor who observed the accused close to the time of the alleged 
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offense wh? will testify that in their opinion the accused was not 
under the ~nfluence of intoxicating liquor. This testimony must 
?f ?ourse~ be weighed against the result of the particular test if 
~t ~s adm~tted into evidence and the wealth of experimental data 
ava~labl~ as to the relation between blood alcohol and the ability 
to co~rd~nate the nervous and muscular systems of the body.9 This 
exper~mental data should also make it difficult for the defense 
s~ccess~ully to ~ontend,that the accused has some physical abnormali
tles wh~9h mc:ke ~t poss~ble for him to have a high content of' 
alc?hol,~n h~s blood and still not be under the influence of in
tox~cat~ng l~quor. 

The Attack on Admissibility 

The most,interesting defense& from a legal standpoint are not 
the attacks upon the validity of the test to show the content of 
alcohol in the b~ood, or upon the relevancy and we:i.ght of the test 
result to establ~sh that the accused was under the influence but 
rather the attack upon its admissibility into evidence. ' 

, .The Fift~ Amendment to the Federal Constitution gives a 
pr~v~lege aga~n~t self-incrimination which extends only to federal 
courts~ b~t Art~cle I, section 8 of the Wisconsin Constitution 

bstat~s. No p~rson ••• shall be compelled in any criminal case to 
e w~tness aga~nst himself ••• n 

. Historically this right extended only to testimonial communica
t~on~ deman~ed of the accused in court; it was an outgrowth of the 
feel~ng aga~nst the ruthless conduct of the trial by inquisition on 
the part of the CO~lt of the Star Chamber,lO In the case of Green 
L~ke Co. v. Domes, in vThich the accused was examined against his 
~ll,by a doctor, the court held that allowing the doctor to 
~est~fY as to whether the accused was drunk or sober was permissible 
ounsel f?r the acc~sed contended that this compelled the accused • 

to be.a w~tness a~a~nst himself, but the court indicated that the 
constlt~t~o~al pr~v~lege was not violated since no communication 
?r t~st~mon~al ev~dence was extorted from him which waS-preJ'udicial 
~n h~s case. . 

Since a test for blood alcohol requires ho communication what
soever from the accused, it seems clear that results of the test 
cannot be kept out of evidence on the ground that the accused is 
compelled to be a witness against himself. 

I~ situations where the body matter sample is taken by a doctor 
the de~e~se may demand. that the test result be excluded because of > 
the pr~v~lege of a pc:tlent to forbid his doctor to disclose 
9 ' --See 24 Iowa Law Rev~ew 191 and articles cited therein. 

IOSee excellent d~scus~i?ns by Ladd & Gibson in 24 Iowa Law Review 1 1 ~~6~~6 and by W2gmore 2n 8 Wigmore on Evidence (3rd Edition) secti~n 
llCited supra note 6. 
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information obtained about the patient through his profession~l rela
tionship.12 Whether this tactiC will,avail the defense anyt~~ng 
depends generally upon whether there 1S in fact a ~octor-pat:ent 
relation between the doctor and the accused. In C~ty of RaC1ne 
~ Woiteshek13 a doctor examined a defendant for intoXication at 
the request' of the police and was permitted to testify. The court 
upheld this on the ground that a doctor is prevented from ?is
closing only such information as is "necessary to enable h1m 
professionally to serve such pa.tient,",and,since ~he purpose for 
examining the defenda.nt was toascerta1n h~s sobr~ety rather than 
to iiprofessionally serve such pati~n~," the i~formation.obtai:r:ed , 
through the examination was not pr1V1leged. ~t was adm1tted 1n th1S 
case that the doctor would have given emergency treatment to the 
defendant if it had been required. 

Despite the statement of the court about limiting the privilege 
to information "necessary to enable him professionally to serve,Yi it 
should be borne in mind that t here was quite clearly no doctor
patient relation established. The doctor was engaged b¥ the 
officer, and there was in fact no emergency t reatment g~ven. If 
there were~ however, a clear doctor-patient relat~on and the do~tor 
furnished the police a sample of the accused's ur1ne or blood, lt 
would still seem that thi s is not disclosing information necessary for 
him to serve his patiept profe,ssionallYitherefore,the result of the 

() test should be admissible in evidence.·14 

Illegal Obtention of Evidence 

A more troublesome defense than either the alleged violation 
of the constitutional privilege against self-incrimination, or 
the alleged violation of the statutory privilege of a patient to 
forbid his doctor to testify is that of contending that evidence 
of the test result is inadmissible because it was illegally ob
tained. It is usually maintained that it was illegally obtained 
because it violates the right to be secure against unreasonable 
searches and seizure. 

It is well established in Wisconsin that evidence which has 
been illegally obtained is not admissible at trial. 15 

Article I, section 11, Constitution of Wisconsin provides the 
right to be secure against unreasonable searches and seizures. The 
question which must be answered in each case is whether the taking 
of the particular sample of body material constituted an unreasonable 
search or seizure. 

12Section 325.21, Wisconsin Statutes, 1949. 
13Cited supra note 6, 
14See 24 Iowa Law Review 191 at 251; see.also a note in 24 Iowa Law 

Review 538. 
15State v. Wuest, 190 Wis. 251, 208 NW $99 (1929) and State v. 

Warfield, 184 Wis. 56, 198 NVv 854 (1924) 
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This privilege was established to protect homes from being 
rahsacked under warrants issued without the name of the person or 
thing for which search was being made, to give pers?ns security 
in their p0ssessions, and tg protect people from belng searched 
personally without reason.l It ~eems that this should not c:-pply 
to disclosure of the physical condition of the accused, provlded 
he has been placed under lawful arrest. 

Statutes in Wisconsin give city policemen and county traffic 
patrolmen the authority to arrest without warrant persons violating 
lai:IS in their presence. 17 A sheriff has been held to have a 
similar power,I8 Once a defendant has been proper;ty arrested he 
can be subjected to a reasonable search. 19 

What is a Reasonable Search? 

It is hard to say what is a £.easonable search. HOI'" much prysi~51 
invasion of the person is permitted? In Green Lake County v. ilumes 
a compulsory physical examination to determine intoxi?atio~ was held 
to be permissible. It does not seem an unreasonable lnvaSlon of 
the person of the accused charged with driving under the in.fluer;ce 
of intOXicating liquor to take a sample of discarded body materlal 
such as his breath or his urine. The court might feel differently 
about extracting urine from the accused by means of a catheter, 
or obtaining spinal fluid by a spinal puncture. In the latter.in
stances tile qualifications of the person securing the sample mlg~t 
be quite impo::c'0ant. For example, the instance of a doctor 88uurlng 
the spinal fluid might be held reasonable, while that of a police 
officer securing the same sample might be deemed unreasonable. The 
writer has found no Wisconsin cases where the court has had the 
question d~rectly before it of whether obtaining a sample of body 
material against the will of the accused, for the purpose of a test 
for alcohol in his blood is an unreasonable search. 

It seems quite clear that even if the taking of body material 
were an unreasonable search, the accused can waive his constitutional 
privilege by consenting to the search. Thus if the accused con
sents ;;0 submit to the test, hi s counsel should not be permitted 
to keep j .. t out of evidence on the ground tha t it was· illegally 
obtained. The consent must, of course, be voluntary. 

Wisconsin has held that consent to make a search was not 
necessarily involuntary just bec.ause it was made at the instance 
of an officer. 21 Exactly w'hat constitutes a voluntary consent is, 

1624 Iowa Law Revievl 191 at 215. 
17Section 6~.09 (13) Wisconsin Statutes, 1949, as to city'police 

and section 83.016 ibid. as to county traffiC pa.trolmen. 
lSHoch v. State, 199 Wis. 63, 225 NW 191 (1929)0 
19Scaffido v. State, 215 Wis. 389, 254 NW 651 (1934) and'State ex r~l 

Tessler v. Kubiak, 257 Wis. 159, 42 NW (2d) 496 (1949), 
20Supra" note 6. 
21Gray v. State, 243 Wis. 57, 9 NW (2d) 68 (1943). 
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however, a very ticklish question. 22 If the officer tells the 
accused he "has to submlt to the test" the court would probably 
hold that consent was not voluntary, and if the search were held 
unreasonable, the test result would be inadmissible. There is no 
duty, however, on ~he part of the person obtaining the sample to 
warn an accused of his privilege a~indt unreasonable search or 
his right to counsel. 23 

SummarY,.of Considerations Involved 

1.f a case comes before the Wisconsin Supreme Court where a 
sample of body material was taken for a blood alcohol test, the fol
lowing considerations ~'lill probably be important in determining 
the admissibility of the test results: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Was there a legal arrest? 

Did the accused consent to giving the sample? 

Was such consent voluntary? 

If the accused did not consent or if his consent was not 
voluntary, did the treatment the accused was subjected to, 
in the taking of the sample, amount to an unreasonable 
search? 

If a doctor took the sample was there a doctor-patient 
relation, and di.d the doctor's furnishing the sample for 
test purp0ses constitute a disclosure of information ~ 
necessary for him to serve the accused professionally?~4 

22See State v. Gibbs, 252 Wis. 227, 31 NW (2d) 143 (1948). 
23S ee Link v. State, 217 Wis. 582, 261 NW 416 (1935); State v. Whatley, 

210 Wis. 157, 245 NW 93 (1933); Tarasinki v. State, 146 Wis. 501, 
131 NW $89 (1911) 

24It should be borne in mind that the statutory privilege applies 
only to doctors and not to nurses and medical technicians. 
Prudential Insurance Co. v. Kozlowski, 226 Wis. 641, 276 NW 300. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE BUREAU OF GOVERNMENT 

Manual for the 'Instltufe onWiscopsin Municipal Law, 1948 
(Out of Print) 

Manual for the Institute on Public Libr,!1I'y M!j.nagement, 1948. 35¢ 

Manual for the Institute on Administrative Procedures for Wisconsin 
County Treasurers, 1949 (Out of Print) 

Manual for the Second Annual Institute on Public Library Management, 
19~9. 35¢ 

Municipal Administrative Practice, A Course in Administrative Man
agement for Wi~consin Municipal Executives and Other Policy
Determining Officers, 1949. $3.00 

Manual for the Second Annual Institute on Administrative Procedures 
for the Treasurers of Wisconsin Counties, 1950. $1.00 

Manual for the Institute on Administrative Procedures for Clerks of 
Wisconsin Counties, 1950. $1.50 

Manual for the Institute on Administrative Procedures for Wisconsin 
, County Traffic Enforcement Officers, 1950. $2.00 

Manual for the I~titute on Administrative Procedures for Reg:j.sters 
of Deeds of iisconsin counties, 1950. $2,00 

Manual fo~the Institute on Trends in County Finance, 1950. $1.00 
.~"" 

State Administrative Practice, A Course in Ad~inistrative Practice 
for Wisconsin Departmental Executives, 1950. $2.50 

SOlutions to Case Studies in Above, $.50. 

Manual for the Third Institute 'on Public Library Management, 1951. 
$1. 00 

o 

Manual for the Second Institute on Administrative Procedures for 
County Traffic Enforcement Officers, 1951. $2.00 

Manual for the Second Institute on Administrative Procedures for 
the Clerks of Wisconsin Counties, 1951. $1.25 

Manual for the First Institute for Clerks of Circuit Court, 1951. 
$1.50 

Manual for the Second Institute for Registers of Deeds, 1951. $1.00 

Manual for the Third Institute for County Treasurers, 1951. $1. 00 

While the supply lasts, Wisconsin county officials May obtain 
copies of manuals of past county institutes without charge. ' 
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The University of 'Wisconsin 

EXTENSION TEACHING 

Correspondence Study: More: than 400 courses are available, including collegt' 
or university courses; high school courses, for credit toward the local 
diploma; and non-credIt courses, designed for self-improvement and 
advancement along professional or vocational lines. I 

Extension Classes: Full freshman and sophomore class programs which en
able students to complete their basic college worK in the home com
munity are offered, in addition to a wide range of late afternoon ami 
evening classes [or adulLs. 

SPF.CIAL SERVICES 

Package librari~, study aids, and a forensic association provide mediums 
through which the Bureau of Information and ProgTam Services serves 
individuals and groups interested in the study and discussion of timely 
subjects. . . 

Drama services are available through the Wisconsin Idea Theatre. 
Visual aids, including sound and silent filmsn filmstrips, and lantern slides 

are available to schools and civic organizations through the Bureau of 
Visual Instruction. . 

Advice on photography may be obtained through the Photographic Labora
tory. 

Educational entertainment programs, lectures, and commencement addresses 
are offered to schools and organized civic groups through the Bureau 
of Lectures and Short Courses. 

l\lanagement personnel of business and industry are provided with short 
courses by the Industrial Management Institutes. 

\Vorker groups are served by special classes and institutes sponsored by the 
School for 'Yorkers. 

Aid in psychological research and program development is provided for 
business, labor, industrial. and civic organizations through the Bureau 
of Indlb~tial Psychology. 

Engineering and technical personnel can keep abreast of the latest develop
ments in their sp~cializcd fields through the Engineering Institutes,. 

Community counseling in regard to economic and social problems is avail
able to individuals or groups in any Wisconsin community through the 
Bureau of Community Development. 

In.stitutes and short courses in correctional administration and social work 
are provided by the Bureau of Sociology and @1dal 'York. 

Institute.s for govemmwt officials and adult education in public affairs are 
provided by the Bureau of Government. 

Business information and guidance is supplied upon request to the Bureau 
of Business Information. 

Information concerning any Extension service as well as aid in or
ganizing local class or study groups may be obtained lotally through 
University field representatives or the Extension Center directors. 
For additional information and bulletins, write, 

UNIVI':RSIT\, EXTENSION DIVISION, MADISON 6, Wrs(!oNsIN 
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